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Monninw Bo med as 

PREFACE. 

6 Renan Demonstrations are not printed with any idea 

of entering into competition with the masters of 

verse writing. I believe they contain no blunders, and 

they are as good as I can make them; but my aim is 

practical, namely, to teach those who know little about 

verses how they may learn more. In games we often 

learn more from those who are just good enough to beat 

us, than we could learn from professional players; and so 

I trust that if these verses are only a little better than 

the learner can make, he will learn from them none the 

less. 

What is here printed is the substance of composition 

lectures which I have been in the habit of giving for the 

last ten or twelve years. They have taken shape gradually, 

and bear signs of their origin in the cautions which will 

be found here and there. When the pupil is warned 

against a mistake, this is generally one which some pupil 

has actually made, and very often one which most pupils 

make. Sometimes I have taken a phrase or a line from 

a pupil's copy, as being better than any other I could 
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think of; and if any of my former pupils recognise their 

own hand, I hope they will pardon the innocent theft. 

The lectures are of course not given exactly as they 

are here printed; but as far as possible all information is 

evolved from the class by questions, more Socratico. The 

requisites are a blackboard (or two, if possible, one for 

rough work and suggestions, one for the copy), chalk, 

and thorough preparation. The teacher can then begin 

with a simulation of ignorance, and by judicious hints 

and questions draw out one word or phrase after another, 

until he has material to begin the first section. Each 

phrase, when moulded into metrical form, is written on 

the board in its place in the line, with marks of long and 

short set between to show clearly what is wanted. By 

the time he has done his rough work thus, the line or 

group of lines will be written upon the board, and he can 

proceed to the rest. 

‘I am not without hopes that some teachers may find 

this book useful, as I am not aware that this method of 

teaching has been advocated before, and I never knew 

any one who used it. If they try it, they may be sure 

that they will find their work more interesting and their 

pupils more interested. It is impossible to do without 

individual criticism, of course; but after the piece has 

been gone through in this way, each copy may be dis- 

missed in five minutes. How weary we get of pointing 

out some common mistake a dozen times to a dozen 

different persons! This drudgery will be needless when 
the common mistake has been pointed out in the Demon- 

stration. But the real advantage is, that we not only 
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show the result to a class, but the way in which it is 
attained. If they do not learn ten times as fast when 

this'is done, then Greek Verses differ in principle from 

all other learning which is learnt on earth. 

Another class of persons I have in view are those who 

have not had a good training in verse composition, or who 

have begun late and can find no teacher. Such as these 

will benefit most by the book if they use sheets of paper 

instead of blackboards, and write down each step as it is 

taken. 

The earlier pieces are easy, and are treated in greater 

detail than the later. Words and Form are at first kept 

separate; but when the pupil may be supposed to have 

made some progress in understanding the principles of 

working, the two are dealt with together. A few have 
been taken from Holden’s Foliorum Silvula; the rest 

were selected by myself. 

Before concluding I would express my firm conviction 

that time spent on verse composition is not wasted, even 

if the pupil never writes a good copy. A knowledge 

of verse rhythm is worth having, and he will probably 

never get a sound knowledge of rhythm, either verse or 

prose, unless he has written verses. Rhythm is so marked 

in verse that it cannot be missed by any except the 

utterly hopeless. How any ordinary person can under- 

stand the rhythm of prose if he cannot understand the 

rhythm of verse, passes my comprehension; on the other 

hand, verse once understood, it is a shorter step to the 

teaching of prose rhythm. Then again, the vocabulary of 

the poets is so much richer and finer than prose, so full of 
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fleeting allusions and fresh metaphors, that the verse- 

writer is bound to learn a great deal more about any 

language than he can learn from prose merely. Nor is it 

of small importance, that the translator has to use the 

most searching care in examining pieces of classical 

English. An English reader seldom gets at the heart of 

what he reads; never, unless he makes it his business to 

do so, with the same care as he who has to translate it. 

Further, it is a curious fact, but so I have nearly always 

found, that a boy loses by giving up verse. He very 

rarely writes prose so well as the boy who does both, 

although he usually gives to prose the time which others 

give to both. For all these reasons, besides the mere 

intellectual pleasure, the teaching of verse composition is 

of real importance in all linguistic studies. 

I wish to express my thanks to several friends who 

have been so kind as to look through the proofs of this 

book, in particular Prof. Conway, of Cardiff, Mr W. G. 
Rushbrooke, Head Master of St Olave’s School, and 

Mr J. H. Williams. Prof. Conway’s searching criticisms 

have cleared out many things I am glad to be md of. 

I have also to thank the Staff of the University Press 

for their care in detecting errors which had escaped me. 
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INTRODUCTION, 

He that would learn how to write Greek verse generally 
begins with some knowledge of the Latin Elegiac. Such a 
one must be warned at the outset to cast aside all pre- 
possessions formed by the study of Latin elegiac verse. In 
Greek iambics rhetorical tricks are much more sparingly used 

than in Latin elegiacs. The structure of the verse approaches 
more closely to prose, and it has nothing whatever of the 
couplet or stanza form. In Latin elegiacs, it is necessary 

now to compress and now to expand ; the couplet is a kind of 

Procrustean bed, which must be fitted. But in writing Greek 
iambics we have (within reasonable limits) a free hand. Often 
an English line will go into half the space in Greek; more 

often it will take just a little more space. Good translations 

rarely count more than five lines of Greek to four of English; 
but up to that limit, and sometimes even beyond, the translator 

is free. Indeed, if he produce a good copy, the number of 
lines will never be closely scrutinized. 

The problem before the translator is twofold: he has a 

translation to make, and it must be metrical. 

The first needs a knowledge of Greek words, grammar and 
idiom, the second of the iambic metre. For the first he has 

R. ] 



2 GREEK VERSE COMPOSITION. 

been training ever since he began to write Greek prose. A 
certain amount of this knowledge is assumed to exist in any 
who shall use this book; but there are some points in which 
help may be given. The dramatists have to a certain extent 
their own vocabulary ; and I shall endeavour to point out 

some of its characteristics. In accidence, and to some extent 

in syntax, the dramatists have forms of their own which may 
be used; and these also will be pointed out. But it cannot 

be too often said that a good copy of Greek verses may be 
made with the simplest possible words. The student will 
acquire his vocabulary in time; at first all he need do, is to 

reduce the English to its simplest terms, and so translate it. 
The second point is the metre. Here again, it is assumed 

that the student has learnt the elements of the Greek iambic. 

He should know how to scan, that is to divide an iambic line 

into feet ; and what feet are allowed in each part of the verse. 

‘But although the knowledge of scansion is indispensable to 

the student, it will help him but little in composing a copy 
‘of Greek verse. He will not find ‘feet’ in his dictionary, or 
in Greek authors; but words. The problem is, not—given 
a line, to find its feet ; but, given a word or phrase, to find its 

place in the line. If he has learnt verse-writing on the true 
principle, he may proceed to his translation unhampered. But 

most elementary books regard the verse as made up of so 
many feet ; and those who have hitherto looked at verse from 

this point of view, must consider the remarks on Metre given 

below’, or they will not be able to understand the Demon- 
strations. 

What follows will be grouped under two heads: I. Metre, 

II. Language and Style. 

1 These remarks are based on Damon, a Manual of Greek Iambic 

Verse (Rivington), where they are more fully worked out and illustrated 
for beginners. 
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I. METRE. 

Explanation of Terms : 

Cretic —U— Tye. Iambus v — avyp. 
Bacchius uv —— dweivuv. Spondee — — TOUTW. 
Palimbacchius ——w Avcavres. | Dactyl -vu Kaipta. 

Amphibrachys u—w mdpecry. | Anapaest uv — aveBnv. 
Molossus ——— Avcavtwv. | Tribrach uv vv Ta.Tépa. 

Trochee — u TOUTO. 

The caesura divides a normal line into two unequal parts: 

one of five syllables, the Penthemimer; and one of seven 
syllables, the Hephthemimer : either of which may come first. 

1. The Word or Word-group. 

If we look at an iambic line, we shall see that it very 

often contains a word, or group of words, scanning as Cretic, 
Bacchius, Palimbacchius, Amphibrachys, or Molossus. This 
is because the Greek language contains a great number of 

such words, and a still greater number of groups having the 
same scansion. It must be remembered that in speaking we 

do not utter words separately, but in groups; and it is of the 

first importance to realize this as to any foreign language. 
If yyenwv is a cretic, 80 is Todt’ éyet, and so also is rotré pov: 
if Avcayres is a palimbacchius, the same are rovrwy dé and 

tovr éoriv. Enclitics and the like form one group with the 
word that goes before; articles, prepositions and some con- 

junctions with the word that comes after. Thus rots Adyors 
forms one metrical group, a cretic; xai rovrwy is the equivalent 
of a molossus, zpds avrovs of a bacchius. No metrical break 

{caesura, for instance) can ever come between the parts of 
such phrases as these last, though it may come where the parts 

are less closely connected, as in rotr éori. The first thing the 

1—2 
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translator has to do, is then, having got his words, to arrange 
them in natural groups, which shall be metrical. Let him 

remember also that the most useful groups are bacchius or 

| amphibrachys, and cretic. If he can find one of each, his line 
is practically done. Suppose he has the word yyepzwv and the 
word apeivwy: let him place them together thus 

; : | apeivuy i7yEenoy . 

and he has left to find only two syllables (an iambus or 

spondee) for the beginning; and four (<— w*) for the end. 
For example: ovx éor’ may stand first, and rovpod zrarpos last, 
and there is a line complete 

ovx gor | apeivwy || zyenwv | rodpod zarpos, 

with the caesura after a penthemimer. Now iambic or 

spondaic words are so common, that he can be fairly sure 

of finding some. It follows then that, given bacchius + cretic, 
‘the iambic verse is as good as done. 

The iambic verse may generally be divided into four 

groups in this fashion, though the groups are not always 

the same. We shall come to the different Types of line 
presently ; but another general remark is still to be made. 

This is, that these ‘feet,’ cretic bacchius and so forth, may 

(within limits) have one of their long syllables resolved, the 

resultant form being metrically equivalent. Thus wéAéptwy is 

‘metrically equivalent either to apetvwy (with second syllable 

resolved), or to 7yenuv (first syllable resolved); and wherever 
these can stand in a verse, there can woAeziwy stand. Equiva- 

_ lents of spondee are avéBnv (anapaest), and xaipia (dactyl): in 

some parts of the verse where a spondee may go, these also 

may go. In this same way, a tribrach Uv is equivalent to 

either trochee —v or iambus ~-. But the learner must be 
very sparing in his use of such resolved equivalents. In a 

careful writer, such as Sophocles, there is hardly one instance 

; in each twenty lines. Euripides used resolved syllables ad 
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nauseam; we must imitate the more dignified style of Sopho- 

cles. The resolved cretic is the commonest ‘form, when 

resolved forms are used. 

It often happens that the student has to get into the line 

some word longer than any of these groups. Let it be said at 

once, that there is no restriction on the length of the words, 
except that the caesura must be kept. We often see one- © 

word taking up half a line, as Sdouropovvrwy (first penthe-— 
mimer), ovyxarouxrioupévn or egumrnperyooxey (second hephthe- 

mimer). Indeed, there is no reason why a line should not 
consist of two words only, e.g. | 

ampocdoxytus éfarra\AaxOyoerat, 

if it has a satisfactory sound. But no such line does occur 
so far as I have observed; though the following line of 
Sophocles (fragm. 494. 2) is metrically two words: 

7) KaANkoooaBodvre viKyrypta. 

However, lines of three words are not rare, and often very 

effective. Thus 

amdarov | agvpBAnrov || eOpepaunv. Soph. frag. 355. 

voonpa | xndevovra || madaywyia. Eurip. Orest. 883. 

2. The Verse. 

The chief types of the Iambic verse are the following. 
Word-groups are divided by single lines, the caesura is marked 

by a double line. Examples are given first of the strict type, 
second with resolved syllables. A note is added to each of the 
place where common metrical forms may go. 

Type I, “— | v-¥||-v- | ¥-u™ 

Cretic: First Position. 
Bacchius: only possible place. 
Amphibrachys. 
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AdOpa p” | SeredOedy || &xParety | ipelperar. Soph. O. T. 886. 

(freq.) GN’ afr’ | ‘Oducce? || wapSocay | Aéywr bo” ay. Phil. 64. 

(rare) penrpds | Svyfva: || kal warépa | caraxraveiy. O. T. 826. 

épets | d8tvaroy || adro Toiro rods pldous!. Eur. Orest. 665. 

adrepa, | xpds ofxous || vavAdxous | Auraw dpas. Soph. 4j. 460. 

(rare) mosamds 5° | 85° avhp || cal wien | xardoxe yi; 
Eur, Hel. 1206 (cf. Soph. Phil. 486). 

(rare) 008’ Svop’ | dp’ odd || ray eudy | xaxdv Kéos. 
Soph. Phil. 251. 

(rare) Xpéons | reracGels || PéAaxos, 8s | Tov dxadvuey. 1327. 

Type II. “-v | -||-vU- | ~— UV 

Cretic: First Position. 

Palimbacchius: First Position. 

Amphibrachys. 

Exerro | TArjpeov || Seva 8’ fv | ravOévd’ dpav. Soph. O. T. 1267. 

Souk re | pwveis || ore r’ w réxvov Odus. Phil. 662. 

wlyrdnor | reSlov || racay alkitwy pbB8nv. Ant. 419. 

(rare) APavaroy | dperiy || Erxov ws wdperd’ dpa. Phil. 1420. 

(rare) dvdSypa | défat || xetpds edoeBods Ao. 
Eur. Hipp. 83 (see Soph. Phil. 1228). 

Type III. ~-—v-“||/-v-| ¥-v* 

Penthemimer-word. 

Cretic: First Position. 

oTnpoppayover || wouxlAwy | éoOnpdrwv. § Aesch. Pers. 836. 

cwuvomdterar dé || rA700s obx Scov Soxeis. Soph. frag. 344. 5. 

These three Types show the Penthemimeral Caesura. 

1 The hephthemimer is not divided, because it belongs to another 

Type. Soinfuture. The student will notice that the Types do not always 
differ in both halves. The hephthemimer is the same, for example, in 

Types 1 to 111. 

=, 
legions: pnerepenety nom... ~ agin: ** Mage d 2 ma ee et ae a 
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Type IV. “-v- | wey || -*— | v= 

Molossus: only possible place. 
Cretic: Second Position. 

Palimbacchius: Second Position. 

Amphibrachys. 

Four-syllable group first. 

—- Brolyerat | Capa 8’ || oda | rdxa. Soph. O. T. 1298. 
GAN’ ol ev éxBardvres || dvorlws | éué. Soph. Phil. 257. 

(rare) rl yap xaxdy | dweor; || rov warépa | rarip. O. T. 1496. 

(rare) HoOnv watépa | rdv dudv || eddoyodvra ce. Phil. 1814, 

This type has the Hephthemimeral Caesura. 

Type V. ~-v-™ | —v | -_<~— | v= 

Molossus as before. 

Cretic: Second Position. 

Trochee. 

yropns 8" darotons || whpa || ylyveras | péya. 
Aesch. Eum. 750,, 

This type has both Caesuras together. 

Type VI. Youu ||—-v-v | -vu™ 

Cretic Final, which must have a short syllable before it. 
Double Trochee. 

ds obx twéphev || Ovnrdv Svra | xpi} gpovety. 
Aesch. Pers. 820. 

(rare) ovk dv peBelny || ped rh pw’ Avdpa | woddurov. 
| Soph. Phil. 1302. 

(rare) rétas re ratras || odpdvd re | ojuara. frag. 399. 8. 

Type VII. “-v- | “eu || —v | —v= 

Cretic Final. 
Single Trochee. 

Palimbacchius: Second Position. 

ov ply, warep | yepard || rovSe | wapblvey. 
Aesch. Suppl. 480. 
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Type VIII “-—v | ~xsemy {| —-ve-vu 

Words of four or five syllables. 

Palimbacchius. 
Amphibrachys. 

ovyjoar’ | db yuvatkes || Eapydopeda. Eur. Hipp. 565. 

Aldws 32 | woraplarer || xoprever | Spdcas. 78. 

_ Ofcourse the final penthemimer may be of other types, 
such as IV, V, VII. 

ig [koe ¥ lee |e -e | Type IX. | JY ae, 

Five-syllable word. If nest part be a molossus, it 
must come here. 

oryy | xadvad’ || dv0d8’ | elonxovoare. Eur. Hipp. 712. 

ayw purois | vacpoicw || éFoudptopnas. 653. 

getyovea | kal rAao’ || Eryov | dvooubrarov. Med. 796. 

Type X. <-v-™ | “vos | uv 

Five-syllable word, with molossus in second part. 

ovKody | Aéyoucra, || Tyserépa | havel. Eur. Hipp. 332. 

Type XI. ~- | v—-¥—v || -—“-—v™ Five-syllable word. 

vatery |. Edevdéporors || OnAadwv arep. Eur. Hipp. 624. 

Type XII. ~—V-||-L.-“— wv» Hephthemimer word. 

dduiwos | drys |i arradAay Oijcerar. Soph. El. 1002. 

The student should carefully remember that a short 

syllable must precede the final cretic, not a long syllable. 
Such lines as — | 

vopov, oT éxOdds ‘Apwpapdos | Sapdeorv <Aecsch. Pers. 321. 

a, pot mporehOwy otya onpaty’ | eit’ exe Soph. Phd. 21. 

are not to be imitated. There are probably not half a dozen in 
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the whole of the Greek tragic drama. But he should es 
see that the line 

Odpoe: rapécrat Tatra aor Kai Oryydvew Soph. Phil. 667. 

does not end in a cretic: xai Oryydvew together form a four-: 

syllable group of a familiar type. Ifthe line ended BdpBrrov 
pev Oryyavev, there would be a final cretic. 

By examining the preceding Types it will appear that 

Bacchius has only one place (Type 1). 

Molossus has only one place (Types rv, v). 

Iambic Quadrisyllables may go first or last. 

Trochaic Quadrisyllables must go in Types VI, VIII. 
Given Bacchius and Cretic, we must look for iambic or 

spondaic words to complete the line: i 

Given Molossus, a trochee and an iambus will complete 
the final hephthemimer : 

Given a trochaic five-syllable word -U—vU-, we want a 
trochee (Type 1x) or iambus (Type x): 

Given an iambic five-syllable word .-—“—v, an iambus 

or spondee prefixed will complete the first 
hephthemimer. 

3. The Verse-Paragraph. 

Iambic verse, like English blank verse and Latin hexa- 

meters, depends for rhythmic effect on the Pause. The 
metrical pauses-come at the caesura and at the end of each 
verse ; and care must be taken to keep the sense-pause from 

coming too often in these places. Verse so composed is 

monotonous and unpleasing. The student must try to vary 
the position of his sense-pause in such a way as to break up 

the set of verses into Periods or Paragraphs of different: 

lengths. 
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As an example of what is meant, take the opening lines of 

Paradise Lost : 

Of man’s first disobedience, | and the fruit 

Of that forbidden tree whose mortal taste 
Brought death into the world, | and all our woe, | 
With loss of Eden, | till one greater man 
Restore us, | and regain the blissful seat, | 

Sing, Heavenly Muse. | 

Here not one of the interior pauses is repeated, and only 

twice does a sense-pause come at the end of a line. In Greek 
verses the sense-pause is rather more frequent at the end of 

a line and at the caesura, than in Milton; but the variety 

possible, when combinations of the various groups with various 
pauses are used, may be seen from almost any passage in a 

well written play. 

The following may serve as examples of the sense-pause : 

1. tr’, | & raxetar roivipot + ‘Epivues. Soph. 47. 843. 

2. idys, | érurxav xpvodvwroy yviav. 847. 

3. yvvatkds, | dorep of rovov rodAod miéy. 1112. 

4. agepré vev' | xdpoi yap aicxorov KxAvew. 1161. 

5. ef yap moujoes, || toc rynpavovpevos. 1155. 

6. dei xadds rAods EoO, | Oray devyys xaxa. Phil. 641. 

7. tis 6 2600s avrovs ixer’, || 7 Gedy Bia.... 601. 

8. ds warépa mpérBuv, os didrous, | ds tav evay.... 665. 

9. ad éor éxeitvw ravta extra, | wavta 86... 633. 

10. és avrAiav, és mp@pay, és mpvuvny, | omov.... 482. 

ll. Kat pou xép, dvag, Seftav dpefoy, | ws.... O. C. 1130. 

There is a pause possible, as may be seen here, after every 

syllable of the line. So far is this desire for variety carried, 
that the grammatical construction may ignore the metrical 

pauses, and occasionally elision is found at the verse-end. It 
is therefore clear that the verse-paragraph was pronounced 

continuously, with only just enough pause in the metrical 
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breaks to prevent the hearer’s forgetting that he hears verse. 
It may be useful to give a few examples of these two things. 

(a) Grammatical construction interrupted by the metrical 
pause (Quasi-caesura). 

At the Caesura : 

wos elas; 4 TG || Svopevertarw Bporav; Soph. Ei. 407. 

TO yap gov, ov 7d || Tovd, érouxtet_pw oropa. OO. 7’. 671. 

obx gore wépoat || coe rd Aapddvov rédov. Phi. 69. 

ti Sar av adyoins én’ || eepyarpevos; Aj. 377. 

@ Pidrrar, eyvor || yap 7d || tpooduynpa gov. O.C. 891. 

In such lines as these there is no real caesura; for the 

article and its noun are really one group, and so are éyvwy yap. 
The last line has actually two quasi-caesuras, neither of which 

is really a caesura. There are many other lines of this sort, 
and the type may be imitated ; but of course this must not be 
done too often, or it becomes monotonous in its turn. 

At the Verse-end: 

7@ AaBdaxeiw radi ToAvéwpov re xai.... O. T. 267. 

apxew é€AéoGar oiv PdBowr padrAov }.... 585. 

GAN 7 péunvas, ® taAava, Kami Tois.... El. 879. 
Twacav Kv onpavres, 4 KaTeixe Tov | véKuv. Ant. 409. 
Aetropar yap év | re pyre cuoxelv py Spay. O. C. 495. 

Compare O. 7. 1234, Phil. 263, 312, ete. 

This may be used very sparingly by a good composer. 

(6) Elision at the end of a verse. 

ev wot dpovycas ed A€yw* TO pavOavey § 

S3iovov. Ant. 1030. 
tf’ ov xevotrae Sdpa Kadpciov: pédas & 
*Acdys.... 0. T. 29. 

So O. 7. 785, 791. | 
This is very rare, and should not be imitated. 
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One of the pauses, that numbered 6 in the list of examples, 
is a favourite with Sophocles: there are a full dozen in the 
Phaloctetes alone. This pause, which exactly divides the line 
into two halves, is very effective in throwing a monosyllable 

into emphasis; but of course it should never be used without 

reason, or it becomes a meaningless trick. A few more 

examples are appended. 

ouxouv éy ols ye Spas: | év ols 3 abdas éxva. Soph. Phzl. 907. 
"Odvecéus, odd’ tof’, | éuod y’, dv ciaopds. 977. 

Leis éo6", iv’ eidpjs, Zeds, | 6 rycde yis xparav. 989. 
dvdfiov pev ood, | xardfiov 5S évod (with rime). 1009. 

ayew an’ axras thd, | év 7 we mpovBdrov. 1017. 

So 990, 1021, 1049, 1056, 1237, 1261; Eur. Medea 701, etc. 
A similar effect is produced in the English trochaic tetra- 

meter catalectic, the metre of Locksley Hall and many other 

poems, when the pause comes after the accent. Thus in the 

second line of this couplet: 

‘He will hold thee, when his pdssion | shall have spent its 
novel force, 

Something better than his ddg, | a little dearer than his 
horse.’ 

So again: 

“Tis a purer life than thine: | a lip to drain thy trouble dry.’ 
‘Half is thine and half is hfs: | it will be worthy of the two.’ 

Another variety of pause is seen in the Elided Caesura; 
where, if there were no elision, the line would conform to the 

strict type. This is quite common, and may be used by the 

student. The elision mostly takes place with the hephthe- 

mimeral break, but not always so. 

Kayo paboto én’, 6 8 écovbyn povos. Soph. Ay. 294. 

See Aesch. Suppl. 244, also Pers. 821. There are fourteen 

instances in the Agamemnon, eight or ten in the Antigone, 
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and there is probably no Greek play which does not contain 
one or more of them. 

Sometimes the caesura is lacking altogether, as in the 
following: | 

ws éy pig Any] KatépOaprar rods | cABos. Aesch. Pers. 251. 

ovd év mrvyais BiBAwy xarerppayiopéva. Suppl. 947. 

miBod* Kpdros pévroe mapes y éxav éuoi, Ag. 943. 
kairo. ot pev kaxel mpocavdyow svvoiv. Soph. 47. 855. 

GAN’ elke cat Oupw peracracw diédov. Ant. 718. 

ovd dpvis evonpovs adropporPdet Boas. 1021. 
® Zed, ri pov Spaca BeBovrAevoa wrépi; O. T. 738. 

Kovd év xpovw paxp@ didaxOyvar OéreEXs. Ei. 330. 
Aéyw ao eyo SdAw Biroxryrnv AaBetv. Phil. 101. 

See also Aesch. P. V. 465, 469, 489, 501, 503, 509, Cho. 
150, Hum. 26. Soph. Ay. 994, 1091, O. 7. 785, 1290. 

There is a certain hurry about such lines as these, and 
there can be no doubt that this effect was intended. The 
student may use the same artifice to the same end, but with 

the same restrictions; nor must he use it at all unless he is 

‘confident of being able to produce really good verses. 
No one who has read a Greek play can have failed to notice 

the line-for-line dialogue called Stichomythia. Dialogues 
of this sort occur in English, but their form is more strictly 

balanced in Greek. In passages of this sort, of course, there 

can be no verse-paragraph; the rhythm depends on the 
structure of each single line or half-line. In these passages 

the rule is strict: each speaker has the same allowance. 

Occasionally each speaks two lines (Eur. Bacch. 930-962); 
generally each speaks one; and not infrequently a succession 

of lines occurs each of which is divided, more or less equally, 
between the two speakers. The half-line division, as we may 
call it, is often found at the end of a stichomythia proper, 

and has the same metrical effect as the short anapaestic 

system at the end of a Parabasis in comedy. Examples are 
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numerous; I may instance Sophocles Ajax 591-594, Oecd. 

Tyr. 626-629, 1173-1176, Oed. Col. 327-332, 652-655, 
Electra 1220-1226. Euripides has also a number such in 

trochaic stichomythia: Orest. 774-798, Ion 530-562, Hel. 
1627-1638, Z. 7. 1203-1221, J. A. 1343-1368, etc. Occa- 
sionally a single line is divided between the two speakers, 

who otherwise speak one line each: Soph. £l. 1209, 1347, 

1349, 1400, 1402, 1410, 1411, ete. The lines may be divided 

anywhere, according to the sense. 
Now it often happens that what the speaker has to say 

will not go into one line. What is to be done then? The 
Greek poet was equal to the emergency; come what would, 
the structural symmetry must not be lost, and the other 

speaker was made to interpolate a line, after which the first 
speaker finished his sentence. The student must bear this in 
mind when he is translating. If the English has any ir- 

regularity, such as two or three lines given to one of the 
speakers once only, he must interpolate a line for the other 
speaker. This will be usually a question, sometimes an 

exclamation; and to show the kind of thing wanted, a few 
examples will now be quoted. 

dp oldev &vOpurwv tis, apa ppalerar— 

ti xpqpa; motov tovTo TayKowov éyes; 

—dow kpatictov xtynpatwv edBovdjia; Soph. Ant. 1048. 

Tpiocas ye wyyas’ Tov TeAevtaiov 5 GAov— 
Tov Tovoe tAycas Ow; SidacKke Kal Td0de. 

—vdaros, peXicons’ pyndé mpoodepew pébv. 0. C. 479. 

ef por Oeuis y° ve GAN & xapos éo6’ ode— 
év @ ti mpages; od yap avrioTyoopat. 

—év © xparyow tov ey éxBeBAnxotuv. 644. 

apiv av SeBels mpds xiov’ épxeiou oréyns— 

ri Sra tov dvotyvov épyave Kaxov; 

POP POP Pep Pep —paotiy: mpwrov vara powixGeis Sapz. Aj. 108. 
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A. Gavotca: ripBy & dvopa o@ xexAnoerar— 

B. popdrys erwdov, ri, ris uns épeis; 
A. —xvuvos radaivns ojpa, vavridos téxpap. Eur. Hee. 1271. 

See also Aesch. Cho, 118, 175, Hum. 201, Septem 735, Suppl. 

462, Soph. O. 7. 559, Eurip. Hec. 1260, 1272, Jon 1233, Hel. 
1242, Orest. 415, 1583. 

In the examples quoted above, the interrupted lines are 

complete in their own construction. Sometimes, however, the 

interpolated question affects the construction of the first 
speaker, or these two together form a sentence. As examples 

take the following: 

Savoy ye duvets’ 7 8 dpapria ris Hv; 

qv cot rvGopevos TH TE TUpTavTL OTpaTO— 
éxpagas épyov moiov wv ov wo. mpeérov; 

drdaraw aicxpais avopa cat dodo édwv', 

Tov rolov; wor’ pov te. BovAever véov; 

véov pev ovdev, to Sé Ioiavros troxy— 
ri xpypa Spaces; was p tryndrGé tis hoBos. 
—tap ovrep é\uBov rade 7a rok’, avOis makw— 

@ Zed, ti ré~ers; ov te mov Sovvar voets; 

WP epi pep wp —aioxpus yap atta Kxov diky AaBov exw. 

Soph. Phal, 1225. 

The construction of 1232 is never finished, but the answer 

catches up line 1233. 

The two speakers together make a sentence in 

A. tov pév Aids rAnyévra Karavéa rupi— 

B. 7 xwpis ipov ws vexpov Oaar Heres; 
A. vai: rods 5€ y' adXAovs mavtas ev pud mwupd. 

Eur. Suppl. 934. 

Half lines are interpolated in the same way when necessary, 
in a succession of half-lines: 

A. xai tis dv yé pw oixrivee— B. péya yap abyéved cov. 

1 Se. &rpata epyov, etc. 
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A. —Oavarov doyddXwv ratpgov. B. wdvra ratr’ év dppacw. 
Eur. Or. 785. 

A. ov 8 pévwv adrov mpd vawv 79 Oegp— B. ri xpipa Spa; 

A. —aynoov tupag péddabpov. I, T. 1215. 

See also J. 7. 1206, 1209, 1217, 1219. 
The speakers occasionally have two lines each once only 

in a succession of single lines (O. 7. 572). 
Irregularities occur now and then; as for instance one line 

divided between two speakers in a stichomythia (Soph. £1. 
1347, 1349, etc.), or two lines given once to one speaker (Eur. 
Herc. Fur. 1403), or one line is divided in three (H. F. 1418, 
1420, Jon 763). These need not concern us longer, but must 

be mentioned. The learner will of course keep to the strict 

rule until he is trained. 
Before passing on to the next section, a few Hints and 

Cautions may be given. 

(a) Position. 

Vowels must be long by position before two con- 

sonants (including of course ¢, é, and y which are double 

consonants, but not including x, 6, ¢ which are not). 
Except a combination of Mute + Liquid or Nasal and 

that under restrictions. 

The Mutes are 

Breathed Voiced 
(or hard) (or soft) Aspirate 

The Liquids Xp 
The Nasals pe Ve 
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Now be it remembered that the Soft Mutes, y, 6, 8, are 

the heaviest of the first group, and the Liquid p is the lightest 
of the second ; and then it will be easy to see the reason for 

the following rules. 

1. A Vowel must never be scanned short before a Soft 

Mute followed by A, », or v. There are a few exceptions, 

e.g. BUBAos Aesch. Suppl. 761, and occasionally a short final 

stands before yAcooa and BAacravw ; but the beginner were 

best never to violate the rule. 

2. A short final should remain short when the next 

word begins with a Hard Mute or Aspirate followed by p. 
To this also there are a few exceptions: as 

wavr’ éxxadvrrwv 6 xpovos eis Gus aye. Soph. frag. 832. 

But these should not be imitated. 

3. A short final may be long or short before a Hard 
Mute or Aspirate followed by A, », v; but it generally re- 
mains short. 

4. When these groups occur within a word, the 
lengthening is less rare. Such a word, for example, as 
érperovro might be scanned —U—wv; but even this is not 

common, and is better avoided. In the following cases, 

however, it is common’: 

(1) A few ordinary words, such as réxvov, the oblique 

cases of zraryp, with vexpds, GrAa, Saxpva (not Sdxpu singular). 

(2) A number of words which carry epic associations, 
because in epic poetry the lengthening is far commoner. 

Such are péAaOpov, aypios, axpos, mémhos, worvia, dxAos, txvos, 
and the oblique cases of Ovyarnp. 

The conclusion is, that the learner had better keep to 

a hard and fast rule: 
No vowel short before y, 8, 8 +A, p, v. 

1 See Classical Review, 1898, pp. 341-344, for statistics. 

R. 2 
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No final vowel Jong before any other combination of 
Mute+ Liquid or Nasal. 

One more remark must be made. A vowel may remain 

short, but is commonly lengthened, before a single initial p. 

(6) Crasis. 

We are chiefly concerned with the Article and with «ai, 

as few other words are combined in crasis. The contracted 

syllable is always long. The rules are as follows: 

Article. 

o+a=a. 6 dvyp becomes dvyp, 76 ayabdv becomes réyalor, 

7) avro becomes rairo. 

ot+e=ov. 6 éxwy becomes ovrwy, 6 with éué becomes 
ovpé, Td eros becomes rovzos. 

o+o=ov(rare). 76 dvoyza becomes rovvopa. 
a+a=a, ta adda becomes radAa. 
at+e=a, ra épya becomes rapya. 
7 +a=a(rare). In nom. fem. 7: 7 dperj becomes dpery, 
4 GAnGea becomes a4A7Gea. 

In dative: ry ddéoee becomes radéce: (note that the iota 
disappears). 

n+e=y7 (rare). Nominative: 7 eAdBea becomes wiAdBea. 

Dative: ry éuavrov becomes typavrov. 

ov+ta=a. ov dvdpos becomes rdvipds. 
ov+e=ov. Tov éuov becomes rovpo. 

w+ta=a. tp avdpi becomes raydpi (iota drops). 
wte=w. 7@ éugd becomes rwus (iota drops). 
ot + a=a (occasionally found). oi avdpes becomes avépes. 
When an aspirate follows some form of the Article which 

begins with a consonant, this consonant is aspirated, and 
the smooth breathing is written over the vowel: rjde rj 

7jpépa becomes r7S¢ Ojpépg. 
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The word érepos has a special contracted declension, the 

analogy of the neuter plural 7a érepa (Odrepa) being carried 
right through : arepos, Oarepov, Oarépov, Garépw. Of course this 

does not apply where contraction would be impossible ; as ris 

érépas, Tois €répots. 

6 and a are also found in crasis, the latter being the 
commoner. The rules for contraction are the same as above: 

6 + éfoBetro becomes ovoPeiro. 
a + érafe becomes azrafev, besides which we find dyw (and 

other cases), dy (a av), adxw. 

wal, 

In Crasis, xai is chiefly found before pronouns and pre- 
positions the Augmented verb, a privative, a few adverbs 

such as ovx, ev, éreta, av6is, and éoriv. With other forms 

it is found less freely; and if used with others the student 
must be careful not to produce an ugly sound in crasis. 
Thus although such crasis as in yvrép or yvwo may occasion- 
ally be found, it is better not to imitate. The rules are 

generally: Disregard the ¢ (of xai) and contract according to 
the regular custom (see above); but in case of a long vowel 
or diphthong, simply prefix x—. The « is aspirated in crasis 
with an aspirate, like the article. 

Kait+a=x«d. Karo, Kavexaiturey, Kaott, KaAdos, Kairos, 

xaxovoas, xapracat. In O. C. 13 we have xav = kai a ay. 

kaite=xa. Kari, xagéOpepa, xayw, xader (kai 2e.), xaorev. 

Kait+o=Kw. xw (kal 6), xeorws, xorl, xwrooo; and more 
rarely with other words than the article, as xwdvpera: (ai 
odvperat). 

Kait+n=Ky. xy (kal 7), xnbe. 

Kai+w=Kw. ws (kal Ws). 

Kai+e=xg. «xara (kai elra); but xai+ ei = «ei. 
Kat + ol, ai = xoi, yai (rare). 

Other instances of crasis are confined to stock phrases, 

2—2 
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such as dvag, wvdpes, éypda for ey olda, povors for por éori 

(notice the vowels here), ray, pevrdy and rapa, for roe with 
dy and apa. These phrases are all common enough, and may 
be used, but not imitated in other combinations. See also 

under Synizesis, which is really only another way of writing a 

crasis. 

(c) Prodelision, that is the elision of an initial vowel after 

a long vowel, is allowable on occasion; but the licence should 

be used only with the vowel « (in verbs, pronouns, or pre- 
positions) and with azo. 

Examples are: adyd ‘zi... (Soph. El, 333), eo ‘waxouroy 
(O. T. 708), py *€... (Hl. 398), wy ‘ore (O. 7. 824), wa ) ’Soxers 

(Soph. O. 7. 402, cp. 432, 985). So with év, éorw, and also 
éyw, end, éuavrov. 

So perhaps #v py ‘prys (or py Eprys), Soph. Phil. 985; py 
"AOns (or py AGys), Aesch. Sept. 714. 

(dq) Synizesis may be sometimes used when two long 
vowels come together, the two being run into one syllable. 

The following are instances, and the student must be careful 
not to go beyond that which is written. The types are few, 

but common enough, 

pa 0 ov Soph. Trach. 90, O. T. 1065, 1232, Ant. 544, ete. 
noe Soph. O. 7. 539, 555, 993, 1140, etc. 
Les ov Soph. O. T. 332, 1002, ete. 
érei ov Soph. Phil. 446, Aesch, Suppl. 910, ete. 

‘pay ei8d7a Soph. O. C. 1155, Trach. 321, Ant. 33, ete. 
pis apparently so used with a short vowel in the following 

instances, though they are sometimes written as crasis, 

papa ete. : 

pen  dwedetv (cretic) Aesch. Sk 725, Zum. 86. py F adtxedy 

(cretic) Aesch. Hum, 85. py 1 acpedys (cretic) Soph. Phil. 933. 

ft) f aroKAjoat Soph. O. 7. 1388. yey } apabr}s or or the like in Eur. 

Tro. 981, Suppl. 421, Heracl. 459. py } adtxovpévors Eur. 
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Suppl. 304. uh o ava xatrarate Eur. Bacch. 1072. 7 } drovorrjoas 
Eur. I. 7. 731. py arodéénrar Eur. Hel. 832. yy avri Eur. 

Andr. 808. See under (c) also, p27) éprys, etc. 
The following rhythm is probably unique: 

el py 8 xededoas pvoerai pe py Oaveiv Eur. Orest. 599. 
This licence is found, even where a penee pause: comes 

between the ee words: 

ei de uy, c ov kaa Eur. Andr. 242, 254. 

Hiatus is rare, and only found with interjections or 

questions : 

® ovros Soph. 4j. 89, O. C. 1627. ri otv Soph. PAdi. 100. 
ti €orw Soph. Phil. 752. 

(ec) Metrical Variants. 

It is indispensable that the composer should have at 
his tongue’s tip as many variations of a given word or phrase 
as are to be found. Often the same word exists in more than 
one form ; or there are different grammatical formulae for the 
same idea; or again, the idea may be expressed by paraphrase. 
Compounds and cognates, synonyms and equivalents—all 

must be ready for an emergency. Let us examine some of 

these matters. 

Different forms of one word. 

Adverbs, Prepositions and Conjunctions. 

aei, aed, aiév (rare). dvev, arep, drepOe, Sixa, ywpis. 

dppot (rare), aptt. ai, avis, avre (rare). 
avrod, avrobt. aw, awoppov. Sta, Staf (rare). 

éxeOev, exetore, KetOev, Ketcre, -€€ ov, €& orov. 

€ws, 70S, EUTE. Alar, Niav. 
q gy > e ld e 
OTE, OTOV, NMOS, OTNVLKA, NVLKA. 
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Ott, ovvexa, SOovvexa. OUK, Ovyi, OUTL, OvdEY, OVALS. 

OUToTE, OUITUTOTE, OVSETWTOTE. 
4 4 t a 4 4 a 

OUTW, OUTWS, WOE, THOE, TAUTY. TOTE, THViKaUTA. 

cada, caddis. vid, vrai (rare). 
In composition, often av- for dva-, and so sometimes xat-: 

ayxadodpat, apBaivev, appepeypevos, Gppevw, aymrirtw, apwvoy, 

avréAXev, avroA7, karOaveiv. 

Remember also that rootres and other words beginning 
with ro.-, even ofos, may shorten the first syllable. The same 
licence is found occasionally in other words; as Botwriov 
Soph. fragm. 881, zadaics Eur. 

Adjectives and Pronouns. 

Exeivos, Ketvos. éuds, duds. ioos, lonpys. 
péoos, péeocos (used predicatively). povos, poUvos. 
VEOS, VEOTTOS, VEOXjLOS. E€vos, fetvos. 

was, atas, mporas. moAvs, rarely zroA)os. 

TpEis, TpLTTOS, TpirTUXOS. TOT0S, TOTOTHE, TOTOUTOS. 

Verbs. 

arysatw, atilw. yraprrw, Kkaprtw. 
Opacow (‘break’), rapdoow. AapBavw, AaLvpar. 
Adoxw, Aaxalw. Aeizrw, Aywrav. pevw, pipver 

vavoroAeiv, vavoOAovy (Eur.). TinTW, TITVY. 

apoo-, torwvavw, Trach. 1214. 

gnpi, pacxw. petyw, pvyydvw. 

Nouns. 

Yi, yota, ala, jap, yuépa (notice the breathing). 
Odpoos, Opacos. Adds, ews. OVOpA, OVVOpLA. 
doce, OPPadpos. wa.Bos, ran (£. rare), mévOos. 

mods, Trdds, wodwopa, TOA LA. 

xaitn, xairwya; and many other pairs with masc. or 
fem. and neuter, rvpyos, ripywpa, répyaya, etc. 
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(f) Grammatical Usage. | 

Article. 

This may be omitted at will; and indeed it is with 

Aeschylus generally, with Sophocles often, and sometimes 
with Euripides, used as a Demonstrative’ or Relative pronoun. 

The article should therefore be avoided in verse, as it is a 

mark of prose style. 
Examples are: 

Demonstrative. Aesch. Suppl. 439 7 rotew 7 rots, ‘ these 
or those’: Hum. 693 év dé rq, 814 éx 52 rod: Soph. O. 7. 1082 

mms yap wépuxa, Trach. 549: Sophocles also has éx 6€ tév. 
é pév and 6 dé belong to this class. So apo tov. 

Relative. vriv=yv Soph. Hi. 1144, nis=Fs Trach. 728, 
see also O. C. 747, 1258, 1379, Aesch. Hum. 336, Eur. 

Andr. 810. 
These idioms (except 6 pév, etc., pd tov) should not be used 

by the beginner, but are allowable in a good copy of verses 
with distinct Aeschylean style. 

ro is more frequently used with the prolate infinitive than 

it is in prose: as 1é dpav ovx yOéAnoav Soph. O. C. 442, rAnocopae 
7) xatOavery Aesch. Ag. 1290. 

It is common with the Infinitive of Consequence, where 

the prose construction-sign is wore. 

Inflexions. 

The composer should notice the following : 
1. Nouns, Pronouns and Adjectives. The dative plural 

in -ats and -os may be expanded into the old form -aox(v), 
-owt(v). More, the -v may be added before a consonant, 

merely to make position. The same use of -v is allowable 
wherever it may occur. Thus wAciooiv Aoyous Soph. #7. 1353. 

1 Of the weaker type called Anaphoric, referring to something 
mentioned before. 
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rode is sometimes written row ide (Eur.). 
The genitive singular ends occasionally in -6e. Thus 

oe =cov (common): yiGe (Soph. Hl. 453, ete.), arpupvnber 

(Eur. Tro. 20, Hel. 1603, etc.), xepoofev (Eur. Hel. 1269), 
mrevpobev (Soph. Trach. 938), ‘ApyéOev (Eur. J. 7. 1182). 
Compare ayxadev. 

The genitive in -ews, -ewy may count as one syllable or 
as two, though it generally counts as one. So in neuter 

nouns like retxos, gen. pl. retxéwy or retxov. The dative plural 

of éys and ov is qpiv or qpiv, viv or Juiv. The short forms are 

chiefly used as ethical datives. 

pytnp and Ovydrnp have the longer gen. and dative pyrépos 
etc. occasionally in Euripides (Or. 423, frag. 360. 28). This 
is an affectation, and is better not imitated. 

Certain words have various possibilities in declension. 

Thus Zeis may make Aws or Znvos, etc.; yovv may make 

yovdrwv and yovacty or youvdrwy and yovvacw ; Sdépv has Sopos 
and Sopi; xdpa has xpata or xapa (acc.), xpari or xapg (dat.) ; 

dpvis has dpvww or dpviGa, opves or dpvifas; vats makes veuws 
or (vaos) vyds in the genitive; xeip declines yeipos or xepos, 

' ete. ; xpus, xara or xpoa, etc. 
2. Verbs. The Ist pl. in -~e#a may be written -yeo6a. 
Euripides once has the old 3rd pl. aor. passive éxpudOer, 

Hipp. 1247. This should not be imitated. 
Augments are omitted occasionally, especially in a nar- 

rative speech, as that of some messenger. The usage in this 

respect agrees with Homer, who omits the augment pre- 
vailingly in simple and unemphatic narrative (see Platt in 

Journal of Philology, xix. 211). 
Aesch. Cho. 738 Oéro, Eur. Bacch. 1134 yupvodvro. 

The optative -owro may be written -oro. Aesch. Pers. 
360, éxowooiaro, Eur. J. 7. 1341, otxotaro. 

In the weak aorist active, such forms as Avoas, Avoat, 

alternate with Avoeds, Avoecerv. 
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v édpeAxvoruov may be added, in its proper place, for 
position ; thus xaipovow may stand before a consonant. This 

was often done in Attic speech, as testified by the in- 
scriptions. 

Shortened forms. O@vjoxw has réOvapev, reOvacr, reOvdvar, 
teOvus (oblique cases), as well as the longer forms from ré6yyxa. 

So BeBaor, BeBus; eoraper, ecrare, Evracw, éorus ; werrus 

(oblique cases). 
From éotxa, govypev. 

Lengthened forms, apvvabeiv, cipyabeiv, oxeBeiv. 

Note. The plural may be used freely for the singular 

in the first person, but can never be so used in the second. 
When a woman uses ypels for éyw, an adjective or participle is 
put in the masculine. 

II. LANGUAGE AND STYLE. 

Poetry consists of three parts: thought, language, and 
rhythm. Of these the thought is by far most important : it 
is the substance, the others are but the form. A great poem 
may lack all regular rhythm, like the Hebrew psalms; it may 
be put in the very simplest words, such as any man may use 

in conversation; yet if the thought be noble, beautiful, or 

awful, the poem may still be great. Nothing can be simpler 

than this: 
O Love, they wrong thee much 

That say thy sweet is bitter ; 
When thy rich fruit is such 

As nothing can be sweeter. 

Or the final words of the same poem : 

I know thee, what thou art: 

I serve thee in my heart, 
And bow before thee. 
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Yet the lines are essentially noble, and no added graces could 
improve them. On the other hand, no beauty of rhythm, and 

no refinement of language, can make a great poem out of 
thought which is base or even trivial. Of course this saying 
must be reasonably understood. Base thoughts and acts often 

have their place in a great poem, but they do not make the 

poem great. So a base character, such as Iago, may serve to 

act and react with the other characters. He may even be in 

himself an interesting study, especially if the war of good and 

evil in him be made clear. But when a thing or a character 

is all base (if that be possible), the description of it for its own 

sake cannot be noble. It is in fact the more degraded, in pro- 

portion as it is clever. | 
This ought to be clearly understood by the student, because 

it simplifies his task very much in the earlier stages. In 

translating, we have nothing to do with the thought of the 

piece: that is fixt for us, and it is our duty to translate it as 
far as possible unchanged. But in beginning to write Greek 
verse, the student’s attention may be confined to rendering 
the original in the simplest language he can think of. He 
will thus concentrate his mind upon the rhythmical difficulties ; 
and once he has mastered the mechanical part, he may pass 

on to the use of poetic diction. This it is our task to consider 
in the section now before us. 

I have already stated that a copy of Greek verses may be 
quite good, at times may be first-rate, even though put in the 
simplest language of every-day life. But as a rule, verses in 
Greek as in other languages should have some of those beauties 
of phrase, those fleeting suggestions and allusions, which add 
so much to the enjoyment of poetry. When Shakspeare speaks 
of the daffodils, ‘that come before the swallow dares, and take 

the winds of March with beauty,’ we feel a thrill of delight 
at the image, which would never have been called up by 
simply saying ‘that come in early spring,’ or ‘in cold March 
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winds.’ Or to take another phrase from the same passage, 

which shows the power of allusion: 

violets, dim, 
but sweeter than the lids of Juno’s eyes 
or Cytherea’s breath. 

The words almost intoxicate the imagination, and it would 
hardly be too much to say that never was flower so im- 
mortalised in a line, Lastly, take a splendid hyperbole. If 

Petra had been called a city ‘half as old as the world,’ the 

thought would have been striking; yet how much more 
striking is this line, which no one who has once heard it 

can ever forget— 

. A rose-red city, half as old as Time. 

This then is what is meant by poetic diction: suggestions, 

allusions, images, and comparisons, beautiful in themselves, 

and so adding to the beauty of the whole. There must be 
nothing in them not suited to the idea which you are trying 
to express. Thus to call Petra a ‘rose-bud city’ would be 
to suggest youth, not age. Then again, in choosing them, 

care should be taken not to lose sight of the beauty of 

mere sound ; and no less, that the sound may suit the sense, 

sonorous and strong words being used for a strong effect, and 

not otherwise. Any neglect of this produces bathos. To use 

big words of petty things is mere bombast, and how it would 
sound in Greek may be judged by such a burlesque poem as 

Chrononhotonthologos, or the play in Sheridan’s Critic. 
In an art like poetry, no amount of teaching can do more 

than guide. Given a poetic imagination, and the requisite 
knowledge, the right images and words will come up un- 

bidden ; knowledge without imagination will too often suggest 
the wrong words. But imagination cannot be given; 

all that we can do here is to supply some material for it. 

The following pages will show the kind of material which was 
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in the mind of the Greek poet: the images and allusions 
which occurred to him, the ancient point of view. Added to 

this will be a few hints on Idiom which it is useful to bear 

in mind. 

We will classify the material under the following heads : 
(1) Simile; (2) Metaphor; (3) Personification, Antithesis, 
Repetition; (4) Paraphrase; (5) Compound Words; (6) Idioms 
with Neuter Nouns. 

The Greek language, unlike Latin, is very rich in Meta- 

phor; and in the epic and lyric poets rich also in Simile. 
But in the dramatists, Simile is rare as compared with 
Metaphor, and is confined to a narrower scope. This is due 
partly to the nature of the case. A Simile is more in place 

when one tells a story than when one is talking with a friend ; 
hence Homer has many Similes, and Sophocles few. Metaphor, 

on the other hand, is of the essence of poetic diction ; and we 
find it abundant in Greek poetry, but rarer in Latin. 

(1) Simile. 

A true Simile contains some word of comparison, ‘like,’ 

‘as,’ etc., and this in Greek may be ds, doep, wore, ows, 

dixnv, tporw, and so forth. These may be varied by such 
phrases as ovdty qocov 7H, ov uGAdov 7. Lastly, the Simile and 
the thing it is compared with may go side by side, and the 

thought alone may connect them. Thus in English we may 

Say : 
(1) He falls like a tall pine: 
(2) He falls not otherwise than a tall pine: 

(3) He falls: so falls a tall pine: 
(4) The tall pines fall: he too falls: 

and so forth. The last three may be called Equivalents to a 
Simile. 
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As to the matter of the Similes, no such restrictions apply 

as apply with Metaphor. Anything that suits the case may 

be used as a Simile. As a matter of fact, however, the Similes 

in Greek tragic dialogue are quite simple, and drawn chiefly 

from the following subjects: (1) Animals, birds, fish, reptiles 

and their habits; (2) Arts and Crafts, Agriculture, Physic, 

and so forth; (3) Athletic Contests, racing, boxing, dicing, 
etc.; (4) Hunting and Fishing; (5) Nature, and Natural 
Processes, always a fruitful source of Simile and Metaphor ; 

(6) Ships and Sea-faring. 

We shall not give examples of the matter of Similes, 

which would take up too much space; but it may be useful 

to add examples of the less usual forms. 

(a) With Adverb: 

Oaooov Se Bipoay e&édapev 4 Spopers 
Siccovs StavAous immious Sunvuce. Eur. Zl. 824. 
Térpwrat Siuxtvov mhéov Aéyeuv. Aesch. Ag. 868. 

(6) With Adjective or Participle : 

wxry dda ties trov wrepois. Kur. J. 7. 32. 

popdy pdr. exaordv wore mpiovos 
éxBpwpar av BreWeas év ropy sAov. Soph. Trach. 699. 

ws ovdey dopey TARY oKtais touxdres. frag. 859. 
avlaSerrépa yiyvov Garaooyns. Eur. Hipp. 303. 

xpeorowv yadyvys vavritoww eicopar. Or. 728. 

(c) With Verb: 

@ tEexv, touypev vavrirdouww. Kur. Heracl. 427. 

"Igtov’ éy Secpotow éxpipyocopar H, F, 1298. 

(dq) Equivalent : 

dfos r adkadd tr éyxeas TaiTe KUTEL 
dyoorarotwwrT av, ov didw, rporevvéros. <Aesch. Ag. 322. 
non wor eldov dvip éyw yAdooy Opacdv 
vattas époppnoavra xeyavos TO weir, 
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© POéyp dv od« éveipes, wir’ ev Kaxe 

xetwavos elxer, etc....o0rw 5¢ xai oé... Soph. Aj. 1142. 
Gpas wapa pelOporr yeydppots oa 

Sévdpov treixe, xAdvas ws éxowLerac... 
GAN’ elxe Ovp@ xai perdoracw ddov. Ant. 712. 

torw 6€ pndeis tavl’ a orydcba ypewv: 
puxpod yap éx Aapmrjpos “ISaiov Aéras 

mpyoeev ay rts. Eur. frag. 411. 

airav wodTav py ‘TiKpatvovTrwy vdpovs 

Kaxais émippoatcr.: BopBdpw 6 ddwp 

Aapmpov puaivwv ovroh cipyces rordv. Aesch. Hum. 696. 
wixale Oaocov: ov pos iarpod codud 

Opnvety érwdas pos TopevTe mart. Soph. 47. 581. 

(2) Metaphor. 

A knowledge of Metaphor is essential to good composition 
in any language ; and it is even more important in verse than 
in prose. The Greek language is rich in Metaphor, as might 

be expected in an imaginative people; and the following 
pages will serve to give an oversight of the whole field as far 

as dramatic dialogue is concerned. 

In the classification which follows, those simple physical 
ideas which are used metaphorically by all literary languages 

are omitted. The student may take for granted that words 
with such meanings as bitter and sweet, bright and dull, cold 
and hot, deep and shallow, full and empty, hard and soft, 
high and low, rich and poor, rough and smooth, straight and 
crooked, can almost always be used metaphorically. The 

remainder may be classified as follows : 
1. Agriculture: trees, plants, flowers; plowing, sowing, 

reaping, and the like. 
2. Animals: including all sorts of creatures, birds, 

cattle, horses, with riding, driving, and the like. 
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9. 

10. 
11. 
12. 

boxing. 

13. 
14. 
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Art: music, architecture and buildings. 
Books and Writing. 
Coins, payments, fines. 
Crafts and Trades: weaving, spinning, etc. 

Day and Night, Light and Dark, Fire and Heat. . 

Dice and gaming, Lots. 
Dress, cloth, etc. 

Eating and Drinking. 
Fighting, War, and Weapons: shooting. 

Games and all kinds of contests: wrestling, racing, 

Government: ruling and serving. 
Human Body and Human Life: birth, death, 

marriage, physical feeling and natural processes. 

15. 

16. 

17. 

18. 

Hunting, Snaring, Fishing: nets and toils. 

Law and the courts, political and social life. 

Physic and Disease. 

Roads, paths, the act of going in various forms 
(walk, run, etc.). 

19. Sea and Sky: sun and stars, calm and storm. 

20. Ships and seamanship. 

21. Stone and Metals. 

22. Teaching and Schools. 

23. Water: rivers, fountains, etc. (See also Sea and 
Sky.) : 

24. Wealth. 

25. Weights and Burdens. 

1. Agriculture. 

ws wpds olxov eyxerevero | paris. Aesch. Ag. 867. 

TOUT av wapwxérevoas ev, Kovdev Aé€ywv. Eur. Bacch. 479. 

modus 5é wévros ovvex tpd0n Sopi.... Aesch. Suppl. 1007. 

Compare Ant. 569, O. 7. 1257, 1485, 1497 ff. 
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kat omlppa racyns éfamrddAvtar xOovos. Aesch. Ag. 528. 

TladAds pureve. wip’ Odvacéews xapuv. Soph. 4j. 952. 
Saas avias pot Karacwelpas dOlvas. - 1005. 
GAN atrddeAdov alua Sphpacda GérXers; Aesch. Sept. 718. 

maveXeOpov | avtéxOovov warpwov Wpwre Sdpov. Ag. 535. 

adAd Kai 1rdd” Kapfirar zoAAG Svetyvov Oépos. 1655. 

py por woAWw ye apépvodey tavwAOpov 
&Kbapvlonre SydAwrov. Sept, 72. 

bins yap ovons pudAds Iker” és ddpovs, 

oxidy dreptedvaca ceipiou Kuvos. Ag. 967. 

apéppifov, ws Eoixev, EpOaprar yevos. Soph, £7. 765. 

yévous amavtos pltav Enpnpévos. Aj, 1178. 

Babeiav Broxa 51a dpevos napwodpevos, 
eg Fs Ta Kedva Braordve BovrAeiwara. Aesch. Sept. 594. 

ér” qdn mas 6 poxOos Av wero. Soph. O. C. 437. 

So Trach. 728 épyn wérapa. 
répew Srépa 5° eipvAaxtos ovdayws. <Aesch. Suppl. 998. 

TO Tlepowy SvOos ofxerat recov. Pers. 252. 
dpwpev dvOowv wéAayos Aiyatov vexpoits. Ag. 659. 

Tov odv 5é yovarwy mpwrddtaa Oryydvw 
ixéryns G&piddov orduaros éfdrrwv Ards. Eur. Orest. 382. 

UBpis yap Eavove” exdprwoe ordxuv 
arns, dOev mayxAavrov Kapq Cépos. Aesch. Pers. 822. 

AtBin, peyiorns Gvopa ys Kaproupévy. Suppl. 316. 

kaptds éorat Oeodarow. Sept. 618 (cp. 600). 

GANG rovcd’ énot paraiav yAdooav wd draviloa... 

Ag. 1662. 
dpas S€ xwxvrots bravOlfav vopos. Cho. 150. 

drys Spovpa Pavarov éxxapwlterar. Sept. 601. 

See also Aesch. Pers. 811, Cho. 532, P. V. 7, 23, Ag. 954, 

1044, Soph. HZ. 43, 260, frag. 750, 844, O. 7. 742, Trach. 548. 
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2. Animals. 

Horse. 

érei xabiwmdia pe mperBirw véos. Aesch. Hum. 731. 

GAN’ airix’ wpois abrov év vopows warpos 
det wodoSapvey xafouototcbar dior. Soph. 47. 548. 

ovdé yap Kadov. 

Svotvy yuvaxoty avép’ &’ tvlas gxev. Eur. Andr. 177. 

wAnyes Oeod phony rayxoive. Aesch. Sept. 607. 

Levy Gels Eroiuos Fv epot cepadédpos. Ag. 842. 

xadwdv 3 otk éricrara: déperv. 1066. 

SOovver’ ary ovyxardfevcra, KaK7. Soph. 47. 123. 
Adoat 5 zpvpvas Kat xadworipia | vewv. Eur. Hec. 539. 

® tAnpov, ola Evpqopa EvveLdyns. Hipp. 1389. 
Keivos Te Avry was Ararat Kaxq. Soph. Aj. 275. 

pdoryt Oeia yiv mpo yns Aatvopar. Aesch. P. V. 682. 

Kpupy xdpa oelovres, ovd tro ftvy@ 

Aopov duxaiws elxov, ws orepyew epe. Soph. Ant. 292. 
Svododerépous zovous. Aesch. P. V. 931. 

bm’ arns tebyhav doyaAAe recur. Eur. frag. 285, 10. 

Tov yap TorovTo Kévrpov ws pntpoxrovery; Aesch, Hum. 427. 
viv 5 av ts olkwv trAoveiav éxy bdrvyv... Eur. frag. 378. 

See also Aesch. P. V. 672, 1009, Ag. 642, 842, 1540, 

Cho. 1022, 1044, Sept. 793, Eur. Hec. 376, Hipp. 1303. 

Dog. 

atnvos Kbeov, Sadouwds aileros. Aesch. P. V. 1022. 
calvev popov TE Kal pany ayia. Sept. 383. 
calvopar 5 im éAzidos. Cho. 194. 

mawes pe calva pOoyyos. Soph. Ant. 1214. 
calves Sdxvovea Kai Kiev Aaifapyos el. Jrag. 800. 

Spw@at xovTo, cot & sdwl\dover cropa. Ant. 509. 

dpovo’ thaxrev (of Heracles drunken). Eur. Alc. 760. 

R. 3 
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Cattle. 

tis 5¢ wousdvep Greate xamideoroler orpare; 
Aesch. Pers. 241. 

(Corpses in the sea) xipwoov icyupav xOdva. 310. 

ovd ev ayxupovxiats 
Gaprotor vady woweves tapavrixa. Suppl. 767. 
GxovT adayrot, wowpkvos Kaxod orpdBy. Ag. 657. 
mopmaios ict, rovde rowalvey éudv | ixérny. Eum. 92. 

veav TE womavripow tvOadacclous. Soph. frag. 399, 10. 

xwpeir avev Boripos alwoAovpevat: 

woluvns Toavrns 5 ouris edptAns Geav. Aesch. Hum. 187. 

GPouxdAnroy roir éu@ hpovypare. Suppl. 929. 
&Bovxododpev ppovricw véov mados. Ag. 669. 

non yap «ldov oppo viv Tavpoupévny. Eur. Med. 92. 
(Of a girl) oxiprnpa pbcxov ays xabéfovres xepotr. 

Hee. 526. 
xwritos 5 avnp AaBov 

mavoupya xepot Kévtpa xndever rod. Soph. frag. 662. 

Lton. 

Movr’ avaAkw év A€xee otpwdhupevov. Aesch. Ag. 1224. 
avryn Sirovs Mawa ovyKxomwpévn. 1258. 

Snake. 

(Led up to by a dream): &Spaxovrabeds 5 eya | xrevd viv. 
Aesch. Cho. 549. 

ri oor Soxet; pbpawd vy eit’ txuSv) edu. 994. 

nrevlépwoas wacay ‘Apyeiwy mow 
Svoty Spaxévrow evmretas Tenwy Kapa. 1046. 

(He is like a snake), 
Geiver 5 dveide. pavriy OixrAcOnv codov. Sept. 381. 

Birds. 

xipxo. weAeuevy ov paxpay AcAeyupévor. P. V. 857. 
idod 5é yévvay ebvww alerov rarpos. Cho. 247. 
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roiay Ilé\ow tvyya Onparypiav 

épwros, dorpamrjv rw’ dupdrov exe. Soph. frag. 433. 
dvewrepGOns xdddoxers Opav épé. Aesch. Cho. 228. 

tis ydp wor’ dpxn Tov xaxod mpocérraro; Soph. 47. 282. 
& BovrAopar yap Wdv, Kat da ordpa 
mryvotor uvOors ddardvws Tépiar ppéva. Eur. Or. 1175. 
ws PoBos p dvarepot. Suppl. 89. 
wryvas dukes, @ Téxvov, Tas éA7idas. Eur. frag. 271. 

3. Art. 

Architecture. 
KOvoeTW KAKWV 

Kpytis vreoriv, GAN ér éxmidverat. Aesch. Pers. 814. 

Katecw, atas rdode Opryxdowv didots. Ag. 1283. 

To Aotobrov Se Oprynds GOALwv KaKdy. Eur. T'ro. 489. 

réexyvns 5é vw Zets EOeov urloas dpéva. Aesch. Hum. 17. 

Kal mais pev apoyy warép exe wipyoy péyay. Eur. Ale. 311. 
XN pev Td ervpyovro oroAj. Aesch. Pers, 192. 
MevéAaov efrov, Os wertpywoa: Opdcer Eur. Or. 1568. 

So Herc. F. 238, 475, Tro. 608, Med. 526. 

Ts eAridos yap Epxopat webpaypévos. Soph, Ant. 235. 
ev ye oroxale. Kdmrodpdyvvrat Kixdy | Td mpaypa. 241. 
épynv éueupw tyv éunv, tv cot 8 dpov 

vatovray ov Kareides, GAA ene Weyers. O. T. 337. 
6 Svaprys oxdrw | Ads Eivorcos. Aesch. Ag. 1641. 

GAN’ éx pdBov tov yAdocav tykAyjoas Exe. Soph. Ant. 180. 
yépwv yépovte ovyxarennney srivos. O. C. 1259. 

év 8 panto | vexpav éperbbeis éLero. Aj. 308. 

Statuary. 
od wewAacpévos | 6 Kdpos. Aesch. P. V. 1030. 

So zAdooew in other forms. 

Music. 

é&v Te yap paxp@ 
ype gvddea rode ravdpi cipperpos. Soph. O. 7. 1112. 

3—2 
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Ta vov §tpdova Sesiwdpara. Soph. O. C. 619. 
Tad ov Evvpda roiow éfpyyeApevois. Eur. Med. 1007. 

kal pot wmpoogS wore ytyvwoKxew or... Soph. Phel. 405. 

av 5 ovy poBel pe py re whyppedts rdOys. Eur. Med. 306. 

4. Books and Writing. 

qv tyypadov ov pyjpoow S&ros dpevav. <Aesch. P. V. 789. 

aivd pvAdgat rap, ery Seroupévas. Suppl. 179. 

Oés ev ppevis SArowr robs Adyous. Soph. frag. 540. 
Kal tar éziotw, Kal ypadov dpevav éow. Phil. 1325. 

oUs yap viv axyKoas Adyous 
elvat Sdxes col pndérw ‘vy mpoorplors. Aesch. P. V. 741. 
Kal wy "forelys oréeppa [edomiddy rode. Cho. 503. 
Secvois 5é onpdvrpocw eodpayiorpévor 

éhevyoev pos kpnpvov (of wounds). Eur, J, 7. 1372. 
Kal pyv rom ye opevdovys xpvonAarov 

THs ovKér ovens THOSE TpoTaaivovci pe. Hipp. 862. 

See also Aesch. Suppl. 991, Cho. 699, Soph. frag. 742. 

5. Coins. 

Bots éri yAvooy péyas | BéByxev. Aesch. Ag. 36. 
Kal yap xapaxriip airés év yAuooy Ti pe 

mapyyopet Adxwvos éopacbar Adyov, Soph. frag. 178. 
Sewds xapaxriip xdmionuos év Bporois 

écOdav yevér Oar. Eur. Hee. 379. 
This metaphor is very common in tivew and all its synonyms 
and cognates. 

6. Crafts and Trades. 

Tavd &njdwra. Topas 

youpos diapmrdg, ws péve dpapdtws. Aesch. Suppl. 944. 
Kaxwv Te Tavtwy téroves Todurarat. Eur. Med. 408. 

dprixo\dov ayyéAou Adyov padeiv. Aesch. Sept. 373. 
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kpivw 8€ Tot vw aote ovyKoAdws éxew. <Aesch. Cho. 542. 
aA > e 4 o 

Tov © vat yévous 

&€npwédnpar Kdprepépricpar mada. Soph. Anté.. 1036. 

oinot mwérpapar xamrdAwAa. Phil. 978. 

paryv éuoySovy xai KxarefdvOny movors. Eur. Med. 1030. 

oldey To y aicxpdv, Kavéve rod Kadod paler, Hec. 602. 
kayo Sixatos Tovde tov dovov padeds. Aesch. Ag. 1604. 

avros xa@ abrov rapa pyxavoppada. Cho. 221. 
Aayw Sixnv TevOel xarappdpas pdpov. Lum, 26. 

ti Spacr; zoias pnxavas mdxovrw av; Kur. Andr. 66. 
puov és yuvaix’ tppawas ofa 87 yuv7 ; 911. 

See also Aesch. Cho. 529, P. V. 510, Eur. Hipp. 274, 

El. 52, Andr. 447. | 

7. Day and Night, Light and Dark, Fire and Heat. 

euots pev elas Supacw dos péya. Aesch. Pers. 300. 

ouTe viv uyovta pyntpobey oxérov. . Sept. 664. 
oddaryé 8 attra mdvr éxeiv’ brépdeye. Pers. 395. 

So also avdpetg pdéyww (Sept. 52), atOwv réraxrar Appa (448), 

@ wip ov (Soph. Phil. 927). 

Kiwv yernoe. wipe’ éxovoa dSépypara. Kur. Hec. 1265. 
Spas; av’ ad ov Ywmupels veixn véa. El. 1121. 

8. Dice and Lots. 

epyov & dy KiPous “Apys xpivel. Aesch. Sept. 414. 

ra Seororay yap & merdvra Oyoopat 

tpls & Badotons riod enot ppuxrwpias. Ag. 32. 

So ebweras Zxew (552), qv yap wPddws éExwv (Cho. 696). 

Kayo wddov + exupoa rodrep “OeXov. Pers. 779. 
aitn + ovacOar mpos ta viv werroxéra, Eur. Hipp. 718. 

zis wapapplipa, téxva... (risk the throw). Soph. O. 7. 1493. 

See also Soph. frag. 511, 686, 809. 
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9. Dress. 

tptowparos tav I'npvav 6 Sevrepos 
xX9oves tpipotpovy xdatvav é&dyer AaBuv. Aesch. Ag. 870. 

poppys 5 ovy dpderodos pvors. Suppl. 496. 

ovrot SiarruyOévres OdOyoay Kevoi. Soph. Ané. 709. 

ovdé ray dvarrifa. mpéret. El. 639. 

Xirév o depos ivSuTi{pios Kaxdv. Frag. 483. 

10. Eating and Drinking. 

ees Gpoias yxeipds eWowov yépas; Aesch. Cho, 257. 

apnyavov Péoxnpa wypovins méAev. Suppl. 620. 
réws St xovdois rrveipacw Béoxov. Soph. Ay. 558. 

épot pev Eorw Troupe pi) Aviv povov | Béoxnpa. £1. 363. 
pa trav éxeivov SeAriav, 7 PédoKeras. Sr. 136. 
oSnpoBpSr. Oyyavy venxorys. Aj. 820. 
ms ons dé roApys civopat yeyeupdvos. Eur. Hipp. 663. 
tocwvde xparnp év Souots Kaxwyv doe 
mwAncas apaiwy avros dxmlve pow. Aesch. Ag. 1397. 
Ta peév mada ovycexpapéva | GAyy Svcowra. Cho. 744. 

See also Aesch. Ag. 495, Soph. 7rach. 144, Eur. Ale. 1069, 

Ion 1196. 

ll. Fighting. 

Zevs yap inépov BAe | rpds cod rébadrras. 

Aesch. P. V. 649. 
ov yap padiov Abyxy pa (‘single-handed ’) 

erica, tpowata TaY KaKOV, G Oo. mdpa. Eur. Or. 713. 
cat 34 oe Aciru, xapla AGdyos oder. Aesch. Suppl. 507. 

xpetoowv St ripyou Bwpyds, dppyxrov véxos. 190. 

Sirdovw yap airy wip brertpatesero. Eur. Med. 1185. 
Tpeoarav nuds elra ovyxwpelv Adyois. Hipp. 703. 

SéSoxa xy cov yAdoo” SrepPédy Kaxors. 924. 

eis SrepBodry | ravotpyos éora. 939. 
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Aoyous dviowa. Soph. Ay. 302. 

AaBay | xpéPrAnpa vavrod maida rovde (shield). Phil. 1008. 
) yap omy Te AadovvTs coppaxos. Jrag. 842. 

Bee also Eur. 7'ro. 638, Orest. 1241, Suppl. 456, Bacch. 785, 

Med, 232. 

12. Games, 

The shooting of arrows is a favourite type of metaphor 
with Euripides. rvyydvev ‘hit’ and dyuaprdvew ‘miss’ are 
common. 

kapiat StavAov Odrepov KGAov addy 

yévour’ ay. Aesch. Ag. 344. 

ta 5 GAN dxovoas & Spépov mecadv tplye. 1245. 

AdB’, Epre mpos PadrPta Aurynpdy Biov. Eur. Med. 1245. 
rédos Se xdpyap worep npfdunv Biov. Hipp. 87. 
oreixovt dyava Cavdcipov Spapotpevoy. Orest. 878. 

Kat modAaxov ye Svomdd\ara mpayypara. Aesch. Sup. 468. 
Tolov watarny viv mapacKevafera 
éx” atrés air@ Svopaxérarov répas. P. V. 920. 

A. & pev 710d Ady tev tpriav walucpdrey. 
B. ov Kepdve tw tovde xopmrafes Aoyov. Eum. 590. 

4 tas Suotas dvridos NaBas AaPeiv. Cho. 498. 
7 yap mwarnp te opdddNerar Bovrevparwv; Eum. 717. 

HOnoa xwvdvveipar dy rwp@~ Kapa. Soph. 0. C. 564. 

dpddtav yap ob mpovOyxas Acywv. ‘ Eur. Med. 546. 
dOev merpatov aApa Swevbiicerat. Ton 1268. 
véos, wovois S€ y OvK dyipvacros dpévas. Srag. 344. 

kat yAoooa rofebcara py ta xaipia. <Aesch. Suppl. 446. 
piacp e~as oby sreprogedowpov. 473. 
dAXNa yap ri rovs 'Odvecéws Eaxovrite rovous; Eur. T'ro. 444. 

Kai gov TO oddpov Kerdgevee Ppevds. Andr. 365. 

See also Aesch. Cho. 692, 1022, Ag. 1206, Sept. 441, 

Soph. Phsl. 43, Eur. Hi. 954, Med. 585, Tro. 617. 
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13. Government: Ruling and Serving. 

mwas ayvnp Kkurns vag. Aesch. Pers. 378. 

was & driwy emordrys. Pers. 379. (Cp. Eur. Hel. 1267.) 
” ‘ > 4 

Tws yap €Aricw 

adorav ti aAdXdov triode Seomitav poBys; Cho. 186. 
vrai tis apBvAas 

Avoe TaX0s, wpsSovdov euBacw odds. Ag. 944. 

poxGors Aatpevev rots Uvrepraros Bpotav. Soph. O. C. 105. 

Kadws yy av, olwat, Tod Snplras Adyw. Eur. Med. 588. 

14. Human Body and Human Life. 

Parts of the Body. Mind. 
dotts wypatov ew wéda | exer. Aesch. P. V. 263. 
Tpaxeia, movTov YaApviynocia yvdbos. 726. 

merpaia 8 dyxddAn oe Bactacer. 1019. 

mpéaBuorov aotpwy, vuxtos op0adpés (moon). Sept. 390. 
Surdoty pérowov jv Svotv otpareupdrow. Pers. 720. 
evdovoa yap ppyv Sppacw Aapmpvverat. Eum, 104. 
Kal pyv péeyas y ShOadpds of zarpds Trador. 

Soph. O. 7. 987. 
76 yap | Teptood mpaccev ovdx Exar votv ovdéva. Ant. 67. 

év rots Adyours 8 ovK Eveoi oor ppéves. Eur. Bacch. 269. 

Euvixas’ appdtreca yap cadéorepov. Aesch. Suppl. 467. 

py tow pvow y, domwhayxvos éx xelvov yeyds. Soph. Aj. 472. 

Actions, Feelings, and Conditions. (For Taste see Hating 
and Drinking.) 

moTapos ekpveg pévos | kpotapwy amr airav. 

Aesch. P. V. 720. 
Kai yap xapaxtyp aires év yAuooy Ti pe 

mapyyope Aaxwvos éopacba Acyov. Soph. frag. 178. 

TOU ye Kepdaive opws | amp Exovrat. 328. 
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wratcas St rQde mpds KaKd. Aesch. P. V. 926. 

Beov Sé tAnyqv ody trepwnda Bpords. Soph. frag. 876. 

Adyot | weddporvoe Oppoxover, OvijoKovres paryy; 

Aesch. Cho. 863. 

Tas cupopas 

Ideas pw pddurra tov BovrAeupdtorv. Soph. O. 7. 45. 
xupa o ax6os dellov zé\or. Aesch. Suppl. 988. 

dei yap 4Bq Tots yépovow ed pabeiv. Ag. 584. 

GAN exdiddoxer mdvO” & ynpdoxav ypédvos. P. V. 981. 
Betta yap alya xai papaiverar yepos. Lum. 280. 

ot O¢ ris peAAovs KA€os 

mwédor warotyres ov KalevSovow epi. Ag. 1357. 

Aéyos av’ épxetrar S& xapdia poBw. Cho. 167. 

mwas TavT GA7Oq xai BrAérovta Sofdow; 844, 

Scdiov ayipryy, corts év Trois Képdeow 
povov 8éSopxe, THv Téxvnv 5 Edu tupdds. Soph. O. 7. 389. 

Kal jdvTa TavTa AdE Opw warovpeva. Aesch. Hum. 110. 

mpos Tatra kai Kpéovra xat Trovpov ordpa 

mpomnddxife. Soph. O. 7. 426, 

vov & és ro xeivov xpar evifdad’ 9 Tvyx7. 263. 
olor: TO wEepvov ws p daroKtelver TO OV. 

Eur. Hupp. 1064. 

Koux éroAunoey tovwy cov dvTdtvo—a, tapwy. Or. 753. 

kat ons paduorra Kapdias dvOdwperar. Hel. 960. 
gvAagat wy Opdcos réky poBov. Aesch. Suppl. 498. 

iret | ddtva rlerav vig xvBepvyty coda. 769. 

ot THaSd epaor THs aTouias Ppvywv. Soph. frag. 344, 6. 

Relations. 

meWapxia yap éore THs evtpagias | pirnp. Aesch. Sept. 224. 

cidyyedos pév, Gorep 4 Tapotpia, 
€ws yéevorto pytpds evppdvys mapa. Ag. 264. 

€xOpdégevos vavraici, pytpud veoy. P. V. 727. 
Avyviv péAaway, aidAnv ups Kdow. Sept. 494. 
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cat vov dBeaAda rovde kypvfas exw. Soph. Ané. 192. 
dos 768 ov &wawwov ‘ISaiov rupos. Aesch. Ag. 311. 

Sex, 
UVyriveny ocropa. Soph. 47. 651. 
modAovs § WyAw’ és paxas Sppwpevovs. Eur. frag. 360, 29. 

See also Aesch. Ag. 819, Sept. 657, Soph. O. C. 74, 726, 

1662, Ant. 745, Phil. 1361, frag. 622, 839, Eur. Andr. 
406, Hipp. 668, Hec. 662. 

15. Hunting and Fishing. 

Kal papruperre cuvdpopws txvos Kaxdv 
fnAarotey Tay mada. rempaypéevwv. Aesch. Ag. 1184. 

txvos waXatas Svorékpaprov airias. Soph. 0. 7. 109. 

TOS yap Tls...7novas dpkicrar’ dy 

dhapteev vos Kpeiocov éxrndjparos;  Aesch. Ag. 1374. 
évrds...ovoa poprinwv d&ypeupdrey. 1048. 
adAad pyv twep ends rats ryvde Onpaicar wodw. Pers. 233. 
Sixas | péree rovde ara Kdxkuvnyers. Eum. 230. 
Kadov 70 Ofpap’, Fv ade, yevqoerat. Eur. Or. 1316. 

dirov didvtca S&eap avdpt cay tporwr. Tro. 695. 

See Aesch. Hum. 112, P. V. 358, 1038, Ag. 1093, 1211, 
1611, Eur. Zl. 965, Hel. 755, Hipp. 956, Soph. O. 7. 220, 

Ajax 5, frag. 846. 

16. Law. 

OUK edkpiroy TO Kptpa* 47) | aipov KpUrfiy. 
Aesch. Suppl. 397. 

éplav yap aprayfis Te Kat KAowfs Sleny. Ag. 534. 
ovrot Stxacniv o eiAdunv euov xcaxov. Eur. Suppl. 253. 

Wndfopal re Spavs 7d 7) pédAAew 3 axpy. 

Aesch. Ag. 1353. 

0S dpav | ta wpcobe Aaprpd wpovslvycav oupara. 
Soph. O. 7. 1483. 

See also Aesch. Ag. 815—17. 

ee 

ee 

ee ep . —- 00”_ Oe ee —— 
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17. Physic and Disease. 

dpyyns Leovons eiciv lirpol Adyor. Aesch. P. V. 378. 
Urvov 700 dvripodrov bvripvey dxos. Ag. 17. 
Sty 82 nat Sel happdnev warwviwv, 

nrot Klavres 7) repdvres edpovws 
TrepardpecOa wy aroorpepat vérov. 848. 

dxos ropatoy éAricaca rypdtouv. Cho. 539. 

kat p&rpa toAuns tTHOde TWAECTypiLopat 

rov mvOdpavrw Ao€iay. 1029. 

voroty ay, ei vdonna Tous éxOpovs orvyeiv. P. V. 978. 

povy | TO mpdoGev Axalvover cai Sedvypévors. Cho. 843. 
ravrns ov pévro ris véoou wAijpns édus (infected). 

Soph. Ant. 1052. 

xetpes prev ayval, dpnv O éxa placpa re. Eur. Hipp. 317. 
vov0 erovpevor 

dirwv treats Kergdovrar picvy. Soph. O. C. 1193. 
See also Eur. 7'ro. 52, Phoen. 893. 

18. Roads. 

Svoréxpaptov és Téxvyv | Seca Ovnrovs. Aesch. P. V. 497. 
moAAas 8 €xovoa Oavacipovs airois é80ts. Eur. Med. 376. 

GAN’ & re poe mpdcavres. 381. 

vocov rvlécbar THode Kal wrdvov ppevwv. Hipp. 283. 

SixAyns pepipvys Surrixous iwv sous. Or. 633. 

av 5 erpoxov pev yAdooay ws ppovdy exes. Bacch. 268. 

7] wou Tpadels av pytpos edyevovs azo 

vyyr épdvers Kar” Expwv dSourdpes. Soph. 47. 1230. 
taxeia weiOw tay Kaxdv SSourope. Frag. 786. 
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19. Sea and Sky, Calm and Storm. 

A common metaphor is ‘to blow,’ or ‘breathe’; zvetv "Apy, 

pdBov, xdrov, pévos, tupirvouv BéAos, etc. 

opixpov vébovs Tax’ av Tis demveboas pcyas 
Xepov xararBécee TyV TodAH Bony. Soph, 4j. 1148. 

6 otpariyos obmBpévrntos podwv. 1386. 

dA Tatra pev | peirw Kar ovpoy. Trach, 468. 

alai, xaxov 59 wAdayos Eppwyev péeya. Aesch. Pers. 433. 

dtav KAvSev 
kaxov éréAOy, mavra Seipaive prdrcl, 

Grav S 6 Salpwv eipoy, meroWevar 
Tov avrov det Saiwov’ ovpity tuys. 599. 
viv ré oe | CyAd Oavdvra, mpiv xaxov idetvy Palos. 712. 
Tats aais dreAais, als txapdoOny tore. Soph. Ant. 391. 

aorpamiy ri’ opparwv éxet. Frag. 433. 

6pOarporeyxtp Severar wyppvpld. Eur. Alc. 184. 

Notice the effect of the epithet. 

20. Ships. 

Parts of the Ship: Anchor, Cable, Cross-benches, Helm, 

Hold and bilge, Oar, Prow, Sails, Stem. 

€xOpoi yap eftaor mavra oy Kddwv. Eur. Med. 278. 

éx Tovd dvapdperOa mpupviitny Kxddov. 770. 

épmre vov olaf modds pot. Or. 796. 

ri gor | olot te Ovyroi taHvd dmavrdfjoa mover; 
Aesch. P. V. 84. 

ov Tatra duveis veptépy mpoonpevos 

kéwy, Kparovvrwv Tay ért tvyp dopds; Ag. 1617. 

doris hvAdooe mpayos év wpipvy modews 
otaxa vupwvy BrAehapa py Koray varvy. Sept. 3. 

dAXror’ dvipetw Kites | Povmpepos. Soph. Trach. 12. 

xepe Sé wptpvav (of a man attacked). Eur. Andr. 1120. 
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torycav dvrirpwpa ceiovres BeAr. Eur. El, 846. 

© wpepa AowBys “Eoria, xAves TAX€ ; Soph. frag. 658. 
Similarly are used dyrAciv, dSiavrAciv, égavrdciv, vireavrieiv. 

See Aesch. Cho. 748, Soph. #/. 1290, Eur. Suppl. 838, H. F. 
1373, Jon 927, Med. 79. 

Harbour, Beacon. 

® Ilepois ala xai rodvs rAovrou Aypfv. <Aesch. Pers. 250. 

So ératpeias Ayu (Soph. Aj. 682), Boys (O. 7. 420), Bovdrcv- 

parov (Eur. Med. 769). 

® vavridowt xeparos Ayny daveis. Eur. Andr. 892. 

dvéxyov col pdos owrypiov. Med. 482. 

Satling, Beaching, etc. (see Sea and Sky). 

trey spapevy Soxet (‘close-reefed ’). Soph. #7. 335. 

éxel Opaciver xovx sroctAda Adyw. Eur. Or. 607. 

kai dy méppacpar Sedpo 5 ox&ddcra. Aesch. Suppl. 438. 
od eat 4 o@lovoa, Kai Tavrys emt 
adkovtes Opis Tots pirouvs moovpeba. Soph. Ant. 190. 
Edpwdow euavriv tov wd0ouvs mrovoupery. 541. 
roryap Sv épOAs Tyvd bvaveMfpas wrod. 994. 

és daxpva ropOpetovc" trouvycw KaKov. Eur. Or. 1032. 

Crew. 

ov ydp tis dy Svvacro apppdrns orparod 

rows waow elfar Kat mpooapKéca yap. Soph. frag. 481. 

Aeddos te xwpas THe epypviirys avag. Aesch. Hum. 16. 

Ta T eioéreta of KuPepvapar xepi. Soph. Ay. 35. 

immoow 4 KvpBator vaverodeds yOova ; frag. 123. 
dpeves yap avrov Oupov gaxoorpépovv.  Aesch. Pers. 767. 
ris ov dvaynys éoriv olaxootpédos ; P. V. 615. 

ov & aibros yvoOt vavednpev modi. Sept. 652. 

Wreck. 

wav © ériuriaro 

vavaylev Kpuratov trmdv médor. Soph. £1. 729. 
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Aedourod immuxotow év vavaylors. Soph. 7. 1444. 
wept o ep Kapa 

mAinydo’ ivavaynre doTpaxoupern. frag. 

Observe how often ship-metaphors are used of horses, and 
horse-metaphors of ships. 

21. Stone and Metals. 

anpdppev re xax wérpas eipyacuevos. Aesch. P. V. 242. 

ainpsppwv yap Oupos dvdpeia préywv. Sept. 52. 

oropa. | roAAqv éxov orépwow (edge). Soph. 0. C. 794. 
ov ydp bw apéoxe. yAdood cov TeOnypévn. Aj. 584. 

ovTos yap dpyyj cuvrebnypevos ppévas. Eur. Hipp. 689. 

karapPdivey Kxéap. Soph. O. 7’. 688. 

iy” ovxér’ Gxvety Kaipds, GAN’ Epywv dxph (point). Hl. 22. 
Kat tadr GOpyoor el xarnpyvpepeves | A€yu. Ant. 1077. 

22. Teaching. 

vapOnxorAnpwrov 5¢ Oypwpa mupds 

anynv xdotaiav, 7 SiSdeKnados Téxvys 

WATS... Aesch. P. V. 109. 

GAN &SiBdona maévh 6 yypdoxwv xpovos. 981. 
ToxXyV yap eixouev BiSdoKadov. Kur. Med. 1203. 

23. Water: Fountain, River, etc. 

(See also Sea and Sky, and Agriculture.) 

dpyvpou | wnyh Tis adbrois éort, Oyoavpds yOoves. 
Aesch. Pers, 238. 

cuorye pev Oy KAavpdrov erioovrot 

mynyal xareoByxacw. Ag. 888. 

THS aKovovons...mmyis oe arwv dpaypos... 

Soph. O. 7. 1385. 

roAdnv yAdooav txlas paryy. Frag. 843. 

coi 8¢ wAovoia | tpdrela xeicOw xai wepippere Bios. Hl. 361. 
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oryvix Yea Puvpos. Soph. 0. C. 434. 

Sevov re mia Upiapidacs erefecrer. Eur. Hee, 583. 
Godot dé xapdiav. Ale. 1067. 

Kumpis yap ob popyros, yv wodA} Avy. Hupp, 443. 

KaKGV ToTOUTWY Oby Opas emppods; Andr. 349. 

24. Wealth, Poverty. 

ris Sar euot yévour’ av dvri cod watpis; 

tis whobros; ev col waco éywye ogfopar. Soph. Aj. 518. 
Onoavpds av co. ais brypx otpos péeyas. Eur. Hec. 1229. 

oipor, péyas Cnoavpds ws dvotyvurac 

xaxav (a world of troubles). Ion 923. 

25. Weights and Burdens. 

Todd én’ avrois WAGE cuudopa wdbovs, 
ws rowrde kal dis dvrionkacat pomp. Aesch, Pers, 436. 

opiKpa mada oupar evvdter pow. Soph. 0. 7’. 961. 

Séd0pxe pévroe pis emi cpinpas powfs. Eur. Hipp. 1163. 
Kat viv pev és 10d jyap ev pla Oeds. Aesch. Sept. 21. 
iret yap Tovro py Tavry pérev. Soph, Ant. 722. 

tour éoriv 4dn toupyoy eis enue pérov. O. T. 847. 
vig TO Képdos, wypa 5 ovx dytippére. Aesch. Ag. 574. 
el & ov avayxy tijd emppbro. rixys. 1042. 

TOLWWVOE pEeVTOL THUATWV ceraypevov. 644. 

Savdv ye toimlcaypa Tov voojparos. Soph. Phil. 755. 

adxnv AdBous ay KdvaKxotgirw Kaka. O. T. 218. 

Miscellaneous, 

A few Metaphors may be added which do not fall in any 

of the above classes. 
ev yap éferiorapat 

GptAias Kdrowrpov, elOwAov oKias. Aesch. Ag. 838. 
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...0pG yap nas ovdéy ovtas aAAo ARV 
Ber, dcourep Laopev, 7} Kovgdyv onidv. Soph. 47. 125. 

Bpaxdv tw’ airtel pdOov odx Syxov wéwv. O. C. 1162. 

tivos xapw Toadvd dvddwoas Adyov; Aj. 1049. 
cots dprippwy répux’ dvyp (well-balanced mind). 

Eur. Med. 295. 

Mixt Metaphors should be avoided: such as 

xrémov S8opxa [iambic line in chorus]. Aesch. Sepé. 99. 
cop Bporeiov & aiparos pe mpooyedg. Eum, 254. 

Proverbs. 

Occasionally a proverbial turn of expression occurs in the 
dramatists, but only a few of the thousands of Greek proverbs 
are found. Such are: 

mpos Kxévrpa py Adxrife, wy Traiovas poyys. Aesch. Ag. 1624. 

ov olda répyw ov eripoyov pdatw 
adAov mpds avdpds paAdov 7 yxaAxod Badas. 611. 
ovd éAxorold yiyverar TA ONpara. Sept. 398. 
Kat 7@de Képdet Képdos aAXO TikTeTat. 437. 
évdov yevov, xapa dé pn ‘xrAayygs Ppéva. Cho, 233. 

evpypa uve: py Kxaxdv xax@ Sdovs 

axos wAéov TO whpa THs arns Tie, Soph. 4j. 363. 
Eupet yap év xp@ TovTo py yaipew ria. 786. 

€yOpav adwpa Sdpa xodx dvyowa. 665. 

TaAN eyo Kamvovd oKias : 
odx dv mpiainnv ovdevds Adyou Bporor. 477. 

dpover BeBus ad viv eri ~vpod riyys. Antig. 996. 
év mavri yap To. oxoprios ppovpel ALBw. Frag. 34. 
Kaxots drav Oédkwow laobat xaxa. 16. 

éx xapta Bawy yrurds dv yévor’ avyp. 260. 

Td wavT OVvov Oxia. 308. 
opkous éyw yuvaikds els owp ypadw. 742. 

det yap « mimrovow ot Atos xvBou. 809. 

Kowa yap ta tdv dpiduv. Eur. Or. 735. 
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(3) Personification, Antithesis, Repetition. 

Personification. 

The Greeks never use Personification as a mere metrical 

convenience, in the manner of Ovid. It is widely used, 
however, when the sense requires it; the natural place being 

in a moment of high exaltation or excitement, or when there 

is grim irony, or repressed feeling. .There is no limit to the 

things which may be personified, except good taste; and what 

the Greeks thought good taste can only be seen by examining 

the documents. 

1. Adjuratwn. Personification by simple address is fairly 

common, but chiefly in Euripides. We find, for example, - 

® Odvare, Odvare, viv pe érioxepar podrwy. Soph. Aj. 854. 
@ wAovre kal tupavvl Kal téxvy Téxvys | treppépovca. 

O. T. 380. 
® yMéroa, oryjoaca Tov rod xpovov. Frag. 690. 

So épis Aj. 731, xpdvos O. C. 7. 

Euripides supplies us with o d0fa ddéa (Andr. 319), & pvors 
(Or. 126), & pirov vavov G&dyntpov (Or. 211), & vWE pédXawWa 

(El, 54), & xap8ia rdAawa (I. 7. 344), & xpuo€ (frag. 324). 

2. Real Personification, which attributes the actions 

or qualities of living beings to other things, is far more 
common. The student must remember that the Greek language 
was fresh, and that words meant what they said. When an 

_ Englishman says, ‘silence reigned supreme,’ he has usually no 
idea that he is using personification; but a similar phrase 
in Greek would be very forcible, even harsh, and could never 
be used in commonplace surroundings unless by way of 

burlesque. 

Evvdpocayv yap, ovres ExOurroe TO mpir, 
wip kai Odd\acon., Aesch. Ag. 650. 

R. 4 
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géBos yap 75n mpos miAats Kopraferar. Aesch. Sept. 500. 
mpos 8& Kapdia doBos 

qdev Erousos 4 tropxeioBar Kdtyw. Cho. 1024. 
See for other examples : 

Aeschylus Sept. 439; Ag. 14, 37, 271, 893, 1177, Suppl. 
486, 523; Cho. 301, 497. 

Sophocles Aj. 646, 669, 672, 756, 815, 1124, 1267; Andi. 
700; O. C. 58, 609 ff, 618, 1316; #7. 415; frag. 287, etc. 

Antithesis. 

An inflexional language can employ this device with fine 

effect. It is a common rhetorical trick, but if properly handled 
will always be something more. The student is probably 

familiar with the indiscriminate use of this in Latin elegiacs ; 
he must be warned that in Greek it is less frequent and 

consequently stronger. Let it be kept for special effects, so 

that the edge of the tool be not blunted. 
The commonest type of it is where two opposites are 

placed side by side. 

Antithesis. 

mwacav els kata mroAwv | tpvoiro. ' Aesch. Sept. 6. 

Tovyap Bédove’ dkovrs Kowwver KaKay . 

Yoxy, Savévee tao0a ovyyovm dpevi. 1033. 

et py Ewvdov, GAAG ovAAtowv mdpet. Soph. 47. 1317. 

A second type sets two parts of the same word in 
opposition. 

rdfis O¢ rdf mapexdAe vews paxpas. Aesch. Pers. 380. 

Spvibos Spus ras dv adyvevor pays; 

mwas 8 dv yapwv dxovoav dxovros maTpos 
dyvos yévor’ av; Suppl. 226. 
 kowds év kowotor AvretoOa Evvwv. Soph, 47. 267. 

guprecuv pdvos pévots. 467. 

Kaxds Kaxds adamros éxrécot xOovds. : 1177. 

diros p arodAvo’ otx Exovoav ody &dv. Kur. Hip. 319. 
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So with cases of atrés and adAos, very often. 
Or, again, the contrasted words may be placed one at each 

end of a line: 

Geol aroAwv owlovor TladAados Ocas. Aesch. Pers. 349. 

véa, yap, ovdey Gad, amreledxOns véov. Eur. Zl. 284. 

But the most subtle and characteristic idiom is the use of 
Antithesis where in English we should probably use none. A 

simple thought such as ‘I prefer to be ignorant of such things 

as that,’ is in Greek broken up into two parts: ‘I prefer to be 
ignorant, rather than wise’ : 

Gédr\w 8 ardpes, paiddrov W codds, xaxwv | elvac 

Aesch. Suppl. 453. 

Or a statement such as ‘All comes to pass, every jot,’ may 

be put thus: 

oupBaiver yap ob ra péy, ra 8° ob. Aesch. Pers. 802. 

‘Not some parts, while other parts remain unfulfilled.’ 

Repetition. 

The repetition of a single word may be used for Emphasis, 

as  Papis Bapis fuvoixos, & gévol, Bapus. Soph. frag. 686. 

cat péuhopar prev, peuhopar wrafov rade. Eur. Alc. 1017. 
alva pév, alvo. 1093. 

If used with care, it is effective, but it may easily be overdone; 
and Euripides is not without blame in this respect. There is 
hardly another example in Sophocles, and beginners had better 

keep clear of it altogether. But there is another kind of 

Repetition which is found in public speeches, and may be 
called Rhetorical Repetition. Here the same phrase begins 
two or more clauses, followed often by péy and dé, but some- 
times alone, and so taking the place of a conjunction. This 
too has its place, and may often prove useful, Examples are: 

4—2 
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With Conjunction. 

txav prev adpxds, ds éxeivos elye mpir, 
txav 5? Adxtpa Kai yuvaty’ éucoropov. Soph. O. 7. 259. 
pica ceauroy xal wddu, pioa 5 éué, 

pioa. S¢ way pliagpa tov reOvyxoros. 312. 

qv pev KiBapwr, iv 5¢ rpooxwpos toros. 1127. 

aor év Soporte ToLct Gots oTicw o aywy, 
orice 5 éuavrov. O. C. 1342. Cp. 1399. 

HOAnoe pev...q0Anoe Se... Ant. 200. 

wokAd pev...7oddd dé (‘often’), and rovro pév... rotro 8é, are 

common in Sophocles. (See Z'rach. 263, 789.) 

So, with a subtle variation, 

Ww...clolBo Sé...t8a dé... Soph. #1. 267-71. 
traglws yap PotBos, aflws dé ov... O. T. 133. 
Anye...Angfov dé... Kur. Hipp. 473. 

Taking the place of a conjunction. This is rare in Greek 
as it is common in Latin. In Greek it is only used in high 
passion or excitement, 

éy Onpoiv, wv Bpototcw,, & Oecis avw. Soph. frag. 855, 12. 
ex Opsv juap, exOpsv eicopw ddos. Eur. Hipp. 355. 

For similar reasons, emphasis namely, or rhetorical effect, 
an Idea is sometimes repeated. This device the composer 
finds useful now and again to fill space ; but it need hardly be 

said he must conceal the art, else the insertion stands declared 

as padding. The Repetition of an Idea is effected 
1. By synonyms. The second should add a new idea, or 

put the old in a new light. 

xpnopovs dorjpous SucKplrws + elpnpévovs. Aesch. P. V. 662. 

Hvrropijoas kal cadyvleas odov. Cho. 678. 

capes erurnirrovoa Kai pvdoupévy. P. V. 664. 

Kuxdte mdvTa Kai tapaccére. 994. 

tcrdovs PudAdocev kal mépous dAtppdbovs. Pers. 367. 

oxorovs O¢ Kayo Kai katowrnpas orparot | éreuwpa. Sept. 36. 

Kedvns dpwyijs Kamuouplas otparod. Pers. 731. 
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2. By synonymous phrases. 

tis 5é wrowdvep trent xdrideomote orpara; Aesch. Pers, 241. 

rayetv, txovra oxywrpov evOuvrypiov. 764, 

reOvacw olktpis Svoxecordte pdpy. 444, 

atetyovta 8 avrépoprov olxela cayy. Cho. 675. 

avrds avroupye xepl. Soph. Ant. 52. 

KaAyas peracras oles “Arpedav S(xa. Aj. 750. 

idov, cure, KawAdiupa orépa. Kur. Andr, 250. 

3. By repeating the idea in a negative form. 

yverda Kovx dyvard pot. Soph. O. 7’. 58. 

Swpnrov, otk alryrév. 384. 

mwodAdkis Te Kovx drag. 1275. 

ExnAos tobe pyd’ dyav srepdoPov. Aesch. Sepé. 238. 

AveTorav airy ov8’ eriBodov dpevov. Soph. Ant. 492. 

mavicrarov 57) Kotor aifis vorepov. Aj, 858". 

avry wé&das cour pyér’ dAdooe oxére, El, 1474. 

od ydp vv eéowoas, ovx dros Bporay. O. C. 1123. 
totvro. KouK dAdoow dpuooOyoerat. 908. 

ws 5é apds rédos 

yowv adixovr, ov8’ tr’ dpdpea Bor. 1621. 

With the negative first: 

ws ottror aifts, GAAG viv mavicrarov. Eur. Hec. 4117. 

The effect of this, and the kind of passage where it is 

proper, are seen from these lines of a Messenger’s speech. 

The man is in fear of death, and much moved: 

ovx old' éxet yap otre tov yevgSeos 7 

TARypy, 08 SéddAns exBodrr7- oridpdos 5¢ v7 

Kai xépoos, dppag 00S’ drnpafevpévy 

Tpoxoictv, GAN’ donpos otpydrns tis Av. Soph. Ant. 249. 

1 This is an exact repetition of idea. The effect in its context is 

pathetic ; but it is not suited for imitation in all circumstances. Compare 
the curious phrase ai@&s ad wad, Soph. Phil. 952. 
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All this is merely the most emphatic way of saying: ‘There 
was no trace of the doer.’ 

Finally, take a few more instances of more subtle Repe- 
tition, where one word enforces another, or the original idea is 

put in a different form. 
eUre twovros év peonppwwais 

Kolrats dKxopeov vynvépous eo. mercy. Aesch. Ag. 565. 

Tov yap elxéros wpa 

amreort whelw Tov Kabiixovros yxpovov. Soph. 0. 7. 74. 
ravry ctv dppy xdpe xarOavely dpa. Trach. 720. 
wévrou viv éfyveyxe tweAdys KAVOwV. Eur. Hec. 703. 

kowis tpamétyns agiwn exwv trov. Or. 9. 
BeBaor dpovdo. Siarrvyxor veaviat. I. T. 1289. 

(So ¢povSos otxeras.) 

tous SreprroAAous dyav. Aesch. Pers. 794. 

elt’ doppov néowey mddw. Soph, #7. 53. 

(4) Paraphrase. 

It is most important for a composer to be able to express 
one idea in different ways. Simpler equivalents, such as 
rovrois, TovToow and roicde, eyo and od dvyp or od€ 6 dvyp, are 

here omitted; but a number of less obvious paraphrases 
collected from the dramatists are given below to serve as 
models, After studying these, the composer ought to find 
small difficulty in paraphrasing. 

First and foremost, the composer must make his collection 

of Synonyms. I have no space to give such a collection as 
would be useful, but must refer him to a good dictionary, or 

better still, recommend him to make his own. A few hints 

may however be given. 

(1) Make lists of compound verbs. Thus oléa, éo:da, 
xarowda, ovvoda, with @ olda, odd’ olda, éyvwv, ériorapat, 

éSeriotapoa; xreivw, atoxreive, xaraxreivw, With dovevw, &c. 
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(2) Note common phrases for common ideas. Thus ety 
may be épuv, wépuxa, xéxAnpar; or tvyxavw and xvpo with 

or without wy. So with Mev group xupeiv, éprew (not to 
‘crawl,’ but rather to ‘advance’), podev, oreiyeuv. 

(3) Note verbs which are often used in paraphrase. 
Chief of these are yiyverOa, roeicbar (not the active), éyew 
and ridévar or riBecOar. Thus roretofar gdidovs, Adyous, Epi, 

paxnv, or any verbal noun ; éxew pvjoru, &e. ; Oeivar xypvypa, 

GécOar AUOnv. 
The method of classification practically most convenient is 

to take the chief parts of speech in turn, and show how each 
may be paraphrased. We will consider them in the following 
order : 

i. Verb: (1) Phrase consisting of Verb and Noun. 

(2) Verb and Adjective. 

(3) Verb and Participle. 

(4) Noun in Apposition. 

ii. Noun: (1) Phrase consisting of Noun and dependent 

Genitive. 

(2) Noun and Adjective. 

(3) Article and Participle. 

(4) Relative Sentence. 

iii, Adjective: (1) Noun in Apposition. 

(2) Relative Sentence. 

(3) Idioms with Numerals. 

iv. Adverb: (1) Prepositional Phrase. 

(2) Neuter Article. 

(3) Adjective. 

(4) Phrases of Time. 

v. Preposition replaced by Adjective. 
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Besides these (vi) a whole Sentence may be paraphrased 

by a Noun in Apposition. Other paraphrases are made 
with (vii) Abstract Nouns for Concrete, and by adding 
(viii) Redundant elements: (a) Instrumental, (6) A€éyw, and 
(c) an Explanatory phrase, (ix) Again the idea may be 
put Negatively instead of Positively; and finally the 

paraphrase may be a general description. 

i. Verb: (1) Verb with Noun= Verb. 

ylyverOar and compounds. 

dpvict hopP wapaXios yevijoeras. Soph. Aj. 1065. 

So tBpwrns yévy (1092), ovAAnrrwp yevod (Eur. Or. 1230), 

ocwrp yévorro (Aesch. Sept. 503). 

katrdoracis yévoir’ av ovdevos vomov. Aj, 1247. 

pioos Gy Téxy mpocylyverat. El. 771. 

hopas yé tor POsvycrs ob yevijoerat, Trach. 1212. 

GAAG woAAG ylyverar wdpos 
meovpar dvopav Kétokakrurpol Biwy.  Aesch. Suppl. 936. 

ava. and compounds. 

ray’ av mpos npas...cwriipes elev (=< come to see’). 
Aesch. Suppl. 185. 

our pao our eldov doris yv 6 Spav. Soph. Ané. 239. 
Travd Spvnois ovK twerrl po. Ei. 527. 

So éverriy UpéAnors, muxporys eveori Tis. 
Koptros mdpert. KOUK Gmrapvoupat TO p17. Ay. 96. 

So wrdpeorw wdis, cot paOynors od rapa, ke. 

7a 8 avre xépow Kat mpoofy wAéov oriyos. Aesch. Ag. 558. 
Compare répyis de cor rd Spay (Soph. 4y. 114), ei xdpus 
‘if you care,’ ws Ouuds ‘as you will,’ &. 

Exe, loxev. 

GAN toxe Kanod pyiiorw (= peuvyoo xapod). Soph. Aj. 520. 

So icxew Ajoriw, rpovorav, Edyyvoiay, olxrov, evpypiav. 
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~ State. 

audw dvyhv txovre tTHV atriv Sopuv. Aesch. Cho. 254. 

vi Onra peArAe. 7 od wapovciay exe ; Soph. 47. 540. 

So éxew dOvpiay, Gada, rpodvpiay (with infin.), weraBords, 
&e. 

Transitive. 

GAN’ otk Epewav rod Oavdvros trxere; Soph. O. 7. 566. 
Goi mpootpotaious, @ waTep, AuTds Exov. 0. C. 1309. 

cpyhy tots dv ovde pep eis eve. Phil, 1309. 

awpoOupov ey’ sh0arpdv cis “Idcova. Eur. Med. 1146. 

Passive Notion. 

woAAnv ap t€es pep, ef Spdoes rade. Eur. Heracl. 974. 

a pev yap éfeipyxas dyvola p’ ta. Soph. Trach. 350. 

toudade hacyavuv wrnyds ee. Eur. Andr. 1074. 

yrdoons 5é ovyhv sppa 0 yovyov réce | wapetxov. Tro. 649. 
oldy pp dxovcavr dpriws ta, yivat, 
Wuxns wAdvypa xavaxlvyos poevov. Soph. O. 7’. 726. 

So rpoOupia roduv exe: oe, POBos pe’ Exe, Ke. 

jwoveto Oar. 

éav...0€A7O° Spod...ddrgxhy wort Oar. Soph. O. C. 459. 

So xaradvyas movovpevat, Geors potpav moreiode (‘honour’) ; 

moveiaGat arAovv, épyyv, avaBodas, yayous, paxas, oVAXo- 
yov, cvpBaow, xépviBas, ke. 

Tov Dedy torotpevos | dpwydv. Soph. 0. C. 1285. 
tuptAotw euauriv Tov wa0ous movoupévy, Ant. 541, 

Tovpov ev opikpp jepos | wovotpevor. Phil. 499. 

rBévar, riberbar and compounds. . 

vexpdv Oyjow (= KaraxTava). Aesch. Cho. 575. 

Adkriopa Seizvov ~vvdikws rds dpa. Ag. 1601. 
cuvTilds yéAov soAvv. Soph, 47. 303. 

So xypvypa. Oetvar, xpavynv €Onxas. 

Gob viv xabappdy trwvde Sarpovur. O. C. 466. 
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BPpropa Cpevos tov “Ayapéuvovos ydvov. Eur. Or. 1038. 

viv & edddBaav ravde wpovlpny eyu. Soph. #/, 1334. 

Twatdwy...arporbed péousvav. O. T. 1459. 

déoay. 

This is too simple to need examples. 

aicxuvyv hépey (to be disgraceful, of things or acts), ySovyv 
dépev (to please), riorw pépev (to trust), and others. 

Other phrases : 

Spape yap tis Spxos ex Oewy péyas 

tgev tw’ srrlacpa Keiyévov matpos. Aesch. Ag. 1284. 

tayetvy txovra oxirrpovy edOuvrypiov. Pers, 764. 
was 5 év peroixp yoroay evtuxov dlpa 

Kaxyv (= padiws Aéyer Kaka). Suppl. 994. 

ovK éxTds; ovK dipoppov exveyet éSa. ; Soph. Aj. 369. 
tivos xdpw Tocovd dvidwoas Adyov ; 1049. 
dyyp 68°, ws douxev, és tpiBds a4. Soph. O. 7’. 1160. 

AGaryy waow “Apyeiois Badets (= AvTYCES rayvtas). 

Phil. 67. 
A. tpBodr\«¢ xepos wlorw. B. iPidr\(« pve. 813. 
wo” 8pxov atr@ rpooPaddv Suiuocer. Trach, 255. 
Saxptov friitaca Oepud vdpara. 919. 

€uot pev olxros Sewos durérrané tis. Phil. 965. 
kw AaBotoa mpeupévecay. Eur. Or. 1323. 

(2) Verb and Adjective = Verb. 

The type is evdypos 
io O. = edpypet, arapvos xabiotacba: = dpveioOa1, yevéo Oat dyvaopuv, 

KadXivexos, &c. 

(3) Verb with Participle = Verb. 

This incipient Auxiliary idiom is common in Greek with 
Tvyxavew and xupeiy. There are also a few examples with elvai, 
which here follow’. r) 

1 Distinguish phrases like jv 6 dpuv, where 6 Spa» is equivalent to 

@ noun substantive. 
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obdév gor azov (Soph. O. 7. 1285), Av mpoxeipevov (Aesch. 
Pers, 371), otx jv ere Cav (Soph. Phil. 412), reOvnxas jv (435), 
Spav yap Hv (Aj. 1324), yypvOeto’ Ever (Aesch. Suppl. 460), 

Evra: Sedopxus (Ag. 1177), owmfoas Eve (Soph. O. 7. 1146). 
With yiyverOar: py wpodots yas yévy (Soph. Aj. 588), 

py...xreivas yévy (Phil. 773), onpjvas yevot (O. T. 957), and 

others. | 
Finally, there is a favourite idiom of Sophocles, the aorist 

participle with éyew, like and yet unlike the English perfect. 

For whereas the participle in such a phrase as ‘I have done’ 

is passive, that of the Greek idiom is active. 
Ta TOV Oeav evTip’ drysdoac’ tx. Soph. Ant. 77. 

kat cov 5 éywye Savpdoas txo Tdde. Phu. 1362. 

nisaro yap radr’, ovdé rw Aifavr ea. | 0. T. 731. 

yAcooay bydyjoas ta. Ant. 180. 

rol ow Epyw tatr awadijoas eas ; 0. C. 817. 
ov S és ti by pe tatr barjoas tas; Trach, 403. 

So pivv...crgcas ges (O. 7. 698), er wepavas (47. 22), 

and in Obliqua d¢act...«npvgavr éxew (Ant. 31, compare 192). 

Other examples may be found. 

Note. The following phrases for the common ideas ‘live’ 

and ‘die’ are useful : 

Live : elaopav daos, Aevooev aos, BrAérew aos (or simply 

Barre), pas Spavres yrALov, Av ér év hac. 
Die: The negatives of the above, or Aureiy aos, dec. 

(4) Appositional Noun. See p. 65. 

iii Noun or Pronoun: (1) Noun with Genitive Dependent. 

Person. 

ot "yw: tébyvnxas, pidtar’ AlyleGov Bla. Aesch. Cho, 893. 

tévinxe Oeiov *Ioxdorns «dpa. Soph. O. 7. 1235. 
These words are common in paraphrase of names: so 
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sometimes déuas. Note the sense-construction of iArare masc., 

and contrast Eur. Phoen. 56. 

en vuv od tadr’ ayyedXe Seomérov oriya, Aesch. Cho. 770. 

pov Tliréles re ynpas eipyacra: véov ; Eur. Hipp. 794. 

Time. 

év peonpBplas | Oddma. Aesch. Suppl. 747. 

ws ef peAaivns vunrdg iferar xvédas. Pers. 357. 

Place. 

év “EAAdSdos rérois = “EAAadt, téuevos alP€épos = ailyp, dc. 

Number. 

mpos Tous é€“auTns, av dpiudv ey vexpois 
wretorov Sédextar Pepoépaca’ dAwActwv. Soph. Ant. 893. 

Tagat vedv ev oridhos ev croixos tpiciv. Aesch. Pers. 366. 

Descriptive : where the genitive might be omitted. 
8s eis dyava rade ouprecov pdxns. Soph. Z'rach. 20. 

Te“ovoa KpaTos Pootpyxev axpas >éBas. El. 449. 
yévous car dyxuorreta. Ant. 174. 

Tpéxw S€ xepoiv, ov rodwxelg oKeddy. Aesch. Hum. 37. 
épxeTat orovdy wodds. Eur. Hec. 216. 

oOev Sporwdns BBaros éxaynda voris. Bacch, 705. 

Where both are necessary, but the genitive might have 

stood alone in some other case. 

was On; TooovTO piKos éxretvoy ASyov. Aesch. Hum. 201. 

weutrater GpOws e&Bords Wridov, Piror. 748, 

ws ay...p~a0w yuvaikay yris OE mpoorpomy. Cho. 20. 

OUx Oppos, ovde Tacpdrev curnpla. Suppl. 765. 

evOds Sé «dans pobiddos EvvepPordg... Pers, 396. 

Descriptive and picturesque, both words necessary, and 

neither could be used alone. 
€ws xeAalvys vunrds Sap ddeiAero. Aesch. Pers. 428. 

Téuver ooynpw mvevpdtev Srappods. Eur. Hec. 567, 
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(2) Noun with Adjective, for Noun. 

26 pavov arvra keomipyn orédov (= Kuwiras). Aesch. Pers. 416. 

vavBéry orédy (= vavcir). Soph. Phil. 270. 

Tovrou Sé¢ wodAiv eipdpaav...(= rodAa). 284. 

(3) It is unnecessary to give examples of this familiar 

use, 6 cwoas Or 6 cwowv=curnp, &c. I may however note a 

few phrases for ‘father’: 6 giricas mwaryp, 6 guroa7dpos, 
ouxdvcas éué, puradp.os raryp. 

The following phrases for Ruler may also be found useful. 
Tyode yas apxnyérac (Aesch. Suppl. 184), dwrds apxizyod (Ag. 
259), os oxiprrpa Kal Opovovs exe (Soph. O. C. 425), 6 
kpaivwy Thode THS xwpas (296), yis...xparyn Te Kai Opdvous vénw 

(O. T. 237). 

(4) Occasionally a Relative Sentence may serve: as 

Kal yatay abryy, i rd wavra tikrerat (= uyrépa). 

Aesch. Cho. 127. 

iii, Adjective: (1) Noun in Apposition: as paorixrypa 
kapdias Adyov (Aesch. Suppl. 466), otaxos iuvrijpos tordrov veus 
(717): compare bellator equos. 

(2) Relatwe Sentence = Adjective. 

Kat tavde Katpov ers wioros AaBE (= wxorov). 
Aesch. Sept. 65. 

Ovpod 8 épyps fins aypwwrdry (= aypwwrdrys). 

Soph. O. 7. 344. 

TOS yap rs edyevys yuvy...ov Spun tad av; El, 257. 
These lines gain a trochee each, and a new emphasis to 

boot. 
mavrwy 80° torw avOéwv (gains an amphibrachys). 

Soph. ZI. 896. 
dvev ye Tov Kpatvovros, bers Hv, xOovos (gains cretic). 

0. C. 926. 
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(3) Numerals are often difficult to get into a verse, and 
the following may be examined with benefit. 

tplrov yap ovra yo em 8’ abi warpi. Aesch. Ag. 1605. 
5 was apWpos és rpraxdSas Séxa. Pers, 339. 
vadv, Seds O Hv ravde xwpls exxpitos. 340. 
&ardv Bis Hoav émrd 0’: Gd exer Adyos. 343. 
xpdvov yap ovxi Bay, addr’ 7dy Ska 

pivas mpds ddAows weve’ axypuxros weve. Soph. Trach. 44. 
Sxarov éxaAnpwv bxov (= tenth in the race). El. 708. 

Ch wou Evvwpls és 708° yuépas réxvwv. Eur. Phoen. 1085. 

iv. Adverb: (1) Prepositional Phrases. 

This is a most useful class. The composer should exercise 

himself in collecting metrical variants of the same idea. Thus 

‘quickly’ may be év rdyxe, viv taxa, ev or ov taxa Twi, dia 

taxous (besides ws taxos and others which do not come here); 
‘violently’ rpés Biav, rarely Sv Bia; ‘angrily’ de épyjs, car’ 
épyqv, civ opyy; ‘heavy with age’ may be yypg Raps, ovv 

yipg Bapis or év yypg Bapus. 
Again, many prepositions (it should be remembered) may be 

used as adverbs without more ado: thus éy dé ‘amongst them,’ 

oiv dé ‘and with it,’ xai wpos ye ‘and besides,’ ex S€ Owigas 

* shouting out.’ 

dvd. ava oropua éxev ‘to have on the tongue.’ 

dwé. tArpwv ovo’ dw edroApou dpevds (‘ with, from’), prjuns 
azo (‘from memory,’ on the spur of the moment), ws az” éuparwv 
(‘to judge from a look’), od diré yvays A€yets (‘ not without’), 
Ta...yhkuoons ao (‘as far as tongue is concerned’). 

Sa. da yAvoons ‘on the tongue,’ da xepwv ‘in the hands’,’ 

da. orépvwy, dua dpevav ‘in heart,’ da xpovov ‘ after a time,’ ‘in 

time,’ da réAovs ‘speedily’ or ‘for ever, till the end’; and 

1 To call this Tmesis is beside the mark. The point is, that the 

particle is used with a separate adverbial force. 

2 And 8 dclwyv xerpav Ovydy, instr., Soph. O. C. 470. 
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many phrases with abstract nouns, such as dca dikys iwv ‘having 
a quarrel with,’ dia dovov xwpodow ‘do deeds of bloodshed,’ 
de aldovs eizeiv, dc evirereias. 

&. ruddds éx Sedopxdros ‘after,’ ‘instead of,’ é« xuvayias 

‘after’; apxoperO” éx xpecoosvwy ‘by,’ éx tpirwy ‘thirdly.’ 

& oppdrov dpOav re xak dpOns ppevos (‘with’). Soph. O. 7’. 528. 
eivo. & drepyAlovres & yAdoons KaKys. Trach. 281. 

év: ‘in the sphere of, or person of,’ so and so. 

ev rots Sixacrais Kovx éuol rad éogady, Soph. Aj. 1136. 

So & cou yeAady (Soph. Ant. 551), év ywwpn ira, év rotow 

wolv...ddxver (Ant. 317), oddpovas pav ev Aoyous (Eur. Hipp. 
413), év oupacw ‘before one’s eyes,’ év mocivy ‘before one’s 
feet,’ trav aogiv ‘commonplaces.’ A curious idiom is 

ws dv pid wWANy] KarépOaprar woAvs | oABos. Aesch. Pers, 251. 

ot o @ dratg oreiAarvres ef oixwy poreiyv. Soph. Phil. 60. 

TiS dy Sddp det pGddrov 7 weivavtT aye; 102. 

70 veixos 5 ovx by apyupod AaPy | EAvoer. Aesch. Suppl. 935. 
Here the instrumental would be more usual; the sense of 

év is ‘at.’ 

A number of useful phrases show éy used much after the 

English fashion; as wavr’ év yovrxy, év yaAyjvy. Varieties of this 
idiom are év wapépyw God pe (Soph. Phil. 473), év 8&8 nBsyrw 

rade (Eur. El. 550), ev éAmriow ratra (352). Lastly, of time: 
év axel, ev xpovw, ev nwépa. pg all occur. 

ért: ‘on the basis of,’ hence (1) of sine qua non, (2) of 
purpose. 

(1) aAX’ odk br Appyrow. Tots énots ASyous. Soph. Ant. 556, 

Xp7nv o ami pnrots apa 
marépa putevew, 7 rt Seomdrats Oeois 
dAdo, <i py rovode ye orép§es vopous. Eur. Hipp. 459. 

(2) xdari Onreia wAavys (Soph. O. 7. 1029), ep’ o (Eur. L. 7. 
1040); so with accusative, commonly. 

A limitative use is seen in rovmi oé ‘as far as you are 
concerned,’ 
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és. és xadov ‘for good,’ és déov ‘for need,’ és mXctorov 
moXAews ‘more than all the rest,’ etc. With verbs of seeing 
the idiom recalls our own language: és xeivov y' dpa (Soph. 
El. 925), so BAérew eis (958), Aevooer és (Eur. Phoen. 596), etc. 

katd, Kad’ ydovyv ‘pleasantly, for pleasure,’ xar €Opav, 
xa’ épynv ‘with zeal’; of comparisons, xara yAdocay Soxav 

‘by hearsay,’ coputep’ 7 car dvdpa ovpBarey ery (Eur. Med. 

675) ‘sayings wiser than man could compose.’ 

mpés. mpos yoovyv ‘pleasantly, pleasure-wards,’ yndév mpos 
épynv ‘in wrath,’ mpds Biay ‘violently,’ yy mpos icxvos yxdpuw 
(Eur.), apos xdpw Bopas (Soph.). Sometimes it is used of 
agent or cause, with Genitive case. 

ovv: often used where instrumental is the rule. ow raya 
tii, ov Sodw KevTyoere, ov yypa Bapis, civ orovd7 tayvs, civ 

Xpovw, ov opyf, xravelv...cov wA7Ge xepav (Soph. O. 7. 123), 

ino’ axcopw Ew pvyp (Aesch. Pers. 470). 

mAnyevtes adroxepe Ov pidopar. Soph. Ant. 172. 

in6. Of origin or cause: um edipou dpevos déeyewv. 
ovy nAiov Bodraiow, add’ brd onus. Eur. Bacch. 458. 

Of accompaniment: yadxjs trai cadreyyos (Soph. Hl. 711), 
im’ etdypov Bods (630). Note the absence of the article in all 
these poetic phrases. 

(2) Phrases with the Neuter Article. 

Ta Viv, TO VV, ToUTéeKEa, TaxeiOevy, and many others. 

An extra syllable or two may often be gained, or hiatus 
avoided, by using these for the simple adverb. But these 

should not be used with another article. 

(3) Adjective for Adverb. 

mAwris oixvel (=THAC), Spopaia Baca (= dSpopyw), KdrAvdwv 

marippovs Hye vaww (=aadw, Eur. J. 7. 1397), qo6" ardrrods 
(= ‘abroad ’), ayoppov éxvepet dda (= ay). 

xreivotey edyelpwroy “EAAjvwv otparoy (= padius). 
Aesch. Pers. 452. 
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(4) Phrases of time are often peculiar enough 

to be worth quoting. 

jpap non ~vpperpovpevoy yxpovw. Soph. O. 7. 73. 
TO paxp® ye ~vupetpovpevos xpovw (of a person). 963. 

Kat tis xpdvos roid eoriv ovgeAnAvbus; 735. 

Aapmpa pev axris yArALlov, Kavav cadys, ; 

éBadXe yaiay (i.e. ‘at sunrise’). Eur. Suppl. 650. 
So too we have xaG’ qpépay ryv viv, és 108 qpepas, xpovy 8 

év torépw (=vorepov), év TH rpiv xpovw (= piv), éviavrod KUKXos, 
éveavoious...dinAOov érra. wepidpopas érav (Eur. Hel. 775). 

v. Preposition. 

This may often be replaced by an adjective. Thus pécos = 
peragd, avriorafuos (or some other compound epithet) stands 
for avri (Soph. 47. 571). 

vi. Noun in Apposition. 

This may be used to express (1) a description, (2) a 
comment, (3) a purpose; which cannot always be kept apart, 
as one shades into another. Apart from its neatness the 

idiom is often convenient metrically. Thus when Sophocles 
says (Hl. 685), eionjAOe Aaprpos, waor rots éxet véBas, there 

would not have been room in the line for such a phrase as 

‘and they were all astonied at him.’ We give a few examples ; 

the student will find it well worth while to collect more. 

(1) épa Kony, dvavdov dyyeov orparov (‘which tells’). 
Aesch, Suppl. 180. 

Tov adv 700, wvag, IAiov ropeyropa (‘which sackt’). Ag. 907. 

vexpos 5€, ryade Seftais xepds | pyov (‘done to death’). 1405. 

R. 5 
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So xowvdv €os ‘which all men hate,’ vavritos BAdBy ‘who 

destroys,’ ‘yetoa rtextovwy awovov ‘which the masons made,’ 

xYpas placpa ‘who polluted.’ 

(2) Here falls the construction known as accusative in 
apposition to the sentence. 

| elye cuprevOety éepoi, 
dyakpa rupBouv rovde kai Tyiv watpds. Aesch. Cho. 199. 

Yuxiv aradAwy, pyTpi THE Yappoviy. Soph. Ay. 559. 

‘EXévyy xrdvwpev, MevedXew dAdwny mixpav. Eur. Or. 1105. 
iecay de aidépos | HevOéws, oréxov dSvornvov. Bacch. 1099. 

So Sixny, tpdzrov, ‘ like.’ 

(3) Commonest of all is the use of nouns to express a 

purpose ; and it is easy to see how useful a variant this is for 

the future participle or dependent clause. 

dxAnros éprwv Savrakeds travypepos (‘to dine’). 
Aesch. P. V. 1024. 

Geovs yeveOXious 
kadet Tatpwas yas trowrypas AcTrav (‘to see’). Sept. 639. 
kvnpidas, aixpns Kat merpov mpoBArjpara (‘to keep off’). 676. 

éw Badeiv abarrov, aprayjiy xvoiv (‘to devour’). 1014. 

Tpitnv érevdiowmt, TOU Kata xOoves 

“Avdov vexpav owrypos eixralay xdpw. Ag. 1386. 

So xapuv generally, ‘ to please,’ ‘for the sake of.’ 
Similarly, we have rnpovjs dxy ‘to heal,’ rowdtwp matpos 

‘to devour,’ pedrypara ‘to appease,’ xoAaorjs ‘to punish,’ 

érrioxorros ‘to behold,’ rizwpds ‘to avenge,’ xafaprys ‘to purify,’ 

éAxnpa ‘to be dragged,’ and a world of others. 

Note. Adjectives may be used in the same way: as 
> Kdorropi re TloAvdevxes 1 év aifépos mruyais 

fivOaxos éorat, vavtirows corps. Eur. Or. 1636. 
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vii. Abstract Nouns. 

Adovros evyevots drovelg = drdvros. Aesch. Ag. 1259. 

Stxaiwy éupdrwv wapovela = dixatoe wrapévres. Cho. 671. 

So with épyuia. See also Soph. O. C. 948, Eur. Al. 606, 
Heracl. 632, I. A. 651. | 

@ ocwrlaa, 7) Tp0dGs Tupywpara. Aesch, Sept. 251. 
owes papavar (= dépOadpovs, Soph.), dixndAos euBacrs (‘ hoof,’ 

Eur.), vavriucy dvapxia (=vadrat avapxor, Eur.), xAiuaxos mpocap- 

Bdoess (‘ steps,’ Aesch.). 

viii. ‘Redundant’ Elements. 

This need not be dealt with at length, since it is not to 
be used as a literary trick, ic. when it adds little or 
nothing to the effect. An exception must be made however, 
of instrumentals like xepi, xepi, xepotv, xepoiv, odi, rodvir, 

rociv, oupacw, 6p0adpois, woriv, and other parts of the body, 
which are common and idiomatic. 

(a) Lnstrumental Date. (See above.) So the sun ¢dAdyea 
duriow, a river dpde: poais, or evpevel org, people are banished 

gvyq Or Swypois. 

(6) Aéyw redundant is often useful. 
ovrw 5é xdue tyvde 7, “HAéxrpav Aéyw. Acsch. Cho. 252. 

(c) Kaplanatory phrases may be added : 

Ti tovs dvadwbévras tv Widy A€yev; Ag. 570. 

ov, piv y' av elarys toropotpevos Bpaxv. Soph. Trach. 415. 

(d) Parentheses: such as oléa, ofS éyw, xai yap olda, éy@da, 

tair éypda, of} Gre (often last in a sentence, as Soph. Ant. 

276); tot, odd’ ich, ed rotr icf; ri 8 od xi, rads yap odxi, ras 
yap ov, rus Soxeis, ris dvrepet, obx GAAws A€yw. 

o—2 
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(e) A phrase is sometimes added at the end of a speech, 
such as eipyra: Adyos, wavr Exes Adyov, wdvr axyKxoas Adyov. 

ix. Negative Idioms. 

The Greek love for saying less than is meant must be 

familiar to any one who has read much Greek. ody yeora 
is actually a stronger way of saying padiora. This device is 

frequently quite enough to fill a gap in some line of the 
composer's, Thus we have xéAados ob wausywos (Aesch. Pers. 

605), ddos rd5° ove dwawwov ‘Idatov rupds (Ag. 311), ox auyvrov 

Geois (649), odx avavdos, ovx ddpdvriotos, ov Oapow (=‘T fear’); 
d{nros Oéa, (Soph. Hl. 1455). Other such are otk dpynpova 
(=pdéuyynpar), ob dtxopporws (= dpoiws), ob Svpiov dyAdiopna 

(Aesch. Ag. 1312), ‘Opdet 5¢ yAdocay nv evarrlay Exes (1629). 

The dramatists are especially fond of a type of phrase, 
where a noun is used with the negation of itself; as pryp 
duntwp (Soph. #l. 1154) ‘a mother who is no mother, who is 

unworthy of the name.’ Where a compound adjective is not 
to be had, the adverb ov does duty (as in Catullus’s funera 
nec funera). 

axokuv ‘IAiov wdAdw enxas. Aesch. Hum. 457. 

€x9pev adwpa ddpa. Soph. 4j. 665. 

vuudyy T avuppov raplévoy + dxdpGevov. Eur. Hec. 612. 

Seopov 5 adecpov rovd' Exovoa hvdAAados. Suppl. 32. 
yovaixa 5 ov yuvaixa. Soph. 0. 7. 1256. 
"Apyetos ovx ‘Apyeios. Eur. Or. 904. 

Paraphrase with Intention. 

A paraphrase is often used with intention, in order to make 
the expression of some idea picturesque or sublime. To give 
full lists of examples would be to transcribe a large portion of 
the Greek dramatic poets; and indeed it is not necessary, 

since in this point we are more or less bound by the English. 
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However, a few examples are worth giving, to show the wealth 
of poetic diction in Greek. It should be borne in mind that 
he who uses fine phrases to express trivial ideas makes a fool 

of himself; the result is not grandeur, but bathos. 

dd’ ov wadiprAdyxrotor xeudle: Spdpors. Aesch. P.V. 838. 
OnruKrévy | “Ape Sanévrwy vuxripporpytw Opdce. 861. 

av Zevs ddre€yripros | éruvupos yévorro. Sept. 8. 
tov mydorAdorou oréppatos OvyTy yuv7. Jrag. 369. 
ti 5 gor; rota Evpperpos rpovByv rvxy; Soph. Ant. 387. 

apavros éppe. Gavacinw yepwpati; O. T. 560. 

éx S¢ dackiov yeveiddos 
Kpovvol Steppaivovro Kpyvatov zorov. Trach. 13. 

omovoy Te kai pag ev teOncavpicpern: 

évnv b€ mayxdpre. oupptyns ddais 

Airros 7 éXaias, Kal TO ToiKtAWTaToV 

Eovbys peXiocons KypdrAacTov dpyavov. Frag. 366. 

So a driver éy yviaw 8 elyey evapxrov oropua (Aesch. Pers. 
193); or a sacrificer stands by the altar civ Ovy7oAw xepi 
(202); a dying man dvavépov rdéw ypynpov Pavuy (298) ; those 

who rejoice are puyynv didovres ydovq (841); a sinner has to 

fear Snpoppideis, cad’ icht, Nevoipous apds (Ag. 1616). 

(5) Compound words. 

Much of the beauty and power of the Greek language 

depends on its Compounds. The student should make lists 

of these on various principles. Thus he may group together 
all compounds which show a given element. For example, 

dvridovA0s, avrixevTpos, avTiKTOVOS, avTipoAros, avrirats, avTi- 
depvos: or 

GVYTLKTOVOS, TATPOKTOVOS, LNTPOKTOVOS, EEevoKTOVoOS. 

A large number of useful compounds may be found beginning 

with ev-, dvo-, atro-, Kowo-, ovo-, mav-, ToAv-, pido-. 
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Or he may class synonyms together, as 

goveis: oayeis, avdpodovrys, avdpoxrovos, Bporoxrovos, 
QUTOKTOVOS, avroxetp. 

Again, he will note where the same compound is used in 

noun and verb forms: warpoxrovos and zwarpoxroveiy, dfvOupos 

and dév0upeiv. 

By these means he will find that a given word will surely 
call up both a group of similar forms, and a group of words 

with similar meanings; which will bring him more and more 

close to the position of a native Greek who thought in the 

language. Many of these words are useful for metaphors. 
Thus he may say not only 6&6nxrov dacyavov, but éfvOn«ros 
yAdooa, nvioorpodos vews as well as trrwv. 

Another useful exercise is to classify compounds on a 
Metrical principle. Thus we have 

Cretic: adAcOpous, apdurAngé, Bovxodctv, and 

Cretic Equivalent dopurerys, xeporurety. 
Bacchius or Amphibrach : Ba@vppous, crevwros. 
Palimbacchius: xAydodxos, padpwros. 

Molossus (rare): yappavug, xepwovat; BovdopBeiv; or the 
equivalent, veodperros (in some of its cases, or in position). 

Four-syllable words with trochaic rhythm (very numerous): 
dyxitéppwv, aipaturds, rovrovatrns, pirvrounv; mwdodapvery, 

oepvomvlecy. 

Four-syllable words with Iambic rhythm (very numerous): 

aisoppayys, avdpopbopos ; SuppyAdrys ; Saxpuppoeiv, Wevdyyopeiv. 

Four-syllable words containing a Molossus (fairly common) : 

aeiuvyoros, Soupixryros (in position) ; yapackoirys ; Aczroyuyxetv. 

Five-syllable words of Iambic rhythm (one of these makes 

a first penthemimer complete): aA7Odpavtis, dpOadporeyxros ; 
aywvonky ; yepovraywyeiv. 

Five-syllable words of Trochaic rhythm (making a final 

penthemimer): aivarorrayys, roixtAdoroXos ; yvioorpddos ; 47- 

xavoppadety. 
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Five-syllable words containing a Molossus: xaAAurupywros 
(trochaic), 6pGadpupuxos (iambic). 

Longer words still, such as éfeAevPepocropeiy, which fill 
more than half a verse. | 

It should be remembered that the rhythmical value of 

words can be changed by crasis and prodelision. Thus the 
word a@updyAwooos is impossible, but with crasis (xd6upo- 
yAwooos) it may be brought in. 

Let the learner make full collections of these words from 
his own reading. If he has no time for this, he may do it 
with the aid of Beatson’s Indices in Tragicos Graecos. 

(5) Epithets. 

The student who comes to Greek composition with notions 
conceived after a practice of Latin elegiacs, is apt to use 
epithets in a way foreign to Greek idiom. In Greek the 
epithet means a great deal more than in Ovidian elegiacs. 
It is never added as a make-weight, and nouns do not go 

in pairs with adjectives in the same way at all. 

Epithets are used in Greek verse only when they tell part 
of the story. The translator should never, without strong 

reason, use an epithet which is not necessary to translate 

part of the English. Of course I do not mean that it must 

always translate an English adjective; but it should answer 

to one of the ideas exprest by some word in the English. 
Thus the line of Sophocles, 

ipeis payov Trowvde pyxavoppador, 

might be rendered in English ‘suborning this charlatan to 

weave a plot.’ There is no need to enlarge on this matter, 

which must be familiar to all students who are not mere 
beginners. 
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Passing by, then, this use of epithets to translate ideas 

exprest in other forms, we have to consider one or two points 
in the practice of Greek tragedians which may be useful to 
the student. 

1. Epithets in Greek verse need have no 

connecting link. 

This practice is contrary to the practice of Ovid, but has 
its parallel in Virgil where the epithets come after the noun: 

monstrum horrendum, informe, ingens... 

It should not be overdone by the composer, but should be 

kept for such places as call for a strong expression of feeling. 

In Greek the string of epithets may come before or after the 
noun. Here are a few examples : 

ddrtov epypov arodw év Laow vexpov. Soph. Phil. 1018. 
azrais dvavopos amodus éfePOappévy. Eur. Hee. 669. 
airy dé SovAyn, ypads, azats. 495. 

So with two epithets : 

éav § axAavtov, aradov. Soph. Ant. 29. 

See also Soph. Ant. 1071, Trach. 1095, Eur. Med. 255, Hupp. 
1028—9, Andr. 879, Tro. 1186, Or. 310. 

2. -Picturesque Epithets are sometimes employed, to 
heighten the effect, though they may be unnecessary to the 

sense. Take as examples the following : 

tivos mpos avdpos 4} Babvidvov Kopys; Aesch, Cho. 169. 

iv’ ovT apotpoy ouTe yaropos...dixeAXa, Jr. 196. 

éepyxey Adots ixOvow diapPopar. Soph. 4j. 1297. 
maifwy Kat aAcos éfexivyoe modotv 

oriuréy Kepaomy éAadoyv. El. 567. 

Kat daxpvwv pygaca Seppd vapara. Trach, 919. 
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Kapol Kar’ oocwyv xdwpdv wpuyOn Saxpv. Eur. Med. 906". 

ai S évSaxotoat cropia wopryery yvabots. Hipp. 1223. 

Grav mpos “Apyous Suplav Aw xGova’. Ale. 560. 

é&y yp pevovtwv 7 Kab’ ddpvpdv ada; Tro. 76, 
dyaApa 7 oloes Kap’ én” ebmpipvov veus. I. T. 1000. 

This is especially common in elevated passages (see above, 
p. 68). For instance, take the description of sacrifice, Aesch. 

P. V. 612. | 

3. Sometimes the Epithet takes the place of In- 
flexion. Thus éu0os and the other possessive pronouns may 

replace ¢uov, even when it is objective. 

avynv wupds depovcay éx Tpotas dartiv 

dAdowpsy re Bag (i.e. ‘the news of capture’). Aesch. Ag. 10. 
&F éomecwv Exeipe todvKepwv dovov, Soph. Aj. 55. 

Le, the death of the horned herd. 

AoBaior rpwrov Kai Kapardpors xALdais | ordparres. Hl. 52. 

4. Or it may replace another part of speech, an adverbial 
phrase for example: 

épeivar’, @& mat, mAevpov dpdrdéfvov 

euduvre To oars Soph. 0. C, 1112. 

5. Another use is the Proleptic Epithet, where the 

result of an action is anticipated. 

xteivorey ebyelpwrov “EXAqvwv otparov. Aesch. Pers. 452. 
6 pdoowy Bioros jv Tay mpdow (‘stretched out long’). 708. 
Addupa...éracadevoay dpxatoy ydvos (‘to be for ages’). 

Ag. 579. 

eonpov, © TdAava, Koiuyoov oTopa. 1247. 

xadetrev “Atdov Cavactpovs oixytopas (‘in death’). frag. 517. 

Badvoxaded cover | xpvov viv. Soph. £7. 435. 

1 So Med, 922. 2 So Soph. Ant. 246, 429. 
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6. An epithet belonging by right to one hang may be 
transferred to another connected with it. 

Xaporrerts Boapa mpooyxdvys enol. Aesch, Ag. 920. 

Tvdh@ wodl. Eur. Phoen. 834. 

7. An Epithet may give quite a new turn to the 
noun, contradicting it, or making it sarcastic. This often 
involves a metaphor, and may be called the Metaphorical 
Epithet’. 

Tepmvis ap jre THod éryBoAo. vooov (weeping for joy). 

Aesch. Ag. 542. 
ov TiOnp eyo 

Liv rovrov, adX’ tpuxov yoda. vexpov. Soph. Ant. 1166. 

KAvowv’ Upurmoy év peow KuKupevov. Hl. 733. 

dws tpnwe Sap dvndalore’? wupi. Eur. Or. 621. 
Viv, 7 wo tpiv xpvcomiAnka oraxuv 

oraptav avyKer. Phoen. 939. 
ov vats xaArvois AwoSérors Sppet oer. I. T. 1043. 

8. Lastly, we have a very pretty idiom. The Compound 
Adjective often contains a synonym of the noun it is 
joined with. 

oidnpodpov dé Oupds. Aesch, Sept. 52. 
ePddrors xaAKoordpors. Pers. 415. 

e€ éXevOeporrépov | yAdooys. Suppl. 948. 

aérpat | duyAdKxpypvor. | P. V. 4. 

py peideoOe ravbjpov orparod. Soph. Aj. 844. 

TO KaAXirpppov cicéBns “Apyots oxddos. Eur. Med. 1335. 
@ xadXianxuy “Exropos Bpaxlova | owovea. Tro. 1194. 

KaxoyAéooou Bofjs. Hee. 661. 

Oyrdrow Bdow. I, A, 421. 

1 See other examples under Metaphor, pp. 32 ff. 

2 See Negative Idioms, p. 67. 
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iyAddpeov poe Ovpds aiperar mpdow. Eur. J. A. 919. 
weptacdpvlcs 6 Adyos. Frag. 52. 

mwapmdovrov &\Bov. 588. 

In each of these, the first part of the compound alone 
would have given the sense in a simple form: odypots Gupds, 

_ xaArxotow éuBdros, éXevPépas yAwoons, and so forth. But it 

must be clear to any person with feeling how much balder 
these phrases would be than the compounds are. 

There are divers varieties of this idiom. Many compounds 

of this sort include something more than a mere synonym, and 

add a new touch: as aloAocropovs xpyopovs (Aesch. P. V. 
661), xowWoydoropos KixAov (Sept. 496), dnpoOpovs dvapyia (Ag. 

883). Occasionally one part of the compound catches up the 
verb proleptically, as xeAawdBpwrov yrap éxOowyjoeran (P. V. 

1025). Lastly, a few seem to lose. the sense of the second 
element so completely, that it can hardly be translated; as 
avdporats avynp (Aesch. Sept. 533), rpoxeipov...rapa gipos xepotv 
(Soph. Phil. 747). These last examples are not suited for 
frequent imitation, but: they serve to show how natural the 

idiom seemed to the Greek poets. 

(6) Neuter Abstract Nouns used of Persons. 

Very commonly a neuter abstract noun is used of a 

person. Among these are: 

aAnpa Anpa. mwaidevpa 

aréx Ona. Adriopa ‘flower’ zicrevpa 

BovXevrnpiov péeAnua. OTUYNPA, OTUYOS 
detua placa. ovyxoipnua ‘ bed-fel- 

Sy Anya pionpa, picos low’ 
ovAcupLa oixovpnya ‘stay-at- vBpiopa 
éppnvevpa home’ trayxahio pa 

Opacos dyna ‘supporter’ dpovpyya 

Opéupa. (of Zeus). opédrAnpa. 
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These words are most commonly used in the vocative, and 
under the influence of strong feeling. They may be either 
active (dyAnpa ‘bane’) or passive (sionya ‘thing abhorred’). 
Abstract nouns not neuter are also occasionally used in the 

same way: 9 waca Bday ‘that utter pest’ of a man (Soph. 
Phil. 622). 



EXERCISES. 

PRELIMINARY. 

The student of Shakespeare is often surprised to find how 
closely he follows his authorities. In the historical plays, for 
instance, line after line may be found in North’s Plutarch 
with hardly a change. It may be interesting to give an 
example’. North’s rendering of the speech of Coriolanus to 
Aufidius begins as follows : 

“If thou knowest me not yet, Tullus, and seeing me doest 
not perhaps believe me to be the man I am indeed, I must of 
necessity bewray myself to be that Iam. I am Caius Marcius, who 
hath done to thy self particularly, and to all the Volsces generally, 
great hurt and mischief, which I cannot deny for my surname of 
Coriolanus that I bear. For I never had other benefit or recom- 
pence, of the true and painfull service I have done, and the extreme 
dangers I have been in, but this only surname : a good memory and 
witness of the malice and displeasure thou shouldst bear me.” 

Now hear Shakespeare (Cortolanus, Act 1v. Scene 5) : 

“Tf, Tullus, not yet thou knowest me, and seeing me, dost not 

think me for the man I am, necessity commands me name myself... 
‘“‘My name is Caius Marcius, who hath done 
To thee particularly, and to all the Volsces, 
Great hurt and mischief: thereto witness may 
My surname, Coriolanus ; the painful service, 
The extreme dangers, and the drops of blood 
Shed for my thankless country, are requited 
But with that surname: a good memory, 
And witness of the malice and displeasure 
Which thou shouldst bear me.” 

1 Compare Wyndham’s Introduction to North, Tudor Translations, 
pp. lxxxviii ff. 
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A few changes, as we see, suffice to turn simple prose into 

simple blank verse ; and the same is true of Greek. The fact 

is, iambic verse comes nearer in rhythm than any other to 

prose ; so much so, that complete iambic lines are occasionally 
found in prose writers. Demosthenes (with all his care and 
skill) occasionally has a line of iambic verse ; and half lines or 
more are found in many authors. In English, not to mention 
writers less distinguished, Dickens writes whole paragraphs in 

iambics, when he becomes emotional. 

Let us now take a simple piece of Greek prose, and see 
whether it can be turned into verse as Shakespeare turned his 

North. I open Herodotus at random, and take the first 
speech my eye falls on. 

Elépins 8¢ dueiBero A€ywv, "AprdBave, Brorys pev vov avOpw- 

anins wept, €ovons Toravrys oinvrep ov Starpéear elvar, ravoewpeba, 

poe Kaxov pepvewdueOa, xpnora éxovres mpyypara. ev xepot: ppdoov 

dé por rode. €i ToL 7 Os TOD évuTvioy py évapyys ovTW épav7, 

elxes av THY apxaiav yvwpnv, ovk édv pe otpareverOar eri rHv 
‘EAAada, 7 petéotns av; pepe pou rovro arpexews eiré. 7. 47. 

Bépéns Sé we note is a palimbacchius, and so may stand 
first, while nuetBero will come last in the simplest typical line 

(Type I.). We require now a trochee or spondee —™ and a 

cretic —~— to follow ; and to get both all we need do is to 

paraphrase Aé€ywv by roicde rois Adyors. 

Bépéys S€ rotcde rois Adyous nyecBero. 

Next get rid of the anapaest Biorys and substitute Biov, 

when Biov pév appears at once as a bacchius. There is no room 

for the name before it, but Xerxes may use wvep instead. The 

long adjective is impracticable, but its equivalent, avOpurwr, 

is a molossus, and therefore we know its place; zép: will stand 

last. tod should come before this, but cannot; yet it can, if 

map avOpwros be used instead of the genitive. rovovrov again 
may scan as a bacchius, and ovros precede it as a spondee; if 
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ye be added, as it often is to this word, we may pass straight 
on to év, and the line may end elva Aéyes (the simplest 
synonym for Suapéeac). The missing iambus may be ov viv. 

> y 8 a > 9 U 4 avep, Biov piv rov wap avOpwrrots Tépi, 

Ovtos ToLovrov y dv ot viv evar Aé€yes.... 

Again: ravoupeOa may begin the following line in elision, 

when it will count as palimbacchius; and what more simple 

than to add yes? The next phrase will actually scan as it 

stands, if we read py for pydé. év xepoiv is another palim- 

bacchius, which we may also write, if we will, év yepotv (cretic). 
xpyor éxovres needs only an introductory ws to make a penthe- 
mimer, which mpdypara may follow in elision as a trochee, 
followed by év yepow in the second cretic position (Type IV.) ; 

the line may be completed by an explanatory vépeu : 

ravouped yess py Kaxov pepnvopea 
Ws xpyoT exovres mpaypar év yxepoiv vepev. 

The next sentence needs no change whatever, but merely 
a final elision; which is made if «i be the next word, as it 

should be. soe will not do, of course; but no particle is 
needed ; évirvov is a proper end-word, and rovro may precede 

it. évapyns and ovrw need only to be transposed, and there 
is another half-line; py ‘ddavy, with prodelision, furnishes 
a cretic. But there is no room for éys. We may however 

change rou to ye, or elyes dv may stand final, if rdre be 
added after the cretic. If the next phrase is to take its 

natural place, the molossus apxaiav must be changed, or 

the whole phrase; yvwynv, if used, can stand only first, 

otherwise the initial would lengthen any preceding vowel. 
apxaiay may be paraphrased ry zpiv, but this is of no 
use, for ye is inadmissible here; jv piv (exes) would 
also stand, and we can use this with a little adjustment ; 

or otay, with the first syllable shortened as is sometimes 
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done. oix éwy is a cretic, and may follow zpiv, while we 

have only to omit the article rv (and articles are not common 

in verse) to get the remainder of the verse, é¢’ “EAAdéa. 
aotpareverbar ought to precede the last foot, if used; but it 

should come nearer the beginning, and must therefore be 
paraphrased. The simplest paraphrase, ayew orpdrevpa, will 
scan ; so will 7 peréorns av, which must follow the caesura ; 

and the two may stand together, if we place pe between 
them. The last word will be Aéye. 

gpacov Sé por 760° et ye TodT’ eévirnov 

ovTws évapyes py ‘pavy tor, elyes av 

yvupnv otav mpiv, otx éwv ed’ “EAAdoa 

ayev oTparevpad ph, y peréorys av; Aéye. 

How close to iambic verse comes any simple speech or 

piece of narration, the above experiment will show. The 
verse as here made is only passable, it is true’, but that is 
because no changes have been made except where: absolutely 
necessary. It would be easy to work this up into something 
better with a very small knowledge of poetic diction. But 
let this suffice to comfort the beginner. If he can put English 
into simple Greek prose, it is only a step from this to simple 
Greek verse ; and his aim should be always to make the verse 
simple, until his knowledge increases and he feels sure of his 
own power. Half the mistakes of verse writers come from 
attempting to write finely before they can write simply. 

The beginner, then, who understands fairly the principles 

on which the iambic line is built up, but knows nothing of 
poetic diction, may find it helpful to write down in plainest 

prose a translation of the piece set him. When he has done 
this a few times, and has gained some skill in noting the 
phrases which will be useful, he will be able to do the 

1 roicde rots Adyos, for example, is bald prose. The dramatists 

hardly use the article with dde. 
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preliminary part in his head. By degrees, as he reads 
the poets, their phrases and words will recur to his memory, 

and his translation will begin to change from verse to poetry ; 

and the last stage will be reached, when he is able to hit on 

the nearest Greek equivalent for each phrase or metaphor in 

the English, and when he can embellish his verse with the 
allusions or metaphors most familiar to the Greeks. 

The exercises which follow will begin at the second stage. 
We shall assume it not to be necessary to write down a 
complete translation in prose of each piece; but at first we 

shall begin on each section of the English by writing down 

a number of possible translations of the chief words or ideas, 
metrical or not, and from these we shall build up our piece of 
verse. The language will be simple at first, and gradually 

poetical phrases will be introduced ; until in the concluding 

exercises, we shall assume a wide knowledge of the Greek 

dramatists, and draw on the whole area for our renderings. 

I. 

First we will take a simple piece of narrative from The 
Earthly Paradise. 

A king there was in days of old 
Who ruled wide lands, nor lackt for gold 
Nor honour, nor much-longed-for praise ; 

And his days were called happy days; 
5 So peaceable his kingdoms were, 

While others, wrapt in war and fear, 
Fell ever into worse and worse. 

Therefore his city was the nurse 
Of all that men then had of lore, 

10 And none were driven from his door 
That seemed well skilled in anything; 
So of the sages was he king; 
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And from this learned man and that, 

Little by little, lore he gat, 
15 And many a lordless troubled land 

Fell scarce loth to his dreaded hand. 

This we shall now turn into verse, using only such words 
as a beginner may be supposed to know; careful not so much 
of beauty of phrase or fineness of rhythm as of bare simplicity. 

A king there was in days of old 
Who ruled wide lands, nor lackt for gold 
Nor honour, nor much-longed-for praise. 

We avoid the word BactXevs, which as an anapaest is less 
easily managed, and translate ‘a king’ by avag rs ; an amphi- 
brachys at once. ‘In days of old’ is waAaz, or. roré, or both 
together waAat woré, which in elision is another amphibrach. 

We have only to place 7 after it, when ada: ror Hv presents 
itself as a four-syllable group of the proper shape to fill two 

feet at either end of the verse; avagé ris, the amphibrach, 

added to this, makes a hephthemimer. Bearing in mind that 

xuv is a poetical synonym of y7, we translate ‘Who ruled 
wide lands’ literally os jpxev evpeias xOoves, actually metrical 
without change. The last two words exactly complete our 

first line, and the others may begin the second. ‘Nor lackt 

for gold,’ ovdé xpvcod éoravifero, is not so promising ; though 
we can make a metrical sentence of it after a fashion. 

éovavifero forms a final penthemimer by itself; and as other 
nouns follow, we may add péy, making ypvood pév a palim- 

bacchius ; this may precede the verb, and ov go before it. 
The lack of a conjunction is abrupt, but such things are. As 

the verb ought to recall the noun omavis, we may also say 
‘where was no lack,’ 7 xpvood pév od oravs, and then zrapjv 
for 7v completes the line easily. The next sentence will be 
east in a similar mould, rizys dé first, and second ézaivov re 

(in elision), which is at once seen to be a bacchius. ‘ Much- 

longed-for’ is the same as ‘very dear,’ i.e. edpiAys, or ebpiAijs 
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Bporots: cretic and iambus, leaving (when we have made the 
adjective agree) one foot to find. This may be aXs, a synonym 
of ob oravis. The phrase may be paraphrased dv Bporot drove, 
which in elision has the same scansion. The first lines then 

will be: 

wadat tor mv avat Tis, evpeias Doves 
Ss px, } Xpvoov pév ov owas rapiy, 

tyins 8 éxaivov &, dv Bporot drove’, aAts. 

And his days were called happy days. 

‘Days’ must not be repeated in Greek ; in the English it 
is a mere affectation to repeat it, effective sometimes, but much 

overdone by modern writers. In Greek such repetitions are 

rarely necessary, and if not, are mere padding; repetition 

should be kept to express a real emphasis. We make qpépas 
accusative at once, for clearly the form of the sentence will 
be ‘he lived’ or ‘he past’ happy days. The word is a cretic, 
and so is é\Bias; as it is unlikely that two cretics will fit 

easily in one line, suppose we paraphrase one. That easier to 
paraphrase is é\fias; which may be rendered cABov wAypets or 
peoras. The cretic finds its own place at once; let it go in 
the first cretic position (Type I.) to begin with. We want 
a short syllable to work out the first penthemimer; and a 

conjunction dé added to either spondee makes up a palim- 

bacchius group. Since a consonant must follow 3€, we write 

odBov St peords. A verb is now needed; perhaps the beginner 
may think of éy. This would do, but dcejye is more idiomatic. 

A subject, such as ode, will complete the line. 

oABov Sé peoras ypépas Supy ode. 

5 So peaceable his kingdoms were, 

While others, wrapt in war and fear, 
Fell ever into worse and worse. 

‘Kingdoms’ will not be dpxai or any such abstract term ; 

6—2 
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but wdAes, or some such phrase as ‘all the land,’ aca xOuv. 
(Be careful to remember that this is a molossus, not a cretic, 

-a being lengthened before x0.) ipynvatos in the proper case 
is impossible in iambics ; but it may be paraphrased éy eipyyy. 

Now this group needs only one long syllable in front to bring 

it in after the caesura: let yOwv be placed there. <A suitable 

verb is ‘continued,’ dceréAec ovoa, or éuevey alone. Change the 

latter to the historic present, and there is a final iambus, peéver. 

‘So’ peaceable may be rocavry, or roAAp. aoa is of no 
use with the former, but with the latter lacks only a syllable 
to complete the verse. The lack is supplied when we re- 
member the long form dzaca. A conjunction dé prevents 
hiatus. ‘While’ may be turned (1) by péy and dé with two 

coordinate sentences, or (2) by the genitive absolute. ‘Wrapt’ 

the beginner will probably have to leave out; he need only 
say ‘war and fear being present elsewhere.’ As we avoid all 

groups of three short syllables for the present, wherever we 

can, moAeuos is ruled out; but payn will do for our purpose, 
or perhaps even the beginner will remember depv (gen. poet. 
Sopes): mapdvros (amphibrachys) will follow dopds. ‘ Else- 
where’ is aAAof&; but this can only stand last, unless we 

are lucky enough to get a double mute to follow it. avrayxod 

is not quite what is wanted ; but there is no need to use it, 

for d\Aobev will do. 6B8ov re comes next, and it needs small 

ingenuity to discover that dya suits verse and sense equally 
well. The next line cannot be rendered literally; but we 

may say ‘so as to bring ever an evil worse than the former 

evil.’ From this we extract wor’ aye, clearly a cretic group, 
and xaxcov an amphibrach; whereupon the student will per- 
ceive that the whole difficulty of the line is solved. ‘Than 

the former evil’ is rod wpiv xaxov. Of these words xaxov will 

stand first, and rot zpiv in the fifth foot, if the last word 

begins in a consonant. But dei begins in a vowel; what is 
to be done now? Place wor ayew in the second cretic 
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position (Type ITI.) ; then rod zpiv, which is a natural trochee, 

falls into line before it. We have now finished three more 
lines as follows: 

mok\Ay 8 araca xOwv év eipnvn peve, 

Sopos mapovros aAAobev doBov & dua, 
a , a ‘ g > # 27 

KQ@KOU KQ@KLOV TOU TPlY WOT ayetv Qét, 

Therefore his city was the nurse 
Of all that men then had of lore. 

‘Therefore’ is otv, rovyap, tovyapovv, or é& dv, é€ av rep. 

A cretic discloses itself here, but unluckily rocyapoty must 
stand first in its clause; we therefore dismiss it, and leave the 

particle for the present. No other cretic is seen, or anything 

more useful than spondee (avrov) or iambus (7dXs, tpodos). 
nv is of little use, still less éyévero; but the student ought to 

remember épv (another iambus), vrjpxev, or xaréorn, a natural 
bacchius ; the last word can be used with complementary 
noun as in Hdt, i. 92, dvrusracwwrys xareoryjxee. Let us pass 
on and see what the next line can give us. ‘Lore’ is the key- 
stone of the line; and this in Greek would be codia, or some 

paraphrase with povOdvw: ova guabov tore of avOpwiror. povoixy 
would give us a cretic, but the word is too narrow. Or we 

might say ‘a nurse of teachers,’ didacxdAwv, or ‘of arts’ rexvav. 
This will suggest as a simple rendering, 7 wdAus vrppye Tpopos 
Tacuv Texvav Goas elyov avOpwro tore. From this we get for 

the first line vrjjpxev (amphibrachys), 7 wéAts (cretic), and for 
the second écas 7dr’ efyov (penthemimer), dvOpwirot (molossus), 
and réxvas last. The lines are now nearly complete. We now 

prefix eiMis to the cretic in the first line, and place tpodds at 

the end ; placing racwy before the amphibrachys in the second 
line. The relative will probably be attracted to the case of its 
antecedent, and thus we get: 

eg av vmnpxev evOis 4 mods Tpodos 

Twacuv oowv ToT elyov dvOpwror TExvior. 
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10 And none were driven from his door 
That seemed well skilled in anything ; 
So of the sages was he king. 

‘Driven from his door’ ought to suggest to all who have 
studied the Attic idiom, the phrase éxmirrewv, which is regularly 
used instead of the passive of éxBaAXew. The proper tense is 

an aorist, and éférece is the equivalent of a palimbacchius, the 

second syllable being resolved. There is here no help for it ; 

a trisyllabic foot is inevitable unless we paraphrase, or make 

the king subject and write oid éf€BadXe (complete penthe- 

mimer). ‘Door’ will be ‘house,’ dwpzarwv, a cretic at once. 
‘Skilled’ is uzreipos, which with wv may end the line in the 

first construction ; a spondee or trochee will complete it, and 
this may be ovde’s. But this is to omit ‘seemed,’ which has 

point (for the poet might have written ‘was’). ‘To seem’ is 
Soxetvy, but vouicBeis is a bacchius. elvac might precede it, but 
this would take dy from the preceding line. However, éuaepiav 
éxev gives the same sense, and will suit the metre. In the 
second construction, ‘king’ must be inserted ; and that would 
sound ill with the phrase which follows; let us then keep to 
the other. Now to proceed: ‘king of the sages’ is avaf ray 

copuv, whence we get a cretic at once in the last two words. 
ovrws will not stand here; but we may carry on the con- 
struction with 3€, rév coddv § dvag, placing édv last. We now 

have two lines of Greek representing three of English ; quite 
enough, for the English is diluted : 

eférece 5 ovdcis Swudtwv, éumetpiav 
dxerv voces: trav copav 5 avak édv. 

And from this learned man and that, 
Little by little, lore he gat, 

15 And many a lordless troubled land 
Fell scarce loth to his dreaded hand. 

‘From this and that’ must recall the idiom aAAo dr’ aAXov. 
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Here am’ adAov is a bacchius, and we only need a particle, 
such as dere, to complete the penthemimer. ‘Learned man’ 

may perhaps be ooduoryjs, though the word has ‘a special 

meaning; but ¢Aogodouv is a cretic equivalent (the first 
syllable resolved), and may follow adAXov. padwv may come 
next, and godov last. But we should avoid these resolved 
syllables, if possible; they are rare in the best writers, and we 

had one just now. Suppose then we-say odgicpa, or (more 
convenient) codicpara, making agAAa and dAAwyv plural at the 
same time. A cretic is now wanted ; and pafuwy can join with 

(say) ev to produce it : 
wor aAX’ amr addAwv eb paddy codicpara.... 

The ‘learned man’ is easily understood in this context. 

Before going further, we had best decide what construction 
to use. ‘Fell to’ suggests no good idiom ; accordingly we fall 

back on the simple sense, and say ‘he conquered,’ évixa or 

évixnoe, both useful words. ‘The lands’ will now be accusative: 

woAAds or rAcioras woAes. ‘Little by little’ cannot be trans- 
lated literally, nor will xara piav do at all; but the proper 
Greek word is épegéys, ‘one after the other,’ a bacchius. Set 

before this sAcioras, and the first penthemimer is ready. 
‘Scarce loth’ is ov (or ovdév) dxovoas or dxovaiovs. If we use 
ovdey axovoas, only an iambus is left to find for this line; and 
the Greek love for antithesis will suggest ékwv. modes will 
come first in the next line, and a literal translation of 

‘lordless’ is dvapxovs, a bacchius, which will follow after. 
‘Trouble’ is rapavow; and in default of a convenient ad- 

jective, we may paraphrase by using the participle rapayeicas ; 

a long syllable placed before this word (.——-—) brings the 
line to the sixth foot; and xai is obvious. We may add 70 
mpiv to the participle, or zapos, completing the line, and at 

the same time giving distinctness to the sense; for after the 

king took them the case was altered. 

We come now to the last line, a bacchius for which we 
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have already: évixa. ‘Dreaded hand’ will be put in the 

dative, Sevj xeypi. We need only change dew7 to the plural, 
and it will stand first before évixa, while yepoiv is a trochee, 

and so will follow. Now we may wind up the piece with 
some amplification of the context, so as not to end in the 

middle of the line: say wor dpyyv éxew, or better adore 
xoipaveiv. So manifest a tag can of course be easily avoided 
when we know a little more of poetic diction; but at present 

we are dispensing with it as far as we can. 

mrelotas éheEns ovdey axovaas éxwv 

modes avapxous Kal TapayOeicas TO mpiv 

dewats évixa xepoiv, wore Kowpavety. 

We have now produced a set of verses, which conforms to 

all rules of metre and grammar, and yet is an almost literal 

translation of a piece of English verse. There is nothing very 
poetical about them, and they-are perhaps dull to read; but 

let them suffice to prove that no one need despair of mastering 
the technique of Greek verse. And the student should never 
forget, that such a set as this is worth more than a more 
ambitious piece marred by blunders. Whenever he is in 
doubt about a word, phrase or construction, he should ruth- 

lessly cut it out. By this means, his first attempts may be 
bald and dull, but they will be sound; and he will lay a 

good foundation. The rock is a foundation for anything, from 
cottage to palace; but no matter how fine the palace, there is 

no living in it if it be built upon the sand. 
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II. 

ETEOCLES—POLYNICES. 

Pol. O altares of my country soile. 
Et. Whom thou art come to spoile and to deface. 
Pol. O Gods, give eare unto my honest cause. 
Et. With foren power his country to invade. 

5 Pol. O holy temples of the heavenly gods. 

Et. That for thy wicked deeds do hate thy name. 
Pol. Out of my kingdom am I driven by force. 
Et. Out of the which thou camest me for to drive. 
Pol. Punish, O Gods, this wicked tyrant here. 

10 £t. Pray to the Gods in Greece and not in Thebes. 
Pol. No savage beast so cruell nor unjust. 
Et. Not cruell to my country like to thee. 

Pol. Since from my right I am wyth wrong deprived. 
Et. Eke from thy life, if long thou tarry here. 

15 Pol. O father, heare what-~ijnjuries I take. 
Et. As though thy divellish deeds were hid from him. 

G. GASCOIGNE. 

Remember, in a piece of stechomythia, to give one line and 

no more to each speaker ; to balance one line against another ; 

to carry on the construction wherever you can; and to use 
appropriate particles. ye is very common in answers to a 

question, where we use yes or no as the case may be. It is 

curious to observe that the lines given to Polynices make 
sense and construction if taken without the answers. 

Pol. O altares of my country soile. 

Words. ‘Altar’: Bwyds. ‘Of my country’: rarpdos, or 
paraphrase, as ryode or ravrns tatpias xOovos. 

Form. It is possible to make a line out of the words 

suggested, but the tautology of rarpwos and marpios is ugly. 
We therefore cast about for some verb, such as ‘I hail,’ 

‘I salute’: rpooxvvo. Now we get a simple beginning with 
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spondee (Bwpovs) and bacchius (rarpgovs); tiode being a 
trochee, place wzpocxvvd in the Second Cretic Position, and 

write : 
Bwpors rarpwous tiade mporKwva xOovds. 

Et. Whom thou art come to spoile and to deface. 

Words. ‘Spoil’: répOw. ‘ Deface’: (:)dAAvpu, SradBeipw. 

Form. A literal translation gives ots od wépowy kai 
Siapbepav 7AGes. It is easy to see that xai duadMepwr, a five- 
syllable word in rhythm, may stand last after a trochee 

(Type IX. ~V|—VY—v-—); or may follow the caesura, since the 

group begins with a trochee (Type IX.). ov répowv is a 

bacchius group, and we now need only to expand ovs one 
syllable, by adding zrep, to complete five of the six feet. 7\0es 
however is impracticable. Exchange it for rape, ‘you are 

here,’ and the thing is done. 
9 A ‘ A 4 ovorep ov trépowv Kal Siadepay mape. 

Pol. O Gods, give eare unto my honest. cause. 

Words. ‘Give ear’: dxovw, eicaxovw, xd\vw. ‘Honest 

cause’ should be personal: ‘me asking honest things,’ atrotyros 

Sixara. Sixy is not impossible, but this is more idiomatic. 
Form. It is clear that dxovoare is a convenient form ; it 

may stand last, for instance, in several types; or by elision 
it may become a bacchius. airotvros again is a palimbacchius, 

‘or in position may scan as a molossus. Type II. is no help 

here ; suppose we try what can be done with Type VII., where 
the palimbacchius takes its second position. The student ought 

to perceive that but one syllable is needed to complete the 
latter part of the line; and this is got by using the compound 

eivaxovoate, which has an extra syllable. dixaa may now 
stand before airotvros, the -a elided ; and first will come @eoé, 

or better, @ Geo, the latter word being scanned as one syllable : 
> , , > > a > o 
® Oeoi, Sixar airotvvros eicaxovoare. 
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Be Wah forer power 53s ommmirr mm covade 

Words. ‘Invade’: &3ain ~-Country’: rerps. rere. 

wokis. ‘Foreign power : SepSapa. or a more literal transie- 

tion, xap BapBapos for example. 

Form. The construction is consecutive. and may be 

carried on by a simple infinitive (with ye or same ather 

particle), or the infinitive with ro or sore * With foreign 
power’ is fiw BepSepus. which may stand first with a particie. 

or last alone. The aorist inf. éo Serco is a cretic. true : but it 

goes better for emphasis near the beginning. and we may make 
a four-syilable group by prefixing sore <A cretic. which we 
do want, is razpey or roAm with the article. It now remains 
to select some particle. -As has been said. ye will do: buat 
more telling is dy, ‘as we see, ‘just see. 

wor éaBerc Oy THY xatpar fiv BapBapas. 

5 Pol. O holy temples of the heavenly gods 

Words. ‘Holy*: cess, ie. worthy of reverence. 
‘Temples’: iepa, with & or contracted ipa: wacs, ress are 

less dignified, as they mean ‘house or dwelling. ‘Heavenly’: 

*OAvpsws. 
Form. This line is simple in form. We may either use 

"Odvpxiew and conform to Type I. or VII.; or add the article. 
thus getting a five-syllable group (Types [X. and X.). ipa as 
a trochee, or uncontracted iepa, may precede the five syllables 

(IX.). Now place the palimbacchius © cepura first, and we 
need only a trochee or spondee. This will of course be rer 
Oewy, and the line runs: 

6 cepyva tev Gewy ipa tev ‘OdAvpriav. 

Et. That for thy wicked deeds do hate thy name. 

Words. ‘Hate’: pice, orvye ‘Name’: simply ox. 
‘For’: exa, ovvexa; or paraphrase, ‘hate thee doing 
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wickedly.’ ‘Wicked’: xaxds. ‘Deeds’: épya, zpayn, or use 
Wem pay Leva. 

Form. ot ye is the best beginning; and if we use the 
literal translation of the next phrase, we can make up a 

palimbacchius with of y’ ovvex’, placing next it the spondee 
épywv. <A four-syllable group is pucotot oe, and we now need 
only a cretic. This we get by putting xaxdv into a negative 

form, ov xadov; which by the way is in Greek idiom even 
stronger. 

ot y ovvex Epywv ov Kaddv pucovcl oe. 

Pol. Out of my kingdom am I driven by force. 

Words. ‘Kingdom’: use Opdvor, or Bactrrxot Opovor. 

‘Driven’: éxrizrw (the regular passive of éxBaddw), or 

éfeAavvona. ‘By force’: Big, rpds Biav, Braiws. 

Form. If we observe, as we should, that Baowckayv is a 

resolved cretic or a resolved bacchius, we need not be at a loss 

to write Opovwy Bacusxdv first. We may now write éxrirrw 
Big, leaving a trochaic gap; or complete the line as in Type IX. 
with the five-syllable éfeAavvopat. 

Opovwy Baorsxay éfeAavvopar Bia. 

Et. Out of the which thou camest me for to drive. 

The Words we have already. As to Form, the line 
naturally begins é& wy ye, ‘yes....’. ‘To drive,’ for which we 

must use the same word as in the preceding line, whatever it 
be, is é€eAdv, a cretic. ‘Camest’ is 7AGes, a trochee, which we 

place before éfeAay in the Second Position. Use the long form 

for ‘me,’ and éué may end the line. Then the vacant spondee 

can be found in a word which shall emphasise the subject, 

abros Or Kavros, kai meaning tu quoque: 

e€ dv ye xairos WAOes eLedwv eye. 

Pol. Punish, O Gods, this wicked tyrant here. 

Words. ‘Punish’: tipwpe (acc.), Sixnv AapBavw, etc. 
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‘Tyrant’: tvpavvos; though alone the word is weaker than 

‘tyrant,’ there is nothing else, and the epithet xaxds will 
strengthen it. 

Form. With ripavvoy in view, we need not doubt what 

to write in the first penthemimer: xaxov rvpavvov. The verb 
gives us tiypwpetre. The VIIIth Type is barred by our be- 
ginning; but if we tack on @eoi as a monosyllable, we can 

copy Type IX. : ripwpetre Geot. ‘This,’ as a trochee, is tovde. 
ij a KaKov TUpavvov TOovdEe TiswpeEtre, Dei. 

10 Ht. Pray to the Gods in Greece and not in Thebes. 

Words. ‘In Greece’: not literal, since Thebes is in 

Greece ; but aAAy, aAAaxod. ‘In Thebes’: év @nBais, On Byow. 

‘Pray’: evyopau. 
Form. Be careful to use 7 for ‘not,’ as the sentence is 

imperative. We first note that a cretic is impossible, or there 
will be no room for the latter half of the sentence. ‘And 

not,’ u7dé, is a trochee, and we settle upon @7fByow to follow, 

because the other would cause hiatus. Oeots is a natural 

ending. evxov and aAAz are both spondees, but either may be 
turned into the palimbacchius if we affix pév. The more 
emphatic is a\Ay, so write 

dAAy pev evxov, unde OnByow Geois. 

Pol. No savage beast so cruell nor unjust. 

Words. ‘Savage, cruel’: wyds, dypios (a, with exceptions 
only in late Greek). ‘Beast’: Oyp, @npiov. ‘Unjust’: ddsxos, 

KQKOS. 
Form. There is no room for a literal translation; nor 

indeed would it be good taste in Greek to give synonymous 
adjectives to the noun and its simile. Simplify the simile: 

that is the golden rule, and we get the best term by something 

of this sort—‘ What beast more savage than this man?’ or 

carrying on the construction, ‘(being) cruel and unjust as not 
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even beasts are.’ Either form can be made into a Greek line: 
tis Onpav dypusrepos needs only rovde placed second and ore 
last ; or we may write ws ovde (‘not even’) Onpes or Onpia, then 
comes ayptov as cretic, with xai xaxdv last: to the former add 

re, and behold 
0 ws ovdé Onpi’ aypidv Te Kat KaKov. 

Et. Not cruell to my country like to thee. 

The Words are the same. 
Form. Begin with add’ ov; and if you will, carry on the 

construction ...ovra T7 woAe:. Or, as this fails to fill the line, 

make a new sentence, which will give an excuse for using a 

pronoun, éyw, with eiu’. We now see that neither aypios nor 

xaxos is of use; but though no synonym is allowable, the 
substitute roodros may stand ; and this just meets our need. 

GAN ovK éyw Tovodrds eiuc TY TodeL. 

Pol. Since from my right I am wyth wrong deprived. 

Words. ‘Deprive’: arocrepd. ‘My right’: Sinn, or use 
xpewy, Or To ivov (ra ica), ‘my fair share.’ Whatever be the 
word, let it be such that ‘wrong’ can form a pair to it. Thus 

with 8x7 we should want ov dixaiws; with xpewy, its negative ; 

with ra toa, ovx éf icov. 

The Form emerges from the last phrase; for as ‘de- 
priving’ implies the genitive, ‘right’ becomes a cretic, rav iowv 
(the singular will not scan), and ov« é icov completes a 
hephthemimer. ‘Deprive’ has only to be put in its proper 

form to finish the whole line: 
2 ~ “A ¥ BY »” 

GaTrooTEpovpat TOV towv ouK é€ ivov. 

(Note that azeorépnat would do also, both in metre and in 

meaning. ) 
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Et. Eke from thy life, if long thou tarry here. 

Words. ‘Life’: Bios; a paraphrase cannot be used in 

this instance because it would spoil the effect. ‘Tarry’: pévw. 
Form. The passive form azoorepnOyoce is theoretically 

possible with short particle added, but no particle suits the 
context but roc. However, the middle form in this verb has 

@ passive sense, and this fills the penthemimer: droctepyce:. 
‘If thou tarry’ is éay »évys, which becomes a cretic by simply 
changing éav to wv. Biov will stand last, and is best in that 
position because it gains emphasis. A beginner might be 
tempted to write rod cod Biov, and to fill the hiatus with 6¢, 

making a strong line flat as ditch-water ; not to mention that 

a Greek would laugh at rod cov, and wonder whose life else 
could it be? Let us avoid padding of this infantile sort, and 
seek for something that may really strengthen instead of 

weakening. Take for example the adverbial zpos, ‘besides,’ 
which again may be strengthened by xai: then we have, with 
the cretic in the Second Position, 

arooTepyoe Kal mpos, Av péevys, Biov. 

15 Pol. O father, heare what injuries I take. 

Words. ‘What injuries I take’: ola xaxa, ola racyw. 

Of course racyw means ‘experience’ or ‘feel,’ not ‘suffer,’ but 
the meaning ‘suffer’ is implied in ofa. Or turn the ex- 
pression, ‘what he does to me.’ 

Form. Place ‘hear’ first, as is natural, and watep pro- 

visionally last ; axove (axovgov)...rarep. Now ofa may stand 
second, just before the caesura, which leads us to choose 

dxovgov. ‘macxw can easily be placed, but no suitable cretic is 
forthcoming. What can we say for ‘injuries’? Suppose xaxa 
be paraphrased as ov Sixaa, which is as strong, or stronger, 
be it remembered ; perhaps the student will then see that he 
has merely to add dpa, and a five-syllable group emerges into 

view. The object pe will avoid hiatus: 
dxovcov ola p’ ov Sikara Spa, warep. 
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Et. As though thy divellish deeds were hid from him. 
Words. ‘As though’: this cannot be literal; say ‘do 

you think...?? 7 yap, or yap alone; or other particles may do. 
‘Devilish deeds’: xaxovpyia or some equally strong noun, a 

good long one if possible, a mouthful of sound. ‘Hid’: 

AavOavw. 

Form. riv ov xaxovpyiav needs only ye to make a final 
hephthemimer ; but is ye allowable? Certainly ; for it implies 
‘such villainy as yours’ cannot be hid, though others’ may. It 

is obvious that no cretic is now possible with ote: ydp, or 7 yap 

ote, 80 we write at once Aadety yap ote: 

Aabetv yap ovet TV ¥yé onv KaKOUpyiav ; 

The student may now read the lines given to Bence: 

and see that as in the English they run continuously, without 
break in the construction. 

III. 

Kine Epwarp IV.—Lapy Grey. 

Now tell me, madam, do you love your children ? 
Ay, full as dearly as I love myself. 
And would you not do much, to do them good? 
To do them good, I would sustain some harm. 

Then get your husband’s lands, to do them good. 
Therefore I came unto your majesty. 
Tl tell you, how these lands are to be got. 
So shall you bind me to your highness’ service. 
What service wilt thou do me, if I give them? 
What you command, that rests in me to do. 
But you will take exceptions to my boon. 
No, gracious Lord, except I cannot do it. 
Ay, but thou canst do what I mean to ask. 
Why, then I will do what your grace commands. 

SHAKESPEARE. 

on 

3 
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K. E. Now tell me, madam, do you love your children ? 

The Words need no remark, except ‘madam’: yiva. If 
we translate the sentence literally it runs: & yivat, A€fov- 
dpa gurls ra réxva (or Tovs waidas); Here are two iambic 

words (yivas and duXcis) ; two trochees (Adfov, dpa); and for 
the rest, a sufficient variety of combinations are possible. 

No cretic or bacchius appears. But there is a molossus, rovs 
matoas: and, as we have seen, half a line will be made if we 

can find a trochee and an iambus which will suit the sense. 

Now @uAcis is an iambus, and dpa a trochee: dpa rovs matdas 
gAcis is therefore the latter hephthemimer. Now for the 

penthemimer. yivac we place first, and the problem is to 
make Aé¢gov a bacchius. This is easy, if we remember the 
polite idiom of command: Aéyors ar. 

yovar, A€éyos dv apa Tors watdas gureis; 

I. G. Ay, full as dearly as I love myself. 

Words. ‘Ay’: particle, ye or ydp, according to the 
construction ; ye if we carry it on, yap with a new verb. 
‘As dearly’: ovx jocov, ovdtv jooov, a strong form of ex- 
pression. 

Form. A literal translation is unpromising: ovy jocov 
7} éuavryv, which will probably tempt the novice to write 7 y 
€4€. But we shall clearly find it a help, if the pronoun can 
be changed to some other case, whether it be éuoi, éuov, or 

éyw. Follow up this hint, and see what it brings out: oddéev 
qooov epot pido ciciy 7 éyw (or abry). Now the matter grows 
clearer ; for if we add ydp to éuoi we have a palimbacchius: 

éuot yap. There are two trochees, each beginning with a 
vowel ; place ovdéy next, and yocoy will naturally follow it. 
giro. will stand last, and now we have only to block the 
hiatus in 7 éyd to complete our line. Remembering the 
emphatic xai, we may write 7 xdyw, and the thing is done. 

enol yap ovdey Fooov 7 Kayo pido. 
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K. E. And would you not do much, to do them good? 

Words. ‘Do good’: ed dpav or roreity with accusative (the 
beginner is sure to think a dative is right); or evepyereirv. 
‘Them’: avrovs, vw, ode, or réxva repeated. 

Form. dp ovx av rovins or routs woAAa is easily manipu- 

lated, if we recollect that zor may be short. If we use zovotys, 

we need only transpose ay to stand after woA\a; or we may 
make an amphibrachys with zrowis av. ‘To do them good’ 

may be simply wor’ evepyeretv, or ev Spdcovca, leaving room for 
vv. An improvement will be to place ay nearer the beginning 

(such is the Greek idiom); 80 ov« dv zrovoins will be better than 
what was suggested. Now add ye, which is amply justified by 

the emphasis, and the line runs :— 

> ovx av movoins rodAd y ev Spacoved vu; 

L. G. To do them good, I would sustain some harm. 

Words. ‘Suffer harm’: rac yew 1, a favourite metosis in 
Greek, used in a bad sense, as we use ‘if anything should 

happen.’ 
Let the Form recal the last line, and get in e& Spacovca 

near the beginning. dSpacovca is a palimbacchius ; if we place 

it first, a spondee (or trochee) must follow, and we have only 
a monosyllable ed. But if we add an object, such as réxva, or 
better rovcde, we can make a spondaic group: rovod ev. We 
have now wa0ou. av re left to make half a line of. waOouuid rr 
may stand last, as the student must readily see; can we 
expand ay into a cretic? Will éyw help? Yes; for the 
emphatic xai is often used with av, and xdv éyw is a cretic. 

Spavovoa troved ev kav éyo rabount te. 

éyw, please observe, is not meaningless, but adds still more 

to the emphasis, 
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K. & Then get your husband’s lands, to do them good. 

Words. ‘Get’: xéxrnpat, wérapa. ‘Husband’s lands’: 
perhaps xAyjpos may help, or we may use yar; but aypoi does 
not seem to be used for ‘estate’ in dramatic poetry. 

Form. ‘To do them good’ must be so translated as to 
recal or echo ev Spacovea wy; and there seems to be more 
than will easily fit in one verse. If after trying we find this to 
be so, there is a way to avoid a cramped or ugly line; namely, 
to divide the sense between two lines, and interpolate another 

spoken by the second person. The interpolated line is merely 
‘What do you say?’ or ‘Say on,’ or ‘What am I to do?’ or 
some similar phrase. Examples of this curious practice may 

be seen above (p. 14). This speech may be divided as follows : 

K. £. ‘To do them good—do I make my meaning clear?’ 
L. G. ‘What must I do? that is what I wish to hear.’ 

K. &. ‘You must get your husband’s lands.’ 

First we must settle on the construction. It seems simplest 
to use Sez, so that the echo of line 4 will be ws e Spacovcar. 
Insert ovv for ‘therefore,’ and it will be seen that one short 

syllable alone is needed to make a beginning according to 
Type VIII. Such a one is to hand in wv: ws ov vw | @& 
Spagovcay |. Finish up with a stock phrase such as 7 caddis 
Aeyu ; 

ws ovv vw ev Spdcovvav—y cadus A€yw; 

For the lady’s answer, the student must draw upon his 
own memory. Phrases ought to suggest themselves: ri det pe 
Spav or zoretv, tt Spav rpooyxe, will do for the first half of the 
verse ; éd\w xAvew for the end; and totro ydp is the cretic : 

ti Spav wxpooyjxe; tovro yap OéAw KAvev. 

The king now concludes his interrupted speech: de 3 
avdpes will make a palimbacchius, and xéxryofat yvas may 
stand at the verse-end. A contrast of persons is implied, 

7—2 

QI2NVLoS 
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which suggests auryv for the spondee; but a trochee does 
not appear. Paraphrase xéxryoOa, then, by adjective + 

some other verb; the cognate adjective xrjotos will give a 
cretic, and éyew will do for the verb. 

Sei o avidpes avriv xryoiovs gxew vas. 

LI. G. Therefore I came unto your majesty. 

Words. ‘Your majesty’ need not be translated, for the 
simpler Greek has ov. If preferred, however, wvag or the like 
may be added, ‘Therefore’ = ‘for this’: use éxari, xdpw, etc., 
not oy; or mpos radra. 

Form. rovrwv éxari is a penthemimer already, so let it 
stand. poo Gov is of no use with éxari, though we may say 

TovTwy xapiv mpoonAOov (Type VII.). But wrdpeu is more idio- 
matic, and wapeiui co. may stand last. The cretic still lacks, 

but there is a quasi-auxiliary rvyyavw which has the required 
scansion, and we may write: tvyxdvw wapotoa ao. Now the 
line is done, unless it is felt more satisfactory to get in ‘your 
majesty’; in which case we will write 

mpos Tavrd y, avag, Tvyxdvw rapovod cou, 

K. £. Yl tell you, how these lands are to be got. 

Words. ‘Tell’: remember the metrical variants of Aéyar, 
such as cadpyvilew (cadyvioa), SnAroww, avarrieren. 

Form. There are plenty of turns available: dyAdow 7d 
wav, wavt dvartigw taxa, cadyvua trade. Which we choose 
will depend on the rest of the line. The natural word to use 

is owws, and the verb is Aye, leaving just room for dé 
{Type II.). We might also begin BovAa 8 Adéw ‘do you 
wish me to say?’ Now if we can find a cretic, cadyna 
may stand last; and the cretic is easy enough, rovr éyw, or 

tadra cot, and so forth. (Observe that ows can also be trans- 
formed into a cretic: rg tpérw or resolved rive tpoT.) 

Grws St Apper tatr eyo capynd. 
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£. G. So shall you bind me to your highness’ service. 

Words. ‘Bind’: levyvum, ovfevyvyps. ‘ Highness,’ like 

‘your majesty,’ might be left out, or turned into a vocative. 
‘Service’: a paraphrase is necessary; either wor dtrnperetv, 
or @ noun in apposition, as trypéris, troupyos, perhaps even 

birypérnpa, troupyia. 

Form. The necessary words are ovrws, éué (ye), and 
Cevgas (ovfevges). Clearly then the most convenient of those 

given for ‘service’ is trovpyos (amphibrachys). The first 
penthemimer is already made, as the student doubtless per- 

ceives; and with éué last, the choice of simple or compound 

verb depends on what we can get for the space still empty. 

io. suits the tone of the piece (we then change the verb to a 
participle); and on the whole it will be clearer if ao. be added, 
and at the same time the construction will be made perfect. 

9 € “ ” Ud >  #- ovTws vmoupyov toh. ca Cevgwv ee. 

K. E. What service wilt thou do me, if I give them? 

The Form may either recal (8), as ‘for what will you be 
vmoupyos?’ or it may be literal, the only change being éxew 
instead of ‘do.’ The Greek idiom is éxew te for ‘to be able to 
furnish’; as AaBnv exe, lit. ‘he has a handle (or grip),’ ie. ‘he 
gives me a handle (or grip), lets me get hold.’ We shall 

therefore be right in translating riva eyes vrovpyiav. Again, 
‘if I give’ is best changed so as to give a participle agreeing 
with the subject, i.e. dovoa or AaBotoa. Now vrovpyiav places 
itself last at once, and AaBovea we will put provisionally in 

the bacchius position ; its object, ravra, will with ges make 

up a cretic, and we have only to find a spondee (or iambus) 

that will do duty for rive. Such is zoéar. 

v4 . ~ ~a od e oe 

motav AaBovoa Tatr Exes vroupyiay ; 
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L. G@. What you command, that rests in me to do, 

Words. ‘Command’: xeAew, raccw. ‘Rests in me to 

do’: either ‘I will do,’ or (better) something less commonplace, 
like the English—as épyov éucov, or tof. with participle, or 
apxéow trade (Soph. Aj. 439 ovd épya peiw...apxécas). 

Form. Be careful to use the general relative, és av, not 

és simply. It will agree with vroupyiav, that is, it will be jv 

av, This must of course stand first, and xeAevys is a bacchius, 
so we need go no further. Perhaps however ov ragys is better, 
as there is point in emphasising ov; there is not much to 

choose between them. apxéow will give a cretic, and the 
sense is all there. But if ov be used, there is point in adding 
éys (it is possible to use it even without ov), and ravryy will 

add yet more to the emphasis. 
a 5) qv ay ov tagys, dpkéow ravrnv éyu. 

K. E. But you will take exceptions to my boon. 

Words. ‘Exceptions’ = ‘object,’ ‘deny’: ovx aivo, pbova, 
amrapvoupa, amorruw (strong, ‘spit away’). ‘Boon’ =‘ what I 
want’: O&dw, xpylw, aire. 

Form. This is better put conditionally, as the Greeks 
love to do, with ay or trax ay. With the combination «ay, 
and azorriw, we can make a hephthemimer of Type X.: xd 
aromrvaais. A bacchius is easily made with ‘What I want,’ 

& xp7fw, but it can only stand if the speaker has a definite 
boon in mind. This seems really to be the meaning (see 
line 13), not ‘you will refuse whatever I ask,’ a dy yp7lw. 
The line may be ended with yiva: 

tax dv 8 a xpylw xnav aromricais, yivat. 

LI. G. No, gracious Lord, except I cannot do it. 

Words. ‘Gracious lord’: simply dvag. ‘No’: yxora, or 
neora ye. ‘Except I cannot’: a literal translation is awkward, 

> 38 but we may say ‘if I can,’ éay cbévw, Av cOéva, etc. 
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Form. yxwra is a palimbacchius, and may stand first: 
as ovag naturally comes second, we add the ye often found in 
answers. But jv ofevw is not enough to complete the line. 
The student must therefore cast about in his mind, or look in 

the dictionary, for synonyms; and must be ready to para- 

phrase, using an adjective or noun containing the desired 
meaning. A poetical adjective for ‘able’ is pepéyyvos, and 

a poetical verb meaning ‘to be’ is rvyxavw or xupo. These 
give the line as follows: 

qrora y', avag, nv hepeyyvos Tvxw. 

K. E. Ay, but thou canst do what I mean to ask. 

The Words are simple, but we must remember to echo 

the preceding line. ¢epéyyvos ef will therefore be the proper 
translation of ‘thou canst,’ and ‘to do’ may still be infinitive 
(consecutive), or wore may be used, or a paraphrase with zpos, 
as mpos Tal & xpyfw. By adding dé or ydp we can make 
gepéyyvos ef scan, and these words are best placed at the 
beginning, because they are emphatic. A paraphrase must 
now be made of the remainder. We may use the noun 

cognate with xp7{w, that is to say xpéos, and write ‘for my 
purpose,’ xpos toipov xpéos. ov only is necessary to complete 
the line : 

peptyyvos yap ef ov, mpos rodpov xpéos. 

L. G@. Why, then I will do what your grace commands. 

The last line is easy enough. The idiom with io@ is here 

convenient: ic’ ovv or add toft, and we may complete the 
construction with Spagvovcay or apxésovcay, words already 
used. ‘What you command’ is indefinite (not known) to 
the speaker, for which reason a xpyfes would be wrong, and 
av xpptys is right. This is a molossus, and its place is in- 

variable. Observe now, that the molossus wants a trochee 
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before it, and both the participles end in a trochee; we 
therefore follow Type VII. or VIII. dvagé may stand last for 
‘your grace’; and pe inserted before apxécoveayr gives finally 

Cre. 

Tur. 

Cre. 

Tir. 

Cre. 

Tir. 

Cre. 

Tir. 

Cre. 

Tir. 

Cre. 

Tir. 

GAN ioft pw apxécovcay ay xpytys, avaé. 

IV. 

CREON—TIRESIAS. 

Why wouldest thou that he should not be here? 
I would not have him heare what I should say. 
He is my son, ne will he it reveale. 
And shall I then while he is present speake ? 
Yea, be thou sure that he no lesse than I 

doth wish ful well unto this commonweale. 
Then, Creon, shalt thou know: the meane to save 

this citie, is that thou shalt slea thy sonne 
for his countrey. : 

Oh, oh, what hast thou said, 

thou cruell soothsayer ? 
Even that that Heaven 

hath ordered once and needs it must ensue. 
How many evils hast thou knit up in one! 
Though evil for thee, yet for thy countrey good. 
And let my countrey perish, what care I? 
Above all things we ought to hold it deare. 

G. GASCOIGNE. 

These lines are a free translation of a passage in Euripides 

beginning at Phoenissae 911, where the student may look for 
hints if he will. 

This piece, it will be observed, is less regular than the last, 

for in the middle of it the speakers allow themselves more than 
one line each. We must be allowed the same liberty, only be 
careful to give each speaker the samé number of lines (two or 

three as it may be) for each pair of speeches. 
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Cre. Why wouldest thou that he should not be here? 

Words. ‘Why’: ri, rivos xdpw, etc. ‘Not be here’: py 

wap€ival, dreivar, drooratety. ‘ Wouldest’: Oédras, xpnles. 
Form. We see a bacchius at once, aeiva:; and perhaps 

it will be noticed that rivos needs only to be changed into its 
short form to give a cretic: rod yapw. ‘He’ may be expressed 
by rovrov, which with d€ can be made to scan. There remain 
but two feet, and we have one all ready for us in xpyfes; the 
last may be a vocative, yépov. 

~*~ > > *~ “a 4 4 , tovroy 8 armeivat rov xdpw yxpyles, yépor; 

Tir. I would not have him heare what I should say. 

The Words are so simple that we may consider them with 

the Form. 
This sentence may be put independently, with yap as ov 

yap Gédow’” ay; but it is usual in stichov to carry on the 
construction, hence we will make the line subordinate, and 

begin with py. ‘Hear’ would then give a bacchius, axovy, 
and with zws interpolated a penthemimer would appear. 

‘What I say’ might be ay Aéyw, but this would cause hiatus 
in the First Cretic Position. A simple paraphrase is rots 

Adyous, also a cretic, or rods éuots Acyous. The line might 
end with Kpéov. But this would be a stupid line, and too 
much like the preceding; it would have the effect of flip- 
pancy for that reason. If then we cast about for some 
more poetical phrasing, we may think of fvviorwp ‘privy 
to’; and then after changing Acyous to the genitive, we 
should want only a verb. 7 is too short, yévyras is impossible, 
being a second bacchius; but areiva: suggests mapy, and this 
leaves us with the following line: 

pn tus Eviotwp twv éuav rapy Acywv. 
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Cre. He is my son, ne will he it reveale, 

Words. ‘My’: éuds, duos. ‘Son’: ais, réxvov, yovos, etc. 
‘Reveal’: dyAobv, éxdaivy, éxxadvrru, avarricow. Or negatively 
‘not reveal’ is cvyav, ow7ay. 

Form. This sentence will be linked with the last by yap. 
It is possible to be quite literal thus. éuos yap makes an 
amphibrachys, and vais éor can stand before it as a spondee ; 

the sentence continues with ovdé, leaving room for dyAuce 
(molossus) with réde in the last foot. But this version may 
be improved on. It may be made one sentence, éor: becoming 

wv, and éuds ydp standing as the first word-group. ovyjoerat 
is a strong word to end with, and the speech may be clinched 

by a contrast, ‘even if he hears,’ xai xAvwy (cretic), So written, 

it will be idiomatic and forcible. 
. NN Q a “ a r ’ 

eos yap WY Tals Kat KAvwy Cc tyno erat. 

Tir. And shall I then while he is present speake ? 

Words. ‘Shall’ is better rendered by a deliberative 

subjunctive, or by det, xo7, and the like, or BovAe. ‘Speak’: 
Aéyev, elreiv, cadyviev, Syrodv. ‘Present’: mapeivat, mapa- 

oTarety. 

Form. fovre rad eirw would give a penthemimer, but it 
is weak ; the surprise, even indignation of the tone is better 

expressed by 7 yap or 7 xai. ‘While he is present’ literally 
translated is rapovros, which may stand next (amphibrachys). 
The rest may be variously treated: as dyAvow 76 wav, or Tavra 
det A€ye, with rovde added to complete. But cadyvifer is a 
prettier word, and with def can stand next following. The 
Ime may then finish with raSe. Or we may use tatra, and 
make the verb aorist, thus: 

> Q id A“ al ld 

7 Kat TapovTos tavra det capyvicat; 
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Cre. Yea, be thou sure that he no lesse than I 

doth wish ful well unto this commonweale. 

Words. ‘Be thou sure’: ev tof, or xario6i. ‘Wish 

well’: use evvovs. ‘Commonweal’: simply méA1s, rrédus. ‘No 
less than I’: ovy ooo époi. 

Form. dp will be the natural particle, as it implies 

‘yes.’ If we prefix éuod, we get an amphibrachys, which 

we place first; and no more is necessary than a change of 

ov to ovdéy, in order to make a phrase which can follow 
after. We then get ovdéy before the caesura, and jocoy after- 
wards, giving a line of Type V. Now e@ xario6: will scan, 
but the ov gives a tinge of contempt, or at least is dictatorial ; 

we will therefore make the clause dependent, and say, ‘that 

you may know’: ws eiégs. An object réde, or better caddis, 
may complete the line. We next notice that ‘to this common- 
weal,’ literally translated as r95¢ r7 wdAe, is metrical, and that 
7H woAe forms a cretic. We can therefore make a line of 
Type V., or by using ravry and transposing it after the cretic, 

of Types I.—III. evvovs may stand first or last in the earlier 
half of the line ; and all we want now is a bacchius or amphi- 
brach for the vet: Although écrw is too short, wecpune wil] 

just do. -yépov may now be added at the end. 

éu00 yap ovdey Hocov, ws eidjs caddis, 

evvous TépuKe THOE TH WoAEL, Epo. 

Tir. Then, Creon, shalt thou know: the meane to save 

this citie, is that thou shalt slea thy sonne 
for his countrey. 

Words. ‘Then’: Ot vey, or both; wpds ravra, ovv. ‘Thou 

shalt know’: tof, etc., axove, axovoov. ‘The meane is’: no noun 

is needed here, but use a participle as shown below. ‘Slay’: 
xreively, kataxteive, etc. ‘For’: vrép, éxart, yapwv, SOovvexa. 

Form. We must be careful not to exceed two lines in 

this speech, as it must match the last. It is easy to make a 
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penthemimer out of the materials: axove and dxovgoy are each 

an amphibrach, and 87 vw may stand after the first, mpos 
tavra. before either. The particle ro. should be used in the 

following sentence, as is the wont where the speaker dictates, 

or professes superior knowledge. The idiomatic form is ‘thou 

shalt save this city by slaying thy son.’ We get hence rjvde 
rou for a cretic (First Position), and a literal translation gives 
aowoes mod to follow. ‘For his countrey’ will be zoAews 
xapy or éxart, the latter of which makes up a penthemimer 
with wodews. ‘Thy son’ is tov cov zaida; omit the article, 

which is not needed in verse, and transpose, and a cretic 

appears. We want now a four-syllable word, of the scansion 

“—u-, for ‘slaying,’ and this is the aorist of xaraxreivw : 

axove Sy vuv' tyvde Tor cwces FoAw 

moXews ExaTt Tada GOV KaTaKTavuY. 

The student should note the antithesis in woAcv roAews, and 

the force of xaraxravuv placed last. In these respects the 
English is less satisfactory. 

Cre. Oh, oh, what hast thou said, 

thou cruel] soothsayer ? 

Words. ‘Oh’: aiat (ped is less strong, but would do). 
‘Cruel’: Bapus, etc. ‘Soothsayer’: pavrts. 

Form. The vocative may be used, or (which is more 
idiomatic) a participial phrase: ‘What is this thou hast said, 
being a cruel soothsayer?’ ‘Said’ may be eles or Aefas; the 
latter, we need hardly now point out, suits our verse, for with 

ri tour it makes up the first penthemimer. aiat may stand 
outside the metre, as exclamations frequently do. From the 
remainder we get at once pavis wy, a cretic; Bapvs may stand 
last, and éuoi between. (Notice how flexible this phrase is: 
we might write oy éuot | wavris Bapus.) 

aiat 

gt totr ddetas, pavris dv éuot Bapus; 
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Tir. Even that that Heaven 
hath ordered once and needs it must ensue. 

Words. ‘Heaven’: Oeoi. ‘Ordered’: use apape, or og, 

the technical word for decrees of the Ecclesia. ‘Ensue’: say 
‘shall happen,’ yevjoera. ‘Must’: avdyxy in some form ; but 
see below. 

Form. Be careful to get the English into one line. The 

construction is carried on (as in the English), by a or dep, a 
Sy, a to. There is no room for péy and dé, but we may again 
use the idiomatic participle: then ‘once hath ordered’ becomes 
arag Sogavra, with Oeots in the dative. We notice that ddgavra 

is a palimbacchius; and by scanning Oeois as a monosyllable 
we can make a line of Type IV.: @ Oeots awag | ddgavra||. Five 
syllables remain, and yevyoero: has but four; avdyxy is too 

long to come in; we add therefore the emphatic xai to express 
‘must,’ 

& Oeois awaf Sdfavra Kat yevyoerat 

Cre. How many evils hast thou knit up in one? 

Words. ‘How many’: 60a. ‘Knit up’: the correspond- 

ing metaphor of ‘weaving’ expresses rather ‘making plans or 
plots’; but in Greek fevyrym: or ovfetyvyni is the equivalent. 
‘In one’: eis &, literal. 

Form. This line is not so simple as the others have been. 
Ewvélevgas, preceded by a monosyllable, would stand just after 
the penthemimeral caesura (Type X.). No monosyllable, how- 
ever, is forthcoming; for «is & go together in rhythm, and 

form a trochee. Suppose we paraphrase {vvéfevéas, by finding 
another verb compounded with fv, and adding (if we please) 
fevgas as a participle. Such a verb is gvpBadXev; and its 
aorist, ¢vvéBaXes, is a cretic with the first syllable resolved. 

eis €v will precede this word in the First Cretic Position, and 
fevgas may follow it (but is not necessary). We now want 
three syllables to precede eis &, and dca (which must be 
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elided) has but one. Suppose we write ws moAXa, or, as that 
would make hiatus, ws pvpia. In this phrase, observe that ws 
is the exclamation, and goes with the verb, not the noun; it 

means ‘how (true it is that)....’ The line will end with xaxa. 

ws pupl’ eis &v gvvéBadres Cevéas xaxa. 

Tir. Though evil for thee, yet for thy countrey good. 

Words and Form. We must certainly get in pév and Se: 
col pév...mode dé, or 7H Sé...70Ae. Kak éoriy would scan in 
the first clause, but is flat, as giving sume prominence to an 

unimportant and unnecessary verb. Moreover, dissyllables 
like xaxa are very rarely elided, except in set phrases, such 
as tay av, cag’ ich. Buta satisfactory paraphrase is roaira 
(scanned at pleasure ~—vw), which is often used to avoid 
repeating an adjective. ‘Thy’ country is oj, which we may 
place after 5é, and then we have only to add xada last. 

gol pev roita, TH St oF ode Kara. 

Note that xaxd may be understood, and we may write coi 
pev, mode O€.... 

Cre. And let my countrey perish, what care I? 

Words. ‘Let perish’: oAotro, xaipérw ‘farewell to it.’ 
‘Care’: pede. 

Form. The line is quite easy. We may remember that 

oA€c Gat often has xaxds, and then write xaxas dAotro. Some 

may be tempted to go on éu) zwoAus, but no Greek would say 
é47 In such a connexion ; at most he would use 7. Even this 

with ye would scan; but some particle is better, as Sy, or 

better wév. Observe that péy wodis is no cretic, for pév goes 
in rhythm with the word before it. The line, in fact, has no 

real caesura, and differs from all our Types; but such lines 
are common enough, and quite permissible if the hobby is not 
ridden to death’. ‘What care I’ is literally ri pou wéXer; which 

1 See Introduction, p. 18. 
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just completes the line. The use of péy without dé is here no 

objection ; it often implies an obvious antithesis, such as ‘what 
then ?’ 

Kak@s OAotTo pév woAts* Ti por peAE; 

Tir. Above all things we ought to hold it deare. 

Words. ‘Ought’: xp7, det, rpéra. ‘Hold’: voile. 
‘Dear’: didrov, didrarov. | 

Form. voyifew as a bacchius finds its inevitable place ; 
and xpy with a particle, yap surely, will precede it. /Ararov 

will follow, and ‘it’ may be zroAw,, placed last. We will add 
mavrwv to strengthen ¢iArarov, and thus appears a simple line 
of the First Type. 

xen yap vopiley piAtaroy wavtwy moAw. 

V. 

Younca Mortimer. 

Lords, 

Sith that we: are by sufferance of heaven 
arrived, and armed in this prince’s right, 
here for his country’s cause swear we to him 
all homage fealty and forwardness ; 

5 and for the open wrongs and injuries 
Edward hath done to us, his queen, and land, 
we come in arms to wreak it with the sword ; 

that England’s queen in peace may repossess 
her dignities and honours; and withall 

10 we may remove those flatterers from the king 
that havock England’s wealth and treasury. 

Martowsk, Edward II, tv. 4. 18. 

So far our task has been simplified, inasmuch as one line 

of English had to be got into one line of Greek. But that is 
of course not so as a rule. Iambic verse in Greek, as blank 
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verse in English, depends for much of its beauty on the Verse 
Paragraph ; or in other words, the arrangement of the pauses. 
One of our aims must be to avoid too many stops at the end ~ 
of a line, and to break the sense in different parts of 
successive verses. It is generally found, moreover, that a 

good Greek version contains rather more lines than the 
English. In translation then it is allowable to make about 
six lines to five of the English, or even five to four. 

We shall no longer proceed by taking each line by itself, 

but we shall take a whole sentence, or a couple of thoughts 
closely connected, and in that manner proceed. 

Lords, 

Sith that we are by sufferance of heaven 
arrived, and armed in this prince’s right. 

Words. ‘Lords’: «@ avdpes simply (avdpes by crasis) ; 
or use a more ornate phrase, such as ryode Koipavor xOovos. 
‘Sufferance of heaven’: fv Oeois, gv Oep tit, odx avev Gear. 

‘Arrive’: ixvéopat (a¢d-), yew, mapeyu. ‘Arm’: 6rrdifwo. ‘In 
this prince’s right’: paraphrase ‘on behalf of,’ ‘to help,’ using 
dutvw, dywyds, trép, or what not. Useful synonyms are 
apivrwp, tynwpds, mpootarys. The idea of ‘right’ is got in by 

using dixy; giv dixy, ducaiws, ws Oéps, etc. 
Form. A whole line may be made of ‘lords’: avdpes 

x9ovds riod edyeveis oixytropes, Where evyeveis gives the sense of 
high birth. A Greek dramatist might not improbably have 

begun the speech so; but it goes rather far from the English. 
It will be better to say simply dydpes. ‘Sith’ is érei, and 

observe this only needs the addition of pé& (a natural particle 
here) to make an amphibrach. Place érei pe before the 
trochee wvdpes. ‘Arrived’ might be ddixopecba at the be- 
ginning of the line; but yxouey (possible cretic) is more 
convenient for the last half. giv Oeots is also a cretic, and 

two cretics together cannot stand. (Be careful not to write 
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fw eq rw’ Fxopnev, for the dative -: cannot be elided.) Which 
is easier: to add a syllable to the end of one of these, or to 
the beginning? To the end; for while there is no suitable 
compound of 7xw, Geots may be written Oeotow. 

érel piv avopes giv Oeotow yroper— 

‘ Armed’ is wrAtopevor or drrAtoOévres, the former preferable 
because it implies an abiding state; or a more ornate ex- 
pression, évroAuwpévor Sopi. ‘This prince’ is ovros (not king 
Edward of course, and the pronoun is necessary): tovrw followed 
by one of the nouns suggested. A bacchius is wanted, and 

such is dpwyof. This involves hiatus; but this we easily avoid 
by putting in re to be followed by xaé (or a second re). A 
cretic (or with xaf an iambus) is now needed; and {dv diky 
might do but for two reasons,—the phrase must end in a 

consonant, and we must not use a phrase so much like fv 
Geots. But a glance at the prepositional phrases given in the 
Introduction will suggest apds Sixns: 

rouTp T dpuwyot mpos Sixyns F wrhiopévo.. 

here for his country’s cause swear we to him 
all homage fealty and forwardness, 

Words. ‘Swear’: opvyu, xat-. (Remember that dpxoy 

SSdvac means to ‘administer’ or ‘suggest’ an oath.) More 
poetical: dpxwpord. ‘Country’s cause’: wdéAews, rarpas, marpidos 
xdpw. ‘Homage’: meBapyxia, oéBas, etc. ‘Fealty’: riotis. 
‘Forwardness’: roApa, mpodvpia. Remember that we may 

have to use cognate adjectives or verbs: qei@apxos, etrehyfs, 
—mioros,—evToApos, mpcOuvpos, and so forth. 

Form. Either of the two words for ‘swear’ can be got 
in: xatopooca: as a bacchius equivalent, with some governing 
word like Set, or épxwporotper filling the first penthemimer. 

To either Oeovs may be added, ‘by the gods’ (for the second 

R. 8 
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see Soph. Ant. 265); and it will be seen that the article 
rovs will combine with this word into a cretic. Better how- 

ever is 67, ‘as you see,’ which will do to translate ‘here.’ The 

space left vacant is exactly filled by warpas ydpw : 

Spxwpotodpev 57) Oeovs matpas xapwy. 

Observe that this line has only a quasi-caesura, since 59 goes 
before it. (For this caesura, which is common enough, see 
Introduction, p. 11.) 

It is not possible to add ‘homage’ and the rest as direct 

objects, like the English sentence; but the proper way to go 
on is to use the recognised formula 4 py, followed by an 
infinitive. This phrase must of course stand first. We must 

now look for some phrase suggesting faith that may be worked 

in; such as éxew evreOy dpéva, for the simpler elvat etreBeis is 
impracticable. éyev may come in the second foot according 

to Type VII.; and if we adopt this type we want a word 
scanning “—w to follow. evroApos is of the kind we want ; 
and with this the next line is complete: 

7 phy exew evroApov etreby ppeva. 

The two compounds of ev in succession are effective, but 

éxeww is weak. A more expressive word is tpéew ‘to cherish,’ 
let this be substituted. One idea still remains, ‘fealty,’ and 
we might express this by muorqv re; but it will be neater 

to vary the expression somewhat, and use one of the other 
phrases for promising faith. dotvat riory is common in such 
a connexion, so that the next line may begin 

mwiotw dtoovras. 

and for the open wrongs. and injuries 

Edward hath done to us, his queen, and land, 
we come in arms to wreak it with the sword. 

There is little in the Words to call for remark, and they 
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are best considered along with the Form ; for the idioms of 
the two languages differ here. We must observe first that the 
English is of a formal cast, and almost like a legal indictment 
with its repetition. The same effect may be got by a 

formality in the Greek, though not necessarily the same 
formality as the English. ‘Wrongs’ and ‘injuries,’ I mean, 
need not be two words, but it may be better to use the device 
of antithesis, of which examples have been given (Introduction, 
p- 50). As this is not a commonplace in Greek, as it is 
in Latin, the greater is its effect when used. An opportunity 
is given by the words ‘his queen.’ If we insert the implied 
‘king,’ and write dvag dvacoav, we have done what the 
English does by different means. The second point to note is, 

that ‘wrongs’ is best translated as a verb, with a neuter 
relative as object. In other words, the sentence in plain 
prose would be, av@’ dv ydixyoe dvag avaccavy, Next we must 
decide on the main verb. This should be some compound of 
dyrt-, such as avriricacOa: or dvrirywpetoba: (middle, because 
the speakers are interested). Thirdly, we may Grecise the 

name, as a Greek poet would have done: not picking out 
Xerxes or Philip at random from the astonished pages of 
history, but rather making a name as much like Edward 
as possible, and yet not unpleasant to Greek ears. The 
simplest plan here is to omit the w, and write "Edapéios. 

We are now in a position to tackle the translation, re- 

membering that we left the line just at the caesura. A 

trochee or cretic is wanted, and this must include the relative. 

Hence dvf dy is impossible. But the genitive alone may be 
used, because of the compounded avri (as in Aesch. Ag. 1263 
dywyns avriricacbar pdvoy, ‘to inflict death in return for 
bringing’). The desired trochee is then wv 8€. "Eddpdios may 
end the line, and we may insert ryvde in agreement with 
‘queen’ which is to come. avaf avaccay may follow in the 
next line, and ydixkyoey (a double trochee) can stand next, 

8—2 
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leaving a cretic to fill. The line may be completed by 
paraphrasing ydiknoev as younpévnv exer: thus 

av S& ryvd) "Edapéios 
dvaf avaccay nounpéevny exe. 

The other objects, ‘us’ and ‘land,’ must follow. ‘Land’ 

may be woAw (certainly not yjv), or it may be odiras; and 
the last word, a bacchius, suggests xai rovs woXiras for the 

penthemimer. ‘And us’ is xai pas, or by crasis xnpas, 
which can only go in the fifth foot. This leaves space for 

‘open,’ which must in our version be an adverb, and a cretic: 
éudavas. Finally we add spirovs (as in Soph. 4j. 1174 xopas 
éuas xat tyode Kal cavrod tpirov): this is another term of 

formality, like the never-forgotten Séxaros autos : 

. ‘ , ed x aA o 
Kat Tous ToXiras éudayws, xnpas TpiTous. 

‘We come’ must not be yxouey again, but suppose this 
time we say wapecpev. Now observe that a whole final 
hephthemimer is made by the participle of one of the verbs 
suggested above, dyriryuwpovpevor: a fine mouthful, which 
roust add to the impressiveness of the passage. But can any 
word, not mere padding, be found to complete the line? 

There is one, if we remember that the correlative of oy may. 
well be exprest : 

U4 ld > 

TOUTWY TAPET MEY AVTLTYLWPOULEVOL. 

There remain two phrases, ‘in arms’ and ‘ with the sword.’ 

But the word wriwpévo. has been used already, and the 
vigorous determination exprest by them is fully brought out 
by the strong word we wrote last. We may, however, begin 
a new sentence here, by saying: ‘nor will we cease,’ cov Ango- 
pév tore, or ‘we will fight with the sword, until...’ 
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that England’s queen in peace may repossess 
her dignities and honours. 

Words. ‘England’s’ will be omitted; a Greek would 
say simply ‘the queen,’ if he owned one, ‘Dignities and 
honours’: formality again, but tiy and yépas are exact 
translations. ‘Her’: the article, or of zpiv, ws ro mpiy, etc. ; 

or again, of mpooyxovres. ‘In peace’: eipyvy, or look at the 
prepositional phrases (Introd. p. 62), and follow the type; 
du’ eipyvyns. ‘Repossess’: éxw wad, av, abOts. 

Form. Beginning with the phrase already suggested, and 
placing ecipjvy in the molossus position, we may complete it 
with ‘until,’ gor’ dv, and waduw: | 

xov Anfopév wor, €or av elpyvy wadu.... 

The next line is practically made already. For we at 
_ once mark a spondee riyzds, an amphibrachys avagca, a five- 
syllable group tas zpooyxovcas, and an iambus éy7: 

A ” Q U4 TYLasS dvacca Tas TpooynKovaas exp. 

There remains only yépa, which with a conjunction will 

begin the next line: 

yépa. Te. 

and withall 
we may remove those flatterers from the king 
that havock England’s wealth and treasury. 

Words. ‘Withal’: pds, mpds rovros. It is however 
only another formal phrase, and we may leave it out if we 
will, for the formality has been reproduced well enough. 
‘Remove’: é«BaA\w may be used, or a more expressive word, 
perhaps a metaphor, @ypetu. ‘Filatterers’: «dAaxes, of Bu- 
mevovres, even Owrevpara (see Introd. p. 75). Be careful not 
to write Owrevovres alone, for the article is needed to make 

‘it serve as a noun. ‘Havoc’: use a word meaning ‘rob by 
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violence,’ cvAd or dpralw. ‘ Wealth and treasury’: wAovros, 

O@noaupos. 

Form. Let us first see what words will most easily 
combine with xai. We may it is true begin xaxBoAodper, and 
to follow it the phrase é« moXews irresistibly suggests itself. 

But how is the king to be got in? When we try what can be 

done with ‘king,’ taking the commonest word Bac.Xe’s, we 

find that xa. Baciiéws is just the group we want: trochee 
and cretic, which fit neatly after yépa re. Then taking the 
second word suggested for ‘ remove’ (since éxBaAodpev will not 

suit this construction), we see with relief that @ypeicoper fills 

the rest of the line: 

v-vuxard Bacréws Onpeiooue.... 

‘Flatterers’ should come next, but xéAaxas gives little 
help. rovs Owmevovras, again, is impossible without something 

between the two words. And nothing can stand between, 

except a word that can act as an adjective. No real adjective 
is authorised by the English ; but we may insert such a word 
as dptit, ‘who have been flattering, and still do so.’ of will 
naturally follow ; and we may strengthen the verb by adding 
the phrase ‘like pirates’ : 

Tous aptt Owrevovras, ot Ayorwv Sixnv.... 

The last line may be worked out in more than one way. 
ovAdo. may stand first, as in Type II.; or dprafovow in the 
middle, as in Type VIII. If we take the latter alternative, 

O@yoavpov may go first, xat mAovroy in the molossus position, 
and wdAews last. Or a somewhat prettier turn may be got, 
by using an adjective in place of wAovroy, such as rayxpvoov : 

‘ @ 4 4 Ld 

Oyoaupov aprafovct rayxpvoov 7roAews. 
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VI. 

Kine Henry IV.—DUvUKE or CLARENCE HIS SON. 

Cla. What would my lord and father? 
K. H. Nothing but well to thee, Thomas of Clarence. 

How chance thou art not with the prince thy brother? 
He loves thee, and thou dost neglect him, Thomas ; 

5 thou hast a better place in his affection 
than all thy brothers: cherish it, my boy ; 
and noble offices thou may’st effect 
of mediation, after I am dead, 

between his greatness and thy other brethren :— 
10 therefore omit him not; blunt not his love: 

nor lose the good advantage of his grace 
by seeming cold or careless of his will: 
for he is gracious, if he be observed ; 

he hath a tear for pity, and a hand 
15 open as day for melting charity : 

yet notwithstanding, being incensed, he’s flint; 
as humorous as winter, and as sudden 

as flaws congealéd in the spring of day. 

SHAKESPEARE: Henry IV., part 2, Iv. 4. 

Cla. What would my lord and father? 

Words. Beware of using deororns for ‘lord’: for this word 
the Greeks had the same rooted objection as the Romans for 
rec; it signifies a ‘slave-master,’ and as such is used with 

scornful emphasis of a king like Xerxes (Aesch. Pers. 
666, etc.). avag is best (voc, avag, not ava as sometimes in 
epic). ‘What would’ is simply ri 6éAes, or in metrical phrase 

ri Bove (hardly respectful enough), ri xpyes; 
Form. If, as is most convenient, we place the vocative 
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first, ava marep re, the phrase ri xpyes being a bacchius can 

come in nowhere. It must therefore be altered: moreover, 

it must be expanded in order not to break the line. Some- 

thing like r/ ypples rapuv, ri xpyfwv rape. would do, but these 
also contain each a bacchius. If the father sent for the son, 

as here, ri fyreis ee; 

The rhythm wanted for a final hephthemimer is either 
cretic —Uu— | *—v-— or trochaic —u | -—“—v-. Let ri be 
changed to wpos ri —v and we have the latter. The syllable 
still lacking may be some suitable word such as viv, dy, pou: 
and we have the line complete : 

avag marep re, mpos ti viv fyreis ene; 

K. H. Nothing but well to thee, Thomas of Clarence. 

Words. The name need offer no difficulty: it can be 
Grecised, as KAapovvrios, or a Greek name chosen, or better, 

we may use réxvoy simply. ‘Nothing but’ may be ovdéy dAAo 
y 4, which is metrical, or the form may be altered. 

Form. The important point is to echo, or to carry on 
the construction of line (1): i.e. use some word with which 

mpos may be understood. It is quite possible to be literal, 
somewhat thus: mpds oddév adAo y' 7...0r odk GANO y’ ovdey 7..., 
followed by a noun meaning benefit, or an infinitive of similar 

meaning, as 7 o° ae mpacoev xadtus. Neater and more 

emphatic is a noun near the beginning. It will be well 

to use a forward particle, such as péy— ‘I wish you well, as 

far as that goes; but you have your part to play.’ Possibly 
véxvov may need to be expanded, ¢iArarov téxos, or didrarov 
Kapa. 

TO gov pev UdeAnpa, Pidrarov Téxos. 
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How chance thou art not with the prince thy brother? 

Words. ‘Not with’ is diya, avev, arep: or, according to 
the context, ovx aywv, ob waiting upon. ‘The prince’ is best 

omitted. For ‘brother,’ besides ddeAdds, we have xaciyvyros, 
which if used finds its place in the verse inevitably (see 
Types IV. and V.), or «dows (defective). 

Form. ‘Why have you come without your brother?’ 
ti S —u HAGes tov Kacvyvy7rou dixa; to which we may add 

airés, ‘by yourself,’ echoing the idea. The translation is 

literal, and needs no further comment: 

ti & avros HAGes Tod Kacryvyrou Sixa; 

He loves thee, and thou dost neglect him, Thomas. 

Words. Contrasted pronouns must be used, as always 
where there is a contrast of persons: xeivos (not adrés, which 
means ‘by or of himself’), 6 pévx avd dé ‘Love’ is always a 

difficult word. Do not use épay (‘to be in love’) or roetv 
(‘to long for, desiderare’), but prety or orépyew (rather weak). 
‘Neglect’: perhaps dyeXety may come in useful; or xaradpoveir, 

though this is stronger than ‘ neglect.’ 

Form. ®t oe xeivos makes the penthemimer: note 

that xeivos is strong enough to do without péy, if convenient. 

(Be careful not to write xeivds oe orépye, with ce in position 
before or: a common mistake of beginners.) ov dé xaradpoveis 
completes the sense, and we may stop here, if we can see our 
way to the next phrase. But remember that a final iambus, 

if stopt off from the rest of the line, should contain a con- 
junction. Thus a phrase like ov d¢, 6 dé may end a line; but 

an iambic word without conjunction, such as éxes, is im- 
possible in this place of the verse. Suppose then we expand 
the verb by some participial idiom ; we then have 

dire oe Keivos, ov dé Karadpoveis Exwrv. 
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(The line might also end with a vocative, réxvov, which of 

course forms part of the preceding sentence, and therefore the 
objection just stated does not apply.) 

thou hast a better place in his affection 
than all thy brothers: cherish it, my boy. 

So far the Greek lines have corresponded to the English. 
It is as a rule bad to stop many successive lines at the end, 
since the rhythm of iambics, as of English blank verse, depends 
more on the verse-paragraph than on the line. But there is 

sometimes reason to do this very thing, and if only done for a 
reason it has a definite effect. In translating a first-rate writer 
of blank verse, such as Shakespeare or Milton, we need never 
be afraid to copy his pauses exactly, though this of course is 
not compulsory ; but with any other writer the principle must 
be carefully borne in mind, that a succession of end-stopt 
lines is to be avoided. 

Words. ‘Affection’: cropy7 is prosaic, though orépyw is 
not; dtAia is too weak, épws and méfos imply the same as 
épav and zoey. Thus almost the only word that we can use 
is evvola, as no word in Greek exactly answers to ‘affection.’ 
For ‘place’ we had best substitute ‘share,’ pépos or poitpa. 

‘Better’ will be rAcicros, not dyeivwy, to suit the noun. The 

phrase may be strengthened with ¢f zis (ai) aAAos. The plain 

prose of it is rActorov ov ravrwv Tov adeApay Aayes pepos THs 
evvoias. Emphasise the utterance by tof, and subordinate the 

verb to it, toft...saxwv. The proper particles are a)Aa...ydp 
‘but in fact,’ to which rot may be added (didactic). 

Form. eivoias, a molossus, places itself (Introd. p. 9), and 
the trochee before it, rA¢iorov. We have then 

GAN’ tof yap — wrciorov evvoias pépos 

Tavrwy adeAdpov —Yv—o— Aayuy. 

The gap may be filled by a dative of person judging, and 
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it will be convenient to use a name: r@ ye T'evdpexg. There 
is here a jingle of ye T'ev-, which we may avoid by some 

prepositional term, as rad Tevdpixod: 

GAN’ tobi ydp roe mAciorov evvoias pépos 
mavrwy adedduv tard Tevdpixod Aaxwv. 

Note that Aayyavw takes gen. of the whole, thus—evvolas 
daxeiv, but the idea of ‘part’ is understood, and if ‘part’ is 

exprest by a word, that word will be accusative. 

and noble offices thou may’st effect 
of mediation, after I am dead, 
between his greatness and thy other brethren. 

Words. ‘Cherish’ is tpépew. ‘It’ may be ryvde (sc. 

evvoay), or repeat the idea, e.g. by using mpoOvpiay. ‘Noble 
offices,’ etc.: this may be paraphrased personally, ‘you may 

reconcile him and your brothers when quarrelling, ovpBar- 
Aovras...épw’; or ‘you may make a reconciliation of anger, 

SiadrAayjv (SudAvowv) xddov Geins av’ (not zovoins, which means 
to ‘manufacture,’ nor zovoto ‘ become reconciled’), ‘Noble’ is 
important enough to be made a statement in Greek, not merely 
an allusion. This can best be done by the Accusative in 

Apposition to the: sentence: xad7v Siatrav, wpaiov wévov, or 
the like. The dative will follow. ‘When I am dead’: énod 

Oavévros, which may begin a line, or érav Oavw yap, the same + 
a necessary conjunction filling the same space as the last. 

‘His greatness’ may be xeivos simply, or better ‘the king.’ 
Form. rpéde comes naturally as the last word in a line; 

but for the beginning the polite imperative is better: 
tpépots av. We get then as a skeleton: 

Tpépas av ~~ ryvde: — Grav Odvw 

év rots ddeAgois (and to the king) 
Geins SiadAaynv rw’ (or av), 
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with an appositional phrase to wind up. To fill the first line 

aei will do, with «dra for link: in the second yxoAov or épyis 
should stand, else there will be no room for the appositional 
phrase. Thus the lines run: 

tpépots av aet tyvdes Kad’ Grav Odvw 
év tots adeAgois TH TE Koipdvw xdXov 
eins diadrAayhv av, wpaiov mdvov. 

therefore omit him not; blunt not his love: 

nor lose the good advantage of his grace 
by seeming cold or careless of his will. 

Words. ‘Omit’ means ‘neglect,’ and may be turned by 

arwOev (rather stronger). ‘Blunt’ is literal, auBAvvw: or by 
periphrasis, Qetvat apBretav (riv rpoOvuiav). (Note that Oetva 
in this phrase means ‘make,’ @éo6a. would mean ‘exhibit,’ like 
movetoPar.) ‘Lose,’ aroAAvvat, or some compound, ‘Cold’ can 
hardly be wuxpes, though if the emphasis were strong enough 
a phrase like Pixos BAérwy might be worked in. The sense 

is reluctance and lack of sympathy; for which éxveiy is the 

simplest translation. ‘Careless’ can be turned with apedAcir, 
followed by a genitive: or adpovris adj. ‘His will’ goes most 
naturally into a conditional clause, nv tT: orevdy, or a genitive 

participle. 

Form. The first line runs off without difficulty : 

par ovv aruda, pyre tHv mpoOupiav 

apBrivov* 

and ‘nor lose’ can be neatly linked to this by wore, instead of 
having a new coordinate sentence: wor evvorav —v dddAvval, 
which we easily complete with the compound éfaroAAvvat. 
‘By seeming’ will be a participle, and this gives éxveiv Soxwv 
7 KkapeAectv: note how convenient is the emphatic «ai for 

metrical purposes ; the device should be sparingly used, but 
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is quite legitimate when the sense admits of emphasis for any 
reason. We are now brought to a standstill, as none of the 

turns of phrase suggested will scan ; oxevdovros, the construc- 

tion most suitable, leaves a syllable to seek. We must there- 
fore cast about for a four-syllable participle of the required 

scansion *~uU-—. Such an one is the Aeschylean Aedkiyspeévos 

(Atrropat), which meets the case. Proceeding from the last 
stop, we have: 

wor evvotav éfamroAXAvvat 

éxvety Soxav 7 xapedciy AcAupevor. 

for he is gracious, if he be observed ; 

he hath a tear for pity, and a hand 
open as day for melting charity. 

Words. ‘Gracious’ is ejpevys, evdpwy, etc. ‘Observed’ of 

course means treated with respect, and for this idea we 

have many verbs, the best being Oeparevew: others are ripar, 

Tipardety, céBev, or, in a bad sense, weve (‘flatter’). ‘A 

tear for pity’ has quite a Greek look, and we may use the 
phrase zpos ofxroy ‘ pity-wards’; though of course an exact 
analysis of the English shows that ‘pity’ is almost a personifi- 

cation: daxpve...apos olxrov, or the more picturesque Saxpuppoe. 
What follows must be paraphrased, for ‘open as day’ is im- 

possible to translate literally. It will be necessary to use a 
fully formed metaphor, and say, ‘His hand is generous, so 

that if one lacks [this comes out of the context, and is implied 
in ‘charity’ ] he is soon softened (paraccev, padOaxifew: this 

translates the sense of ‘melting’), like the sun which warms 

all the world.’ The last phrase is necessary to explain the 

use of the metaphor, and ‘warms’ echoes ‘melting’ in the 

description. ‘Generous’: adfovos. ‘Lead’: oravifw. ‘Warm’: 
Oadzw or GéXyw ‘charm’; or we may use Aesch, Ag. 619 rAny 

Tov TpéovTos yALov yaias piow. 
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Form. Oeparev@e’s is a molossus, with the first syllable 
resolved : hence its place is fixt. This bars evuevys from all 
the three cretic positions; but if we add ydp to it we alter its 
rhythm, and can then place it 

— evpevys yap —v Oeparevfeis vu —. 

The trochee is obviously éo7i, the first place may be taken by 
a particle of emphasis such as xapra, and it will then be con- 
venient to paraphrase Oeparevfeis by Oepareias ruxwv. The 

beginning of the following line is also obvious, Saxpuppoet 
mpos olxrov. A vowel must follow this, therefore xe/p cannot ; 
but ‘generous’ at once suggests adOovos Sé xeip, leading up to 
wote. omavitw must come in the bacchius position, and this 
gives wor iv omavify ms: and the line will be readily com- 
pleted out of the words given above, padaxOyvat rdya, or 
paraooera, xéap. For the remaining line we think at once 
of 7Aiov Sixnv, which will end it; and it will not be difficult 
to arrange OaArovros wavra in the verse, or the words 
suggested from Aeschylus. We then have finally: 

Kapt evuevys yap éore Oeparreias Tuyuv: 
Saxpuppoet wrpos olxrov, apOovos Se yelp 
wor qv omavily tis pardooerat Kéap 
yaias piow tpépovros yArLov Sixny. 

The learner will observe that the third of these lines has 
no real caesura, since mis goes in speech-rhythm with the 
preceding word. See Introduction, p. 11. 

yet notwithstanding, being incensed, he’s flint ; 
as humorous as winter, and as sudden 

as flaws congealéd in the spring of day. 

Words. ‘Yet notwithstanding’: cpuws, atOis. ‘Flinty’ 
is in Greek ovdnpdédpwv, éx mwérpas rerd\acpévos, or the like. 

‘Humorous’ is of course used in the old sense of ‘capricious,’ 
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full of ‘one-sided feeling’; the old medical theory being that 
in such minds one of the ‘four humours’ overbalanced all the 
rest. This would be in Greek literally repiooddpwv x apridpuv, 
‘with a well-balanced mind.’ But the word ‘winter’ suggests 
‘stormy’ as a better translation of the poet’s thought; for 
meprrooppuy refers rather to the intellect than to the passions. 

For this we have dvoxipos, duoxeipepos: to which should be 
added @upov, the better to define the metaphorical sense of 
the word. ‘Flaw’ (or ‘floe’) is ‘ice,’ xpvoraAAos; and ‘to 
freeze’ is mpyvuvas (trans.). ‘As sudden as flaws’ is best 
rendered by ‘cracks like ice’;.and we may use the gnomic 
aorist. ‘Ice’ is xpvoradXos. ‘Incense’ is xoAow, xadreraivu, 
or a phrase with & dpyjs. ‘Spring of day’ may be simply 
€ws. 

Form. yxodwbeis takes the sole bacchius place, and oSype- 
dpwv will be put last ; é06’ ouws make a good cretic; and adfis 
completes the line. Svcyeinepds re Oupov is already metrical. A 
slight difficulty offers at the end of this line; as a vowel must 
follow, xaé cannot stand; the rarer 75é will prove useful, and 
we must find a compound instead of éppayy. In the concluding 

line, é£ €w rayeis goes naturally at the end, and will be naturally 
preceded by xpvoradAos; we may echo the idea of éws by an 
adjective, such as dpOpios. There is now no room for dovep, but 
wore is often used with the same meaning: e.g. Medea 523, ov 
5 wore vads xedvés oiaxoorpépos. The lines then take shape as 
follows : 

avfis xorwbeis eo Spws oidnpodpwv 

dvoxeimepds te Gupov, 4d eeppayy 

wot opOpios xptoradXros é& Ew mayeis. 
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VII. 

Edward. What, are you moved that Gaveston sits here? 
It is our pleasure, and we will have it so. 

Lancaster. Your Grace doth well to place him by your 
side, 

for nowhere else the new earl is so safe. 
5 Elder Mortimer. What man of noble birth can brook this sight? 

See what a scornful look the peasant casts! 
Pembroke. Can kingly lions fawn on creeping ants? 
Warwick. Ignoble vassal, that like Phaeton 

Aspir’st unto the guidance of the sun! 
10 Young Mortimer. Their downfall is at hand, their forces down: 

we will not thus be faced and over-peered. 
Edward. Lay hands on that traitor Mortimer! 
Elder Mortimer. Lay hands on that traitor Gaveston! 
Kent. Is this the daty that you owe your king? 

15 Warwick. We know our duties—let him know his peers. 
Edward. Whither will ye bear him? Stay, or ye 

shall die! 
Elder Mortimer. We are no traitors; therefore threaten not. 

MaRrLowE: Edward IT, 1. 4. 8—24. 

Edward. What, are you moved that Gaveston sits here? 

Words. ‘Moved’: xw# is not used so freely as Lat. 
moveo, and a more exact word is necessary, such as dvadopeir, 
Suoyxepaive, xvierOar, ‘Sit’: mua, xaPnuat, or compounds ; 

iw, etc. 

Form. Several different lines might be made to render 

this sentence; for we have only to put each of the above 

words in its proper form to see metrical phrases. «vifec6e 
might stand first, Svopopetre completes a penthemimer after 

7, Svoxepaivere is a final penthemimer. The noun will be in 
the genitive absolute: rovde évOad’ nuévov needs only a very 

natural ye to make it scan, xa@ymévov may stand first or last, 
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and so forth. Or a participle may be introduced, say dpdvres. 
On the whole, 7 dvodopetre makes the best beginning, because 
the simplest ; and a more impressive ending will be got by 
using the compound ovyxa6npat (‘sit with me’), which the 
context shows to be the meaning. 

9 Svodopeire Trodde cvyxabypévor ; 

It is our pleasure, and we will have it so. 

Words. ‘Pleasure,’ as a technical term, is Soxetv; or still 

stronger, apape. ‘Will’: use xp7, xpewv, dvdyxy or the like: 
or perhaps yevycerau. 

Form. ovrw Sé5oxra: is a literal rendering, and it forms 
a half-line. Another half-line is ws ratr’ dpape. The com- 
pletion is easy. Kat yevnoera is a five-syllable group, and 

with rade last we get a line of Type IX. But after all, this 
has happened, and the future is out of place. Then it is 

equally easy to make a half-line with xpedv (avdyxy is barred, 
being a bacchius). xat xpewy is a cretic, ré5¢ comes last, and 
elva: between : 

ovtw Sédoxrat, Kai xpewv elvar rade. 

Lancaster. Your Grace doth well to place him by your side, 
for nowhere else the new earl is so safe. 

Words. ‘By your side’: wéAas cov. ‘New earl’: véos 
tayos, Suvactrwp, or perhaps 6 vewott Koipavos, or rayds. ‘Safe’: 
ods, dopadys, or of places BéBatos, éxéyyvos, dotAnros. ‘Else- 
where’: adAaxot, dAAos téros or Oaxos. ‘Your Grace’: wvag. 

The Form of the first sentence will be in Greek ‘Well you 
place him beside you,’ add’ e& pév exes wéAas gov. This gives 
the beginnings of two lines: aA’ ed pév, palimbacchius, and 
aéXas cov bacchius. These can also stand together if we omit 

either pév or adAd: ev piv zédas cov.... But though the 

second line could be got into the remaining space, ‘your 

R. 9 
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Grace’ must then be left out. Here the phrase has some 
point, its formal respect giving emphasis to the veiled inso- 

lence of the rest. We will keep it then, and begin the line: 

adr’ ob pév, dvag... with eyes wéXas cov in the next. The 
space between them may serve for ‘the new earl,’ which can 

be taken out of the succeeding sentence, and will just complete 
the first line: rév véov dvvacropa. Our business now is to 

expand: the next sentence may accordingly begin with xai 
yép. ‘Nowhere else’ would give a rather awkward phrase, 
unless we wrote ovx adAayod simply. The paraphrase with 
Oaxos is more convenient, ‘no other seat is so safe’; and this, 

it will be seen, is capable of expansion. Translated simply 

into prose the thought would be exprest thus: ovd« dAdXos 
O&xos ovrws dodadys éorw. Here are trochees and spondees : 
what we want is an iambus. Change éorw to doxet, and there 

it is. Now we can utilize our trochees by making the line of 

a trochaic rhythm, that is to say, by following Type VI. Let 

ov Soxet be the final cretic, and place aAAos before it. Next, 
if we take the word for ‘safe’ which scans as an amphibrachys, 
ovrw BéBaros will give an initial half-line. This completes the 
translation, but we must finish the line; and it is easy to 
expand by completing the construction of adAAos. ‘No other 
seat is so safe as that,’ 7) xeivos, to which again pdvos may be 
superadded. The piece then is completed as follows: 

adr eb pév, avag, Tov vewrr! Kolpavov 

€xets wé\as wove Kai yap adXAos ov Soxe 
ovtw BéBatos Oaxos 7 Keivos povos. 

These lines are slightly inflated, it is true; yet a terse 
translation would have to sacrifice something. 

5 Elder Mortimer. What man of noble birth can brook this sight? 

Words. ‘Noble birth’: yevvatos, etyevys. ‘Brook’: rAjvau. 

The Form of the line is practically settled by rAaiy av. 
These words reversed make up a molossus, and evyevys becomes 
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impossible. But yevvatos may stand immediately before them, 
asin Type IV. is must begin the line; and ‘this sight’ will 
be in our sentence tadr’ ideivy or the like. The adjective how- 

ever cannot stand thus alone. We must add an indefinite 71s, 

which would be poor in style; or wv, not much better; or | 

avnp, which is exactly the right word, But avyp cannot stand 
last ; place it then before yevvaios, which is exactly its right 

place, and find a verb meaning ‘to see’ which shall begin with 
a consonant. It is easy to think of BAérev, and the line runs 

ris Tavr avyp yevvaios dy train BrAérev; 

See what a scornful look the peasant casts! 

Words. ‘Peasant’: aypdérys, aypworys, etc. ‘Scornful 
look’: use an idiomatic paraphrase, e.g. uBpw Barre, cep- 

vivera.. 

Form. With these words a good line may be made. 
‘The peasant’ will be dypérys (= 6 ayporys), or dypdrns mplv wy, 
and BA¢ére will then complete a final hephthemimer. «s ¥Bpw 
is a palimbacchius, and otros completes the line. The jingle 
of Brérew and Bdére can be paralleled (e.g. Soph. O. 7. 777, 
778); but it is to be avoided if possible. We will try another 
way. Contemptuous expressions are often made with neuter 

nouns, and ‘peasant’ might be Opéupa dvoyevés. Here we have 
a possible cretic; and if we place ceuvivera: after it, the line 

is as good as made. ws rotvro may begin it; or better, ws 
Opéupa, which gives a true balance to the words: 

ws Opéupa totro Suoyevés cepviverat. 

The unemphatic rotro between two strong words throws 

up each into stronger relief. 

Pembroke. Can kingly lions fawn on creeping ants? 

Words. ‘Kingly’: Backes. ‘Ant’: pipyng. ‘Creep- 

ing’: there is no suitable adjective to translate this, but the 

9—2 
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tone of contempt may be reproduced by ¢adAos or some such 

word. ‘Fawn’: caivo. 
Form. The line is very simple, and there is little choice 

of words. All we need premise is that the singular must be 

used, because there would be no room for the plural. For the 
same reason, ‘can’ must be omitted. Baoirixds is a cretic 

equivalent, and catve. Aéwy the four-syllable group which we 
are familiar with. pvppunxa is a palimbacchius, and ¢atAov a 
trochee. 

puppnKa padrov Bacwsxds caiver Aéwv; 

Warwick. Ignoble vassal, that like Phaeton 
aspir’st unto the guidance of the sun! 

Words. ‘Ignoble’: dvayerjs, dyevvys. ‘ Vassal’: SodAos, 

Suws, tpidovrdos; or by a favourite idiom, SovAevpa. ‘ Like’: 

ws, worep, Sixnv. ‘Aspire’: dfiovv. ‘Guidance’: use éAavveu, 
SippyAareiy or a similar word. 

Form. The beginning of the line admits of various 
arrangement, dovAevua may stand first, and be followed by 
dyevvés; or we may write & ypyy’ ayervés. Again, by Type IV., 
we may place dovAeuza after a four-syllable group, e.g. & 
Suvoyevés. (Observe however that dvoyerjs has just been used.) 
Padfovros is a molossus equivalent, the first syllable being 
resolved : this with déxyv will naturally form the final penthe- 
mimer. A relative to connect the two clauses is és, which 
by adding ye (allowable, like wep, with almost any emphatic 
relative) will make up the line 

SovrAeup’ ayevvés, Os ye PacBovros Sixyy.... 

In the next line we have the latter half ready for us, 
agvots being a cretic, and duppyAarety the proper end-word of 

four syllables. Aéov cannot be used, because there is no room 
for a second cretic, and the article cannot be prefixt to it with- 

out hiatus. A slightly longer phrase is necessary, and the 
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context suggests that ‘chariot’ be inserted: appa is of no 
use, but the sun drove a four-in-hand—ré6pirmov. Add PoiBov, 

and write 

PoiBov réOpurrov agsois SeppyAareiv. 

Young Mortimer. Their downfall is at hand, their forces down. 

The Words can hardly be discussed separately ; most of 

them are simple, but there is a metaphor, ‘forces down,’ which 
cannot be reproduced. A Greek might say ‘they are down,’ 

xapar, or ‘their power is gone,’ dpoddos otxerat. This will give 

us an excellent ending: ¢podtdov otyera: xpdtos. The first part 

is best exprest by a verb: ‘they are falling,’ wirrovor. A 
spondee or trochee remains. Why not repeat this verb, 

transposing Ppoddov and otxerar? The asyndeton will greatly 
strengthen the line: 

, ‘4 9 ¥ A“ Ud 

minrovol, TimtTove, olxerat Ppovdooy Kparos. 

we will not thus be faced and over-peered. 

Words. ‘Faced’: évavriov Bdérew, or dpOois oupacw, is 
used of bare-faced impertinence. ‘ Over-peered,’ i.e. overhung 
or overshadowed, tyrannised over, put in the shade: some 

paraphrase is necessary, perhaps one that suggests the being 

‘puffed up with pride.’ xézos may be useful, or oyxos, or its 
verb é&-oyxove Gat. 

Form. We can see from the first words that this line 
cannot be compressed into one. For ‘we will not,’ if it is 
to be properly rendered, must be rendered by some phrase 
like otx éof dxws, or a string of negatives; and here is half 
the line filled already. The phrases given above are also 
long: évavriov BAérev is half a line exactly, éfwyxwpévor is a 

final penthemimer. We must therefore make two lines of it. 

Now we can choose with more freedom; and the sense suggests 
ovx gor dvexrdv for a beginning, or more idiomatically, éet oix 
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dvexrév (éret ovx form an iambus by synizesis). éfwyxwpevous 
we place last, with dvépas before it (rwds would also do, but 
will not scan here). évayriov BAérev becomes a hephthemimer 
when we prefix ode ‘thus’; now add the object qpas, and there 
is just room left for xdpos in the dative plural (palim- 

bacchius): 
érel ovx dvexrov avipas éfwyxwpévous 
Koprowow, nas oO évavriov BAéreav. 

Edward. Lay hands on that traitor Mortimer! 

Words. ‘Lay hands on’: Aafeiv. ‘Traitor,’ mapoderys, 
apodovva:, ‘Mortimer’: Grecise the name, e.g. Mépoipos; or 

use & pronoun. 
Form. A paraphrase will be the best means of trans- 

lating this line. We may take a hint from Soph. Oed. Tyr. 
1154: ody ws tdxos Tis TODS drootpéper xépas; This suggests 
ov Anjwerat tus; Or we may begin with the anapaest AaPerw. 
mposorns is not a convenient word, especially if AaBérw be 
used ; two trisyllabic feet in a line would be a great rarity. 
Put in participial form the idea is more idiomatically 
expressed: this gives tov mpoddvta, two trochees, looking 

forward to a final cretic. The object to mpoddvra is easily 
supplied, roAcv, with the article a cretic, ryv woAw. Taking 
the first alternative for ‘seize’ we get a good line enough ; 
but ‘that’ is omitted. We can get the word in by writing 
‘who will lead off... ?’ 

tis rovd amdge. tov wpoddvta tHyv rod; 

Elder Mortimer. Lay hands on that traitor Gaveston! 

This line repeats line 12, save only that the name is 

corrected. In Greek such exact repetitions are not usual; but 
the correction is implied by particles, péy ovv. The line 

should then begin with the name, or xeivoy piv otv. If the 
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line is to go on from this beginning, we want a monosyllable, 
a palimbacchius, or an amphibrachys. No further particle 
would be appropriate, and rov mpoddvra or ws mpoddvra is 
trochaic, the wrong kind of rhythm therefore. But a new 
sentence may begin with wpovdwxe ydp xeivos, which contains 

the required form. Or we may continue ‘who will take 

Gaveston?’ which with an ethical pou gives: 

“a . > ‘4 l4 4 4, 

Keélvoy ey ow: Tis Anetra Tavotrwva por; 

Kent. Is this the duty that you owe your king? 

Words. ‘Duty...owe’: a paraphrase should be made 
with zioti, weapxia, o€Bas, and ddeiAew; or the sarcastic 

idiom with xaAws—‘ nicely you obey your king!’ <A proper 
particle is dpa, ‘as it seems.’ 

Form. ‘Your king’ may be literal, but it is a common 

idiom in Greek to use the indefinite plural: ‘you know how 
to obey kings, it seems!’ This will give rupavvois (a bacchius) 
for the second place, and xadws we will put first. ‘Obey’ 
gives us a molossus, welapxetv, and tore will stand before it, 
apa. coming last (the particle might go almost anywhere): 

aA 4 ¥ “A ¥ 

Kadws Tupavvors tore meGapxev apa. 

15 Warwick. We know our duties—let him know his peers. 

Words. ‘Peers’: of icot 

Form. A pe and 8€ sentence is clearly called for. We 
commence with ypeis pév, palimbacchius; the pronoun is 

necessary to make a balance to ‘him,’ ode, otros. iopev 
follows as trochee (Type II.). ‘Him’ is Gaveston; the second 

clause will take this shape—‘ but this man (knows) not his 
equals,’ rots 5 ivovs falls into the third place, as a cretic, 
and otk ofS dS may stand last, as usual. A more forcible 
line may yet be made of it, if we get the negative last. 

Leave out the verb olde, and let the last foot be 6d ov 
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(accented, by rule, in this position); then move the cretic 

forward to the Second Position (Type V.), and insert ratra 
for the trochee: 

npels pev lopey ravra: rovs 8 tcovs 00° ov. 

Edward. Whither will ye bear him? Stay, or ye shall die! 

Words. ‘Bear’: dyew, dépew. ‘Stay’: raveoda, or better 
éricxeiv. ‘Shall’: some word like xp7, xpewy will do instead of 

a future, if so it prove convenient. 

Form. The first phrase turns out a palimbacchius without 
alteration: wot & afere, with elision. Either raveoQe or ézi- 

oxere (elided) can stand before the caesura, according to 

Type VIILI., if a monosyllabic particle can be found to precede 
it. dAAd is often used in excited commands; so we write 

GAN’ érioyere. The remainder is no less easy: 7 Javeiy comes 
next as a cretic (Second Position), and ypedv may end the 
verse : 

mot 8 afer’; GAN éricxer, 7 Oaveiy xpeuv. 

Elder Mortimer. We are no traitors; therefore threaten not. 

Words. ‘Threaten’: azeA€ty, c. dat. 

Form. A literal translation does not fall into metrical 

shape. It is better therefore to combine the two clauses thus: 
‘Do not threaten us as traitors,’ ws mpododow, and 8; may be 

added. azeiAe is a bacchius, and py dyra may precede it; 

npiv Will stand first, and ws mpodovow last. Now azeiAe can 

be turned into the infinitive by using ov xpy, od xpewv; which 
will not inappropriately recal the xpewy of the last line: place 
this cretic group last, and insert oe, and we have finally 

me 9 b) a e Aa > ao 

npiv o aeretv ws mpodovcty ov Xpewr. 
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VIII. 

PHILIP VAN ARTEVELDE BIDS FAREWELL TO GHENT. 

Then fare ye well, ye citizens of Ghent. 
This is the last time you will see me here, 
unless God prosper me past human hope. 
I thank you for the dutiful demeanour 

5 which never—no not once—in any of you 
have I found wanting, though severely tried 

when discipline might seem without reward. 
Fortune has not been kind to me, good friends; 
but let not that deprive me of your loves, 

10 or of your good report. Be this the word: 
My rule was brief, calamitous, but just. 

Then fare ye well, ye citizens of Ghent. 

Words. ‘Fare ye well’: xaipere, 3 xaipere, xaiporre, xai- 

pow av, xaipey Néyw. ‘Citizens’: & avdpes, dvdpes. ‘Of Ghent’ 

is easily Grecised as Tayrixds. 
Form. We have among the above words a cretic T'avrixot ; 

and as dvdpes naturally takes place before it, the line should be 
of Type II. Either yaipor’ av or & xaipere would just do for 

the beginning, as either forms a palimbacchius. But the effect 

is better if we take a whole line to the address, as the English 

does. We must try what can be done to that end. Observe 

that xaipew A€yw is a four-syllable group suitable to follow the 
cretic. If we use this, the construction must be completed 

with tyuas, and a natural particle to add is dpa, ‘as it seems.’ 
dpas apa in elision is also a palimbacchius, which is what we — 
want, | 

bpas ap’, dvdpes Tarrixoi, xaipew A€yw. 

This, however, gives a forced prominence to the prunoun ; and 

it will be better to repeat yaipere; or as that will not scan, 

replace it by xaipocré pot: 

@ xaiper avdpes Tavrixoi, yaipour€é por. 
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This is the last time you will see me here. 

Words. ‘Last time’: torarov, raviotarov. ‘See’: spay, 

Brérev, &ce. ‘Here’: éevOdde, évradda. 

The Form of expression is a familiar catch. In English, 
if it is desired to emphasize a word, the word has to be put in 
a separate sentence: ‘it 1s J who speak,’ ‘it was this I wanted.’ 

But in Greek, emphasis is made by putting the word out of 
its natural place; at the beginning, if possible, or else at the 

end of a sentence. ‘Last time’ will therefore come first. 
Another mistake beginners will probably make in this sentence 

is to translate ‘will see’ literally. The right way is to render 

it ‘For the last time you now see me’: vorardv pe viv Spare. 
A link is necessary, and ydp is the best. It will now be 
noticed that voraroy ydp needs only one syllable before it to 
complete a penthemimer. A longer word is to hand in the 

compound zavicrarov, which suits our present purpose. Again: 
6paré pe may fill the last two feet, leaving a cretic gap. Is 
there any word meaning ‘here’ which has the required scansion? 
There is none, and év@dde (in elision) falls short of it by a 
syllable. But it is easy to turn the verb into a compound, and 

then we have 

mavuctarov yap évOddS eicoparé pe... 

unless God prosper me past human hope. 

Words. ‘God’: Geol, deds tis, Dewy tus. ‘Prosper’: Bonbetv, 
or subst. Boyde. ‘Past’: ic. beyond, répa; or in para- 

phrase, ‘greater help than...,’ weiLwv 7 xard.... ‘Human hope’: 
édris Bpordy or Bporeia, dvOpurrwy, etc. 

Form. ei 7 of course should begin the line. A future 

indicative may follow (Boyce), or an optative (Bon6oi, 
Type I., or BonGoiy, the more usual form). The two longer 

words need only the addition of t:s to make up a hephthemimer 
of Type XI. The student, it is to be hoped, will not fail to see 
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that éAridos mépa gives a cretic and iambus which will complete 
the line. The next should begin with eds, and a bacchius to 

follow is Bporeias: 

el 7 BonOoin ris édridos trépa. 
Geds Bporeias. 

Note the additional force of these two words in antithesis. 

I thank you for the dutiful demeanour 
5 which never—no not once—in any of you 

have I found wanting. 

Words. ‘Thank’: of8a ydpw. The construction should 
be ére or some equivalent, with dependent clause. ‘ Dutiful 
demeanour’: i.e. ‘that you have behaved dutifully,’ or ‘that 

you have shown (used) obedience’: reBapyetv may be used, or 

weOapyxia xpyoba, eiPapxos, etrabys. The student should 
always think of all possible parts of speech which may express 
& meaning, so as to vary the construction if necessary. ‘Want- 

ing’: use é\Xeirew, édAurys. 
Form. We begin after the caesura; and note first that 

oléa may follow at once (Type V.), with a suitable conjunction, 
such as dé ydpw may come last, and it is allowable to add 
such an adjective as is found in thanksgiving. oAAqv occurs 

first to the mind, but this will not scan; however, the same 

idea will scan if put negatively, ot opixpav. This line finished, 
we pass on to the next; and the beginner will probably elide 
the final of ove. But this is never done in iambic verse, either 

tragic or comic. We may if we please substitute ére/, but 
there are more exact synonyms which will do, ovvexa or 
dOovvexa. If we add de to the latter, a penthemimer is ready 
made. e@apxia may now end the line, the verb éxpjobe 
being kept for the next. A.careful composer will not fail 
to observe that there is alliteration in the English, ‘dutiful 
demeanour’; and if an alliterative adjective can be found for 
meOapxig, such as will suit the context, it will be justified. 
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mwavteAys will do for the purpose, and this we accordingly use 

for the cretic. ‘To me’ remains, and this is quite simply trans- 

lated by zpdés pe, which may follow éypyjofe. The sentence 
may now be comprest by substituting a genitive for the 
relative clause, and we now get as the result of our labours: 

olda 3& ov opixpav xdpw 

qs mpos p éxpynobe wavredods mePapyias. 

Having already used a relative, it would be clumsy to 
translate ‘which’ by another; but this part is easily intro- 

duced by a participle, ov« éAAwovres. ‘Never, no not once’ 
can easily be rendered by accumulating negatives in the Greek 
manner: ovdéy ovderwzrore, for example, ovdé&y meaning ‘in no 

respect.’ These words form a final hephthemimer as they are, 
and we get as the complete line 

ov« é€AAurovres ovdéev ovderuwrore. 

though severely tried 
when discipline might seem without reward. 

Words. ‘Tried’: yupvalew, repay, édéyxev (or éf-); or use 

dywv, EXeyxos. ‘Severely’: more simple in Greek, roAv, roAAd, 

Seva ; or use Bapis. ‘Discipline’: reSapyxia, but a variant is 
better ; say evragia. ‘Without reward’: apio6os. 

Form. The construction may be participial ; reipwpevoi 
wep jwoAAd or Seva would make a beginning. But the sentence 
begins better with odd¢, which expresses ‘even’ in a negative 
sentence. The participles do not look promising; and we may 

paraphrase (say) éXeyxopevor by eis Aeyxov éAOovres, or poddvres, 
karacravres. If now we use the first phrase, treating é\Oovres 
as a molossus, and placing Bapuy last, we have a line done all 

but one trochee; which may fairly be filled with some word 
meaning ‘often’ or ‘at times’: éof ore. This gives the 
following : 

ovd eis EXeyxov of or éX\Oovres Bapiv. 
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For the next line we have an amphibrachys (ay.c6os), and a 
four-syllable word (etragia) ; so that we can see our way clear 
to a simple line if there be found but a cretic. What shall 

the verb be? is the question. ‘Might seem’ is of course a past 
tense, and in prose would be éofev av; can this be worked 
into a cretic by any means? By using the emphatic xai this 
is easy ; for xai and dav coalesce into xav, and xav éofe becomes 
a cretic by elision. All we now want is a word to precede 

dyu.oOos, and meaning ‘when’; for example ézeé, or ozov ye: 

Orov y' ayucbos Kay eof’ ebragia. 

(Some may prefer a conditional sentence. If so, be care- 

ful to use the optative, which expresses indefinite frequency 

in past time; not édv, which would refer to the future.) 

Fortune has not been kind to me, good friends. 

Words. ‘Fortune’: riyy, daipwr. ‘Kind’: reas. A 
particle should be added: ro is rather didactic, 87 (‘as you 
see’) more sympathetic. 

Form. The Greek idiom requires xpjo6a: in this sentence: 
‘I have not found Fortune kind,’ od xéypyyat tix iAcw. od yap 
Kéxpynpat would do well enough to begin with, but it will be 

difficult to go on without ye ex machina. On the other hand, 
a slightly different arrangement gives another kind of penthe- 
mimer, ovx tAep 57, predicative. The article added to rixy 

makes a cretic; and the verb may be used in the plural, a 

frequent idiom with speakers: 

ovx ew &) TH TUxy KEexpypeBa. 

‘Friends’ is unnecessary ; but it may easily be brought in 
later. 
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but let not that deprive me of your loves, 
or of your good report. 

Words. ‘Deprive’: dro-crepeiy. ‘Love’: difficult to turn 
by a noun, but ordpynfpov may do, or xydevpa, or mpobupia. 

Do not suppose these all have the same meaning; the verb 

must be chosen to suit them. ‘Good report’: xady Baéts lit., 
or use xAvewy ev. 

Form. As xAvew e is so good a phrase, it will be more 
convenient to reverse the order of the clauses: ‘May I be 

spoken well of as before, and not be deprived of your love.’ 
xAvoun’ ev makes a bacchius, and a strong ‘ but’ is 6uus, which 
we place before it. ws 76 zpiv might follow, but for the hiatus. 
Turn this negatively, and you have ‘no less than before,’ 
pndev jooov 7 TO awpiv, which scans without more ado: 

cpus KAvou’ & pdtv Hooov 7 TO mpl... 

‘And may I not be deprived’ also scans, pydé orepoipunv. 

TAs mpoOuuias may stand next (Type X.). ‘Your’ cannot be 
got in; but the vocative ¢iAo. may be added, and in this 
connection the meaning must be ‘your,’ unless there were a 

stronger reason to the contrary: 

pndé orepoiunv ris mpoOupias, pidor.... 

Be this the word: 
My rule was brief, calamitous, but just. 

Words. ‘Rule’: rupawis; dpxy better, as less invidious, 
‘Brief’: Bpaxvs. ‘Calamitous’: oixtpds, Svaryvos, Svo-a6ALos, 

etc. ‘Just’: Sixatos, evdexos. 

Form. ‘Be this the word’ cannot be translated literally. 
We shall use as a model xai roré tts etryow (Homer), or similar 
phrases. Connect this with the rest of the sentence by dove 
or ws: wor eieiy Twa, OY ws Kav Tw’ elreiv, a ponthemimer. 

The idiom also requires dpxy to come into this part of the 
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sentence, ‘about my rule,’ rept rys éuys apyys. Here is a 

cretic, r7s éuys, and by placing zepi last we get the line 

ws kav Tw elrely THS éuns apxns Tépt... 

In the remainder one point must not be missed. ‘Calami- 
tous’ and ‘just’ are in strong contrast, and ‘brief’ stands on 

a different footing. In prose it would be oixrpds pév, Stxatws 
5? Fpxev, and ‘brief’ would be put in a different form, say 
6Atyov xpdvov, ov ouxvov xpdvov. Now oixrpds pév begins the 
line well enough, but leaves no room for the bacchius dtxaiws. 
However, évdixws may replace it in the First Cretic Position. 
npxev may follow either; but as éAéyov can only fall after 
olxtpds pév, we place jpyxev after évdixws 5é. Then xpdvov takes 
the last place, and we have finally 

oixtpas ev GAiyov évdixws 8 Fpxev xpdvov. 

This sentence is in direct speech, and in prose ére would intro- - 
duce it; but that is not indispensable in verse. 

TX. 

CoURAGE IN DIFFICULTIES, 

Great lords, wise men ne’er sit and wail their loss, 

but cheerly seek how to redress their harms. 
What though the mast be now blown overboard, 
the cable broke, the holding-anchor lost, 
and half our sailors swallowed in the flood? 
Yet lives our pilot still: is’t meet that he 
should leave the helm, and, like a fearful lad, 

with tearful eyes add water to the sea, 
and give more strength to that which hath too much; 
whiles, in his moan, the ship splits on the rock, 
which industry and courage might have saved? 
Ah, what a shame! ah, what a fault were this! 

SHAKESPEARE, 
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Great lords, wise men ne'er sit and wail their loss, 

Words. ‘Great lords’: avipes pépioro, etc. ‘Sit’: literal, 
or use évrds pévew, ‘to be a stay-at-home.’ ‘Wail’: Opyva, 

aidlw, oivwlw, etc. ‘Loss’: fypia, or paraphrase such as To p41) 
xatropOovv; dSvorixnpa. 

Form. avdpes dépioro, which is already a penthemimer, 

naturally stands first. ‘Wise men’ may be of codoé, or more 
idiomatically, codds tis ; and, taking the conditional form of 

sentence which comes unprompted into the mind, we get ovx 

dy aodds tis, another penthemimer. If we follow up this hint, 
it will be necessary to put ‘ wail their loss,’ or part of it, into 

the first line. {ypiav drops easily into the First Cretic Position, 
but ofuwo., a molossus, can find no place in the same line as 

a cretic. But pév is called for by the context, as looking 

forward to dé in the second clause. Place this after fypiav, 

and the group becomes a double cretic. In this type of verse 
(Type VI.) the student will remember that a final cretic is 

necessary. The words of the English furnish no other; but 
one is readily evolved. To a noun used indefinitely rwa may 
be added ; and a paraphrase for ria is ef réxor, ‘should there 
be one.’ The second line is already half done; and oly oe 
falls into its place, leaving the last foot for pévwv. A trochee 

is now needed to complete the line, and évrds is a trochee, 

wv 4 , ao > 4 

avopes epiorot, Cypiav pév, ei TvyXOL, 
3 b. , | a > 4 , ovK av godds Tis évTos olpwlor pevwv. 

but cheerly seek how to redress their harms. 

Words. ‘Cheerly’: ev@vpos. ‘Seek’: {yretvy, omrevder. 
‘Redress’: use metaphor iao6ar; or, less picturesque, dpOotr. 
‘Harm’: vdcos, xaxdv, BAGBn. . 

Form. Here we perceive another molossus: ia@ofa:. As 

for fyrety, in its usual form {yroty it is impossible in iambic 

verse: the £ would lengthen any preceding vowel, and hence 
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a trochee could never precede it. We must therefore use the 

shorter and rarer form {yrot. Now this, with the necessary 

dé, and av following, makes a palimbacchius: {yrot 8 dv. We 
now need a long word of four syllables (as in Type VIII.), ora 

double trochee, to come next this first group. ev6vpos is too 
short by a syllable; but put the same thought negatively, od 

aOvpos, and you have it. «axd will now stand last, and the 

line runs thus: 

oc & av ovK adumos tacOat Kaka. mT 1 

What though the mast be now blown overboard, 
the cable broke, the holding-anchor lost, 
and half our sailors swallowed in the flood? 

Words. ‘What though’: «i, the sentence put as a simple 

conditional. ‘Mast’: tords. ‘Blown overboard’: use wirrey, 

adding ‘into the sea’ if you will, with some instrumental 
phrase, mvoais or the like. ‘Cable’: xdéAws. ‘Broke’: droppayy- 

vat, Or adj. Sixoppayys. ‘Anchor’: ayxipad, or icxds, which is 

literally the ‘holding-anchor,’ Soph. Frag. 669. ‘Sailors’: 
vavrirot, vatrat, vavBarat (avdpes). ‘Swallowed,’ etc.: rovric Geis. 

Form. Sea metaphors are as familiar in Greek as in 

English, and the sentence may be translated literally. On 
the other hand, it is just as neat and rather more convenient 

to introduce it by a simile: ‘ What if we are like sailors in a 
storm, whose mast,’ etc. This gives ei wév yap as a beginning 

(palimbacchius), and dowep or wore to follow. There is more 
than one cretic available: vavBdrat, vavrito.. ‘To be in storm’ 

is caAevew, which gives the desired four-syllable group for the 

-verse-end. We thus get a line of Type IT.: 
: ‘ , 4 , , ei ev yap, worep vavBdtat, cadevomer.... 

ofs will of course begin the next line, and if we place tords 
next, the result is another palimbacchius, but of different 

R. 10 
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internal rhythm. éreoe may stand next as trochee-equivalent. 
As the mast has not merely fallen, but been ‘blown’ down, it 

is necessary to add the winds in one shape or another: tats 
mvoais a8 an instrumental, or é« wvoys, to which we may add a 

‘stormy ’ epithet, Svoyeiepos for example, or dvoréudedos: 

ols lords érecev ex mvons Svorwesdedov.... 

The next phrase may be a similar sentence, or a genitive 
absolute. The line may begin with d:yoppayys, but this helps | 
no further. On the other hand, aroppayérvros suggests Type XI., 
and before it we may place xdéAw with a conjunction 4€ (if a 
finite verb is to come), or re (if another genitive). The latter 
suits our line better; for icyddos 7 azo will just complete it: 

KaAw 7° aroppayévros ioyados T arro.... 

‘The ship being loosed’ gives at once vews AvOeions for 
the first penthemimer of the next line. It were now better to 
use another finite verb; else these genitives pall. The sense 
we have to translate is ‘ Half the sailors have been lost in the 
flood.’ ‘Half’ must not be translated literally. A Greek 
would probably say ‘the best of the sailors,’ dxuy, or ‘many,’ 
moAXoi, ot pev, if the sentence admitted. A poetical para- 
phrase would be vavritwv dvépwv dxuy, or stronger still vav- 

kpatrwp avipav dxuy; either of which will complete this verse. 
The verb is érovric@yoav, again suggesting Type XI.; ‘lost’ is 

éAwdores, which in its compound with ég- completes the line 

onward. One foot now remains, and no necessary word to fill 

it. But we may add the proper instrumental to the verb, ‘in 

the flood,’ if some noun can be found which will scan. xdpactv 
will do, since a dactyl is admissible in the first foot: 

...vewos Avbeions, vavtirwv dvipav axpy 

Kupaow erovticOycav é€odwAdres. 
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Yet lives our pilot still. 

Words. ‘Pilot’: olaxoarpdédos, cvBepvyrns. 

Form. ‘Yet’ is opus, ‘lives’ is fj; and if we add ‘still,’ 

éru, we get an iambus and a bacchius (ére £7, with -. lengthened 
by the double letter). The beginner, if he gets thus far, will 
probably go on to write viv xvBepvyrns (Type X.); which is 

passable. But viv has an intrusive air; ére gives the same 

sense in a more natural way. But the other word, oiaxoorpd- 

gos, should recal to the student that passage where it is used 
(Medea 523); and he should remember the epithet xedvds there 
used with it, which is equally suitable here. He will then 

write : 
Gpws ere Cp Kedvos olaxoorpdpos. 

ist meet that he 
should leave the helm, and, like a fearful lad, 

with tearful eyes add water to the sea... 

Words. ‘Meet’: zpére. ‘Helm’: oiag. ‘Like’: Sixnv. 
‘Fearful’: padOaxdés. The rest must be paraphrased; see 
below. 

Form. The English gives dpa, or with a natural particle 
dp ovv. mpére. avrov is impossible. If the pronoun he omitted, 

we must seek some other word to settle the Type of verse; but 

replace it by vv, and you have an amphibrach. ‘Leave the 
helm’ gives a palimbacchius otaxa, and a spondee Acirev}, 
which may go in the next verse; this therefore is the place 

for the simile. ‘Like a fearful lad’ is metrical without 
sophisticating: padOaxod (cretic) madds Sixyy (four-syllable 

group) : 
dp ovv mpére viv, padOaxod mrados Sixny, 
otaxa, Xeizrewv.... 

What remains is somewhat affected, and it is neither meet 

nor possible to translate it literally. The student must draw 

1 rpodotva: might be used. 

10—2 
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on his memory to find something that will do, and beat out a 
phrase such as this: ‘increase the sea with a flood of tears,’ 
or ‘by pouring tears out of his eyes.’ Now ‘flood of tears’ 
is a worn-out metaphor in English, but in Greek it is strong. 
Yet it is actually used: Eur. Alc. 183 wav d¢ Sé€unov ép0adrpo- 

réyxtw Severar rAnpprpii.. This is exactly the turn of phrase 
we are looking for. Place daxpvwv instead of Severar, and you 

have the very thing. To finish the line we left half done, we 

have to bring in a conjunction, verb, and the word ‘sea’; 
avfew or avédvew Odr’accav. Now here we have the materials 

for a hephthemimer. Place xai before Od\acoay, there is a 

double trochee (Type VI.); and avgavew may stand as final 
cretic : 

...Kat OdAacoav avéavev 

6pOarporéyxtw Saxptwv rAnupupio.. 

and give more strength to that which hath too much. 

Words. ‘Strength’: xpdros. ‘Too much’: Nav, dyav. 

Form. This line is equally affected, and it is to be feared 
that it will never look well in Greek. Such an exaggeration 

of sentiment would have been impossible to Sophocles, and we 

may say then that he never could have written such a line. 

But there it is, and it has to be translated ; our business must 

be to so translate it that a Greek could have understood what 
was meant. This is not difficult. dotvac is ‘to give,’ and 
kpatos with the conjunction re may precede it as an amphi- 

brach. It will be rather neater to express the idea by a 
participle: xparos Sidovra. But ‘that which has too much’ 

must not be translated r@ Aiav éxovr, or anything of the sort. 
The noun understood is ‘sea’; no Greek would have been 

likely to take r@ éxovre as referring to the sea, nor indeed 
would he have used Aiav gyew together, we may be sure, when 
an adjective is really wanted. A Greek would put the thought 

into the verb, using xparivw or a synonym. This we will also 
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do. Ti xparvuvovcy is a five-syllable group suited to Type X., 
and Adav may stand last : 

kparos Siovtra Ty Kparuvovcy Aiav. 

whiles, in his moan, the ship splits on the rock, 

which industry and courage might have saved? 

Words. ‘Whiles’: é& 6 ‘In his moan’: orévovtos or 
yourros avrov (rodde). ‘Split’: ovvrpiBeoOar, or use xaréayer, 
éayyn. ‘Ship’: vats, wAotov. ‘ Rock’: mwérpa, éppa, xotpas, &e. 

‘Save’: cwfw. ‘Industry’: no convenient noun, but doxvos 
may be useful. ‘Courage’: Oapaos, avdpeia, ke. 

Form. A literal translation gives év o for the first group, 
and 76 mAotoy (amphibrach) for the second ; ovvrpiBerar will 

stand last. ‘On the rocks’ is in Greek idiom zrepi rérpats, the 

thing which is pierced being the centre of thought, not that 
which pierces. (apos wérpas might also stand, or zérpacs 
alone, besides other constructions.) Now epi zérpats is 
equivalent to a cretic with the first syllable resolved; and 

we thus have a complete line: 
2 e a a N , rd év @ 76 wAotov rept rérpats ouvTpiPera..... 

oréyovros avrov may begin the next line; but it had better 
be left out for more than one reason. The chief reason is that 
the phrase might imply he was groaning at the catastrophe, 
and might be retranslated ‘to his dismay.’ This is not the 
meaning at all, and it would spoil the picture of unconscious- 
ness which is drawn by the original. Another reason is, that 
it ought to come directly after év o if it comes at all; and 
lastly, it will mean in the end another whole line of Greek. 
The sense is equally clear without it; be it therefore omitted. 
The succeeding sentence should be made personal in Greek, the 

same subject being kept: ‘which he, had he been doxvos and 
avépeios, might have saved,’ éowoeyv av. ‘Had he been’ is 
simply wy, the dy giving a conditional cast to the whole 
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sentence. Thus we have a number of metrical possibilities : 
four-syllable groups écwcev dv, doxvos dv, dvdpeios dv; amphi- 
brachys doxvos, palimbacchius avdpetos. The emphatic «ai 
may be added; this will give 6 «ay for the first group, and 
écwoe may follow. This is a line of Type I., but no cretic 

appears. However, we have only to elide the final of écwce, 
placing after it either of the adjectives, to get a hephthemimer 

of Type IV. The other adjective with dv makes a four-syllable 
final, if a conjunction can be found to stand between. This 

conjunction must be, or become, a monosyllable, and must 

begin with a vowel. Hence «ai will not do; but just such 
a@ word as we want is 70€: 

ad A # 3 +) 5 An aN ¥ .) 

16.0 KAV EOWO GAVOPELOS 70 GOKVOS wY. 

Ah, what a shame! ah, what a fault were this! 

Words. ‘Shame’: ovedos. ‘Fault’: dudprypa, xaxov, 

xaxoupyia, 
Form. The student must be careful how he expresses 

this exclamation. otos is sometimes used in a similar way, 

but more often with incredulity: ‘I don’t believe there is such 

a thing.’ In Greek we find was ov used with indignant ex- 
clamations ; and this suits our line exactly. mds ovx dvewdos 
makes a penthemimer of the first Type, and rotro may follow. 
The line, if thus begun, must finish as in Type IV., with a 

Cretic in the Second Position, or a Molossus. None of the 

nouns suggested will do; and the line must be remodelled, 
unless the student happens to think of BAaBy. With BrAdBy 
all is plain sailing; for we have only to use the long form of 

the negative, ovxi, to get a molossus in position before BAaBy : 

Was OvVK Gveidos TOUTO; Tws ovxXt BAGBY; 
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X. 

QUEEN CATHERINE’S SPEECH. 

Sir, I desire you do me right and justice, 
and to bestow your pity on me: for 
I am a most poor woman, and a stranger, 
born out of your dominions; having here 

5 no judge indifferent, nor no more assurance 
of equal friendship and proceeding. Alas, Sir, 
in what have I offended you? what cause 
hath my behaviour given to your displeasure, 
that thus you should proceed to put me off, 

10 and take your good grace from me? Heaven witness, 
I have been to you a true and humble wife, 
at all times to your will conformable : 
ever in fear to kindle your dislike, 
yea, subject to your countenance,—glad, or sorry. 

SHAKESPEARE. 

Sir, I desire you do me right and justice. 

Words. ‘Sir’: dvag, dvag, pépirre. ‘Right and justice’: 

Sixn, yépas, Oéuss, or use ev Kal Sixaiws, a xpy, ws xpedv. ‘Do’: 
dpay (acc., not dat.), or xpivew tdyd. ‘ Desire’: aira, df, not 

Aiccopzat or the like which would mean ‘I beseech.’ The tone 

is confident and dignified. 
Form. With the introductory pé& it is easy to put 

together the first penthemimer: airw pév is a palimbacchius, 

and dvag a spondee. A cretic also appears among the phrases 
suggested : ws ypedv. ‘Do me’ will be véuew éuoit; oe should 
be added, and we may then arrange the words so as to scan : 

| ie , ? e , > 93 N , aird pév, ovat, ws xpewy o épot vewerv. 

The ‘right and justice’ may be rendered yépas Sixarov. 
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and to bestow your pity on me: for 
I am a most poor woman, and a stranger, 
born out of your dominions. 

Words. ‘Pity’: oixripew, xat-, éx-; or a longer paraphrase 

like the English, yew 80 oixrov, olkrov éxev; aideioPar. Adjec- 

tives are oixrippwy, und dvouxtippwy yevod, &c. ‘Poor’: dvarqnvos, 

dvoruyys, TAjpwv, &e. ‘Stranger, born, d&c.’: §évos, ernAvs, 
GANGOpous ; amd (éx) BapBdpov xOovds, odx &roros yeyooa. 

Form. No cretic seems to be forthcoming, but a line of 

Type X. may be made with xai xaroiripev, followed by ézei, 
‘for.’ The two parts ‘poor woman’ and ‘stranger’ may be 
introduced by wpdrov péy and érera Sé, which suit the oc- 

casion—a pleading in court. mporov péy eiue begins the line 
naturally enough; and the last two adjectives suggested for 
‘poor’ make a five-syllable word in the superlative convenient 

for Type LX. or X.: rAypoverrary, Svorvxecrary. The line will 
end with yvv7. Be careful not to translate ‘out of your 
dominions’ literally; for é« tas oys xOovéds would mean 
‘sprung from,’ which is just the opposite. The first group 
may be a palimbacchius, ¢évy te; évrowos will stand for a 
cretic in the First Position before yeyéoa, while the phrase 
may have rgde before it and yj after. There is now just space 
left for xai ov in crasis. The lines therefore run: 

..-KQL KQTOLKTIpELY, érreEt 

mp@rov pev eit tTAnpoverrarn yuvy, 
£évn te xov THd e&roros yeyoou yp. 

having here 
5 no judge indifferent, nor no more assurance 

of equal friendship and proceeding. 

Words. ‘Indifferent,’ i.e. ‘impartial’: ivos, cxowds. ‘As- 
surance’: mioms. ‘Friendship’: evvow. ‘Proceeding’: Sdixy, 
xpiows, Yydos. ‘Here’: évOdde, évratOa. ‘More’: addos. 
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Form. érera dé will be the first words, leaving room for 
the spondee or trochee of Type II. The word must begin 

with a vowel; and either of those suggested for ‘here’ will 
do. ‘I have not’ is a cretic at once, odk éxw or ovr ga, 
and a literal rendering of the object gives xpirjv ivov, which 

completes the line: 

drera § evOdS’ ovr? exw xperyv toov.... 

When we set down the significant words of the next 

sentence, rior. evvoias, we see a trochee and molossus, and 

no one should now be at a loss where to put these (Type IV.). 
aAAnv may precede these words, and the line will begin with 
ovre. To follow ovre a word is needed with a vowel initial ; 

and the particle av ‘again,’ so frequent in double negatives, 
will do for that place. One short syllable remains to find, 
and riva suits the sense. There is no room for the rest of 
the sentence in this line; so we may add an infinitive ‘to 
get,’ such as rvxeiv, which will then govern eivoias. The 
remaining phrase has only to be written down in Greek to 
shew how easy it is to deal with. «at xpicews (or yov) 

xowys will scan at once, when «ai is replaced by re: 

y 3 > > , 3 4 ~ ovr av ti adXAnv wioTW evvolas TUXELY 

YUnhov re Kowys. 

Alas, Sir, 
in what have I offended you? what cause 
hath my behaviour given to your displeasure, 
that thus you should proceed to put me off, 

10 and take your good grace from me? 

Words. ‘Alas’: ded, etc.; but it is better turned by an 
adjective, or an adjective may be used as well as dev. Aso 
wava@\ue means ‘I am sorry for you,’ 80 7 mavaOXia, in appo- 
sition to the subject, fairly reproduces ‘alas.’ ‘Offend’: adie. 
‘Cause’: airia, if a noun be used. ‘ Behaviour,’ etc.: para- 
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phrase with é¢Aicxavev or Kxextyobar; ‘how have I earned 
thy anger?’ ‘Put off’: arwfeiv. ‘Grace’: evvo, edpévera. 

Form. ‘In what have I offended’ is literally ri 7dinnoa 
oe; we change ri to was, and the words scan as a penthe- 

mimer. This phrase we then reserve for the beginning of 
the next line. But it may be asked, how can rws go there, 
when it is wanted to begin the sentence? The answer is, by 

repeating it; and our half line will begin was yap, and 7 

mava0Aia follows according to Type IX. The next question 
may be introduced by 7, as is often done; and this is con- 
venient here, because oe must be elided. ‘For what cause’ 

may be variously rendered with did, éf, awd. 80 airiay riva 

completes the line just begun, and we now have 

was yap 7 mavabXia, 

was noiknoa o; 4 Se airiay riva.... 

The sentence should take an idiomatic form, such as this: 

‘How having earned thy displeasure dost thou reject me?’ 

The speaker thus falls into the accusative case. The proper 
tense being aorist, we get épAcvcay for ‘earned,’ an amphi- 
brach; and ‘displeasure’ will be dépyjv, which can stand 

either before or after it. ‘Put off’ will be d@yoas or azw- 
O@noas; the latter, with the addition of ov, may form a 

five-syllable group of Type IX. The last word may be éué 
if we prefix re, as another verb is to follow, 

édrotcav dpynv onv arvOynoas Tt épeé.... 

‘Take your good grace’ is adeiAov or éfeidov THv evvolay 
or evpéverav. The verb, it will be seen, is a molossus; con- 
sequently we shall follow Type V. or XI. or some modifi- 
cation of them. Either noun may stand before this verb; 

but the longer is here better, because we want to fill out the 

line. «ai will stand first, and a trochee now remains to be 

found. If we add zpiv to the article, we get our trochee; 
choosing a longer verb we have 

Kal THV mpilv evpévecav eLarroctepets; 
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Heaven witness, 

I have been to you a true and humble wife, 
at all times to your will conformable. 

Words. ‘Heaven witness’: Oeot Evwicropes, Jeods paptipo- 
pac; perhaps mpos Oeav, though that is better suited to a 
request. ‘True’: murds. ‘Humble’: evretOys, evribys; perhaps 
rarewos, but this is less respectful. ‘To thy will conformable’: 
the same words will do, or éupeAys, Eduperpos, for ‘conform- 
able,’ BovrAevpa or Bovdy ‘will.’ A metaphorical phrase may 

be useful, e.g. veptépg mpoonpevos kup, ‘sitting at the lower 
oar,’ ‘playing second fiddle.’ ‘Wife’: yuvj, dapyap. 

Form. ‘For’ may introduce the sentence; but it is 

better to use the idiomatic #ris or Aris ye, the latter of which 
asa palimbacchius may stand before muory (Type II.). Now 
observe that Oeots paptipouar will serve to complete the line, 

if an article be added ; the phrase may go in as a parenthesis: 
QTLs ye miaty—rovs Deovs paptipopat—.... 

‘I have been a humble wife’ is the thought which has to 
be translated in the next line. The words suggested include 
a cretic (evrOys) and a molossus (ev7e6ys), while dayzap may 
stand last. The verb may be wédu«e, or, if the construction 

prefer a participle, yeyéoa; and aei will stand as the first 
foot. A foot still remains unfilled: trochee or iambus accord- 
ing to the word we choose for ‘humble.’ «ai is natural, as 
another adjective ricry has already been applied to the subject ; 

and an emphatic pada makes up the remaining syllable : 

del yeydoa, kai pad evrebys Saya. 

The next line is simple; for gvpperpos and éupeAns are both 

cretics, and ‘will’ in the proper case, BovAevpart or BovAevpacr, 

suits the verse-end. The verse may begin with aei ‘at all 

times,’ followed by 5é, as the word has already been used ; 
and the necessary possessive o@ or gots with the article 
gives a spondee to follow it: 

det dé Tots cots F¥upetpos BovAcipacr.... 
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ever in fear to kindle your dislike, 
yea, subject to your countenance,—glad, or sorry. 

Words. ‘Fear’: doBeiobat, tpeiv, rapBety; with the nouns 
cognate, which here are not likely to be needed. ‘Kindle’: 
the corresponding metaphor would be too strong; we must 

simply say ‘earn,’ ddAciv, etc., or ‘arouse,’ xiveiv, etc. ‘Dislike’: 
dméxOeva; or use éripOovos, aréxOecba. ‘Subject, etc.’: use 
wAdooew oroua, with xara, ‘according to.’ 

Form. rapBo yevéoGo. forms a penthemimer; and ézi- 

@Oovos may stand last, with the cretic rots rporors between ; 
this may be helped out by adding diyootarotea ‘if I should 
quarrel ’: 

tapBw yevérOar trois tpomos émigbovos 
diwyoorarotca.... 

mwAdocw ordpa may end the line just commenced; and a 
simple expedient for the cretic is to use some phrase meaning 
always: dia réXovs. The last line will be ‘glad or sorry accord- 
ing to thine.’ Observe that Greek does not disjoin but conjoin 
in phrases like this: edppov te xai py, not 7. The remaining 
words must be paraphrased more at length. The simple prose 

translation is xara o€é or xara (6) cov; perhaps the reader will 
think of the common Greek metaphor, of weights and scales, 
and use for? dpevos. Kata may precede for7, for the f- has 

the power of lengthening a short vowel; and ojs completes 
the line: 

...6ua TéAouvs TWAdoOW oTdpe 

evppov Te Kal py ONS KaTa pony ppevds. 
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XI. 

Herald. Lady, good cheer and great; the boar is slain. 
Chorus. Praised be all gods that look toward Calydon. 
Althea. Good news and brief; but by whose happier hand? 
Herald. A maiden’s and a prophet’s and thy son’s. 

5 Althea. Well fare the spear that severed him and life. 
Herald. Thine own, and not an alien, hast thou blest. 

Althea. Twice be thou too for my sake blest and his. 
Herald. At the king’s word I rode afoam for thine. 
Althea. Thou sayest he tarrieth till they bring the spoil? 

10 Herald. Hard by the quarry, where they breathe, O queen. 
Althea. Speak thou their chance; but some bring flowers and 

crown 
these gods and all the lintel, and shed wine, 
fetch sacrifice and slay ; for heaven is good. 

SWINBURNE: Atalanta in Calydon. 

This piece, like most of Swinburne’s line-for-line dialogue, 
contains more than is easily got into the same number of Greek 
lines, The translator’s skill will be taxed if he is to do this 
piece without dropping something. 

Herald. Lady, good cheer and great; the boar is slain. 

Words. ‘Good cheer and great’: yaipe zoAAa, or a para- 
phrase such as etayyedos pév 7AGov. ‘Boar’: ods. ‘Lady’: 
yevy, or in this case, dvacca. 

Form. 4 xaipe naturally begins the sentence. To follow 
it we need a trochee or spondee, and woAAa would do. Or we 
may put dvacoa in this place, with zodAd or wodAa ye next. 

‘The boar is dead,’ 6 ods réOvynxe, might stand first as far as 

scansion goes, but the form of the sentence requires the address 
to precede it. By a little rearrangement we get réOvny’ 6 avs, 
a four-syllable group suited to the last place. One syllable 

remains to find. The beginner may be tempted to use viv or 
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some other obvious pad; but a moment’s thought should 

convince him of the flatness and fatuity of such a word. ws 
however may be used, as a conjunction : 

@® xaip, avacca, toda y, ws TéOvny’ 6 ods. 

Chorus. Praised be all gods that look toward Calydon. 

Words. ‘Praised’: use yapis in some form, either alone, 
or with éorw, or with ofda. ‘Calydon’ need not be rendered 

by any such adjective ; éyywpuos or EuzroAts is sufficient. 
Form. The first words give xdprs Oeois, which only needs 

the longer form of the dative, Oeotco., to make a full: penthe- 
mimer. ois éyxwpios translates the remainder, but needs a 

trochee to complete the line. However, ryjode ys may be 

added, and then if we omit rots, the line will run 

xapis Oeotoe tHode yas eyxupioss. 

Althea. Good news and brief; but by whose happier hand? 

Words. ‘Good news’: eddyyedos may be used, or ed etras, 
or ev ratvra. ‘Brief’: Bpaxis, ovvropos. ‘Happier’: etruyys, 
or the verb evruxeiv. 

Form. A pe and 6é sentence is clearly called for. The 
beginning may be made in more than one way. We may 
place ed ratra first as palimbacchius, and ovropus S€ next as 
double trochee (Type VI.). The név would not be indispensable. 
Or again we may use Bpaxews wey for the first group (palim- 
bacchius equivalent, Bpaxéws pronounced as two syllables), and 

place et Sénext. Or elas may complete the penthemimer, and 

ev dé may follow. This second position of Bpaxéws is more 
natural. The two ideas that remain cannot be got into the 

space, though we may say either ‘by whose hand?’ zpos rivos 
xepos; or ‘who was so lucky?’ ris 8 ap qirvxe; The question 
is, which can most easily be understood without saying? 
Obviously the ‘hand.’ 

Bpaxéws pév elas, eb Sé- tris 3 dp’ qirixe; 
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Herald. A maiden’s and a prophet’s and thy son’s. 

Words. ‘Maiden’: xdpy, wapbévos. ‘Prophet’: partis. 

‘Son’: vids, wats, réxvov are the simple words, but there are 

many periphrases. 
Form. The construction is settled by the previous line; 

these nouns must be in the nominative. ‘Son’ should be kept 

to the last, or its emphasis will be lost; the other two do not 

so much matter, which is lucky, for cai pdyris cannot stand 
second. «dpy re, however, can (as an amphibrach), and 
pdyris falls naturally into the first place. (We might write 
Kopy Te pavtts T, if elision were used.) The next words shape 

themselves into a cretic: xat réxvov, with 76 oov next, or kal 76 

adv followed by réxvov. The balance of emphasis is better in 
kat Téxvoy TO aov, a8 we get the three nouns thrown up strongly 
against the rest of the sentence. The remaining iambus may 
be suggested by such a line as Soph. Oed. Col. 7—8 ai raat... 
X® xpovos...xal 7d yevvatov tplrov. We may use either rpiros in 

agreement with the sense (in which case it will be best to 
place it before the neuter noun, kai tpiros...), or tpirov in 

grammatical agreement, which may come last. 

4 Ld .' é pavrTis KOpy Te Kal TpiTos TO Gov TéKVOY. 

Althea. Well fare the spear that severed him and life. 

Words. ‘Well fare’: edrvxetv, or perhaps rprcoABios may 
be useful. ‘Spear’: ddpv. ‘Sever him and life’: use Biov 

voopifew. Of course xreivew alone would give the sense at 
its simplest; but the form should also be kept, if possible. 

Form. The verb should be in the optative of wish: 

edrvxoin, which with a prefixt d\Ad will make a penthemimer. 

The rest of the sentence would be in prose, taking the words 
suggested, ro Sopu 5 évdodicev airdy Biov. There is no room 
for all this. We drop the article at once, and the object 
(which may be easily understood); a participle may now 
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replace the relative clause, and this turns out to be a possible 

cretic, vordicay. Thus exactly enough is left, and not too 

much; for Biov ddpu, thus arranged, make the fourth group 
in lines of Type I. or II. 

GAN evruxoin vordicav Biov Sédpv. 

Herald. Thine own, and not an alien, hast thou blest. 

Words. ‘Bless’: edAocyeiv, or some word that recals 
ei-rvyeity by its sound. 

Form. The meaning is ‘thine own kinsman,’ as ‘alien’ 

shows; not ‘thine own spear,’ as the careless observer might 
imagine. ‘ His’ in the next line bears out the same interpre- 
tation. Obviously then the beginning will be rov ody pév 
(palimbacchius), or rév adv ye. ‘Not an alien’ recals a common 
type of sentence in Greek: xovdels aAXos, odx aAXos tis, ete. 
Kither of these will suit our line in the accusative, making 

it conform to Type VIII. evdAcyeis then falls into the Second 
Cretic Position ; and the line may be completed by some word 
meaning ‘ thus,’ e.g. the adverbial accusative rade. 

Tov aov pev, ovder’ adXov, eddoyeis ade. 

Althea. Twice be thou too for my sake blest and his. 

Words. ‘Twice’: dis. ‘Sake’: yap, exare. 
Form. Either of the words already used may be repeated ; 

dis ebAoya oe, or Sis edrvyoins. The former allows of a literal 
translation: éuod yap xeivov re forming a hephthemimer ; but 

the latter gives a more telling line. We shall follow up the 
verb with xat ov, the pronoun being indispensable; and couple 

the two persons into rav dicodv xapw. Now xat ov will be 
very strong from its position, while dfs and decay will rein- 

force one another. 
by 3 3 id .' o “A 5 co 4 

ts EUTVXOLNS Kal OV, TWY OLTOTWY KXaptV. 
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Herald. At the king’s word I rode afoam for thine. 

Words. ‘King’: Baoweds, ripavvos, avag. ‘Word’: xé 
Aevopa, éperuy, ériotoAn; or by participle xeAevoGeis. ‘Afoam’: 
use idpws explained by izzov or the like, else it must refer to 
the speaker. (idpdw is only Epic.) 

Form. The first thing to settle is the meaning of ‘thine’; 

is it ‘thy word’ or ‘thy sake’? Clearly the latter, since he 
asks no directions from the lady; we must therefore translate 

cov xapiv. Now as ‘sake’ cannot be omitted, and there is no 
short phrase for ‘afoam,’ it becomes necessary to leave out 
‘afoam,’ or rather to express it by some less exact word such 

aS TaXos, ow Taxel, év Tdaxel, ws Taxiora. The idea may be 
exprest by a verb, as nrevyouny or taxvvoper, either of which 
might stand last in the line. If the idea be altogether 

omitted, wapep’ éyw might take this position. The only 
alternative is to interpolate a line of this sort—‘ What is 

it you would say? Speak on.’ There would then be room 

enough for ‘afoam.’ But it would be a fault in taste so 
to do, since there is only one really important idea in this 
verse, and it cannot well be divided. We put therefore 
épetpais or KeXevoGeis second, as a bacchius, and cov xdpw 

in the First Cretic Position, completing the line with Baowréus 
(anapaest) and rayvvoper : 

, > a A 4 4 

Bacréws éperpais cod xapw Taxivoper. 

Althea. Thou sayest he tarrieth till they bring the spoil? 

Words. ‘Tarry’: pévew. ‘Bring’: éodépev, or dépew 

with defining adverb, such as oixade. ‘Spoil’: éAwp, aypa, 
or ‘boar’ again. ‘Till’: éws, dor ay. 

Form. ‘He’ must be exprest, and will be some such 
word as xeivos, éxeivos. ‘Tarries’ is the significant word of 

the sentence, and we will therefore begin with pave dé: the 

pronoun may follow. Next will come the conjunction, be it 

R. ll 
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éws aS a monosyllable, or the trochee éor av. We take the 
latter by preference, because it is likely to help in constructing 
the verse more than éws. The verb in its proper form is 
éodépwor, and if we place €Awp last (eliding the -t) the line 

is finished : 
pévee 8 éxeivos gor dv éodépwo’ wp; 

The essentials are all here; but if it be desired to give 
expression to ‘thou sayest,’ that is easily done. Then we 
must get a shorter word for ‘he’: wy or ode. A€yes vv is 

an amphibrach, which may follow pévev; and ¢ys viv allows 
our keeping 6é: 

peeve St dys vw gor av éopépwo’ edruwp; 

Herald. Hard by the quarry, where they breathe, O queen. 

Words. ‘Quarry’: see ‘spoil,’ 9. ‘Hard by’: zéas, 

mAnoiov, or éri with airds, ‘right over the quarry.’ ‘Breathe’: 
use durvely, dumvon (= avamvoy). 

Form. dypas 7éA\as would do as a translation of ‘hard by 
the quarry,’ but is faulty, because a particle (commonly ye) 
is required in the answer to a question. Moreover, the phrase 
is of no help structurally. We have a cretic duzvoy, and this 
implies that Type I. will be possible. For the same reason, 
mwAyotov is not likely to prove useful. On the other hand, 

éx’ aypa is a bacchius, and this should be chosen without 
hesitation. airj ye can now be placed first in the line. 

Paraphrasing ‘breathe’ as dymvojnvy é€xovo. we get in our 
cretic. If 57 be added to éyovar, a final group of the proper 
form is ready, and the particle has point: ‘they are now 

resting.’ It remains only to bar the hiatus, which is done 

by prefixing xa’. This word may be justified either as a con- 
junction or as an adverb. If xaé is a conjunction, peve: is 

understood ; if an adverb, it emphasises the thought of the 
second clause. 

airy y én dypa, xapmvonv éxovor 87. 
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Althea. Speak thou their chance; 

Words. ‘Speak’: Aéyew, synonym, or compound, e.g. 

kateurety. ‘Chance’: tvyy, or ‘how they are situated,’ wus 

éxouctr. 

Form. Of the words suggested, xareureiy alone furnishes 

a form which will be useful in the verse-construction. «dreue 

being an amphibrach we may place second, and ov pa will 
do to begin with. Next may stand either tiv riyny or mds 
éxovor. The latter is more idiomatic, and is also a better 
translation, since it includes ‘their’: we therefore write 

ov pey Katee Tus ExouCL.... 

but some bring flowers and crown 
these gods and all the lintel, and shed wine, 
fetch sacrifice and slay; for heaven is good. 

Words. ‘Flowers’: avfos. ‘Crown’: orepavovv, or a 

phrase with orépavos. ‘Lintel’: tirépOvpov. ‘Shed’: éxxeiv. 
‘Sacrifice’: iepdv, ipdv. ‘Slay’: Odu, xreivw, or use opayy. 
‘Heaven’: of Oeot. ‘Good’: use a word customary in prayers 
or religious phraseology, such as fAews. The words are simple 

for the most part, and there is not much choice. 
Form. ‘Some’ and ‘others’ would ordinarily be ot pev— 

oi d€, but here they follow mention of another person, ov pev. 
It will be necessary therefore, either to prefix «ai, or to use 

ot d€ for both classes. The latter is most convenient; and if 

we insert «d#éws (which is natural enough) we get a four- 
syllable group suited to the last place in of 8 eiféws. The 
rest of the clause literally translated is depdvrwv av6y, which 

if transposed becomes a penthemimer of Type I. But it is 

impossible to go on literally, because the imperative of ore- 

gavodv is not practicable in iambic verse at all. oredavovv 

can however be used in the infinitive or subjunctive, and the 

construction may be varied so as to admit of this: wore 

11—2 
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orepavovv, for example, or ws or drws orepavapery, os Tapy 
otepavovy ‘that it may be possible to crown.’ None of these 
words is of any use structurally, and we turn to the object. 
The prospect improves at once when we observe that ‘these 

gods’ becomes rovade rots Oeovs (trochee and cretic). dws 
might end this line, and the next might begin oredavupev. 
‘And all the lintel’ becomes wav & érépOvpov, to which we 

may add rdde; thus leaving a trochee or spondee to find. 
Nothing suggests itself but ed@vs, which would fall flat after 

evOéws. It remains to paraphrase; and we may say ‘to honour 
(or adorn) with garlands,’ oreddvois dydAAev, replacing d7rws 
by zap in the line above. The sentence now lacks a con- 

junction ; but observe that ws Qeovs combine into a cretic 

group, while rovode may become rovrovs, and we write 

...08 0 evbéws 

av0n depdvtwv, ws Oeovs TovTovs wapy 

orepavors ayddNew wav & vrépOupov rdde. 

Passing on to the next clause, we get éxxedvrwv for the 
verb, which with of 8€ prefixt fills the first penthemimer. 
olvoy follows next as a trochee. of & ipdv again may make a 

molossus; and as no word in the English suggests how to 

complete the verse with an iambus, tdéxa may be added. ‘Slay’ 
gives @vovrwv and xrewévrwv (molossi), and xravdvtwv (bacchius); 
prefix o¢ayy, and the penthemimer of this last line is done. 
‘ Bring’ is omitted, but to insert it would make it impossible 

to complete the piece in this line, and it is not essential. ‘Aew 
yép or of Oeoi ydp may stand next as a double trochee (Type 
VI.); whichever we choose, a final cretic remains. As a 
matter of taste, tAew is better placed first; it thus gains the 
emphasis which is required. The last couplet then runs as 

follows : 
ot 8 éxxedvrwy olvov, of 8 ipdoy rdaxa 
opayp xravdvruv' thew yap ot Oeoi. 
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XIT. 

Beneath your leafy gloom, ye waving boughs 
of this old, shady, consecrated grove, 

as in the goddess’ silent sanctuary, 
with the same shuddering feeling forth I step, 

5 as when I trod it first, nor ever here 

doth my unquiet spirit feel at home. 
Long as the mighty will, to which I bow, 
hath kept me here conceal’d, still, as at first, 

I feel myself a stranger. For the sea 
10 doth sever me, alas! from those I love, 

and day by day upon the shore I stand, 
my soul still seeking for the land of Greece. 
But to my sighs, the hollow-sounding waves 
bring, save their own hoarse murmurs, no reply. 

A. SwWANWICK: from Goethe. 

Beneath your leafy gloom, ye waving boughs 
of this old, shady, consecrated grove, 

as in the goddess’ silent sanctuary, 

Words. These are the only words that need mention. 
‘Leafy gloom’: ev@vAdos oxia or the like; or we may express 
the idea by ‘gloomy leaves,’ using oxtepds, SdoKtos, KaTaoKLos, 

UrooK.os, evoxiacros, perhaps evaoxtos (Pind., Theoc. etc.). An- 

other way is to use the idiom by which the meaning of the 
noun is repeated in the adjective, thus—jpeAdudvAdos oxdros. 

The idea is capable of many poetic expressions, and a good 

phrase is yAtoorepys Koy. For ‘boughs’ we have zrdpOos, 
kAwv, KAados (kAjua in prose) A ‘consecrated grove’ is 

aAcos, without need of any epithet. 
Notice that the third line means ‘I walk this grove, feeling 

it to be a sanctuary of the goddess,’ and does not allude to 

any temple. The proper word to use here is therefore advrov, 
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which should be put in apposition with the ‘grove.’ ‘Old’: 
mada.os, apxaios, Syvaids; for ‘silent’ we may use cuwmndds, as 

the implication is that people may not speak there, or adOeyxrov 
vamos (Soph. ). 

Form. We should begin with the invocation, and make 

the thing addrest singular, i.e. ‘grove’ rather than ‘boughs’ : 
‘O shady grove, whose boughs wave in the wind their shady 

leaves, old and silent sanctuary of the goddess, beneath your 

leafy gloom I step forth, etc.’ & oxvepoy adcos serves for the 
first phrase. In the next line will come yAoorep7y xopnv, with 

some words for boughs and the verb zdAAovot, or waAAovert 

KAdves Or Kounv KAddo. wadAovow ; line 1 will be completed by 

the link-relative od, and a suitable phrase for ‘winds’: say 
avpat brnvenor (Soph.), ‘gentle breezes,’ for the boughs ‘ wave’ 

only, not toss about. zvoai will take the place of atpa:, to 
get a cretic, ov mvoais. If in (3) we use cww77dos, this must 
have xai or some similar monosyllable before it, and come 

after the penthemimer : i.e. we have as one skeleton dyvaiov — — 
Kai o.wwrndAov VW —. The obvious final is Meds, and addvrov will 
serve as resolved spondee. Or we may place advroy first, 
followed by Oeas and the epithet, and use the phrase of 

Sophocles quoted above. In point of taste it is a gain to get 
rid of the xait. Thus we get the following version : 

> bs ¥ e A e , 
® oKlepov aAGos, OV mvOAals UITnVELOLS 

KAadou Kounv madXdovow yAtoorepy, 

adurov beads Syvardv, abbeyxrov vazros. 

with the same shuddering feeling forth I step, 
5 as when [I trod it first, 

Words. It will be necessary to deal warily with ‘feeling,’ 

and the best way is to paraphrase: ‘stepping forth I shudder,’ 

wréppixa, ppicow. (Distinguish rpéuw ‘I tremble,’ fryd ‘I 

shiver with cold,’ dpicow ‘my hair stands on end.’) For ‘step’ 
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there are hosts of phrases: épew (not to creep, cp. Eurip. 
Medea 333), oreixew, aipew dda, Baivey woda, Swxewv oda, 

dveiooeyv oda, topOuevev oda (Eurip., to go delicately, on 

tiptoe), and some phrases with ddov or xéAevfov. ‘Same’ will 

be otdéy yocoyv 7 waAa, which is a final hephthemimer. 
Form. We must begin with ‘beneath your leafy gloom,’ 

which has not yet been translated. Instead of using a pre- 
position for ‘beneath,’ it is more poetical to use some adjective 
such as ‘shaded by’; and thus xaracx.os pév will open the line, 
with oxorw at the end, and one of the adjectives suggested. 

This adjective should scan u—“— because it must have ro or 

o@ to complete the sense; we will choose peAaydvdAdos. The 
next line will be easy to make out of our materials: réppixa 
Baivovca (a lady speaks, please observe), followed by the 
hephthemimer already made. mada however is not precise 
enough for ‘when first I trod it,’ and we can go on, without 

hesitation, érei with 16 mpwrov for amphibrach. There is 

no need to repeat the word Baivw, but we may choose any 
convenient phrase for ‘came hither,’ Seip’ ddiuxdunv. The 

line must be finished, because a final iambic break, without 
conjunction, is not to be thought of; this we can do by 
adding éyw; which completes the piece. 

U “ 4 
KaTack.os pev o@ pedapgvr\Aw oKOTH 

e A , meppixa, Baivova’, ovdéev nooov 7 mahar 
2 N \ a a > 3s 4 > 4 

érei TO mpwrov Sevp adixopny eyo. 

nor ever here 

doth my unquiet spirit feel at home. 

Words. Any attempt to be literal here will result in 

something absurd. We cannot for example say: Oupds od 
xara Sopov éoriv évOdde, nor use any word like depos at all. 

Sdmos carries no sentiment with it; and the rendering we 
want must carry sentiment. This can often be conveyed by 
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éoria, or Zevs éoriatos: but only where a dwelling is spoken 
of; this phrase is yet more abstract and metaphorical. We 
may get the idea we want by putting it in another way, and 

saying: ‘ Here, a at heart, I always feel a stranger.’ 

This suggests érronpévn xéap, and §évos. 

Form. ézronpéevy xéap forms a final hephthemimer, and 
the line may begin det yap (giving reason for the terror) 
évOa5’. The following line will run ‘I grieve, continuing in 
a strange place’; ddAya@ xpovilovo’” év torw févw. Now by the 

vivid Greek idiom, add gévy in agreement with the subject, 

and in contrast with £éw, and the line is done. 

dei yap évOad’ érronpévn Kéap 

dAyo xpoviLova’ év romw evn févo. 

(By transposing éw and éévy a stronger emphasis is got, 

and a close union suggested betwixt the thoughts.) 

Long as the mighty will, to which I bow, 
hath kept me here conceal’d, still, as at first, 
I feel myself a stranger. 

Words. Here again we must beware of a literal trans- 

lation. It is not usual in Greek to personify such abstractions 
as the divine will, but the practice is modern and due to a 
half-affected reverence. We should boldly use Oeds, or Sa/uwv, 

and any epithet like rayxparys will go with it. ‘To which I 

bow’ also contains a metaphor which is not natural in Greek ; 

for a Greek poet would say something like ‘keeps me in 

willing obedience, not against my will, or willing subject’: 

ovK axovoay, or (using the pretty device of neuter nouns in 
apposition), xeipwua edyepés. ‘As at first’: ws wapos, ws 76 

1 Such are réonua=merrwkws tis, SjAnua ‘bane,’ rdvdov olxovphyara 

‘ stay-at-homes,’ ovyxolunua ‘bedfellow,’ vrnpérnua ‘servant.’ The pupil 

may collect them with advantage. See Introd. p. 75. 
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mpiv, Ws TO Tpiv xpovy, etc. As févos has already been taken, 

we translate ‘stranger’ by ‘I feel myself in a barbarian land,’ 
or the like. 

Form. Instead of the logical construction, ‘although... 
yet,’ we find it advantageous to employ parataxis: (1) ‘Long 
has he kept me, (2) but still I feel.strange.’ paxpdv then will 
stand first ; zayxparis Saiywv finds a natural place, the first 
word being a cretic. For ‘kept concealed’ we fall back upon the 
answering idiom éye: xpvyas, which with ne between will begin 
the next line. This will be followed by the cretic evyepés, and 
xXeipwya with addition of ae or 5) completes this line. Turning 
back to the preceding, we find two gaps, a bacchius and a final 
iambus. As any alteration involves recasting both lines, we 
try first whether this line can be legitimately expanded. This 

is easy, for paxpov may be emphasised by repeating it with a 

suitable particle (uév or tov), and yxpdvoy added at the end. 
We proceed to the next line of the English, which yields at 

once an amphibrachys onws dé and the end of the line makes 
itself from our material, worep év ro piv xpdvw: to add by 
way of contrast xai viv is now simple. Passing on, ‘I feel 
myself’ gives a bacchius, doxo pot, and ‘a strange land’ will 

be BapBapov x@dva, or BapBapov xGovds pvxov, with oixely to 
complete the construction. 

paxpov, paxpov To. TayKparys Saipwv ypdvov 
exer pe kptwas evxepés xeipwpa Sy. 
Gpws S€ Kal viv dorep év TS piv xpovy 
oixety Soxd por BapBapov xGovds pvyov. 

For the sea 
10 doth sever me, alas! from those I love, 

Words. Besides @dAacoa, there are more ornamental 

phrases, such as xAvdwy OadAdoows. For ‘sever’ epyw (or 
compound) is a natural word, and ‘those I love’ will surely 
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be ra didrara. We may if we please here use the Greek 
idiom, by which péoos or the like is coupled with one only 

of the pair of genitives: év perarypiw oxdrov (Aesch. Cho. 60) 

‘the time betwixt light and dark,’ év péow dyrovdev anp éore 

yis (Arist. Birds 187) ‘between earth and heaven’; thus év 
péow tov diAtdrwv, without anything more, may mean ‘be- 

tween me and my dearest.’ 

Form. @addco.s with yap added gives a penthemimer, 
and the line will be completed by ev pécw trav diArarov ; 

xAvowv comes in the next line, and the sense is now complete ; 
but if we add xare/pyes no harm will be done, and the rhythm 

improved (for an initial iambic break is not pleasing). 

Oardoo.os yap ev péeow tav pirrarwv 

kA\vowv Kareipyet. 

and day by day upon the shore I stand, 
my soul still seeking for the land of Greece. 

Words. ‘Day by day’ is xa nyépav. ‘Shore’ is axry or 
axrai, and it will be better to add an epithet showing that the 

seashore is meant, such as OaAdootos or aXipputos. ‘My soul 

seeking’ must be paraphrased: say, ‘feeding my soul with 

longing for Greece,’ Ovydy Booxovoa 7dOw “EAAdOos. 

Form. By adding xai and éy® we complete the line. éz’ 
axry is a bacchius, and dAippvtw will come last; if the phrase 

be made plural, dei at the end will complete the line. 
Booxovoa as antibacchius will best stand first, and @uvpov 
will follow it; “EAAados is a cretic, and can be placed next, 

with 700 following, or if an epithet be added, at the end; 
and we have 

kat xa nyépav eyo 

€oTnk é axtais Tatod adAippuTots aél, 

Booxovoa Gupov “EAAaédos pidns roby. 
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But to my sighs, the hollow-sounding waves 
bring, save their own hoarse murmurs, no reply. 

Words. ‘Sighs’: orévev, crovos. ‘Hollow-sounding’ will 

be Bapicrovos, BapvBpopos. (Do not use xowds which means 
no more than ‘hollow-shaped.’) ‘Wave’: xdvdwv (used al- 
ready), xda, tpixupia, ‘Reply’: apeiBew, avrapye(Bew, apoB. 

‘Hoarse murmur’: Bpopos, protec Bos, pixnpa. 

Form. The Greek idiom is ‘to me sighing,’ orevovoy, and 
the line may end Bapvorovos xAvdwv or BapvBpopos tpixvpia 

(if the former, yap should be added to orevovoy, but observe 

that in this case there is no true caesura, since yap goes in 

rhythm with the word preceding). apo.Byv takes the bacchius 
position, and ¢é¢pec may end the line. ‘No other’ is ovddepiay 
aAAnv, which is not pretty in verse: we use ovrw’ with elision, 
or trochee, and these words are easy to arrange for all who 

understand the structure of an iambic line. Line 13 can be 
completed by ofyo., a natural exclamation; then, adding to 

the 14th line Bpopuov if the first alternative be used, or 

¢AotcBov if the second, we get finally 

oiore orevovon BapyBpopos tpixvpia 

aArAnv dpouBnv ovtw 7 proiaBov pépe. 

XIII. 

Oedipus. Suspend your thoughts, and flatter not too soon. 
Just in the place you named, where three ways met, 
and near that time, five persons I encountered ; 
one was too like (Heaven grant it prove not him!) 

5 whom you describe for Laius; insolent, 
and fierce they were, as men who live on spoil. 
I judged them robbers, and by force repelled 
the force they used. In short, four men I slew; 
the fifth upon his knees demanding life 
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10 my mercy gave it.—Bring me comfort now: 

if I slew Laius, what can be more wretched ? 

From Thebes, and you, my curse has banished me: 
from Corinth, Fate. 

Locasta. Perplex not thus your mind. 
My husband fell by multitudes opprest; 

15 so Phorbas said; this band you chanc’d to meet, 
and murdered not my Laius, but avenged him. 

Oedipus. There’s all my hope: let Phorbas tell me this, 
and I shall live again. 
To you, good gods, I make my last appeal; 

20 or clear my virtue, or my crime reveal. 
If wandering in the maze of fate I run, 

and backward trod the paths I sought to shun, 
impute my errors to your own decree; 
my hands are guilty, but my heart is free. 

DRYDEN, Oedipus. 

For this piece, some hints may be got from the Oedipus 
Tyrannus, e.g. 742—753, 800—813. 

Oedipus. Suspend your thoughts, and flatter not too soon. 

Words. ‘Suspend,’ i.e. ‘restrain’: éréyew, éruyxeiv. 

‘Thoughts’: dpovris, or in this context (but not so good) 
éAvis. ‘Flatter’: Owrevew means rather adulation ; the sense 

here is ‘do not lull your fears to sleep,’ or ‘don’t rejoice too 

soon.’ See below. ‘Too soon’: daccov. 
Form. When a negative and a positive come together, 

the tendency is in Greek to put the negative first; though 

this is not necessary. Here, however, it is convenient; for 

‘do not go on too fast’ gives a penthemimer at once: py dira 
(palimbacchius) 9accov (trochee). It is difficult to turn 
‘flatter’ so as to convey the same idea as in English; and as 
these words as they stand, without a verb, are strong and 

effective, we may leave them alone. The positive command 

should begin with dAAd, and we now want a cretic or trochaic 
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word. It needs only the addition of xai emphatic to make a 

cretic of éréxew, and if we would keep the infinitive, some 

such word as Aéyw ‘I bid you’ must be added. ry dpovridsa 
with elision may begin the next line, being a palimbacchius, 

and we then have: 

pH Sita Oaicoov, GANG Katréxew éyw 

THhv ppovrid.... 

Just in the place you named, where three ways met, 
and near that time, five persons I encountered ; 

Words. ‘In the place’: otzep, @ év rorw. ‘Three ways’: 
tpirAy dds or KéAevGos, and the junction may be exprest by 
dpOpov or ovpBody, «is ev eAGeiv, or any similar phrase. 

‘Near that time’: ocyeddv rére might do, but see below. 
‘Encounter’: azavrav, émiruxeiv, évrvyely (ruxetv alone is 
rather ‘to get’), éyx6pew, Evvavrav, Evvavridlev. 

Form. We begin this line at the second group, which is 

to be spondee or trochee. The narrative will be best intro- 
duced by ydp, and this gives the required group at once: od 
yép, or @ yap followed by the cretic év rérw. The verb will 
be Aéyes, or (as this word was used in the first verse) ov dys, 
with rade to round off the line: ‘Where three ways met’ is 
easy to translate with our materials. We have an iambus 
tpirAy, an amphibrachys xéAevfos, and a cretic ovpBod7: 

tpitAns KeXevOov cvp BoA will do well enough. Or using the 
other word for ‘juncture,’ we may write pds apOpov before a 
hephthemimeral caesura (Type VII.), shortening the word for 
road (6600). Which to choose depends on what is to come. 
axedov rére might end the line if we choose the former 
rendering; but it is a commonplace phrase. The construction 

may be pleasantly varied by making this phrase negative: 
‘nor have you missed the time.’ dzorvyeiy is the prose word 
for ‘miss,’ and a poetical equivalent may be got from Ajax 
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448 ¢dpéves yrwyns arpéav. This will give ovdé rod xpdvov as a 
final penthemimer, and ampéas will stand first or second in 
the next line. From the context we get eizotoa, which may 

precede it. ‘Persons’ must be translated, and the word is 

avdpes or Sdoizropa. A combination of two, révf ddourdpais, 
makes a five-syllable group according to Type X. éyw suffices 

to end the line. Lastly, we choose that verb for ‘met’ which 
is most convenient for the beginning of a line, gvvynvriaLov, and 

the section as finished stands thus: 

..@ yap évy torw ov dys Tade, 

tpitAns 5800 mpos apOpov, ovdé Tov xpdvov 
eiroto’ ampgéas, rev’ Sdourdpots eyo 

EvynvriaLov. 

one was too like (Heaven grant it prove not him!) 
5 whom you describe for Laius; 

Words. ‘Heaven,’ etc.: 6 py yévorro, with & Geol, Zed, d 

Zed, or the like. ‘Too’: dyav, Aiav. ‘Like’: mpoodepys, 
éupepys, mpooeupepys. ‘Whom you describe for Laius,’ ie. 
like Laius according to (xara) your description (Aoyous, etc.). 

Form. Some care is necessary in arranging this sentence. 

In the English, ‘like’ comes first and ‘ Laius’ after, because 
the language admits of no other arrangement. But it is far 
more forcible to reverse the order, which can be done in 

Greek. The prayer is then thrown in as a parenthesis; the 

first part of the sentence tells nothing, and the parenthesis 

gives the impression of suspense, which was the feeling of 

Oedipus. Compare these two English sentences, and you will 
at once see which is the more telling : 

(1) ‘He is like (O that it were not so!) Laius.’ 
(2) ‘He and Laius (O that it were not so !) are alike.’ 

How clearly the second of these expresses that the speaker 
shrinks from uttering the word ‘like.’ , 
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We now turn to the translation. fs jv becomes a cretic 
when we insert the proper particle pév, and r@ Aatw finishes 
the line. The next line begins with 6 py (iambus) yévorro 
(amphibrachys); and kara tovs cots Adyovs requires little 

adjusting. Write rovs ye covs, and there is a cretic, while 
Aoyous xdra is a four-syllable group of the proper form for 

Types I. to III. The sentence concludes at the beginning of 

the next line, so that neither of the cretics will be of use. 

But if we add ris to tpocendepys, we get a five-syllable group 
as in Type XI.; prefix Aiay, and the thing is done. 

..€ls pev qv To Aal 
a \ , , \ 4 4 (6 py yévouro) Tovs ye cots Adyous Kara 

Aiav mpocendepys Tes. 

insolent, 

and fierce they were, as men who live on spoil. 

Words. ‘Insolent’: vBporys, though somewhat stronger 
than the original. ‘Fierce’: wyds, ayptos. ‘Live by spoil’: 
Ayfozae or Ayorys, plain words. ovAdv, ovAy are rather more 

dignified, and suggest business on a large scale: these are used 

of reprisals in war. AenAareiv. ‘As’: ws, ofa. 
Form. The first words present no difficulty. After a 

hephthemimer, the molossus vpicrai’ finds its only possible 
place: add a conjunction dé, and (say) wws to wind up with. 
wpoi re may begin the next line; the verb cannot be jaay, but 
épaivovro will serve, if its final can be elided. ‘To live on 
spoil’ should contain the noun Bios or Bioros, and in prose 

we might make some such phrase as Biov ovAats Kexrnpevor. 

A. poet may combine ovAais xextnuévor into avAwvres (molossus). 
Prefix ofa (trochee), and place Biov last, and you have 

...uBpiotai dé mus 
wot t épaivov6’, ofa ovrAdvres Biov. 

1 The v is sometimes shortened by the tragedians. 
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I judged them robbers, and by force repelled 

the force they used. 

Words. ‘Judge’: xpiveyv, vouifew; or idiom with ws, 87. 

‘Robbers’: Ayorjs remains for us, or ddovpés ‘highwayman’ 

(Soph. frag. 23), lit. ‘road-watcher,’ from root of épaw (compare 
poupds = mpo-opds, TYua-opos, 7uAwpds, olkovpos, and a gloss in 
‘Hesychius Bapos: éf0aApoi). ‘Force’: Bia. ‘Repel’: dptve. 

Form. The most idiomatic rendering brings the two 
clauses into one, thus: ‘I repelled them, as (in my opinion) 

robbers’; and be careful to keep ‘force’ and ‘by force’ together : 
Bia Biav. We now get ddovpovs for the second group (bacchius), 

and ws with a particle such as ovv for the first. ovras may be 
added, and being a trochee, may follow the caesura. The 

proper form of the verb is 7#yvva, which cannot stand in this 

line, but may follow Bia Biav in the next asin Type VII. If 
we retain this form of sentence, some addition is necessary ; 
and this may be any participle with the meaning ‘attack.’ 

It should scan as a cretic, or as a whole penthemimer of the 
Type used. éo7irrwy will surely occur to the student, who 
may finish the line with éyw. 

e > e Q ¥ > 4 > A ws ovv ddovpots ovtas éomimrrwy éyw 

Bia Biov jprva. 

In short, four men I slew; 

the fifth upon his knees demanding life 
10 my mercy gave it.— 

Words. ‘In short’: use ocvvrapwv A€yev, év Bpaxe etc. 

‘Four’: remember that the article is used in fractions when 

the first section is mentioned; of récaapes. It is not needed 

in speaking of remainders; thus rpirnv érevdidwpe ‘the third 
and finishing blow,’ tpivov yyiradavrov ‘one and a half talents,’ 
lit. ‘ the third a half talent.’ ‘Knees’: use zpoorecuy, yovara 

dprioywv xepi, yovarwy Nocopevos ; OF mpoomirvew Twa yovaciy. 
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The Greeks regarded the knees of the besought, not of the 

suppliant. ‘Demanding life’: use Arrapetv, Aiccer Par, avria- 

obat, ixvetcOar etc. ‘Mercy’: olxros; oixrippwy, etc., dt otkrov. 

Form. The line begun may continue simply xai rovs 
tésoapas, a five-syllable group of Type IX. (Observe that 
there is no final cretic, since rovs cannot be separated rhythmi- 
cally from réooapas.) ‘In short’ suggests one or two phrases 

which may come early in the succeeding line (the phrase should 
not be kept longer): ws cvvrazwv may stand first, or ws év Bpaxei, 
and Aéyw rade (with elision) may follow as an amphibrachys 
(Type VII.). ‘I slew’ &ravov could be placed next, or by 

prefixing airdés (‘by myself’) we shall bring the line to an 
end. eumrov 5€ is a palimbacchius, and its natural place 
is first in the line following. Now look at the verbs by which 

we are to translate ‘kneeling’ and ‘demanding life’; place 
each in the accusative of the participle, and it will be seen 
that Arrapotvra is a double trochee, and so is wpoozirvovra. 
Either of these then may stand as the second group, con- 

forming to Type VIII. The one not chosen may have re added 

to it, and will then form a penthemimer like the latter half of 
Type IX. We may pause now for a moment, and see what we 

have got so far. 
...KQL TOUS TéeTTApas 

ws ovvTtapov Aéyw Tad, abros Exravov: 
mweumrov O€ AurapovvTa mpooritvovTa 7é.... 

Now since the English ‘demanding life’ has been changed to 

a simple ‘ beseeching,’ ‘my mercy gave it’ cannot stand. Nor 

indeed would the personification suit this passage. There is 
indeed nothing to prevent a personification of mercy, when 
prudence is found personified (Soph. £7. 990); but to use the 
figure here would be to change the subject in a way unsuited 
to the Greek idiom. We must seek for some phrase to express 
the idea, ‘I spared him in pity,’ which shall not be common- 

place, but shall have the same elevated tone as the English. 

R. 12 
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Such a phrase is wepiBadwv olxrov. Now choose a verb for 

‘spared,’ ddyxa say, and there are the materials for a line. 

ddyxa is an amphibrach, vepBarwy is a cretic equivalent 
(Luv for —v-). Write olkrév rwa, and the latter half is 
finished ; the context suggests ixéry for the first place, and 

the word placed next to d¢yxa gives a pretty effect—‘I spared 

him at his prayer.’ 

ixérnvy adyKxa, meptBadwv olkrov tia. 

Bring me comfort now: 

Words. ‘Comfort’: rapyyopeiv, rpooryopetv; raprydpypc.. 

Form. The change of person makes ov necessary. ap7- 

yope. pe forms a five-syllable group suited to Type XI., and 

ov vuv will come first. This is all that we need, and the piece 
may end here. But a Greek would probably say ‘Comfort 

me despondent,’ abvyotvra. This word in elision becomes a 

bacchius, and suggests that we follow the First Type: ov viv 
aOvpotvr —v— wapyydpe. pe follows viv, and surely it needs 
little thought to hit on a natural completion to the line: 

Q a > » a?» > , , 
Cov vuv fg abvpodvr’, WwW yuvat, TaApHNyOpet. 

If I slew Laius, what can be more wretched ? 

Words and Form. The latter part of the verse repre- 

sents an idea not uncommon in Greek tragedy; and as the 
words are long, it usually fills a whole line (cp. O. 7. 815, 

816). It would be impossible to get the English into one 
line of Greek in any case; and under the circumstances it is 
best to make two of it. This being so, we want long words 

and phrases to translate ‘If I slew Laius.’ We accordingly 

insert the article (with, of course, a particle, yap): tov Aatov 
ydp, a full penthemimer. We also use the compound verb, 
xaréxtavov; and as even this is not enough (ei xaréxravoy 
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leaving an iambic space at the end, and not admitting of éyw), 
we use the periphrastic conjugation with éyw', and write 

tov Adiov yap « xataxreivas éxw...(Type X.). 

In the next line, d@\wrepos will come last (Type IX.), and 

Tovdé y’ may precede it as a trochee. Using yevéoOa: we have 
for the penthemimer ris av | yévouro (Type I.), or 

ris 8 yevour’ av rovdé y GOAUWTeEpos; 

From Thebes, and you, my curse has banished me: 
from Corinth, Fate. 

Words. ‘My curse’: oixeia dpd. ‘Banished’: qevyew, 
éxrimrev. ‘Fate’: potpa. 

Form. This sentence must in Greek be connected with 

the preceding ; and the best link is the relative, ‘me’ being 

changed to 6s. ‘From Thebes and you’ gives at once é re 
@nBov ward cod, which scans if we place és before it. 
devyew xpewy may end the line. oixeias apats might have 
ended the line, had it begun differently ; transpose them, and 
use the ovv-dative, and you have a hephthemimer. Now is 

there anything that can legitimately expand the phrases 

used? Some word may reinforce the idea of being driven 
into banishment, or hounded by curses: such a word as 

olotpyAaros. This cannot find a place in the line we are at; 
but it may go in the line before if we can save the hiatus: 
éxrecav olotpyAaros. xKaird cod will now fall in the second 

line. Or again: the construction may be dév...gvyely xpewv; 
and now we may add pev after @nBav, and place dvyeiy next 

it, while xaz6 cov xpedy will complete the other line: 

ov & te OnBav piv dvyeiy oiotpyAarov 
apatow oikeiauce Kad Gov xpewr. 

Observe that the first of these two lines has no real caesura, 

1 See page 59. 

12—2 
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as @nBav pe is one rhythmical group; but that does not 
matter once in a way. (See Introduction, pages 12, 13.) 

Carrying on the same construction, we get poipg KopivOov. 
Here the speech might end, but the words without a con- 

junction dé would be most obscure. dé must in fact be got 
in: it is not too much to say that a Greek would never have 

written them without it. But Kopiv@ov can stand nowhere 

else in the line; it must therefore be changed, say to some- 

thing which is able to stand elsewhere, say yjs Kopw6ias. A 

rather neat antithesis is suggested by poipa, which recalls the 

adjective ayoipos ‘with no share.’ Add now an infinitive ‘to 
be’ which scans as an iambus, wéAev or pévew, and the verse 
stands complete : 

potpg S apoipov yas KopwOias wévev. 

It must be granted that this rendering of the present section 
is weaker than the English ; but it seems to be inevitable if 

we have to use oixetats apais, and to bring in a proper 
antithesis with pév and Sé | 

Locasta, Perplex not thus your mind. 

Words. ‘Perplex’: rapaccew, xvifew, Avmeiv. 
Form. With such a word as rapacoew the line is easy. 

py 8) tapacoe is a natural translation, and scans as a 
penthemimer ; ovrw ¢péva is the kind of four-syllable group 
which we need for the last group; and the tone suggests a 

parenthetic appeal, mpos Oewv or the like: 

py 8n tapacce, pos Dewy, ovTw dpéva. 

My husband fell by multitudes opprest ; 
15 so Phorbas said; 

Words. ‘Husband’: moos. ‘Fall’: use ddAAvoGat, Ory- 

oxev, or the like. ‘Multitudes’: wAj60s with defining 

genitive, such as avdpav, xepwv ; or woAXoi simply. ‘Opprest’: 
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a participle meaning ‘killed’ will do, but the word may be 

omitted ; vo is enough. 
Form. Using the proper link yap, we get the amphi- 

brachys zoots ydp, and ovpds will stand before or after it. The 
verb gives either @avev, a trochee-equivalent, or wAero, which 

is a trochee in elision, or may stand last with cretic rhythm. 

‘By multitudes’ is woAAdv vo; and we should not lose the 
opportunity of strengthening the phrase by antithesis—‘ not | 

by one, but by many’: ovdx vd &ds, GANG roAAGv. Now if 
uo évds be paraphrased évds xepi, we get a five-syllable group 

suited to Type IX., and our first line is done: 

Tools yap ovpos wAeT ovx évds xepl.... 

‘So Phorbas said’ gives d& efre (or ws ele), a palimbacchius, 
and ®dpBas, a spondee; these together make up a complete 

penthemimer. dAAa wodAdv vro needs but one long syllable 
to be a hephthemimer; and accordingly we insert the em- 

phatic xai: 

...wWs elre PopBas, adda xai wodAGv Uro. 

this band you chanc’d to meet, 
and murdered not my Laius, but avenged him. 

Words. ‘This band’: otro. ‘Meet’: see Vocabulary 
to lines 2—3. ‘Chance’: rvyxavew, or adverbial rvyy. 
‘Murder’: xreivw, xataxteivw. ‘Avenge’: type c. dat. 

As regards the Form, ‘you met’ is best made a participle: 

aTavTjoas, évruxuv, éyxipoas are all useful forms. With the 
addition of ov, a metrical group may be made out of any of 

these: rovrots aravrjcas ov (Type XI.), or rovroow éyxipoas 
ov (Type VIII.). If rvxy be placed at the verse-end, a cretic 
is to seek; but perhaps the student will remember the 
prepositional phrase ctv tvxy or civ tuxy twi. Now trans- 
lating what remains, we have ériuwpyoas air@, odx exraves. A 
vigilant eye will not fail to see in ériyuwpyoas a word suited to 

Type XI. Place the pronoun before it, in which emphatic 
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position xe(vy must be used, not aire; and is there any 
reason against ye? You killed a man, it is true, but not that 
man, my husband. Again, oi« éxraves is four syllables, and 
we want five; but the compound is waiting, and we write 

> o 

Keivy Y éryswpyoas, ov Karéxtaves. 

Oedipus. There's all my hope: let Phorbas tell me this, 
and I shall live again. 

Words. ‘Live again’: avnBav. 

Form. Nothing needs altering in the translation; &- 

tav0a, waca éAmis is good Greek; and it actually scans, if 

we insert 57. But 57 will hardly do; however the emphasis 

may be expressed by ye—évrai0a raca y éAmis, or by xai, 
with a slight change—dazaca xav rod éAris. Put what follows 

conditionally, and you have a molossus: ei dain, rade coming 
last. The next line will begin with PopBas, and advnBynv av 
may stand next as in Type XI. 

draga Kav TwO éAmis: e€i hain rade 

PopBas, avnBynv av. 

To you, good gods, I make my last appeal; 

Words. ‘Last’: voraros, ravictaros. ‘Appeal’: ecdxz, 
Airy, or any word meaning ‘prayer.’ ‘Good’: dixaros seems 
the best equivalent in this context. 

Form. ‘I make’ would hardly be so put by a Greek ; 
rather ‘listen,’ dAN’ dxovere (Type IX.). dixacor is a bacchius, 
and @eoi will precede it. The rest is equally simple: we have 
Tv ravveTarny, & group of five syllables suitable to Type X., 
and an iambus Acrjv: 

..GAX aKovere, 

Geot Sixasor, trv wavvorarnv urjv. 
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20 or clear my virtue, or my crime reveal. 

Words and Form. These abstract nouns should be 
avoided in translation. We should say, ‘Either prove me 

innocent (xafapds, avairios), or show me guilty (airdxerp, 
avtoévrys, goveis).’ These words are longer than in the 
English, and wy in some form will probably be necessary. 

Hence it seems better not to attempt compression into one 

line. 7 xafapov gives an equivalent of the palimbacchius (the 
second syllable resolved); the trochee ovra comes next. 
Various renderings are possible for the verb. With édéygar’ 
next, for example, we get a line of Type VII., and now we 
may even complete the whole in one line: 7 ‘udavas dovea. 
But the line is clumsy, and pe is really to be desired. If we 
paraphrase : rod. dovov p’ adiere, we may find room for one of 
the expressive words airdyeip or avroévrys. In the succeeding 
line, avroevrys being a four-syllable group of trochaic rhythm, 
prefix 7 »e and a penthemimer appears. ‘Clearly’ may be 

added, éudavas, and with the compound in place of éAéyfare, 
the translation is done. 

9 Ka0apov ovra Tov dovov pm adiere, 

7] pe avroévrynv éudavas edeyfare. 

If wandering in the maze of fate I run, 
and backward trod the paths I sought to shun, 

Words. ‘Wandering’: wAavys, rAavqrys (adj. or subst.), 

or use éppw. ‘Maze of fate’: AaBupiwOos will not do, but the 
‘maze’ must be paraphrased by adamjs, tuddAds, or the like. 

‘Fate’ should then be ‘fated path’ or the like: poporpos, 

évaicinos, oupoxpavros with odes. ‘Backward’: aeppos, eu- 
makw. ‘Tread’: Baivw, tpoBaivw. ‘Sought to shun’: devyey; 

or use axwy, ovx éxuv, or AaHov éuavrov. 
Form. ci yap naturally stands first, and wAavyrns next 

as a bacchius. Now popowos may be made a cretic, with odes 
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last; but there is a better way. We perceive a double 
trochee in poupoxpartos, and this form is suited to the Type of 

the Final Cretic (VI.); whilst odds needs only a prefixt «is to 
make the cretic. Hence our first line will be (applying 
mwAavyrys to the road as a cumulative epithet)— 

el yap wAavyrnv powpdxpavtov eis oddv.... 

Next we may paraphrase ‘maze’ by zpoBaivwy agavy ; here is 
a bacchius, which places itself, and an anapaest may stand 

first in the line, The next idea to be rendered is ‘turning 

back,’ which gives us a cretic éuzadwv, and a simple para- 

phrase otpéyas adda for the final group— 

adavy mpoBaivwy, éurakw orpépas moda... 

Now may follow the main verb, say Adnf éuavrov. 
‘Sought to shun’ will be reinforced if we add another clause, 

such as ‘and fell into what I fled from’: éuzeowy re ols 
épevyov. In this clause we again perceive a double trochee 
(ols épevyov), and a cretic for the last place : 

An epavrov, ols + epevyov eyreouv.... 

(The conjunction couples the two participles, orpéjas and 

€pmrecwv. ) 

impute my errors to your own decree; 

my hands are guilty, but my heart is free. 

Words. ‘Impute’: avarrev, avariBévat, avadépew, or 
simple verb r:Oévar. ‘Errors’: dyepripara, or simply rayd in 

this context. ‘Decree’: BovAyn, BovAevpa. ‘Guilty’: alrios, 

duapraveyv. ‘Free’: use the opposite, avuirios. 

Form. The infinitive may be used in a formal command; 

or a paraphrase with xpy. The latter gives the easiest 
version: xp} Taya being a palimbacchius, and Oetvac a 

spondee. The construction must be the genitive: rijs Oewv 
BovAjs, which scans as it is. Or rod Oedv BovAeiparos, which 

would complete the line. The former we will choose here, 
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because it leaves room for a final érei leading up to the last 
sentence. This last sentence should be modelled on the 

famous line of Euripides 7 yAdoo’ éuwpox’, 4 St ppyv avajporos. 

We may turn it in various ways: 7 xelp pace, or xelp airia 

pev, OF yuaprey 4 xeip, each a penthemimer. The last is best 
if duaprypara be not exprest already. 5 dpyv will follow, 

and lastly dvairios (Type II.) : 

xp Tapa Oetvar tTHS Oewv BovAjxs, eet 
jpaptrev 4 xeip, y Sé dpi avaircos. 

XIV. 

Thekla. Well, how began the engagement ? 
Captain. We lay, expecting no attack, at Neustadt, 

entrenched but insecurely in our camp, 
when towards evening rose a cloud of dust 

5 from the wood thitherward; our vanguard fled 
into the camp, and sounded the alarm. 
Scarce had we mounted, ere the Pappenheimers, 
their horses at full speed, broke through the~lines, 
and leapt the trenches! but their heedless courage 

10 had borne them onward far beyond the others. 
The infantry were still at distance, only 
the Pappenheimers followed daringly 
their daring leader. 

S. T. CoLeRIDGE: from Schiller. 

This piece is likely to prove a useful exercise, since it 
brings in a vocabulary more usual in historical prose than in 

verse. 

Thekla. Well, how began the engagement ? 

Words. ‘How’: mds, rim tpdrw. ‘Begin’: dpyewv, xar- 
dpxew c. gen., or uvdrrev (uaxnv); apxnv moretoOat, OérBar. 
‘Engagement’: payn, or use ddpv in some form, és yelpas 
eAGetv, etc. 
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Form. Neither bacchius nor cretic is wanting among the 

words given above, but we get no very satisfactory line out of 
them. We can get as far as was ovv fvypjzrov THY paxny, and 
fill up with ‘speak,’ or ‘tell me this.’ There is a lack of skill 
about such a line which most will see; ‘tell me’ comes 

naturally at the beginning, but not last, unless the tone is 

impatient or anxious. ¢ép’ eizé, with or without 67 por, 
would make a good beginning, and tiv tporw might follow as 
a cretic equivalent. A more poetical way of turning the 

phrase is riva payns apynyv (sovotvrat), if a suitable verb can be 
got; or ris payns apyy alone. Here at last is the hint which 
will solve the difficulty. Let dpoipsov be used for apyy; and 

it will be seen that ri dpoipcoy is a four-syllable final. Now 

let paxns have its article, and write 

ghép eiré by pore THs paxys Ti Ppotmov; 

Captain. We lay, expecting no attack, at Neustadt, 
entrenched but insecurely in our camp, 

Words. ‘Lie’: xeioba, or elvac simply. ‘ Expect’: 
mpoadoxay, xapaooxeiv, éArifew. ‘Attack’: wpooBody, éo Body. 

‘Entrenched in our camp’: it is not necessary to translate 
these words literally. orpardredov is awkward (though it 

occurs, Soph. Philoct. 10); use reixiopa, oravpwpa, or reyxiLw 

with rddpot dpuxtai, or some such words. ‘Insecure’: ovx 

acgadys. ‘Neustadt’: the New Town, Néa aéXAts. 

If such a piece should occur in a tragedy, it is clear that it 
would be part of a messenger’s speech. We shall do well, 

then, to preface it with some line such as this: ‘I will tell 

the whole tale,’ ‘I will say all I have seen,’ ‘I will make 
no long story, but will recount in few.’ Here too something 

of the sort is necessary if we are to answer ¢ép’ eizré in the 
first line. The proper particles are xai 57 ‘well, I am telling 
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you’: xat dy A€yw oo is spondee + bacchius, a penthemimer. 

There we may stop ; or we may go on thus 

kat 67 A€yw cor wav Goov Kareddounv. 

The story proper regularly has the particle yap; and this 

affixt to Nég woAe makes up a half line. The most natural 
word to come next is ‘entrenched,’ év oravpwyacw; a five- 

syllable final of Type IX. This leaves a trochaic space for the 
verb, which will therefore be yer: 

Nég rode yap juev év cravpupacw... 

‘But insecurely’ is best turned by the adverb with éyew ; 
which gives us a hephthemimer, ovx aopadds followed by the 
amphibrachys éxyovres. Now there is a logical connexion 

between ‘expecting no attack’ and ‘insecurely’; the particle 

ws should accordingly be used in the next clause—‘as ex- 
pecting no attack,’ ws ovdeuiav xapadoxodvres eoBoAnv. This 

furnishes matter for a line. «xapadoxowvres is already a pen- 
themimer ; and if we replace ovdexiavy, which is awkward, by 
ovriwva, we get a trochee and cretic, which together may form 

a final penthemimer. It is possible to complete the line in 
two ways: by placing a trochee between these two parts 
(compare Type V.), or by prefixing a spondee or iambus (com- 

pare Type XI.). Observe now that the sentence is negative, 
and it will be clear at once that the most natural thing is to 

prefix a negative to the first foot: ovrw. This finishes the 
fifth line, but the fourth is still incomplete. However, a 

genitive of the enemies is appropriate; woAeuiwy will not do, 

but évayriwv will, and thus we get for the two verses 

ovx agdadus 8’ éxovres, ws évarytiwv 

ourw Kapadoxouvtes ovTw' éo BoA. 

when towards evening rose a cloud of dust 
5 from the wood thitherward ; 

Words. ‘Towards evening’: apos éowépav, or yAilov 
POivovros, Suvovros, wpiv Geod Sdvar wéAas (Eur.), or use dvcpai. 
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‘Cloud of dust’: lit. xdvews vépos. The epithet dupia is often 
added to xévis without special reason. ‘Wood’: vAy, varn. 
‘Thitherward’: éréxewa, rovréxewa, éxetHev. 

Form. It is important here, as in all good narrative, 
to keep the natural order of events. The note of time will 

come first; then the thing seen, the verb next (this order 
is much more vivid than placing the verb before its object), 
and finally what we last have leisure to notice, the direction. 

To introduce this new set of ideas the proper particles are xat 

pyv. Bearing in mind what has just been said, we will not 
follow up with dépayev, but with POivovros yAiov (amphi- 

brachys + cretic). Last in the line comes the four-syllable 
final xovews védos. We may now place dpaper first in the line 
following. ‘From the wood’ is vAys aro, which may stand 
last ; and rovzéxewa before it will be a cretic. In the vacant 

space a participle may be placed, ‘rising’ from the wood, 

apOév. The two lines then are 

kal pyv POivovros nAiov Kovews vedos 
Spaev apbev rovmréexew’ vAns azo, 

our vanguard fled 
into the camp, and sounded the alarm. 

Words. ‘Vanguard’: of rpocOev or ta mpocbev; mpo- 
paxo. may do; of mporeraypévor is unmanageable, but of zpo- 

‘ raxOévres is not. ‘Sound the alarm’: say ‘raise a shout,’ or 

the like, Bony idow or iordow (cf. Philoctetes 1263). ‘Into 

the camp’ will be simply ‘backwards,’ or mpds yas. 
Form. The ‘vanguard’ with ovv will make a metrical 

group, of 8° ovv mporayOévres, but not one which suits the 
iambic line. One short syllable is needed to make a full 

hephthemimer of Type XI. Suppose we turn the compounded 
mpo- into an adverb, zpoow: the thing is done. ‘Fled into 
camp’ gives gevyover (palimbacchius) and pds ypas (bacchius), 
which cannot stand together. ¢devyovot may be changed to 
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épvyov, though at some sacrifice of vividness; but a neater 

way is to paraphrase, ¢vyj tperopxevo, the latter word being a 
cretic with the first syllable resolved. Bonv may now stand 
last, with zoAAnv before it, and iordou first in the next line 

(palimbacchius, Type II.). This does not quite translate ‘the 

alarm,’ and we must consider what the words mean. The 

object of the alarm is to get under arms; and we are justitied 

in adding ‘to bid us take arms at once,’ d7rA’ 7dy AaBelv. A 
double trochee remains to find; and if we take the technical 

word for ‘signalling,’ onpaivw, we get what we want. There 

remains still half the first line undone; for which the context 

suggests some such word as ‘fearing,’ doBovpevor, which needs 

only to be compounded, and we have a final penthemimer : 

ot 8° ovv mpdcw taxOevres expoBovpevor 
vy} wpos nas tpewopevor woAAnv Bonv 
ioraot, onpavovvres Orr” non AaPeiv. 

Scarce had we mounted, ere the Pappenheimers, 
their horses at full speed, broke through the lines, 

and leapt the trenches! 

Words. ‘Scarce’: ports, cxodp. This suggests the 

idiomatic verb d@avw. ‘Mount’: éd’ imrovs avaByvar (the 

participle may be written ayBas in verse); or trmroow éuBe- 

Bares (Soph.). ‘Full speed’: Spduw, or use raxeia dpuy. 
‘Lines’: réAyn, tages; or if the entrenchment be meant, 

dpaypara, teixn. ‘Leap’: vrepOpwoxev, breprydav. ‘Trenches’: 

see on line 2. ‘Pappenheimers’: those who prefer may use 
@paxes, Muppudoves, or some other name of the kind. But the 
word may easily be made to look Greek. The first part will 
become Ilarqd- (like Samrdw), and the ‘heim’ being ofxos, the 

whole compound may be Grecised as [lardouxys. 

Form. immo: 5° éuBeBores (in its proper case) might do 
for a beginning, but podrs should certainly be the first word. 
This the participle can follow if we insert the enclitic vw 
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instead of 5€. trout will now come in the molossus position, 

the final being lengthened by ¢6ave. So the line may stand, 
if the rest of the sentence be so made as to allow of a singular 

subject, and of a verb which will not govern the genitive. 

The subject should now be a word meaning ‘troop,’ and iA7 is 

a technical word for a troop of cavalry. The following line 

may then begin iAy ris (palimbacchius). Now for the ‘attack,’ 
éorecovea, a double trochee which may stand next (Type VIII.) 

throwing the object into the accusative (Soph. Ajax 55). 

Tlardotxéwy comes next, as a molossus, and dpouw ends the 

verse. There is no reason why raxeiay dppyv should not be 
added as a cognate accusative; the effect will be heightened 

by it. wore will naturally continue the construction, and 
‘break the lines’ is metrical without change: firyviva being a 
cretic and réAy an iambus. Passing on to what follows, we 

have tzrepOpucxovea, which easily falls into its place (Type XI.). 
ta mpooGe in agreement with réAy may be prefixt. The line 
may end with ré¢povs, and it will probably be no hard matter 

to complete it; but a neater translation is possible if we place 
tappous dpuxras in the next line, and add here immo péver. 
The hiatus may be avoided if we use the sense-construction, 

and write trepOpwoxovres. We then have 

pods vuv éuBeBuwras trio, POaver 
iAy Tis éorrecotoa Tamdouxéwv Spopw 

Taxelav Sppyv, wore pyyvivar téAY 

ra mpoad’, SrepOpwoxovres trmKxa pévet 

Tadppous dpuxtas. 

This translation is rather long, but it will probably be 
admitted that the gain in style and effect compensates for the 

loss in concentration. 
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but their heedless courage 
10 had borne them onward far beyond the others. 

The infantry were still at distance, only 
the Pappenheimers followed daringly 
their daring leader. 

Words. ‘Courage’: Opacos, avfadia. ‘Heedless’: a 
variety of adjectives may prove useful ; but none is necessary 

with the nouns given. Opacvs, avdadys, tAypwv ; ravroApos, 
mavroro\pos. (Do not use adpovtis, which means ‘ foolish.’) 

Form. These lines have been grouped together, because 

there is an implied contrast between Pappenheimers and 

infantry, which ought to be clearly brought out in the Greek. 

The sentence will take form something like this: ‘To such a 

point of recklessness did they come, that the one class (rovs 
pev) actually rushed (fépecOa:, used of runaway horses) far 
beyond, while the foot (rov 52 wefov) remained behind. The 
others however (oi dé) followed their leader, bold (following) 
the bold, Opacets Opacre’.’ 

The first phrase we fasten upon is ‘to such a point,’ és 
Touro (roovroy, Togov, Tocovde) avOadias; from which words a 

hephthemimer is easily composed. This completes the line we 
had begun. The next must be wholly taken up with 7A6ov, 

wore tepaitépw, or words to that effect, because it is important 
to keep rots pev and rov dé wefov in one line. Moreover, since 

épeo Ga. is a bacchius, and tov Sé wrefdv a double trochee, this 

line is as good as made; a cretic only is wanting, which 

should mean ‘to be left behind.’ For this éAeirw will do, 

used intransitively (remember the word ‘eclipse’): é«Avreiv. 
Turning back to the unfinisht verse, we soon see that wove 

mepattépw will be a final hephthemimer if we insert the 
emphatic xai. It remains then so to paraphrase 7\0ov that we 
make of it a penthemimer. We may leave it untouched, and 
add Opaceias in agreement with aifadias; or we may personify 

av0adia, by saying ‘to such a point did rash daring lead them, 
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avGadia yveyxe tAypwv.’ One line only remains to do, and this 

we may as well finish before writing down the final result. 

ot dé must begin it (for there is no need to repeat the name ; 
the words can mean no one else); and égpyra: being a 

bacchius finds its place inevitably. Opacets Opacet will end 
the whole with an effective antithesis; and what is wanted 

now is merely a cretic for the ‘leader.’ The student may be 

tempted to write yyenon, a cretic with resolved final. This 

rhythm is rare, but by no means unlawful; still, to the 

trained ear it does not sound well in this instance. It is 

more usually found when the word is an adjective like otpana, 
or a trisyllable such as warépa. Anyhow, the beginner will 
do well to avoid this and all other exceptional rhythms until 
he can trust his ear to discriminate; and as Bpafevs is to 
be had for the searching, this shall be used. The last section 
then as completed reads thus : 

...€5 togov § avfadias 
> o 9g QA lA 7A\90v Opaceias, wore Kal mepartépw 

Tous pev dépecOa, rov dé welLov éxAuzreiv. 

ot 8° ovy érovra: ta BpaBel, Opaceis Opacei. 

XV. 

MoTHER AND Son. 

Hast thou no pity upon my loneliness ? 
Lo, where thy father Lot beside the hearth 
Lies like a log, and all but smouldered out ! 
For ever since when traitor to the King 

5 He fought against him in the Barons’ war, 
And Arthur gave him back his territory, 
His age hath slowly drooped, and now lies there 
A yet-warm corpse, and yet unburiable, 

No more; nor sees, nor hears, nor speaks, nor knows, 
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10 And both thy brethren are in Arthur’s hall, 
Albeit neither loved with that full love 
I feel for thee, nor worthy such a love. 

TENNYSON, Gareth. 

Hast thou no pity upon my loneliness ? 

Words. The only phrase that calls for notice is ‘ pity.’ 
This idea has many modes of expression: oixripw or com- 
pound, 8’ otxrou éxev, olkrov loxew or dye twvés. 

Form. Be careful not to use a noun, such as épypia: 

Greek idiom requires ‘loneliness’ to be turned as ‘me being 
lonely.’ This gives at once dp’ od py? Zonpov otcay for a 
beginning. Our molossus, oixripes, comes in next most 

conveniently, and réxvoy naturally ends the address. 

Lo, where thy father Lot beside the hearth 
Lies like a log, and all but smouldered out! 

Words. Useful hints may be got from Aeschylus P. JV. 
351 ff. ‘Hearth,’ best éoria: we need think of no other 

word if this willdo. ‘Like’: besides the adjectives of this 

meaning, éupepys, mpoceudepys, sows, we may use the 
adverbs ws or dmws, dixyv etc.; or the simile is neatly 
turned by ts (Lat. guidam), xoppés ms, fidov me (note 
quantity). dxpetov déuas, from the passage of Aesch., may be 
found useful. ‘Smouldered out’: for this we have some fine 
words, as avOpaxdopat, xat- (both in Aeschylus), from which 
nvOpaxwpévos makes a good ending: ¢depardw (epaparwhy 
xageBpovry0n abévos, P. V. 363): avpdw may be used in 
conjunction with one of these; by itself it is rather weak, 

and may mean simply ‘set on fire’ (lit. or metaph.): lastly 
ridw with its ptep. reOuppévos (Aesch.). 

Form. Do not translate ‘Lo where’ literally ; ‘see how’ 

would do, but it is better to use the parenthesis, ‘Thy 

R. 13 | 
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father, seest not? lies...2 The particle should be pé, as 

looking forward ; no special word need answer to this, but it 
so happens we have a natural antithesis in ‘brethren,’ line 10. 
‘Seest not,’ gives a cretic, ody épas, which we will place in 
the First Cretic Position. We then get: 6 ods raryp pe— 
ovx opas; Or by combining both methods, iSov, rarip pev— 

ovx dpas; (Be careful not to say idov pév, raryp, a frequent 

mistake of beginners. The idiom is, vocatives and exclama- 

‘tions are outside the construction, and the conjunctions are 

placed as if no such thing was there: thus io vavrAdpov 

NidBa, ve 8 eywye veuw Oeov, Soph. Hl. 150.) The line runs 

on to its completion naturally, rap éorig (or wapéorios). But 

the name ‘Lot’ remains, and though this can be left out 

without harm, it is easy to get it in by the parenthetic 

device, Awrov Aéyw: this we place at the end instead of the 

phrase suggested. The next line will begin xeira:, and end 
mop éoria. ‘Like a log,’ €iAov t, as amphibrach, will 
come second ; and here observe a chance of expressing the 

implied antithesis, the device so familiar in Greek : ‘a log, 
and no man,’ xovx avyp. This completes the line. These 
two lines have each a cretic in the First Position, but the 

monotony is carried off by the variety of pause and rhythm in 
other respects. ‘All but smouldered out’ had better fill the 
whole line, in a couple of big and sounding words: such as 

daparwheis xat reOvypévos oxedov, or (since this leaves an 
initial gap) oxeddv rupwieis Kat KatnvOpaxwpévos. 

idov, marnp pév—ovyx dpas;—Awrov Aé€yo, 

Ketrau EvAov TL KOUK avyp Tap éoria 

oxedov tupwleis Kal xarnvOpaxwpevos. 

For ever since when traitor to the King 
5 He fought against him in the Barons’ war, 
And Arthur gave him back his territory, 

Words. Nothing need be said of most of these words, 
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which are simple enough ; but remember that ‘Barons’ War’ 

must be paraphrased. Something like ‘along with the chiefs’ 

will do: {tv wpopows yOoves. Or such a phrase as ayov épu- 
vAvos, ‘civil war,’ will serve our purpose. ‘Traitor’: for this 

idea we have zpoddrys, mpododva, or perhaps amos etc. 
Bear in mind that the noun here is an anapaest, and therefore 

not to be preferred if other turns will do. ‘His territory’ 
will inevitably suggest to the beginner something like ryv yjv, 
Ta KTHpaATA, OF Tovs aypovs (perhaps even opovs); but a Greek 
would say do” elyev, or (if as here rule be implied) oxjmrpov 6 

elye 76 piv. ‘To get back’ is AaBetv wddw, helped out by 

"Aprupov Sévros (else it might mean ‘take by force’): or the 
usual word, copier Gar. 

Form. Here too lurks a concealed antithesis, ‘having 

betrayed his friends and become an enemy’: hence the adjs. 
moAégutos and didos will be distinctly in point. ‘Fight against 

the king’ gives us, in poetic phrase, fvypBadety épw, ddpv. We 
begin, then, 

e€ ov yap —v fv mpopos yOovis v— 

v - vu —w EvpBarov v— Sopv. 

We fill in ‘traitor to the king,’ by mpodovs at the end 

of (4) followed by Bacvréa in (5): the latter may stand first 

aS an anapaest (-ea scanned as one syllable), or second as a 

bacchius with one part resolved (,WWv— being the same 

as »—-—). We now put in our antithesis, zroXguov (resolved 
bacchius)—d@iAors, and add io to line 4: 

e€ ov yap, tot, giv mrpopors xOovds mpodods 
Baoréa, todgucov EvpBarov dirous Sdpv. 

The next line will run: ‘he received back from him all (or 
the sceptre) which he had before.’ oo’ efxyev may stand first, 
and xopilero. last (for the aor. éxozicaro, though possible in 

elision, must not be used here, because that would make the 

resolved feet too many). The rest is simple, and we have : 

oo” elxe, dovros ‘Aprupov, KxopiLera. 

13—2 
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His age hath slowly drooped, and now lies there 
A yet-warm corpse, and yet unburiable, 
No more; nor sees, nor hears, nor speaks, nor knows. 

Words. ‘Droop’ may be rendered by the proper part of 
TyKw, papaivw. Metrical phrases for ‘slowly’ are xara opexpov, 
xat jyap. The chief difficulty lies in lines 8 and 9. First we 
must avoid the word Oepycs, which would not mean, as the 
English, a corpse only not cold, but rather a fiery and lively 
corpse, a corpse with a hot temper. The beginner may be 

tempted to make a facile line with ob yuxpds, odxi Oarréos, but 
in these words though the letter may live the spirit is dead 
beyond all doubt. Greek genius giving this idea would 
perhaps have coined a phrase like yduos ayapos; yet even 
here note that the qualification depreciates the noun, while in 

our phrase the noun is exalted by it. We have vexpos ép- 

Wuxos in Soph. Antig. 1167; or we might say vexpos re Kod 
vexpos but that line 4 has a phrase on the same lines, I 
suggest vexpds aOamros, (dv én. (Verbals in -ros can have 
much the same meaning as those in -réos, for Avrds often 
means ‘able to be set loose.’) ‘No more’ will be some 
variation of ovdév (yap) aAAo. For the remainder, a string of 
verbs ov dwvet’, ovx axove: is not only impracticable in the 

verse, but is both monotonous and clumsy. It is better to 

use the line of Sophocles (0. 7. 371) rudAcs ta + Gra Tov 
Te vow ta T Gupara, Which exactly hits the nail. 

Form. tyxerac is a cretic, papaivera fits the verse-end : 

in kat’ #uap we have a bacchius. The line runs into a simple 
mould, yfjpas car juap ryxerat, and xetrac Sé viv follows as 

simply. The line of Sophocles suggested above takes the next 
place, leaving only ‘nor speaks’; which, to give some variety, 

we will turn by a genitive + adjective idiom, Ad-ywv adwvos. 
yipas Kar jyap ryKerat, Kxetrar dé viv 

vexpos y GOamrros fav ér—ovdey dAXo yap— 

1 je, makes articulate sounds. Not Aéye, which means ‘makes a 

speech.’ 
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Tuprds Ta 7 Ota Tov TE volv Ta 7 Oppara, 

Adywv adpwvos. 

ye calling attention to the unusual sense of vexpds as res in 

évAov Tt. 

10 And both thy brethren are in Arthur's hall, 
Albeit neither loved with that full love 
I feel for thee, nor worthy such a love. 

Words. We need go no further for ‘brethren’ than 
Kaciyvyros, since that is the very word for the latter half 

of the verse. ‘Arthur’s hall’ will be the ‘royal palace,’ or ‘his 
(or Arthur’s) royal palace,’ Sdj0. rvpavyvixot. The succeeding 
phrases are easy to turn literally and their best rendering will 

be discussed along with the form. Be careful not to use aor 
for ‘are’: this means ‘they are alive,’ not ‘they dwell.’ vaiw 

is the proper word ; or here, anything that means ‘ tarry.’ 

Form. The line will end, to xaovyvyrw 5 ére (‘ moreover,’ 
d€ answering to pév in line 2). The next line seems to make 
itself; vatovo's—— év rupavvxots Sopors, which we may complete 

by using évros, with the necessary changes. Now comes 
another concealed antithesis : a Greek would say, ‘ beloved 

both (ev), yet (5é) less than thou: for they are not worthy.’ 
We have, then, for a skeleton, didAw pévy apdu, —v cod 8 Aocov 

voXv, and in the next line, od yap agéior. (It will be seen that 
we thus avoid the difficulty of choosing a noun for ‘love.’) 

‘Such a love’ will be rendered in Greek simply by ‘ worthy of 
the same,’ or ‘to have the same.’ It will surely do no harm to 

add pyrpi in (11), and @ @diArare in (12), which clinches and 

sums up the statement just made; and this completes the 

paragraph. 
To) KactyvyTw 5 ere 

vaiovrw evTos TMV TUpavyiKwV Sopwv 
pilw pev audw pytpi, cod 8 jocov zodv, 

@ irra’, od yap aioe tavrod Tuxeiv. 
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XVI. 

Edward. Thy worth, sweet friend, is far above my gifts, 
therefore to equal it, receive my heart; 

if for these dignities thou be envied, 

I'll give thee more ; for, but to honour thee, 
is Edward pleased with kingly regiment. 
Fearst thou thy person? thou shalt have a guard. 
Wantest thou gold? go to my treasury. 
Wouldst thou be loved and feared? receive my seal, 
save or condemn, and in our name command 

10 whatso thy mind commends, or fancy likes. 
Gaveston. It shall suffice me to enjoy thy love: 

which whiles I have, I think myself as great 
as Caesar riding in the Roman street 
with captive kings at his triumphant car. 

MarRLowE, Edward IT. i. 1. 160. 

or 

Edward. Thy worth, sweet friend, is far above my gifts, 
therefore to equal it, receive my heart ; 

Henceforward Words and Form will be treated together. 
Euripides uses the noun agia, but it has a prosaic smack. 

It will be better to say simply ‘thou art far better than my 

gifts,’ zoAv xpetoowv tov éuov Swpwv. ‘Sweet friend’ is of 

course ® piArare. The only difficulty lies in the phrase ‘receive 

my heart.’ Beginners seem unable to resist the temptation to 
write xapdiavy AdBe, but there is no parallel for such an 

expression ; however, éx xapdias piety may prove useful, or 
omAayxva in some form. Buta more idiomatic paraphrase is 
‘I love thee as I ought,’ ws ypedv; a very strong expression 

in Greek. A more ornamental expression would be iccpporov 
wo0ov Bouxorety. (Note that épws means ‘passion,’ and oropyy 

is prosaic ; but orépynOpov will do if a noun is wanted.) The 

English is admirably simple; and therefore the simpler the 
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Greek is, so much the better. As regards the general form of 

the sentence, parenthetic yap is the neatest turn: ‘O sweet 
friend (for thou art better...), know that I love thee as I 

ought,’ 
The first thing to notice is that rav éxov is a cretic, and 

that xpefoowv woAv form a four-syllable final of a common type 

(Type I.). & ¢éArare, in elision, may begin the line as a 
palimbacchius, and the space now left is just filled by ef yap. 

The second line will begin with duwpwv, and here also a cretic 
is ready: ws xpewv. As io6 is too short to be placed between 

them, we take the compound xarioft, and add pe: diAodvta ce 

completes the line: 

® idrat, ef yap Tav éuav Kpeioowv Tord 
Supwv, KaricOi pm’ ws xpewv idodvra ce. 

if for these dignities thou be envied, 
Ill give thee more ; 

‘Dignities’ may be left untranslated; and ‘for these 
dignities’ will be simply dvri raévde or rovrwy. If we use that 
participial construction which the Greeks are so fond of, and 

write ‘being held worthy,’ déweis, instead of avri, we get a 

more distinct expression of ‘dignities’ in a different way. 

The conjunction nv (as the supposition is general) with this 
participle makes up a penthemimer. ‘Envied’ may be éridOovos, 
or the construction may be changed so as to use @Oovety with 

a general subject. The former is more simple, and moreover 

tovde will combine with it into a five-syllable group after 
Type X. We have now only to find a verb which in the 
required form will be an iambus. eva: will not do, but 
yiyverOan will: yévy. 

jv © déw6es ravd éxipOovos yévy... 

‘More’ is wAew or wAefova. A possible translation is 

mreiw didwpt; but a strong line may be made by reinforcing 
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the idea of ‘more’: adding adAa, and the emphatic xai, and 

using the compound mpocdidwu. We get now xal wieiov' adAa 
as a penthemimer (palimbacchius and trochee, Type II.). The 
verb forms a cretic in its participle, mpocdidovs, and this 
becomes possible for us if we make the main verb a quasi- 

auxiliary, such as davycopar. 

Kai mAeiov. adAAa mpocdidovs pavycopat. 

for, but to honour thee, 
5 is Edward pleased with kingly regiment. 

‘To honour thee’ becomes in the emphatic Greek idiom, 

‘for this,’ rovrov évexa... ‘that I may honour,’ 6zws (or iva) 

tyusnow oe. ‘Pleased with kingly regiment’ is simply ‘I rule 
gladly,’ using 7dopor or ndéws ; but the English is somewhat 
unusual, and we shall do well to search for a more elaborate 

phrase than the simple ‘rule.’ Such a phrase is véyew xparos; | 

and as 7déws and qdouzac are both cretic, we may write ydéws 

véym Kpatos Or yOouar véuwv Kparos, for the hephthemimer. 
We soon see a palimbacchius in rovrov yap; and although 

évexa Will not scan before a vowel, its longer form ovvexa will: 
a, ‘\ 9 “9 9 , , TovTov yap ovvex dopa véuwv Kparos... 

In the next line, ozws will come first, and riujow (if used) 

finds its inevitable place as a molossus, We can doubtless 

find other words which will compress the idea into three or 

four feet ; but it will be more telling if we carry it on to the 
end of the line. One way of so doing is to interpolate a 
phrase such as rotovros ¢didos, ‘so dear a friend’; or rotodrdv ce 

diXdov Gvra, which is easily arranged. ¢iAoyv is the final iambus, 
ovra the trochee to precede our molossus, and rotodroy (with 
the first syllable short) takes the bacchius position : 

9g a + > Ld , 
Orws ToLOUTOY Oo GYTa TYLnOW dpidrov. 
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Fearst thou thy person? thou shalt have a guard. 
Wantest thou gold? go to my treasury. 

In doing these two lines we should keep the proportion. 

In the English, half a line is given to each question and half 
to its answer. This is impracticable in Greek ; and we should 
accordingly give a complete line, or something near it, to each. 

7 yep is a natural phrase to begin with, and ‘thy person’ will 
be cwparos wépt. The verb we want should scan as bacchius 
or its equivalent; hence we choose not dofei, but dédorxas or 

mporapBeis. owparos (a8 & cretic) may come next, with wépr 
last, leaving one foot between. Here may be placed rod ood, 
or Tov ye as a trochee may precede owyaros. The last is best, 

since oot would never be used in Greek unless specially 

emphatic. 

7 yap Sédouxas Tod ye owparos mépi; 

‘Guard’ is the idea which must fill the answering line. 
The simple gvAaxes or ppovpod can easily be expanded into a 
phrase: dpovpyya miordv, for instance (which scans already), 

with some explanatory genitive such as the times would 
suggest. dopvddpo is a natural word; and as this is a 

cretic-equivalent (the first syllable resolved), we place Sopv- 
g@épwv next. .avipwy may now be added, a touch of the lofty 
style; and the last word may be éxe or zapa:: 

povpyya murtov Sopvddpwv avdpav mapa. 

The next question and answer may be comprest into one 

line; xpvody OéXkes may stand first, as in Type VII, and 
‘treasury’ gives a palimbacchius to follow—O@yoavpds. A 

literal translation of ‘go’ will not be idiomatic; a Greek 

would probably say ‘there is,’ ‘I have,’ ‘behold.’ éorw may 

follow next, and it is not difficult to think of év Sduos as a 

final critic: | 

xpucov Oédeus; Onoavpos dori év Sopuors. 
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Wouldst thou be loved and feared? receive my seal, 

‘Loved’ and ‘feared’ can be forcibly exprest by nouns: 
‘wouldst thou become love and fear,’ dpa (or 4 Kal) yévo.o av 
mo0os xai Seiua; This gives two groups of Type I. immediately: 

7 Kav yévoio. Setza will follow after, and xai woOos take the 

Second Cretic Position. It is natural to wind up the sentence 

with rode, acrois, or Bporois : 

9 Kav yévowo Seta Kat wd00s Bporois; 

‘Seal’ is ogpayis, and o¢payid’ éxe may end the line, ryv 
éunv preceding it as a cretic. (A line of Type VII. may also 
be made, beginning éuyv exe cdpayida...) The first penthe- 

mimer may now be idov, zrapeor, or something of the kind. 

iSov, wapertt, THY eunv odpayid exe. 

save or condemn, and in our name command 

10 whatso thy mind commends, or fancy likes. 

owlew is ‘save, and its opposite xreiverv will be better than 
any literal rendering. A beginner may now be tempted to 
write xai owle, xreive, forgetting that xr- must lengthen the 

preceding syllable. It is simple to transpose the two. ‘In 

our name’ may be avr’ éuod, but this lacks the dignity of the 
English. A more formal phrase is made by using éxéyyvos 

‘responsible,’ éueé éxéyyvov éxwv; ‘command’ is doce, rpdoracce, 

xéXeve, and so forth. ‘Mind’ and ‘fancy’ will be well trans- 

lated by dpovris and Ouyds; the verb may be simpler than the 
English, and one will do for both, with such a meaning as 

‘prompts’ or ‘teaches’: say didacxew. This gives a bacchius ; 
and with the conjunction ws av will take the form d:dacxny, A 

molossus is made by coupling 7 with either dpovris or Oupos, 
and the other being in either case a trochee may precede the 

phrase. ‘Thy’ now remains; not necessary, but here con- 

venient, for in its ancient form oé#ev it just completes our 

line. Returning now to the line before, which is still un- 
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finished, we note that racoe with éywv makes up a cretic 
group, while éyeyyvov is of the right form to complete a line of 

Type I.; and placing pe before this we have 

kai xreive, ole, Tago éxwv p éxéyyvov 
ws av didacKy dpovtis 7 Ovpos ober. 

Gaveston. It shall suffice me to enjoy thy love: 

‘It shall suffice’ yields a cretic, apxéoex; or we may 
paraphrase ovdév evxopat wA€ov. ‘Love’ can hardly be rendered 
here by anything but a noun, ¢idos being rather weak : let us 

say then jv éyw 76 cov orépynPpov. We are now in a position 

to make the line. aA’ apxéoe forms the first group of words, 
and implies a line of Type IV. or VII., orépynOpov following. 

qv éxw will come next as a cretic, and rd cov completes the 

verse ; 
9 >» » 4 , A ” DS 4 aAX apkécet orépynOpov qv exw 76 vor. 

which whiles I have, I think myself as great 
as Caesar riding in the Roman street 
with captive kings at his triumphant car. 

A literal translation, such as éxwv yap rovro, is possible 

enough, but ovrw ydp is most convenient metrically: this will 

be placed at the beginning. ‘As great as Caesar’ in Greek 

idiom will be ovx-y7oowv Kaicapos, or (still stronger) ovdé (not 

even) Kaicapos joowv. These words may be made to scan as 
they stand, by inserting ye, which is justified by the emphasis. 

‘I think myself,’ doxo, takes the last place: 

ovTw yap ovdé Kaicapos y noowv Soxe... 

‘In the Roman street’ is simply xara wodw, the word 

Rome being unnecessary. This phrase scans either as zoAw 

Kara OF a8 kata wroAw; the latter is preferable, being rather 

more dignified and formal. ‘With’ is often éywy or dywr, 

according to context: this in the required case gives ayovrtos, 

an amphibrachys: ‘captive kings’ is aiyyadwrovs (or dovAovs) 
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Baovéas. Here we have material for a verse of Type I. If 
ayovros be placed second, we have a spondee SovAovs for the 
first foot ; BaotAéas is a resolved cretic, and follows next, and 

Kata wrdAw completes the line: 

Sovdous ayovros Baothéas xara wrod... 

‘Triumphant car’ is vuxnpopoy appa, or apaga, singular or 

plural, or Si¢pos; and ‘at’ will he ‘behind,’ omiofev, or some- 

thing of the sort. Placing omOev before a hephthemimeral 

caesura, and vixnpdpwy before it, we shall make a line of Type 

IV. or VII. dpparwy follows, but thus there is left a foot 
with nothing to fill it, unless we pad out with wore As this 

would weaken the effect of the line, suppose vixendopwv be 
reinforced by another adjective, such as zayxparav, and dippwv 

end the line. The student will remember that it is true Greek 
idiom to add two or more adjectives to one noun without any 

conjunction. We then have for the final verse 

vienpopwv orice tayxparav didpuwv. 

XVII. 

Gods, what a sluice of blood have I let open! 
My happy ends are come to birth; he’s dead, 
and I revenged ; the Empire’s all afire, 
and desolation everywhere inhabits ; 

5 and shall I live, that am the author of it, 
to know Rome, from the awe o’ the world, the pity ? 

My friends are gone before too, of my sending ; 
and shall I stay? is aught else to be lived for? 
Is there another friend, another wife, 

10 to linger here alive for? is not virtue, 
in their two everlasting souls, departed, 
and in their bodies’ first flame fled to heaven ? 
Can any man discover this and love me? 
For, though my justice were as white as truth, 

15 my way was crooked to it; that condemns me. 
J. FLETCHER. 
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Gods, what a sluice of blood have I let open ! 

There is no lack of Greek words to express deeds of blood, 

but just this metaphor of the ‘sluice’ was not familiar to 

them. A ‘sea’ they might have said, @dAaooa or wé\ayos ; 

or as the ‘rushing’ of a flood is essential to the idea, péos, po, 

some such word as these. We thus get for a first draft 
govoppurov péos or doivov péos. For the adjuration, @eot or 

Zev will do; and ‘what’ is simply zotov’. We find thus two 

types of line to be possible: in either, Zed zotov will come 
first, as a palimbacchius ; the one will contain a short verb 

(spondee or trochee), Type II., the other will end with 
doivov péos, and contain a double trochee. 

Now the simple idea of letting out the flood is exprest by 
some compound of inp, say ééjxa; but it so happens that the 

' double compound éfavjxa is at once more expressive and 

exactly fits the space. 

Zev, wotov égavixa oivioy peéos. 

My happy ends are come to birth ; 

A glance at the wording of this sentence ought to recal 

the familiar heading of inscriptions and public resolutions : 
dyaby tixy, quod felix faustumque sit. Neglecting the word 
‘ends’ we go to the heart of the meaning, which takes this 
form: ‘what I planned (or wished) has turned out luckily,’ 

ovv TUxy OF ov TUxy Tivi. This would give us a line 

GBouddunv yap fv tixy BéBnxé por, 
and that ought to satisfy the beginner. Or again, we may 

say— 
nvdanovnca 8 wv éBovAopny ruxev. 

Hither is a good enough line as far as the sense goes, and in 

the early stages all we ask, is the sense in correct verse. But 

1 This word is commonly in Homer, and sometimes in Attic, used to 

express surprise or horror. 
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it falls far short in the form. There is a metaphor in the 

English, ‘come to birth’: cannot that be reproduced? It 

can, for similar metaphors abound in Greek?!: rikrew, réxvov, 

watHp Or uyTyp, all can be used metaphorically. Only now it 

is necessary to find a noun for ‘ends.’ For this BovAeipara 

may do, or the context suggests doAos. The latter is better in 

every way: it is shorter, and so more convenient; it is 

masculine, it is singular, and so better suited to the idea 

suggested by ‘birth.’ PovA7y answers the same requirements. 

Now ‘birth’ may be exprest in two or three different ways. 
This d0dos, of which I have been in labour, AoyxevOeis (or with 
noun in apposition, wis éu7), is born at last, répuxev. Here 

we have a bacchius, Aoxevfeis, and the cretic phrase as before 

&iv tiyy; Soros will stand first, and wépuxe with po. added 
makes up an iambic quadrisyllable : 

Soros Aoxyeveis Liv tixyn wépuKé por 

he’s dead, 

and I revenged ; 

This line needs little remark. 6 pev | réOvnxe scans at 
once as a penthemimer of the First Type. ‘I am revenged’ 
would probably be exprest in Greek by some phrase with 

Siknv: e.g. kat dédwxé por | dixnv, or wat Sixnv | dédwxe pou, 

either of which is a hephthemimer of some known Type. 

But here again the sense is given, the form neglected. 
Where is the contrast between ‘he’ and ‘I’ which we see in 

the English? We must try to get an éyw at the end of the 
line, to balance 6 pév. Well, the change is easy ; all we need 

do is to alter the verb to eiAnda, and write 

6 pev Teévnxe, THv Sikny O etAng’ eyw. 

Observe that dé brings out the contrast better than xai, which 
however would scan well enough. 

1 Metaphors: see Human Body, etc. 
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the Empire’s all afire, 
and desolation everywhere inhabits ; 

Here we have two strong metaphors, but both, as it 

happens, familiar in Greek. ‘The empire’ will of course be 

modus or y yy; the latter preferable, because zoArs might burn 
literally. Aéyet pev (amphibrachys) stands first, and 7 yj 

follows. The second metaphor is rarer and stronger, but we 

actually have ‘desolation’ personified more than once. For 
instance, Alcestrs 944 

" pev yap evdov eedg pw’ epnpla. 
Now épyyia is an iambic quadrisyllable, and ‘everywhere’ at 

once gives a cretic mwayrayov; thus the line is complete. 
‘Inhabits’ would literally be évorxet, but this, being a bacchius, 

leaves one iambus to fill with padding. This will never do, 

for any word added would simply water down the metaphor ; 
but fortunately a remedy is not far to seek. Use the 
adjective instead of the verb, and write 

préye. pev 9 yi, mavraxod S épypia 

€VOLKOS. 

I think this apparent contradiction of épypia évoxos, which 

might mean ‘a wilderness inhabited,’ is piquant, and would 

have been pleasing to a people fond as the Greeks were of 

‘irony.’ | 

5 and shall I live, that am the author of it, 

to know Rome, from the awe o’ the world, the pity ? 

The Form will be somewhat different in Greek. We 
should seize on the opportunity of using rAjoop~o or some 

synonym, dv0efw or the like: ‘shall I, he who did it (6 

dpacas), living endure to see Rome,’ etc. ‘From’ is quite 
Greek, and éx deinaros | olkrov yevéoOar would certainly be 
understood, though put just so it looks rather harsh. It will 
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be better here to say ‘Rome, once being the awe, now 

becomes the pity’: 

sey ‘ > {B a ns é ? é v6 , 
4 Wp Ovoav CE as, Vvuv yeyoo av of KTOV PwTwv. 

We now turn to the modelling of the verse. The first 
section, an amphibrachys, has already been written ; we begin 
then with a spondee or trochee, which is naturally dp’ ovv. 

Now there is no place in this line for o dpdcas, which is a 
bacchius; and the phrase must come in this line. It must 

therefore be changed somehow so as to get another metrical 

value. If we insert zav after o we get the equivalents of a 
long word U——-, containing a molossus. We know at once 

where such a word must go; and placing it there on trial, we 
see ‘that it needs one long syllable to conform the line to 
Type X. ‘Living’ gives us this word, {wv ; and with éyw last, 

we get 
u-—v dp ov fav o wav Spdcas éyw.... 

The next line may begin ‘Pwyyv | zpiv ovcay (spondee + amphi- 

brachys), évOpwrwv may fall in the molossus place and oéBas 
last. No obvious trochee is forthcoming; and we consider 

next how to remodel the phrase. Now piv may be changed 
to év ro piv, and this may take the molossus position, with 

the trochee ovcay before it, if we can hit on a bacchius 

equivalent for dv@pwrwv. Such a bacchius is dravrov: 
. 0 4 > \ , 

...Pwpny, amavrwv ovcay év TO mp oeéBas. 

We have already a possible penthemimer in yeywoay | olxrov 
(Type II.), and the final penthemimer may be rAycopac 

BAéruv, or av6égw BrAGrwv; but again a trochee fails. Suppose 

we place olxrov in-the gap, choosing now of course the verb 

beginning with a vowel: is there any word which can stand 
either before or after the amphibrachys? We have widened 
the choice a little, it will be seen, for a spondee or a trochee 
will do now. Looking back to the phrase which is balanced 
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against this, we notice the word drdvrwv, Let this be re- 

peated as wavrwy, and we have 

Tavtwy yeyooav olxrov avOéfw BXrErwv; 

My friends are gone before too, of my sending ; 

‘Gone before’ is ¢poddor, or otyovrar, or both; PiAo. may 

stand last. ‘Of my sending’ will naturally be ‘I having 
sent,’ €400 wéupavros. Here is a line already of Types VII. 

and IV. combined : 

ppovdoi y' éuod wéuipavtos otxovrat idor. 

We cannot express the sense better, but the form may he 

made more dignified. The student may remember the words 
Top7os and mporoumos, and if we use the metaphorical xeip, 

we get 

povdor, mporopumod THs euys xepds, Pidror. 

and shall I stay? is aught else to be lived for? 

The first phrase has only to be literally translated, with 

the deliberative subjunctive, and scans so: éyw dé | peiva; 
(amphibrachys + spondee, Type II.). The second part is not 
quite so obvious, but it ought to suggest the verbal Busréor. 
Now if we can find a cretic for ‘why,’ the line is done; and 

there is a cretic for ‘why’—rod yapu. 
> N o aA a a 

éyw O€ peivw; tov xapw Bwwreéov; 

Is there another friend, another wife, 
to linger here alive for? 

If this be translated literally, we get dp’ éoriy aAXdos mus 
idos, dAAy yuv7, which almost scans as it is. But it is easier, 
and better Greek perhaps, to say ‘What other friend is there ?’ 

ris GAXos (amphibrachys), with ¢iAos before it, makes a 

R. 14 
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penthemimer : ris & aAA7 (molossus) with yuv7 after it, a final 
penthemimer : place éori between and you have 

diros ris addos éori, ris & aAAy yuvy, 

a much better sentence ; for it throws up the first word ¢idos 
into sharp contrast with the last word yvvj, and these are 
important words. ‘To live for’ gives ov xdpw (hv Set pe, or 
something of that sort. But a cretic is not what we want for 

the earlier part of the verse ; it must be altered ; and the first 
thing that suggests itself is to write ovrep, making the cretic 
an iambic quadrisyllable. Now pv Se pe can follow im- 

mediately after, according to Type VII.: 
¢ , Py a 
avrep xdpw Civ de pe; 

is not virtue, 
in their two everlasting souls, departed, 
and in their bodies’ first flame fled to heaven ? 

We first notice that the sentence will almost certainly 

begin with a vowel, dpa, ov ydp, or the like; and that a vowel 
cannot stand after pe. But the English justifies our adding 
ért, which meets the difficulty. 

A more serious difficulty is found in the thoughts we have 
here to translate. The Greek idea of a future life was so far 
different from ours, that any allusions to it are always hard 

to translate well. But the idea of virtue flying away to the 
gods is familiar enough. So far so good; virtue may fly to 
heaven: but what of ‘immortal souls’? There is nothing for 
it but to use yvyxy, which no doubt to an educated Greek 
would mean something more than the mere life of the body, 
although it is often used for this alone. But immortal, as a 

stock epithet, is quite impossible. A Greek poet might state 
that the soul is immortal; he would never assume it. ‘Im- 

mortal’ must therefore be made part of the statement ; 

and the neatest way to make it so, is to mould the whole 
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sentence after this fashion: ‘Has not virtue (Gpery, with 
crasis) flown away to heaven (pds otpavov), with these two, 
to live for ever with their souls, ¢vvoxyjoovoa det rats 

yuxais?’ The rest needs only one remark: that ‘bodies’ will 

probably be ‘flesh,’ and this in Greek is usually odpxes (pi.). 
We may now proceed to the composition. A penthemimer 

remains of the line we have begun, and a cretic has been 
found in dpery (7 apery); place before this od ydép as the 
interrogative, and the line now runs— 

avrep xapw Cav Se p ex; ov yap dpery.... 

‘With these two’ is &y rotvde, and it is not difficult to find a 

verb for ‘flown away,’ arérraro, which could follow next in 

elision. (am@yxero or amnAev would do also.) mpés ovpavor, 

an iambic quadrisyllable, will stand last. For the cretic, 
we may use an epithet to enforce the verb, eirrepos. 
This will imply both ‘flying swiftly’ and ‘winging its happy 

way’; and so is one of those words pregnant with meaning 
which poets love. This line is now done: 

“ a > 7 > ¥ ‘ 3 4 fw towd amérrat evrrepos mpos ovpavov.... 

‘With the first flame of their bodies’ is {iv mpwrats capxov 
gAoyais; in which it is not difficult to see a cretic, fi 
gXoyais, a spondee capxwy, and a palimbacchius mpwraw. To 
complete the line, we need an iambic quadrisyllable. A new 

sentence begins here, and one of the words in it is ‘for ever’: 
this gives ae 5€, and if we add zov, we may put down the line 
complete : 

mpwraot capkav fv droyais, ae d5€ zov.... 

The remaining words require only a glance, to show that with 
Wuxats first we have a hephthemimer of Type XI.: 

Woxais fvvouKyoovca; 

14—2 
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Can any man discover this and love me? 
For, though my justice were as white as truth, 

my way was crooked to it; that condemns me. 

Only one change needs making here: ‘discover and love 
me’ should be ‘knowing this, would love me’: tis 8 eidas 
(molossus) rade, piAoin pw av; The first phrase completes the 
line already begun ; the second part contains a bacchius, and 
if we insert én, this with dv will make a spondee to go before 

the bacchius : 
tis 8 elds Trade 

ér dv diroin pe; (with vowel following). 

The next sentence may be connected by a relative, ov, ovye, 
or ovrep, which gives the required vowel beginning. The 
phrasing is not easy. I have met with no such phrase in 

Greek as Aevxy dixy; and it will be necessary to use Aapmpos 
or xafapés. But the effect may be given by qus used 
metaphorically. Suppose we say, ‘if my justice be bright,’ ¢? 

Aapmpa Sixy (which just completes the line), ‘and like the 

pure light of truth, yet....2 Now ‘light of truth’ gives a 
five-syllable group, dws adnOefas, which contains a molossus. 
Thus Type X. will be our model. If the line begins ozws 8é, 
then xafapov (a trochee-equivalent) may follow, and with duws 
last we get: 

ourep ef Aaumrpa dixy 

orws 5¢ xafapov dus adnOeias, spus.... 

The last two clauses should be run into one, thus: ‘I am 

condemned as having gone in crooked ways,’ the metaphor 
being familiar enough and needing no change. We translate 
as a first draft éAéyxopuat lov oxodtais cdots, which does not 
look promising. But it is only the look; really the line is 
easy enough. First, the verb once changed to a compound 
efeX€yxopat, we get a very convenient type of word (see 
Types X. and XI.). Then, if poAwy be used for iwv, we get a 
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final iambus. Lastly, with the long dative cSoto., and 
oxodwats first as a spondee-equivalent, we have our line 
complete : 

oKxodiais odoicw efeA€yxouar poduwv. 

XVIII. 

Belial. Shall we then live thus vile, the race of heaven 

thus trampled, thus expelled to suffer here 

chains and these torments? better these than worse, 
by my advice; since fate inevitable © 

5 subdues us, and the omnipotent decree, 

the victor’s will. To suffer as to do, 

our strength is equal, nor the law unjust 
that so ordains. This was at first resolved, 

if we were wise, against so great a foe 

10 contending, and so doubtful what might fall. 
This horror will grow mild, this darkness light ; 
besides what hope the never-ending flight 
of future days may bring, what chance, what change 
worth waiting. 

Mitton: Paradise Lost, 11. 193. 

Belial. Shall we then live thus vile, the race of heaven 

thus trampled, thus expelled to suffer here 
chains and these torments ? 

The student can hardly fail to notice the emphatic repe- 

tition of ‘thus’; and he will bear in mind that something 
must be repeated in the Greek to bring out the same effect. 
The word repeated will not necessarily be ovrws or ode, but 
must be a word which a Greek would naturally repeat; and 
he would most naturally repeat the first word of his question, 
7 or apa. ‘Vile’ is patdos (‘contemptible’) rather than aicypds 
(‘dishonourable’); and it is easy to make a penthemimer with- 
out further thought, dp’ ode forming a palimbacchius and 
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gatio. a spondee. Next may stand the remaining English 
word ‘live,’ {aev, in the deliberative subjunctive. ‘Heaven’ 

being in Greek @eoi, we are reminded of such phrases as Oeav 
yévos, Pedy or éx Oeav yeyares, both of which may be combined 
here. We want a cretic (or molossus) and an 1iambus to finish 
the first line, and éx Oewv is a cretic while yévos can stand for 
the iambus. yeydres may now be placed first in the following 
line. (A more ornate phrase would be Gedy dyxiomropo.) One 
step further can be taken before we consider the wording of 
the next sentence, for we have seen that dpa ought to be 
repeated: place this trochee next to yeywres. ‘Trample’ is 

matey, Which in the proper construction becomes zarovpevou. 
To this Aagé may be added as a strengthening, and the two 
words can follow immediately upon dpa. (The adjective 
Aaxmaryros may some time prove useful, but will not scan 
here.) ‘Expelled’ is éxrecovres, and if dpa be again prefixt, 
the first penthemimer of the third line is ready made. But 
the necessary iambus is not forthcoming to complete the 
second line. However, if the construction be changed a 
little, ypewy will just fit the space; the participles being 
now put in the accusative. 

The next words do not shape themselves so readily into 
verse. We have these to choose from: aixi~w ‘I torment,’ 

with the nouns aixia and aixwwpo, or vBpitw tBpis UBpurpa ; 

and ‘bind,’ déw, Secpedw, with the noun Secpods, and Secpurns 
‘a prisoner.’ For ‘suffer’ récxw cannot be well used along 
with these, since it is rarely used with a noun of any kind; 
we can say, however, wdcxewv rade, constructing the others as 

participles. But there is no need to use wacyxey at all, for a 
phrase like vBpiferOar rade is the Greek idiom for ‘to suffer 
these torments.’ We can get a strong line by throwing 

the two ideas of ‘chains’ and ‘torments’ into participles: 

dedenevous is a cretic-equivalent, and vBpicpévous completes the 

line, mdoxew rade, with elision (or mdcyxew ael rade, as shall 
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prove convenient), may now be placed at the beginning of the 
next. We then have: 

ap wde pavror Caper, ex Oedv yévos 
yeyures, dpa AGE taroupevous xpewr, 

dp éxmecovras, Sedenevous, vBpirpevovs 
Twarxew ae Tad; 

better these than worse, 
by my advice; since fate inevitable 

5 subdues us, and the omnipotent decree, 
the victor’s will. 

The first words give a thoroughly Greek antithesis, and 
a metrical turn at once: ratr apeivw xepovwy, containing 
cretic and bacchius; which with the emphatic xai before it, 

may stand as the first penthemimer of the line which follows. 

This leaves ‘by my advice’ for completing the unfinished line. 
Perhaps the student will recollect the phrase of Euripides 
Tixnv yap elxouev diddoxadov (Med. 1203), after which model 
it would be possible to say guorye xpwuevor Sidacxcdy. But 

this does not suit our purpose, and further xpirjs comes 
nearer the thought we have to translate. Suppose we apply 
the limitative infinitive, and say ws éuot xpyobar xpir7. 

‘Fate inevitable’ is potp’ adevxros, and a literal trans- 

lation with this would do well enough. We will see how 

the rest turns out. For decree, BovAevya is the proper word, 
if a noun be used (not OéAnpa, which means ‘ wish’); or a 

verb such as rérpwrat radra, or Sédoxrar, would be good and 
idiomatic. ‘Omnipotent’ may be wavaAxys or rayxparys, and 

is much better applied to potpa than to BovAcvua, as poipa is 
more readily personified. This can be done by making ddevxros 
neuter, and placing potpa zayxparys in apposition with it. 

With the particle yap we get a four-syllable group adevxra 
yap, just what is wanted to complete the line in hand. The 
next has already a trochee and cretic, potpa mayxparys, which 
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only need the amphibrachys or palimbacchius prefixed to carry 
on the versification from that point. Either ra8’ éoré or 
tatr éori will do for this. We may now finish the line 
with BovAevpa re. ‘Subdues’ has not yet been translated, and 
‘the victor’s will’ offers a fine chance of antithesis by com- 
bination with it: ‘the will of the conqueror conquers us,’ 7rd 
BovAevpa Tod vixdvros vixg. It is only necessary to place 16 

Tov vuxwvros together, and we see at once that a prefixt 
spondee will make up a hephthemimer: vwxa is the spondee, 
and this section is done: 

ws y' enol xpyoOar Kpiry, 
Kai TavT’ apeivw xeipovwv: adevxta yap 

Tavr éori, poipa mayxparys, BovAeupa Te 

ViKG TO TOD VLKWYTOS. 

To suffer as to do, 
our strength is equal, nor the law unjust 
that so ordains. 

Translating the first sentence quite simply, with a suitable 
conjunction, we get adda obévopev (or icyvopev) wai Spay xat 
maeiv. add’ ioxvopey, it is easy to see, makes a final penthe- 
mimer after Type IX. The next line may begin with dpacar 
(spondee) wafety re (amphibrachys); or the relation of the 
two may be emphasised by using dpoiws, dpicai 6 Spoiws 
(bacchius) xat wafety (cretic). ‘Unjust law’ is vopos éédixos, 
and xeXeve: is a simple word for ‘ordains.’ The student can 
hardly fail to see that ovd° édixos will complete the line just 
begun, and since xeAeve. is a bacchius, vouos placed before it 

makes up the remainder of a penthemimer. We have thus for 
the third section : 

GAN ioyvopev 

Spacat & Spotws cat rabely, ovd Exdixos 
vomos KeAever TavTa. 

Note that ov5° éxdixos is inseparable: ovdé cannot stand last 
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in a sentence, and therefore éxdixos cannot be regarded as 

coming under the rule of final cretic. 

This was at first resolved, 

if we were wise, against so great a foe 
10 contending, and so doubtful what might fall. 

The connexion is exprest by xai ydép ‘and indeed,’ or 
kat yap 89 (‘you know’). For ‘resolved’ use dédoxrar (with 
npav, if you will), or BeBovAevrat; ‘at first’ is rdAae or mdAar 

wore. From these materials the line now in hand can easily 

be completed: xai yap 57 is a molossus group, and zdAaz is the 
final iambus. The next line we may leave until we see what 
will come next. 

A familiar turn suggests itself for ‘if we were wise,’ 
€U dpovowres. As the last word is an amphibrachys, this 
can be moulded into a penthemimer by the addition of yoidv, 
which combines with ed into a spondee. ed yotv ¢dpovotcr 
then will begin one of the following lines. é6p@ rocovrw 
is a phrase of the same scansion, and the remainder must 
be fitted if possible into the latter half of each verse. ‘Con- 

_ tending’ would be in Greek ‘as about to contend,’ ws payov- 
péevos. We must now try to get in BeBovrAevra with a 
hephthemimeral caesura; it requires a spondee or iambus 

before it (#ctv) and a monosyllable after it (woré). ‘Doubtful’ 

is amropa, amropos, auynxava or dunyxavos. Of these we choose 

amopos, because with the conjunction it becomes a cretic: 
xamopos. ‘What might fall’ will be put as a dependent 
question, ti wéAAe, or with rvyxdvw in the future (not sub- 

junctive, of course): ti revgerar, The result is as follows: 

Kat yap Oy madar 

nut BeBovrevrai rol’, ws paxoupevos 
€x0p@ rocovTw Kamopots Ti Tevéerat, 

€U youv Ppovovar. 
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This horror will grow mild, this darkness light ; 

The translation may be quite literal. ‘Grow mild’ is 
padacoopuat, the future passive of which is impossible; but 

poets often use a middle future for passive where the future 
passive is rare and the form convenient: such as ripyoera 

(Soph. Ant. 210), BovAevcera: (Aesch. Sept. 198). We may there- 
fore venture to use paAdgera, especially as the middle sometimes, 
if rarely, has the sense of action upon oneself, ‘ will soften itself.’ 
‘This horror’ may be répas or Seiya rovro; and we get the 

tovro yap for the cretic, placing 76 Seiya first in the next line 

(amphibrachys). The rest runs easily enough: dds yejoerat 
éx oxorov. We see here a cretic, éx oxorov, and a four syllable 

final, yevryoerar. pws with 5é€ becomes a trochee, and thus falls 

after the first group of words; and all that remains is to add 
an emphasising xa: 

tovro yap padagerar 
70 Seipa, pus S¢ Kak oxdrov yevyoerat. 

besides what hope the never-ending flight 

of future days may bring, what chance, what change 
worth waiting. 

It suits the Greek idiom to introduce this sentence by 

some question like ris ofdev; The skeleton will then be, ‘Who 
knows the flight of time, what...it will bring?’ The metaphor 
may be kept if we say xpovou mrepov, or we may substitute one 
more familiar: ris ofde...ypdvov moda; ‘ Besides’ is xai mpds, 

which may be followed immediately by ris ofdev (amphi- 
brachys). A cretic only is lacking to fill the line, and 

‘never-ending’ may be fitly rendered by pvpiov. Passing 

on, we observe that a literal translation ri’ éd7id’ déa is 
metrical, and so is riva ruxyny (cretic equivalent), and tiv’ 

aA\aynv (four-syllable final). ‘Worth waiting’ is all that 
is left for a whole Greek line; for it is rightly regarded 
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as clumsy to leave a line unfinished. No matter how the 

line might be treated if we had a whole book of Paradise 

Lost to translate, the piece selected must be regarded as a 
complete whole. ‘ Waiting’ is rpi87, which gives agiav rpiBis 
on the first attempt. aoAAjs may be added in the fifth foot, 
and a dativus commodi may reinforce the idea of ‘ waiting’: 
‘to us expecting,’ xapadoxovow. This gives us finally 

. Q 4 >  ] a ld 

Kat mpos Tis olde pupiov xpovou mrrepov, 

tiv édrid’ age, tiva tixny, tw’ addAaynv, 
2 “a Gal 

Kapadoxovow agiay roAAKs tpiBys; 

XIX. 

O sage and reverend fathers of this land, 
here do I stand before your riper years, 
an unskilled youth, whose voice must in the Diet 
still be subdued into respectful silence. 

5 Do not, because that I am young, and want 
experience, slight my counsel and my words. 
"Tis not the wantonness of youthful blood 
that fires my spirit; but a pang so deep 
that e’en the flinty rocks must pity me. 

10 You, too, are fathers, heads of families, 

and you must wish to have a virtuous son, 
to reverence your grey hairs, and shield your eyes 
with pious and affectionate regard. 

From ScHILLER. 

O sage and reverend fathers of this land, 

The words suggested are cepuvos, o€Bas, and oeBifw for 

‘reverend,’ wpéoBus, mpeoBurys, mpéoBos and mpecBevtw for 
‘fathers.’ But any literal translation is metrically hopeless; 
for nothing will make & ceyuvol mpeoBira: scan in one line, 

and @ ceuvot mpéoBes is almost as bad. If however we take 
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the collective zpéoBos, we get light at once: w mwpéoBos is a 

palimbacchius, and takes the first place in a line of Type IT. 
The defining genitive is capable of much moulding. We may 

have tyode xOoves at the verse-end, or y7s rode elsewhere; 
the longer form yaias rjode will not do here, but the observant 
will see that it needs only to substitute alas, and the words 
may follow & mpéoBos. We then get a line of Type V.; and 
placing o¢Bas last, we proceed to search for a molossus or 

cretic with the meaning ‘wise.’ gods is of course too short; 
but on running through its compounds we soon hit on rdvao- 
gos, and write the completed line thus: 

w® mpéaBos alias ryode, mavoohov aéBas.... 

here do I stand before your riper years, 
an unskilled youth, 

The student ought at once to see here a fine chance of 

antithesis. He will oppose ‘youth’ to ‘years,’ ‘unskilled’ 

to ‘riper,’ and set down as a first draft véos waXatots, dretpos 
éumeipors. A glance is enough to show that these words 
cannot all stand in one line; for we have among them 
bacchius, and amphibrach, and molossus. But to get their 
full force out of the words, they ought to come together ; 

therefore one of them at least must be changed. The first 
phrase will suffer least by a change, because its two words are 
not cognate as azepos and éuzreipos are. Moreover, there are 

plenty of synonyms for waAads; to instance two, zpeoBus and 

mpeoBurns. Turning to the second phrase, then, we observe 
that as it stands one short syllable more would make a 
hephthemimer of Type VIII.; and it should not take a 
moment to see that the dative may be lengthened to éyrei- 
poo. We next place véos last, and a molossus is left to 

find. The required word is to hand in rpeoBurys. Our line 
is now done, and reads 

dreipos éumreiporot, mperBvrais véos... 
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The antithesis, it will be seen, is formally complete. The 

two pairs of words fill the whole line, with nothing to weaken 
the effect; and they are so arranged as to form the figure 
chiasmus, which generally adds to the force of antithesis. 
‘Here do I stand before you’ remains to be translated ; and 

the task is easy. ‘Before you’ is simply év vpiv, a bacchius; 
and ‘TI stand’ will scan as the first foot, either in its literal 

rendering éoryjxa, or in the form which a Greek would most 
likely have thought of— 

ao > 9 cua 

Tape. €V U{pALV. 

whose voice must in the Diet 

still be subdued into respectful silence. 

‘Diet’ need not detain us; we have choice between 

yepovaia, Bovdy, or BovAevrai. A more poetical rendering 
will suggest one of these words with a subtle difference ; thus 

we may use BovAapxor, and in this sentence the phrase may be 

Bovdapxots rape. ‘Whose voice’ may of course be translated 
literally ; but it will be better in point of style and taste to 
make the relative sentence adjectival. It will then take this 

form: ‘who (or and one who) ought to be silent.’ The 
relative dv is best coupled to the adjectives already used by 
a conjunction, and the line will then continue 

...ov Te BovAdpxols mapa... 

‘Respectful silence’ would be exprest in Greek by eidypety, 

or evpypov oTopa. Or dwviv éxev, Which may be helped out with 

aidws. Do not use d0dyyos, which means not a ‘voice’ but an 
inarticulate sound. A cretic could be made with de éyew but 
for the hiatus; and this ought to remind the student of the 
aorist oxyeetv, ‘strong’ in form and in meaning, for it means 
‘to get, keep, hold’ rather than ‘to have.’ “We have now the 
materials for another line. evpypov stands first as a palim- 

bacchius, and aidot is a spondee to follow; then comes de? 
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oxeBety, and gdwrvyv may come next or oropa last, aei may 
be legitimately added, and then we have 

evpypov aidot Set cxeOeiv dei oropa. 

5 Do not, because that I am young, and want 
experience, slight my counsel and my words. 

The first question is, how to translate the main verb; for 

that will naturally fix the type of the line. Now dAcyupeiy is 
of no use, so we must consider the other phrases of like 

meaning. Chief among these are zap ovdéy and wept ovdevds 
movetoOa. or vopilev. It is possible to begin py dy moreiode, 
but it should be noticed that there is a change of person from 

‘I’ to ‘you.’ In such case Greek idiom requires that a pronoun 

should be used; and the first group of the line must be vpets 
dé (palimbacchius), wy pou may come next; and the most 
convenient verb turns out to be vomifere, which is to be 
placed last. It now proves necessary either to remodel the 
line, or to find a cretic. ‘Counsel’ is of no use in this matter, 

but it would be possible to make a cretic of rods Acyous. This 
_ is a flat phrase, however, and it is more in the Greek manner 

to say ‘do not despise me, so as not to hear what I advise,’ 
But what more natural than to insert a parenthetical Aiccopart 

Such appeals are as common as can be, and moreover the 
sentence becomes more polite thereby. aap ovdév (amphi- 
brachys) now finds its place first in the following line, and 
we get thus far: 

vpets Se py pe, Alooopat, vopilere 
TAp OUVOEY.... 

The next words, as already implied, will be dore py. ‘My 
counsel and my words’ is simply &@ BovAew, and xdAvew or 
pabety may come last. Hiatus may be avoided by changing 
py to pndé, so that the clause means ‘not even to hear what I 
advise.’ ‘Because I am young’ is in the Greek idiom put 
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conditionally, ef xal véos eiué. ‘And want experience’ gives 
«azreipos, a palimbacchius; and now we can compose a hephthe- 

mimer of Type VII., by omitting eiyii This verb may follow 
next, but no cretic offers. However, the context admits of our 

adding és 76 viv, but even this cannot stand after eiyi. Try 

then what a change of verb can do, and substitute éfvv. This 
may stand last in the line, which is now complete. 

...aoTe pyd & BovdAeiw xAVveuw, 
ei Kal véos Kameipos és TO viv eur. 

"Tis not the wantonness of youthful blood 
that fires my spirit; 

The metaphor of ‘firing’ is not strange to Greek, but the 
form it stands in departs somewhat from idiom. To say that 
wantonness fires the spirit involves personification as well as 

metaphor; and though either may be used, we should be 
sparing in the use of both at once. The idea is better trans- 
lated by keeping the personal subject, and saying ‘I am not 
fired by wantonness.’ ‘Youthful blood’ again, if literally 
rendered, would be stronger in the Greek than in English ; 
and we have to ask whether the tone of the speaker justifies 
so much accumulated agony. It certainly does not; and 
we should try to find some word which would occur to 

a Greek as naturally as ‘youthful blood’ occurs to an 
Englishman. The best plan will be to give the epithet to 
‘wantonness,’ and to use Ajya for ‘spirit’: ‘I am not fired 

in my spirit by youthful wantonness.’ There are several 
words one may use for ‘fired’: wvpoduat or fwrupotuat for 
example. As regards ‘wantonness,’ v8prs is a great deal too 
strong. It means such an act as violent outrage, an act of 
infamy, rather than an act of mere impertinence or bragga- 
docio, which is Opacos. The careful student will see here a 

further opportunity for antithesis: véos dy (or ws véos) véw 
Opacet. 
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We now have to decide whether the idea of ‘fire’ shall be 
made the main verb, or if not, what then. od Cwrvpodpat or 

ov yap mvpodpat is a good enough beginning; but the phrase 
afterwards suggested cannot follow the vowel without an 

intrusive ye. It is simple to take dvéorny for the main verb, 
throwing wvpw6eis into the participle. dvéornv ‘I have risen 

before you’ will fall into the bacchius position in the next line, 
and ro Ajpa may be prefixt to it thus: 

ov yap mupwleis, ws véos, véew Opacver 
To An avéorny. 

but a pang so deep 
that e’en the flinty rocks must pity me. 

For ‘pang’ a more familiar metaphor must be substituted: 
such as xevreiy, Sdxvew, olotpev. The construction will be 

continued; that is to say, we must write something that 
means ‘but (I am here) deeply pierced.’ In the required 
tense none of these verbs provides a cretic, but only a spondee 
5nxGeis, or a molossus, xevrnOeis, oiorpyOeis. The conjunction 
then should be a trochee, dAAa that is, not dé. If now we 

place these words as we have learnt to do, and add xéap to 
define, we have 

...GAAQ Kevrnbeis Kéap.... 

The alliteration adds to the effect, and may be taken in 
place of a word for ‘deep.’ (The aorist passive of xevréw does 
not actually occur in tragedy, but the verb is quite regular, 
and there is no reason why it should not be used.) 

We now come to the ‘flinty rocks.’ This personification of 

rocks would sound natural in Greek, and need not give us 

pause. erpwdys AfMos is a correct translation, and olkrifw 
may be the verb. Only we should change ‘must’ to a con- 

ditional phrase with av; because after all the rocks do not 
pity any one, and this delicate form of expression implies what 
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is true enough—they would pity me if such a thing were 
possible. The new clause may be introduced by ws or wore, 
and ws xav may be the first group, the bacchius zerpwdes 
standing second. Some form of this or another verb must 
now be found which contains a cretic or trochee. For this the 

present stem will not serve; but from the aorist we get oixri- 

ceav or the infinitive oikrica, either of which can stand. By 

repeating av we should get oixriceiav dv Xia (Type X.); or 
with the infinitive, adding éué at the end, 

€ A 4 > , iy > / ws Kav merpwoes oixtioar AlBous eye. 

10 You, too, are fathers, heads of families, 

and you must wish to have a virtuous son, 

The form of this sentence depends chiefly on the rendering 
chosen for ‘must.’ In such a case the Greeks would hardly 
say det or py, but elds, ‘it is to be expected.’ The dependent 

infinitive will be xexryjoOa: or éxrpoOar, each a molossus. «at 

vas in crasis may begin the line; but though vuds (in a change 
of person) must come somewhere, xai pnv is the best phrase to 

introduce a new idea. Turning now to the remaining words, 
we observe that ‘heads of families’ gives a cretic, deordrat 
douwy ; so we must find if possible some word of the bacchius 
type for ‘fathers.’ marépes is of no use here, nor are roxys and 

yovns; but rexovres’ exactly suits. The words are arranged 
without difficulty, and we have for our ninth line 

N \ a 4 > € A 4 Kal pv texovras Seororas O tpas dopwv.... 

To round off the construction, a participle is needed, such 
as dvras or yeyOras. Now since eixds is already before our 

eyes, it is clear that yeywras should be chosen, making with it 

a half-line of the Second Type. éxrjo6a: takes its proper place, 

1 This word is used of either parent. 

R. 15 
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and the last word will be Oé&Aev ‘wish.’ The trochee which 

remains is exactly filled by viov: 

...yeywras, eixds viov éxrycOar Oédev.... 

‘Virtuous’ will begin the next line, and it is easy to find 
a word that will do. adyafdes would scan, but it is colourless ; 
the best word seems to be xedvos. Then we leave things for 
the moment, and pass on to the following lines. 

to reverence your grey hairs, and shield your eyes 
with pious and affectionate regard. 

As we run through the English words, calling to mind the 

various Greek translations of them, we notice that ceBilew 
will give a bacchius in several of its forms. xedvoy we have 
already for the first word, and with elision ce8ifovra is the 
right word to follow it. No conjunction is necessary ; for in 

Greek nothing is commoner than to find strings of descriptive 
words or phrases with no link between. ‘Grey hairs’ may 
be simply Aevxds tpixas, leaving a cretic to find (xvpiws for 
example). Or a more ornate phrase of the elevated style may 
be used, such as Sophocles’ AevxavGés capa (O. T. 742); this 

will complete the line if we can discover a suitable trochee. 
For this dpr. may do, but there is no point in it; though it 

perhaps might be justified as meaning ‘as soon as they grow 
white.’ It will be more satisfactory to choose some other verb 

that can stand before the hephthemimeral caesura, as in Type 

VII.: there are many such, céBovra, rapBotvra, riovra. The 

line may then be completed with ...re xai... or some adverb 
meaning ‘ well,’ ‘for ever,’ etc. We may also write xedvoy rw’ 
ev céBovra, which is better; we thus avoid coupling adjective 

and participle as equivalents. That we may not anticipate 
‘pious,’ we will not use céBeav, but (say) rapBotvra ; or ripad- 
govvra, changing twa to ye: 

kedvov ye, Tysadpovvta AevxavGés Kapa. 
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The sentence which follows should be paraphrased. ‘Shield 
your eyes’ indeed can be rendered mpocrarypios éuparwv or the 
like; but the form of the sentence had better be os with the 

future, or iva, or dore. With the words there is little diffi- 

culty: evoeBys and aidotos at once occur to the mind. The 

student may perhaps remember the right words for filial care, 

ynpoBocxety and yypoBockos: the verb in the proper tense gives 
us yypoBooxyce, and settles the Type as no. X. Now edaeBys 
is of no use, but its noun will combine with os into a penthe- 
mimer: és evoeBeig.... If now we paraphrase eioeBeia by 
using a participle, we can get an iambic word for the ending: 

evo éBeav...tiwv. The line then runs 

os T evoéBecav ynpoBooKyce Tiwv.... 

The next line may begin with the palimbacchius aidotos. 

Place zpoorarypios last, and change ézyarwv to some synonym 

which shall scan as a spondee or trochee: cwews. Lastly, 
‘shield’ may suggest the noun é¢puya or pdya, and we have 

r a ¥” ea , 

...al8otos, dvews Piya mpoorarypLor. 

XX. 

Rome, Rome, thou now resemblest a ship 
at random wandering in a boisterous sea, 

when foaming billows feel the northern blasts ; 
thou toilst in peril, and the windy storm 

5 doth topside-turvey toss thee as thou float’st. 
Thy mast is shivered and thy mainsail torn, 
thy sides sore beaten, and thy hatches broke: 
thou wantst thy tackling, and a ship unrigged 

can make no shift to combat with the sea. 
10 See how the rocks do heave their heads at thee, 

which if thou should but touch, thou straight becom’st 
a spoil to Neptune and a sportful prey 
to the Glaucs and Tritons, pleased with thy decay. 

T. Kyo. 

15—2 
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This piece suits best the manner of Aeschylus. - 

Rome, Rome, thou now resemblest a ship 
at random wandering in a boisterous sea, 
when foaming billows feel the northern blasts ; 

We begin by running over in the mind the various 
phrases describing storm and shipwreck. There are the 
nouns 6dAacoa, movros, KAvVdwv, KAvdwviov, and the rarer 

tpixvuia ‘great billow’; the adjectives GadaccdmAayxros and 

6aXaccdrAnxros, or the participle dAwpevos, for the ship; and 

the verbs cadevw, dwevw, yexpdLopat, oroddopat, éppev, or the 

passive of xAv{w and its compounds. Then we have ddpos 
‘foam,’ or (4An, odAos, réudi€, ‘bubble,’ divy and divos ‘eddy’ ; 

for ‘storm’ yew, oxymrds, alyis, AatAay, Bopéas or Boppas, 
with the adjectives ducyeiuepos, Svuoreudedos, dvoyvenos. The 

ship does not come to wreck exactly, but perhaps vavaya 
or some cognate word may be useful by and by. 

The next step is to combine these into metrical phrases, 
® ‘Pwr is a molossus, ‘Pun a spondee; vads or vews Sixny set 
together suit the end of a line, or they may be separated. 
Suppose we strike the keynote of the piece by placing as the 
first word OaXacoorAdyxrov, which it will be perceived exactly 
fills a penthemimer. vads as a trochee may follow, and then 
comes the molossus & ‘Puy. The repetition ‘Rome, Rome’ is 

impossible in any case, as four long syllables cannot stand 

together in iambics; but the pathos of the cry may be 
reproduced if we prefix an exclamation, such as 4 da. 

Now for ‘boisterous sea’: taking one of the four-syllable 
adjectives given above, we notice that with é& prefixt it just 

fills a final penthemimer: év dvoxepépp or dvotendéAy. 6a- 

Adooy may be used in conjunction, only the intervals do not 

easily fill. If however we take some word that may be used 

in the plural, we shall readily get a trochaic ending, which is 
wanted to precede our phrase: xAvdwow, xAvdwvioww,, or the 
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fine word tpixvpiatow. The relative #ris completes this line, 
and éppe. may begin the next. We have thus repeated the 

idea hinted at in Oa\accorAdyxrov, but in a more striking 

form, and with the addition of ‘stormy’ and ‘huge billows.’ 
There remain of the third line ‘foam’ and ‘northern blasts’ 

(for ‘billows’ has been anticipated). The construction may 
be subordinate ; or (as a relative sentence has just been used) 

genitive absolute: ‘when the N. blasts raise the foam,’ or the 

like. None of the words suggested produce either bacchius 

or cretic; but Bopéas may be paraphrased zvo7 Bopeas (adj.), 
which gives Bopeados as possible cretic equivalent (first 
syllable resolved UU U— equivalent to-—WU—). The dictionary 

will furnish us with xvxaw ‘to mix in confusion’; and then, 

with ddpov last, we have our three lines complete: 
> > 
aa* 

Garaccordayxtov vaos, & ‘Pun, dixny 
qTUs Tpikuplaow év SvoweudéAorts 

éppet, kuxwons Bopeados avons adpov. 

thou toilst in peril, and the windy storm 
5 doth topside-turvey toss thee as thou float’st. 

So much for the simile; the clause which follows begins 

naturally with ovrws or ovrw dé (dé in apodosi), If we use 
a simple translation for ‘toilst,’ we may write ovrw ov poyxOeis, 
or roveis ov: but cadeves is a more expressive word, and after 

it we may write xai ov as a trochee (Type V.); and xivéuvos in 
some form may stand in the place of the molossus, say x.vdvvev 
péon. Or we may make a new sentence, introduced by xai, 

and use xaxaé to translate ‘peril’; for example, tAwr? Kaxois 
metaphorically, ‘floating in dangers.’ The former is more 

simple. ‘Topside-turvey’ is of course avw xatw, which may 
go first or last, but should be kept together. For a verb 
dwevovea is suitable ; this with aeé may go last in the verse, 
leaving space for palimbacchius (Type IV.); any word for 
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‘wind,’ ‘wave,’ or ‘storm’ will suit the sense: say réupeée 

(Aesch. frag. 195 Svoyeépw répdeyt). ‘Windy storm’ will 

easily swell out into an Aeschylean line, for which materials 

have been given: dvayvéporss —U— Svoyeipéepov, leaving space 

for a cretic meaning ‘storm.’ Either aiyidos or AaiAazos 

meets the case. 

ovTw cadreves Kal av, Kwdvvwv péon, 

avw xatw méudift Swevovo’ aet 

Svonvépotot Aairaros Svcyetpépov. 

Thy mast is shivered and thy mainsail torn, 
thy sides sore beaten, and thy hatches broke: 
thou wantst thy tackling, and a ship unrigged 
can make no shift to combat with the sea. 

From xAdw ‘to shiver’ we get by literal translation a 
bacchius éxAao@y, and iords 5° will precede it. The ‘mainsail ’ 
is Aaidos (Med. 524 dxpoior Aaipovs xpacrédois), and while 

a simple translation is possible of ‘torn,’ there is a fine 
compound verb ornpoppayeiy ‘to be torn to shreds’ which in 

some form will end the line; we may place before it xamece 
and use the participle ornpoppayovv, beginning the next line 

with Aaidos. ‘Sides’ is rAevpai or wAevpa (n.), and verbs for 

‘beat’ are xdérrw, watacow, and an expressive word oz7odw 
(often used colloquially like ‘dust,’ but also in Euripides 
Andr. 1129 wads ravrofev orodovpevos). The last furnishes 

a bacchius, ovodetra:, and 7Aevpa is the trochee which should 

follow by Type V. ‘ Hatches’ has no equivalent in Greek ; 

but we use either a simple word for ‘ planks,’ or céApara, the 
decking. To complete the line a cretic is wanted, and from 
pyyvup. we get éppayn for this place. ‘Tackle’ may be oma, 

é&vrea, oxevyn f. or oxedos n. ‘Thou wantst’ suggests some part 

of amoAdvvat, obviously arwAecas; and the necessary con- 
junction added, ocxevyv re forms a palimbacchius which may 
stand first or end the hephthemimer. An adjective such as 
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vavrixyv or (more poetical) vatay may go in the First Cretic 
Position, leaving space for a spondee, e.g. racav. ‘ Unrigged’ 
may be orAwy avev in a simple translation; but this may be 
improved upon if we recollect the favourite idiom of poetry, 

by which a negative adjective is used instead of a negative 
preposition ; a compound of a- privative with some synonym 

of the governed noun. Even the same noun may be used, as 

dorAos Grdwy, but it is neater to use a synonym, say aoxKevos 
orAwv. Now aoxevos is a palimbacchius; but here it cannot 

stand first, for in that place must go the negative phrase, ov 

yap, or ov)’ av. Between this and doxevos there is room for 

one iambus. We may combine a four-syllable group thus, 

od zAoiov av; or (as av is short) with adverbial rt, o¥3’ ay re 
vats. With this beginning dé7Awv cannot stand, for by the 

rule of the Final Cretic, a trochee (not a spondee) must be 
used in such a line as this is. However, &rewy may take 

the place of 67Awv, and then the final iambus remains for the 
verb, oévor. ‘To combat’ in poetical phrase is ovpBaretv 

paxnyv or éow; and Gadrdocy finds its place easily in the verse, 
giving the greater part of a line of Type I.: payny daracon 
oupBadretv. The lines then run thus: 

e ‘ > 3 , ” a 
iaros 5° éxAaoOn, Karece oTNoppayovv 

Aatdhos, orodetrat wevpa, oéApar’ éppayn, 

OKevyV TE TaCcay vatay amwAecas, 
2Q> Le ” ” 4 ov0” av Tt vals acKevos évrewy oOévor 

paxnv Oaracoy EvpBareiv. 

[It may be worth while pointing out that one line might 
suffice to translate the last line and a half: 

a , A c 4 

Tois Tot ToLovTOs SvowaAyns wovros wed: 

toovros being often used instead of repeating an adjective or 
the like. | 
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10 See how the rocks do heave their heads at thee, 

which if thou should but touch, thou straight becom’st 
a spoil to Neptune and a sportful prey 
to the Glaucs and Tritons, pleased with thy decay. 

If we translate ‘see’ dp’ ovx dpas, this will complete the 
line left unfinisht. Then ‘rocks’ may be attracted into this 
sentence, by the common idiom of the type, ‘I know thee, what 

thou art’: zérpas. An iambic word for ‘how’ is dws, and 

‘at thee’ is the ethical dative oor; xdpa is the poetical word 
for ‘head,’ and will end the line. ‘Heave’ is aipw (or éfaipw), 
or rpoBaddw ; either of these can stand before xdpa in the 3rd 

plural with v added ; if aipovow, perhaps Sewvov may do for the 
trochee ; but better, rpoBadAovow preceded by dy (‘lo and 
behold’). [Observe that this line has only a quasi-caesura, d7 
in rhythm going with the words that precede it.] The next 
phrase should be literally translated, dv éav Oiyys word, which 
will scan with the sole change of jv for éav. A trochee or 
cretic must follow; and the English gives both, ed6us and 
dprayy ; while a verb may fill the last foot, wéAes or mecet. 
‘Glaucs’ are creatures unknown to Greek mythology, though 

we have heard of Glaucus; for this Nereids or nymphs might 

do, or we may content ourselves with the Tritons, Tpirwor. 
Neptune is almost impracticable in the dative, Hocedan. 
The conditions are a double mute to follow, or some group of 

consonants that makes position (such as Bd, yA), and a mono- 
syllable to precede (xaé for instance). If we use r@ Moce- 
davos yévee we have a hephthemimer; or we may for once 

neglect the caesura (see Introd. p. 13), and write xai vpr€z 
Tloceddvos yeve. ‘Sportful prey’ must be paraphrased ; by 

yé\wra Oyoes say, or xappa. ‘Glad’ is aopévors, a cretic, and 
‘decay’ may be rendered by a participle in agreement with 
the subject, SuapOapetoca, or épOappévy. Place the two ad- 

jectives together, and the connexion exprest in the English is 

implied in the Greek. 
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> > 3 e a 
ap ovX Opas 

9 métpas, orws oor dy mpoBadAovow Kapa, 
e ? , 9 3Q\ € AY a 
wv Hv Otyys Tor, eds dptayy recet 

Tpirwoe cat vnret Toceddvos yever 

yelota Onoes aopevors epOappevy. 

Toxeus. 

Plexippus. 
5 

Meleager. 
Plexippus. 
Meleager. 

10 Pleaippus. 
Meleager. 

Plexippus. 
Meleager. 

Althea. 
15 

Toxeus. 

XXI, 

How long will ye whet spears with eloquence, 
Fight, and kill beasts dry-handed with sweet words? 
Cease, or talk still and slay thy boars at home. 
Why, if she ride among us for a man, 

Sit thou for her and spin; a man grown girl 
Is worth a woman weaponed ; sit thou here. 
Peace, and be wise; no gods love idle speech. 
Nor any man a man’s mouth woman-tongued. 
For my lips bite not sharper than mine hands. 
Nay, both bite soft, but no whit softly mine. 
Keep thine hands clean; they have time enough 

to stain. 
For thine shall rest and wax not red to-day. 
Have all thy will of words; talk out thine heart. 
Refrain your lips, O brethren, and my son, 
Lest words turn snakes and bite you uttering them. 
Except she give her blood before the gods, 
What profit shall a maid be among men? 

SWINBURNE: Atalanta in Calydon. 

In this piece there is a great deal to translate. There is 

often very little thought in many words of Swinburne: here 
the words are strong and expressive, and but for some 

affectation might rank with the finest dramatic verse It 

will be impossible, then, to get the translation into the same 
number of lines. 
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Toxeus. How long will ye whet spears with eloquence, 
Fight, and kill beasts dry-handed with sweet words? 

There is no phrase in Greek like quousqgue tandem; and 
mocov xpovov dy, though it scans well enough, is very weak. 

We must cast about for some model, where a similar im- 

patience is exprest, and take the form of that. The most 

suitable is Soph. Aj. 75 od oly avéger, pnde SerALay dpa; The 

skeleton then will be: ‘Silence, and do not whet, etc.’ The 

metaphor is simple and well suited to Greek; it may be 

translated literally, as it could not fail to be understood. 
Oxyewv Sépv edyAwooia or Adyors first suggests itself; but a 

stronger phrase is @yyev yAwooy. Putting the verb in the 
future, as in our model, we get Oygere yAdooy at once to 
follow the short caesura; Sdpv will end the line. Now pyde 

must come before these words, so it will be necessary to 

shorten the first part of the sentence. ov otya alone is 
enough, and this palimbacchius group fills the required space. 

ov aotya, pydé Ongere yAwooy Sdpv. 

Next observe that ‘sweet words,’ ydéow Adyo.s, will sound 

somewhat monotonous, because it will be too much like what 

precedes. But supposing we imitate another type which is 

very effective, seen in Aesch. Cho. 493 médais dxadxevrots ; 
where the noun is defined by a negative adjective. Such a 

phrase as Adyxats dxaAxevros, in this context, will give the 
desired effect; and it may be further explained by 7d€wy 

Aoywy. Either ‘kill beasts’ or ‘fight’ may be joined with 
this. Take now these two ideas, and devise some telling 

expression for them. For ‘fight’ we have aipew paynv or the 
like. @ypia xravetv will scan for the other, but the phrase is 

commonplace. There is a compound verb @ypoxrovety ; although 

this is not used in tragedy, the adjective Oypoxrovos is, and 

the verb is amply justified by the common compounds fporo- 
KTovelv, pytpoxroverv, etc. We have now materials to go on 
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with. yd€wv Acywv may stand last, and it is only necessary to 
write the long form in the adjective, aya\xevroiww, to com- 

plete the line ; @npoxrovotvres will then form the first penthe- 
mimer in the next. Again, atpovres at once finds its place as 
a molossus, and paxyyv may follow. The trochee which now 
remains is easily filled, after a glance at the English, with 

xepoiv. ‘Dry-handed’ suggests no obvious compound, neither 
is it a likely word for the Greek poet. There is something 
artificial about it, and the Greek poet would probably say 

‘bloodless’ or ‘unstained’: axpavros. Nothing comes out of 
the English for the first foot; but we may add dewjv, which 

will take point from the context. There will be a tone of 

sarcasm about it: ‘stirring up strife, dire strife indeed, 
bloodless !’ 

. .Aoyxais dxaAKevroow ydéwv Adywv 
Onpoxrovotvres, xepai tT aipovres paynv np » XEp povres pdxy 
devyy axpavrois; 

Cease, or talk still and slay thy boars at home. 

The change from ‘ye’ to ‘thee’ must not be left un- 
noticed ; and the pronoun is therefore necessary. There will 

naturally be two parts to the sentence, each having 7. But 
7} wave ov, and ov 8 4 wave y, are both awkward phrases to 
manipulate. Our task will be easier if we use a dependent 
construction: mavcacba rAéyw, etc. (Observe the idiom by 
which rave is used in the active for ‘cease,’ not ravov, but the 

middle in other forms of the verb.) Here we have molossus 

and iambus ; a trochee only is necessary to complete the line, 

and this will be 7 oé ‘Stay at home’ may be literal, ofxo: 

pévwv, év otxots, Or we may use as a model Aesch, Pers. 756 

évdov aixuafew. There are, however, some expressive com- 
pounds which will do better: oixovpds and oixoupeiy, oixovpnpa 

‘stay-at-home, carpet knight.’ 7 or 7 xai will begin the line; 
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and using oixovpov we may follow Type VII. (Palimbacchius, 
2nd position). This leaves space for an iambus, and either 
KTaveiy or xampovs will suit. The one not chosen may go to 

the end, thus leaving space for a cretic or molossus. Trans- 
lating ‘still’ ws ro zpiv, our line is done. (‘Talk’ is omitted, 
but the idea has already been given twice, and there is no 

pressing need for a third statement. ) 
A 4 7 oé€ wravocacGa Aé€yw, 

“a Q a Q e a“ 

7] Kai Kdmrpovus oikovpov ws TO mpi KTavelv. 

Plexippus. Why, if she ride among us for a man, 
Sit thou for her and spin; a man grown girl 
Is worth a woman weaponed; sit thou here. 

‘For a man’ might be rendered by some compound with 
avti, if there were one: like avrizais. Unfortunately there is 
none but avridveipa, which only suits Homeric verse. Neither 
is avti avdpos suitable (though avri r7cde will do in the next 
line). avdpds dixyy is not so strong as the English; ahd the 
best phrase we can get is kar’ avdpa, or riv xar’ avdp’ ddov. 
‘Ride’ gives a bacchius, éAavvy, and the first foot may be 
nv & Ade with elision. -A trochee remains to find. It would 

seem at first sight that ‘with us’ must be a bacchius, pe6” 
pov, OY nyov pera at the verse-end. dod or xowvg will do, as 

far as the meaning goes; and xowj may suggest another 

adverbial idiom, xowd, which is a trochaic equivalent (cf. 
Antig. 546: py por Odvys od Kowa). 

jv 8 4d éAauvy Kowa riv car avip’ ddov... 

The next line must contain ov and #Se in some form, to 

balance this. avri ryode, which has been mentioned, is 
trochaic, and suits Type VI. or VIII. ‘Spin’ gives us «rw6e, 

xAacov, or vycov, and if we use the last, ob vycoy makes an 

amphibrachys which may precede avri in Type VIII. How 
to get in ‘sit’ without omitting something, is difficult to see. 
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vely ypevov zpo THade sacrifices the pronoun, which is artisti- 

cally necessary, but it is otherwise unexceptionable. ‘Grown 

girl’ will be some compound of @jAuvs or yum}, such as 

yuvatxoptpos, yuvacxodpwv, OyAvvouvs. The last named with 
avyp will just complete the line; ye may be added by way of 

emphasis. ‘Worth’ again is a compound of dvri; say dyri- 
otadnos ‘of equal weight,’ a favourite word. Here again, 

noticing that yvvauos is an amphibrach, we may make a 
line of Type VIII. It remains only to find a word for 
‘weaponed’: é7Aifw, the most obvious, gives wrAuopevys, or in 
the compound éé-, and completes the line: 

ov vacov avti rHade* Ondvvous y’ avyp 
yuvaixds avtiorabpos éfwrAicpévys. 

We now come to a stichomythia; and we shall probably 

find some difficulty in compressing the English into the same 

number of lines. This we must nevertheless do, at all costs: 

allowing only the artifice of interpolation if necessary. 

Meleager. Peace, and be wise; no gods love idle speech. 

wave or otya. will do for the first word ; and the latter part 

of the sentence can easily be made metrical—ot qiAotou of 

Geot xevovs, with Agyous yap before it; or od Adyous gd. ete. 

according to Type VII. Here will be no room for ‘be 
wise,’ dpovee or ppovwv ev. It would be possible to make 

a line and a half out of this, but not two lines without 

weakness ; moreover, the following line (as we shall see) can 

be translated by one line in Greek, and would suffer by 
expansion. 

By all means therefore the sense must be got into 

one line and no more. Let us see whether the sentence can 

be shortened. For one thing, of may be omitted, and Geoi 

scanned as a monosyllable; and by using é77 instead of 

Aoyous, we can get rid of another syllable: ob dAote’ ery Keva. 
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(orvyovo: may even be used for od diAoda, but is less suited 
to Greek idiom.) The line may now begin oaty’, eb ¢pover’ or 
ravoat, dpove: the word Geot following as a monosyllable ; 

with ye, which is not only indispensable metri gratia, but is a 
common particle in conversation. 

We have now to choose between two lines. One runs 
easily but omits ‘be wise’: 

aty’, ov Adyous Pirodaty of Deot Kevors. 

The other is somewhat less neat, but gets in all the sense: 

mavoa, ppover: Oeoi y' ov diAovo’ ery xeva. 

It is a matter of taste not easy to decide; but as the latter 
line does not absolutely offend, this seems better. 

Plexippus. Nor any man a man’s mouth woman-tongued. 

The form of this line must be obvious: ‘Nor men a man 

woman-tongued,’ ov avdpes avdpa ye. It is simpler, and more 

effective to say this, than to say as the English does ‘a man’s 
mouth woman-tongued’; and no jot of the meaning is lost. 
It is not conceivable that a Greek would have written 6y)v- 

yAwoooy oroya avdpos, when this was open to him. @yAv- 

yAwooos, though good enough as a word, is late; but there is 

a classical word @nAvoroyos, which we will place last. We 
have now a cretic gap in the line. The simplest way to fill 

this is to make a dependent clause: ‘hate a man, if he be 

woman-tongued,’ #v Tvxy, and this gives finally : 

ovd avdpes avdpa y, Av TUxy OndrAVoTopOs. 

Meleager. For my‘ lips bite not sharper than mine hands. 

The form of this line shows affectation, and we must get to 

the heart of it. We may say: ‘my hands bite no less sharply 

than my tongue,’ ddxvover yetpes ovdiy Hooov 7 ordua. But it 
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is neater to echo the adjective @yAvorowos thus: ‘sharp- 
tongued am I (év), but no less sharp-handed (8é).’ This 

gives at once a good antithesis: dévoropos peév, dgévyxeip Se. 
The words scan as they are, and the two feet remaining will 
contain the verb. iyi does not suit the rhythm, which here 

is iambic ; but épuv does, and duws will complete the line. 

dfvoropnos pév, d€vxep 8 apws eduv. 

Plexippus. Nay, both bite soft, but no whit softly mine. 

This answer corrects the other speaker; and the proper 

particles are pév ovv. We keep of course the previous 

construction, which is personal: not ‘mine’ but ‘I’—éyw per 
ovv. The rest will be something of this kind: ‘but to thee 
both are soft,’ using an adjective the opposite of dégvs, i.e. 
padrOaxes or ayuBAvs. It is still better to express this main 

idea by a verb, éuadOaxioOy or yuBrAvvOn, with a pronoun (as 
rade) for subject. éuadGaxicOy is not possible at this end 
of the verse (it forms a first penthemimer), but yuBrAVvby is : 

we get therefore coi 5 —v 4uBrvvOy rade. Some such particle 
as av or avre suits the sense, and with a compound of the verb 
we have 

eyo pev ovv' cot & avr amnpBrv6On rade. 

Meleager. Keep thine hands clean; they have time enough 
to stain. 

‘Keep clean’ is cwle xadapds yeipas: to save space we may 

say ‘make clean,’ xa0atpe or haidpuve xeipas. ‘They have time 

enough’ is £v xpovw, which may follow on, and the verb will 
be ‘ they will be stained.’ If we use xpaivw, which is suitable 
both in itself and as recalling aypdvras above, we get xpavOy- 
govrat. This will not scan, but it is easy to change it and 
xetpas to the singular: 

kaOaipe xetpa: iv xpovw xpavOyoerau. 
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Observe that ypaivw has another advantage in its vague- 
ness, because it leads up to a climax in the next line. 

Plextppus. For thine shall rest and wax not red to-day. 

This line contains some long words which cannot be 
shortened: oyjpuepov and gowybyoera. The verb can go 

nowhere but in the last half, and leaves no room for oypepov 
in any of the Cretic positions. We must therefore combine it 
with the particles into a penthemimer: ov oyjpepoy yap; the 
remaining trochee must contain a translation of ‘thine,’ coi 

ye. It becomes clear that ‘rest’ will have to be omitted ; for 
a double line here in answer to a single line is not to be 
thought of. 

ov onpepov yap cot ye powtxOGyoerat. 

Meleager. Have all thy will of words; talk out thine heart. 

‘Have all thy will of words’ is ‘talk away’: AdAe, 
gAvdpe. There are some good words which we may use in 

paraphrase: orouapyos (Aesch., Soph., Eur.), yAwooaAyos, 
oropapyia, yAwooaAyia. Euripides has oropapyos yAwooa)yia 

(Medea 525), and it is probably an accident that the other 
words do not occur in tragedy. However that may be, these 

are enough. We have only to find a suitable verb, and ‘talk 
out’ suggests éxxetv. In the participle this will give us a 

cretic ; and as the two other words are familiar (see Type I.), 

we need not hesitate to write down 

AaAe, oropapyov éexxéwv yAwooadyiar. 

Althea. Refrain your lips, O brethren, and my son, 
Lest words turn snakes and bite you uttering them. 

The first of these lines is simple enough. cvpypetre would 
do well for the verb, were it not that adeAgof as a bacchius 

would then find no place; but ovyare is an obvious substitute. 
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‘And thou, my son’ (the pronoun being necessary in a 
change of persons) gives a cretic xait ov wat. The following 

words need no change in the metaphor: py dSaxvwor, but a 

syllable (such as zws) must be added. If we use ézy, the 
phrase will then run py ws Saxvy. ‘Turn snakes’ can also be 
translated literally ; for éxdpaxovrwHeis occurs in the account 

of Clytemnestra’s dream (Aesch. Cho. 549). This gives at 
once éxdpaxovrwiévr én for the verse-end. Proceeding with 

the literal translation we get tuas A€yovras, which also scans 
(first penthemimer). 

~ 3 3 v4 A a A 4 a 

ovyar, adeAdoi, Kai ov, mat, wy mus Saxvy 
€ “A , 2 , > 

bas A€yovras éxdpaxovrwHévr’ Ey. 

Toxeus. Except she give her blood before the gods, 
What profit shall a maid be among men? 

These two lines are simple enough. ‘What profit in a 

maid?’ is ri wapGévov xpéos; and év avOpuzrois needs no change. 
For the rest we have jw py 8@ (or dd@) alua Oeots. A cretic 
is made out of afua do, and Oeoctow will stand before it, jv py 
beginning the line. ri will naturally begin the second line, 

but év dv@pwros will not suit as it stands. It may be 
made into a five-syllable group, as in Type IX. by prefixing 

a long syllable, or as in Type XI. by adding a short 

syllable. The latter is easy, if we use the ovv-dative. 

mwapQévov xpéos will now end the line, and it remains only to 
add an emphatic particle to ri, such as dyra. The whole sense 
is now translated, and two feet of the first line remain 

unfilled. Suppose we add some word enforcing the sense; a 
noun in apposition (‘as a sacrifice’), or an adjective (‘sacri- 
ficial, appeasing,’ OeAxrypios). We then get finally : 

qv py Oeoiow alua d@ OedAxrypiov 

ti Snr év avOpwrowt rapPévov xpéos; 
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XXIT. 

Perhaps the House will allow me to make one or two remarks 
about the Irish policy, as it has been touched upon by the hon. 
gentleman who has just sat down. There was one passage in that 
speech which I heard with regret, and that was the passage in 
which he declared that he was prepared to receive our proposals on 
the subject of the evicted tenants in an attitude of critical suspicion. 
I regret that, and I am astonished, because I do not think that 
there is a single man in this House who is less capable of anything 
like political vindictiveness than the right hon. gentleman. (Cheers.) 

JoHN Morey, March 13, 1894. 

The problem before us here is easier in some respects than 

when we translate a piece of peetry ; but in other respects it is 

less easy. Easier, because we have to reduce the ideas to their 
simplest, and if we translate these into simple and idiomatic 
Greek which will scan, no more is necessary. Less easy, 
because there is wide scope for poetical embellishment of these 
simple ideas, and the skilful composer has a chance to show 
his skill, We shall not, however, be ambitious ; and our aim 

will be two-fold : first, to get at the meaning of the English, 
discarding its forms ; and secondly, to put this meaning into 
simple Greek verse. 

Perhaps the House will allow me to make one or two remarks 
about the Irish policy, as it has been touched upon by the hon. 
gentleman who has just sat down. 

It is of course necessary to avoid a literal translation of 

technicalities. No Greek, whether poet or prose-writer, would 

speak of ‘‘the House” as an English member of parliament 

does, or would allude to another speaker as 6 xadds xéyabds 
dvyp. An Athenian speaker would say something of this 
sort: ‘“O men, I should like to speak a few things briefly 
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in answer to (pos) those things which this man has said 
about Irish matters, who sat down just now,’ or ‘who stood 

up before you,’ or simply ‘this man,’ otros. These sentences 
suggest to the mind several metrical phrases. 6éAow’ av, for 

instance, and cvvroyws, occur to the mind at once; and these 
got, the first line is practically done. After the amphibrachys 

we place wrdpes, and Adyew last. ‘A few remarks’ is dAcya, or 
better zatpa, which we place after the caesura, putting the 

cretic in its Second Position (Type V.): 
l4 > > A 3 a, 4 

Oéd\ouwn. av, wvdpes, Tadpa ovvropws déyeu... 

mpos tadra, will begin the second line; and ‘of Irish 
matters’ becomes epi trav ‘IBepvixwv ; which is easily arranged 

once we see that the genitive is a five-syllable group proper to 

Type X. A spondee is all that is now required to complete 

this line. viv 87 is obvious, and the relative a must be prefixt 
as a connecting link : 

mpos Tavd a viv by Tov "TBepvixwv vépt... 

Again: ‘just’ is apriws, a cretic; and ‘he that has just 

sat down,’ dpriws (=6 apriws) xaOypevos, is already a final 

penthemimer. ovros will be the subject, and we now have to 
find (if possible) a verb for ‘said’ which shall scan, as a 

bacchius or the like. It does not take long to think of the 

compound xareizey, which gives for the third line 

...0UTOS Karelrev dpriws KaOynevos. 

There was one passage in that speech which I heard with regret, 
and that was the passage in which he declared that he was prepared 
to receive our proposals on the subject of the evicted tenants in an 
attitude of critical suspicion. | 

There is a good deal of tautology and verbiage in this 
sentence which of course will be disregarded. ‘A passage,’ 

for instance, will be in Greek ‘a thing’; ‘and that was the 
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passage’ should be simply omitted ; so with ‘declared,’ which is 

implied by ws or an infinitive of reported speech, and the ugly 

metaphor ‘attitude.’ The abstract nouns too must be sim- 

plified to some extent. Thus ‘our proposals’ is ‘whatever we 

propose (BovAevopev)’: ‘critical suspicion’ must be split up 

into ‘with suspicion,’ and ‘in a spirit of enmity,’ say do: 

€Opas. This last is somewhat stronger than the English, but 

an exact translation is not to be had, since xpivew is a clear 

duty, and implies no unfriendliness. Furthermore, ‘I heard 
with regret’ should be ‘pains me,’ Avret we, for no Greek 

would be likely to say yxovoa 8 axwv. 
Our next task is to marshal these phrases, and see how 

they can be fitted into verse. First we insert pév, as is 
natural at the beginning of a speech, and yap; and thus we 

get a palimbacchius, €v wév yép. The next word is obviously 
elrev; and now a penthemimer stands before us. There is 
little help to be got for the latter part of the line. We may 
write Avret woAv as the last group, leaving a cretic; but no 

cretic is forthcoming. Suppose we prefix the emphatic xai, 

making xai Avrei a molossus; is there anything that can be 
moulded into a trochee’ The student will observe that the 
construction is not yet complete ; 6 is required before Avmet ; 
and this ought to suggest that the antecedent be inserted, 
which just meets our present need : 

év pev yap elre Tov0 6 Kai Avmet Todv... 

A bacchius is waiting to take its place in the next line: 

5: éx6pas. Before this may come the word introducing the 
speech, or the infinitive if it will fit. ‘Prepared’is pé\Aew 
rather than érotyos, and this spondee we place first. ‘Sus- 

picion’ must be an abstract noun, vroyia; but it is difficult 
(Sia being already there) to find a preposition which will do for 

‘with.’ Perhaps é€ may do; but neither this nor pera 

looks right. Remember how fond the Greek language is of 
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negatives, and you will soon think of ov« avev (or arep) 
vmropias; which with the necessary xa, and a little epagnst: 
ment, takes shape thus: 

...p&drAQev 80 EOpas xovx vrowias arep... 

‘Our proposals’ contains the materials for a half-line. To 
begin with, BovAcoyer is of that form that it may stand last 
in the line; and though dca or oo’ av helps little, it is easy to 
substitute ef tr. An emphatic ‘xai fills the gap. But the 
phrase may be better turned than this. The proper phrase 

for a resolution of the assembly is doxetv; and since this also 
means ‘to seem good,’ in ordinary speech, it is most appro- 

priate here. BovAcev is an excellent molossus ; and BovAevev 
Soxet is a more idiomatic rendering than the one first sub- 
mitted. A verb is now wanted; what is it that the 

honourable gentleman is going to do? Obviously axovew; 
and here we have a bacchius. Now prefix yor, and the line 
is done : 

e a > , y rv , 5 a 

000 DOV GKOVELY, €L TL Bov EVELY OOKEL... 

‘The evicted tenants’ remain; and seem like to prove as 
unmanageable in verse as they are in their native land. How 

can we discover a Greek phrase which shall be equivalent? 

There is no phrase in Greek used habitually in the same way — 

as this is used. But the idea is easily capable of translation. 
The word ‘tenant’ ought to recal the xAypodxos who settled in 
an allotment of conquered territory; and ‘evicted’ may be 
translated by éxzeoeiv. The sentence takes shape thus: 

‘about those xAypotyo. who have been turned out of their 

farms (xwpia).’ The words are much more easily managed 
in the singular ; and so we fall back on the general supposition 
‘if any tenant is evicted from his farm’: jv xAypodyds tus éx 
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Tov xwpiov éxréoy. Now the matter becomes simple enough. 
Who will fail to see the cretic éxréoy or the palimbacchius 

xAnpodxos? Place xAnpodxos first and yv tis second, follow up 
with the cretic, and the remainder can stand last, the pre- 

position being omitted as unnecessary : 

KAnpovxos yv Tis éxméoy TOU xwplov. 

I regret that, and I am astonished, because I do not think that 
there is a single man in this House who is less capable of anything 
like political vindictiveness than the right hon. gentleman. (Cheers.) 

We begin by echoing the Av7ei of line 4, with either a link 
or some pronoun. Avzet rode in elision will make a good 

beginning for the line, and we may go on to emphasize 7oAv 
(line 4): repeating the idea as (say) ovy yxuora. This brings 
us to the hephthemimeral caesura, ‘Astonisht’ at once 

suggests Javpalw dé, and om. may end the line. To complete 
the construction, add something like ratr’ elev, or rowadtr 

éXekev. 
Avret 108 ody Yxiota, Oavpafw 8 ore 

Totair éX\egev. 

In the next sentence a well-known idiom lies concealed. 
A Greek would put the idea thus: ‘He, if any other man 

(eirts xat aAXos, or ef Tes GAAos), would shrink from...’ It will 

be needful to paraphrase ‘political vindictiveness’: the plain 

meaning is ‘to be an enemy (éx6pos) to his opponents (évavriot) 
in political life (é woAe).’ Here we have several useful 
phrases. i tis dAAos is a double trochee ; év woAe a cretic ; 
évayrio. a proper final; while éyOpos may be used in many 
ways, €xOpds yevéoOar (penthemimer), éxOpds elvar (lacking one 

syllable of a penthemimer), éyOpds wy (cretic). 

Turning now to the beginning of the sentence, we see that 

the obvious particles are xai yap. If these be used, the 
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next thing will be a molossus, cretic, or five-syllable final 
(Type IX.). ‘Shrink’ is éxveivy, and this at once gives what 
we want: dxvoin (av). Introduce wore between these words, 
and the line is done. For the next, there is a double trochee 

waiting which needs but one syllable to make it a penthe- 

.mimer; and the pronoun ode may serve: od ef rus GAAos. We 
may proceed with rots évavriows, and place éxOpos yevéo Oar in the 
next line ; or, using a more ornate expression, write in the next 
line éxecv 3c’ opyys, changing the dative to an accusative. The 
last iambus of line 10 is still lacking ; replace the object by ray 
évayriwy twa. ‘ Political’ still remains, and the cretic év rode 

may follow next. But it will be observed that the speech is 
done, and it is best to carry it on to the end of a verse. This 

being so, insert some phrase justified by the context: éyOpos 
wv, say, and give it an object by making éy wéAe an adjectival 

phrase. The whole section then runs as follows : 

..KOL yap Oxvoin wor av 
00, € tis GAAos, TaY évavriuy TLvd 

exe 8: dpyjs, éx9pds av rots év rode. 

Is our task now done? Not quite: the word ‘Cheers’ 
remains. But it may be said, there is no need to translate 
this. There is no absolute need; but can it be done? If 

these ideas were spoken by an actor on a Greek stage, how 

would he express the hearers’ applause? That depends on 

circumstances. 

First, the speech may be reported by a Messenger. If so, 
he would add something of this sort: ‘So he spake; and they 
praised him’: 6 pev rad’ ele, of S erynverav, to which we may 
add yodw, implied by context. 

Or secondly, it may be spoken in propria persona by the 

actor. In this case, the audience are the Chorus; and no 

Greek Chorus would so far forget itself as to cry ‘Hip hip 
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hurrah,’ They, or their leader, would say simply: ‘Thou 

hast well spoken, and we praise thee.’ This gives et y' «lias 
(palimbacchius) for the first section of the line, and tatr’ 
érawovpyev to follow the caesura (Type X.). It is easy to 

expand this by using io@:: io@’ éraivotvras trade, which leaves 
just room for judas. So the Chorus replies to the speech 

>? 2 > ca > 9 9 a , 

ev y €imas* nas 8 icf éwawvotvras trade. 
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TypeI »- | v—-||-u- | ~-— UT~ 

AdOpa p | drreAOey || &xParety | iwelperac. Soph. O. 7. 386. 

Type II. ¥—vU | —-“|/-V- | ¥-vu¥ 
Exevro | TArjpov || Seve 8’ av | rdvOév8’ dpav. Soph. O. T. 1267. 

Type III -~-v--» || -—-vuU- | “eV 

oTHpPoOppayover || woulAwy | écOnpdrov. Aesch, Pers. 836. 

Type IV. “-v- | wu | -*- | vu 

Srolyerar | Odapa 8’ || close | rdxa. Soph. O. 7. 1295. 

Type Ve. w—v-—™ || -—v | -<“— | vu 

yvopns 8’ drovons || ype || ylyverat | péya. 
Aesch. Eum, 750, 

Type VIL “-—-vu-u || —-vur-yv | -vu~ 

os 08x tirépdev || Ovyrdv. Svra. | xp1) povetv. 
Aesch. Pers. 820. 

Type VII. ¥-v- | Yeu || —v | —v~ 

ov pév, marep | yepare || rovSe | rapSévwy. Aesch. Suppl. 480. 

Type VIII. ~-v | -¥-v||/-v-v¥ 

ovyjoar | & yuvatnes || Eepydopeda. Eur. Hipp. 565. 

or | ee eS ee Type IX. a ae POT Tacs fats | 
ory | KaAvad? || dvOd8" || elonxovoare. Eur. Hipp. 712. 

Type x. ¥—~UY-¥ | —-VU-¥-— v= 

ovKoty | Aéyouvera || Tuptwrépa | have. Eur. Hipp. 332. 

Type AI. ¥-| v-¥-v | -¥-v~ 

vale | éhevO€poror || OnAcrov arep. Eur. Hipp. 624, 

Type XII. ~-v_-¥||-v-¥-v* 

&dvurros | drys || aradrAaxOyoerar. Soph. El. 1002. 
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